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The caamnittee on ~uman Factors w a s  established i n  october 1980 by 
the canrmission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education of 
the National Research Council. It is sponsored by the Office of 
Naval Research, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the 
~ r m y  Research Institute for the Behavioral and Socidl Sciences, the 
National Aemnautics and Space Z4dministraticm, and the National 
Science Fumlatian. 
'Ihe principal objectives of the carrmittee are to prcrvide new 
perspectives on theomtical and methodological issues, identify 
basic research needed to expami and strwgthen the scientific basis 
of human factors, and to attract scientists both inside and outside 
the field to perfonn needed resear&. The goal of the amunittee is 
to provide a solid foundation of research on which effective human 
factors practices can build. 
In order for the camittee to perform its role effectively, it draws 
on experts from a wide range of scientific and engineering 
disciplines. 
psycholcgy, engineering, bimecham 'cs, cognitive sciences, machine 
intelligence, caquter sciences, sociology, and human factors 
engineer-. 
symposia organized by the camnittee represent additional 
disciplines. All of these disciplines contribute to the basic data, 
theory, and methods required to imprwe the scientific basis of 
human factors. 
?he cannittee includes specialists in the fields of 
participants in the working groups, workshops, and 
viii 
I. PREFACE 
A steering group fonned by the Conunittee on Human Factors was 
charged to identify the types of human factors resear& that, i f  funded 
and begun immediately, would be likely to produce results applicable to 
the evolutionary design of a National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration national space station to be launched in  the 1990s. The 
steering group was  instructed to consider human factors research relevant 
to such future space systems as the space station, lunar bases, and 
possibly interplanetary travel. 
steering group and is reported in these pmceedmg ' s, did meed yield 
infomation applicable to future space systems. 
infomation and offered insights of potential interest to many other 
civilian and military endeavors. 
transfer would occur. 
me symposium, which was  planned by the 
In addition, it provided 
0 It was our hope that  this potential for 
I would like to thank the participants in this project for their 
-vidual authors time, effort, and contributions to the symposium. 
accept primary responsibility for each paper and this authorship is 
acknowledged a t  the beginning of each paper. S t e e r i n g  group members 
deliberated, reviewed, and contributed t o  hprovemnts in the content of 
each paper. 
contribution of time both before and after the symposium. 
I am especially grateful to th& for their generaus 
The steering group, and the other principals in the production of 
this symposium, received a great deal of guidance and assistance frum 
NASA personnel. On behalf of us  all, I would like to thank Melvin 
Montemerlo and Michael Wreevy of the Office of Aeronautics and Space 
@ Technology, Richard carlisle and +t of the Space station 
O f f i c e ,  and Owen Garriott, ~s-Mu~,  for their extensive sununaries of 
the space station planning activities during the initial October 1985 
steering gmup briefings. special thanks are also due to Jesse Moore, 
thedirect0 r of the Johnson Space Center, Joseph Loftus, assistant 
director, David Nagel fm the Ames Research Center, and the many NASA 
personnel who participated in the brief- of the steering committee 
held a t  the Johnson Space center. 
Final ly ,  thanks are due to the people who have wrked behinl the 
scenestoensurethat thesymposiumwas~~nducted,  andtheproceedings 
prepared, i n  an oxyanized and timely manner. Appreciation is extended to 
S t a n l e y  Deutsch, study direct0 r a t  the time of the symposium, for his 
contributions to its planning; to Dam Kruser, pmject coordinator, for 
her efforts in the organization and execution of the symposium and 
assistance in the edit- of this report; to  Elizabeth Neilsen, 
assistant, for her managerial and logistic S U P J O ~ ;  to Beverly Huey, who 
also pruvided logistic support; to Qlristine I%SEW, of the copmaission 
staff, for editorial support; to Margaret m, who prwided secretarial 
assistance in preparation for the symposium; to m i a n  Holtzthum, for 
secretarial assistance in  preparing this document for review; ard to 
Seijas, for prepring the document for publication. I express my 
sincere thanks to each of these individuals for their significant 
contributions. 
Thanas B. Sheridan, Chair 
m t t e e  on Human Factors 
X 
We can follow our dreams to distant stars, 
living and mrking in space for peaceful economic 
and scientific gain. 
to devebp a permanently manned Space station and 
to do it within a decade. 
President Fbnald Reagan, State of the Union 
Message, January 5, 1984. 
W g h t ,  I am dhcting NASA 
In respanse to this presidential mandate, the National 
Aeronautics and space Administration (NASA) is planning to launch a 
national space station in the early 1990s. "0 implemnt this 
mnmitment, and in cammeme with a COngressiondL mandate, NASA is 
focusing serious attention on the use of aubtion and robatics in * 
is a tendency, particularly in the public sector, to view 
the emqence of new ccanputer capabilities ard autamation and 
rabatic technologies as a basis for replacing hmans in space and 
thereby avoiding tragedies such as those of the   pol lo 7 and the 
Challenger. However ,  it is unlikely that artificial intelligence 
caqxrable to human intelligence will be available to replace humans 
during the last part of the twentieth century and the early part of 
the twenty-fbt. 
together in space for the foreseeable future. 
-fore, people and auhted systems will work 
1 
2 
NASA is planning new research programs aimed at acquiring a 
better understanding of how cmputers, autanation, and robotics can 
be made to work in partnership with people in ccanplex, long-duration 
space system missions. These programs will address important 
questions concerning the relationship between what are called 
intelligent systems and the people who will use them as astronauts 
inside a space vehicle and in extravehicular activities, as 
scientists and technicians in space and on the graund, and as 
controllers on the grounrl. 
space offers significant challenges for the exploration and 
demnstration of human-canpu-rdmt cooperation. Fkcognizing the 
size, cmplexity, and importance of this mlenge, the Aeronautics 
and Wce Technology Office approached the m t t e e  on 
Factors for assistance. The specific question posed was “What 
resear& is, or should be, going on ncw that might produce new 
technologies that could, or should be, integrated into the space 
station after its initial operating capacity has been established?ll 
The canunittee responded to NASA’s question by praposing to 
assemble a grotp~ of eminent scientists to address this issue and to 
present i t s  views to the research camm~vll ‘ty by means of a symposium 
on human factors research needs in advanced space station design. 
0 
3 
' 0  
mvdqgnent of the SLmpOsium 
The Canrmittee on Human Factors initially formd a small 
SteerhqGrcupcQnposedofsixresearrhersrepresmthqabraad 
range of relevant disciplines (i.e., human factors, artificial 
intelligence, qprt system, decision science, mbotics and 
telepmsence, and social science and space system design) 
steering group was introduced to the task at ham3 thrabFpl briefings 
froon various NASA 
Aeroslautics and space Technology and the space Station Office. 
Based on the information gathered during these briefings, the 
steer- group then devehpd the follwing list of symposium topics 
arri questions for consideration by prospective speakers. 
?he 
offices, incl- the Office of 
0 mtem PmductiviW/Feom le and M a c h i n e s  
- 
- 
Haw can human performance and productivity be defined? 
HOW can system productivity be meafllred and evaluated? 
0 Their Use 
- whatare themquimmb for reliability? 
- How can people, a t p e r t  systenrs, and rabots form an 
effective prtmrdu 'p? 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Idmuacre and Dimlaw for Human- ter Camrmrnication 
- How mu& structure does a computer language need? 
- What types of displays are most effective? 
Teletxesene and !mDem isom control 
- What are the relative merits of various Wepresence 
displays? (e.g., tcuch or stereapsis) 
- What CM be done to increase the precision of control 
for remote manimatom? 
cQm3utercAided Monitorb and &ision Etakinq 
- 
- 
What types of mutine aperations ccnild be autauated? 
How w i l l  people use these types of aids? 
- What factors affect gruup productivity and 
perfOlXlEWt2? 
- What are the patential effects of increases crew 
diversity w i t h  mspect t o  such variables as gender, 
profession& training, and interest differences? 
MaMn -le in sx>a c0 
- HCXJ should system functions be allocated in manned 
space systems? 
Who or what instrumentality should take u l t h t e  
responsibility for system performance and safety, a 
human or a anpter? 
-- 
The general fmnework for the symposium was planned as 
follow. Each topic area &d constitute a different session. 
5 
prepared especially for the symposium and would be followed by a 
formalcammentary on the papers by a preassigned discussant and would 
conclude w i t h  an open discussion. Members of the audience would be 
active participants and would be selected w i t h  this in mind. 
The steering gmup identified and recruited three experts in 
each topic anst: t w  authors and a designated discussant. ?he 
session on system pmductivity was an exception, having one author 
a ane discussant. 
authors and aiscussants were invited to vis i t  the L m  Johnsan 
Space Center for briefings and discussions w i t h  key prsomel 
involved in  manned space flight research and developmt. speakers 
and advisors w e r e  present from NASA h-, the Jahnson Space 
Center, the Ames Center, ard the Jet Propulsion Iaboratory. 
Following the extensive overview of NASA research efforts aimed 
Before the symposium, all the prospective 
a t  the space station effort prwided by NASA personnel, symposium 
authors and discussants began preparing materials for the 
symposium. 
using an iterative peer review and revision appmach in writing the 
Individuals involved i n  each session worked tcgether 
papers and the fonnal capmnentary on them that was t o  be included in 
the symposium proceedings Each group took responsibility for the 
ccnnpleteness and technical accuracy of the m a t e r i a l  r e p m t i n g  its 
area of expertise. 
received a ccrmplete set of papers and CammMtary for each of the 
sessions. 
prior to the symposium, authors and discussants 
6 
The symposium w a s  held a t  the National Academy of Sciences on 
January 29-30, 1987. F o l l m i q  the symposium, authors were asked t o  
mise their papers and t o  suggest revisions t o  papers written by 
others based on the information and insights gained during the 
symposium. 
The steering g r m p  did not consider its manddte t o  enampass the 
task of developing specific recaamnenlations for resear& t o  NASA. 
symposium presentations ard ccamnerrtary senre that plrpose. 
Howwer, the closirrg r€!marb of the keynote speaker and the chair, 
which appear a t  the end of these pmcediqs  , stard as their 
persandl interpmtatian of what was said that was the mst 
important. 
M s  section summarizes the contents of etch of the symposium 
papers and pmvides the interested reader w i t h  an overview of the 
symposium Program. 
System M c t i v i t y :  People and Machines 
Proauctivitv in the Space Station fF?amnd S. Nickerson1 The 
concept of productivity, while elusive, has been an iqortant one in  
econcnnics and engineering psychology and is frequently encountered 
in discussions of the space program and of the space station in 
7 
means and haw it has been assessed in earth environments. 
variables that have been shown to affect it are identified. 
Sevezzd 
Factors 
that are likely to have an impact on pmductivity in space are 
discussed, with emphasis on a variety of stressors that may be 
expcted to characterize the spa- station erwirornrrent. 
ends with a set of recammhtions for resear&. 
%e paw 
AIsvstemsin the Swce Station (Thanas M. Mitchell). Amng the 
technolcgies that will help shape life in the space station, 
artificial intelligence (AI) seems certain to play a major role. 
Ihs striking ccmplexity of the Station, its life suplport systems, 
ard the manufacturing and scientific a-tu it will house mquire 
that a good share of its supemision, main-, and mtml be 
done by ccmpter. At the sanre time, the need for intelligent 
ccarmoslication ard shared msponsibility such canputer 
programs d space station residents poses a serious challenge to 
present interfaces be- people and machines. 
patential ard need for catributions fran AI to the space station 
effort are great. 
Hence, the 
W paper suggests areas in w h i c h  support for new AI research 
might be expect& to pmduce a significant inpact on future space 
station technology. Ihe paper focuses on two areds of particular 
significance to the space effort: (1) the use of ~ l e d g e - b a s e d  
systems for moazitorirq ard cosltrolli~~~ the space station and (2) 
issues related to sharing a d  transferring respansibility between 
ccrrpxrters and space station residents. 
a 
SYStems: A m  lications in Space (Bruce C. E~chananl The 
technology of artificial intelligence (AI), specifically expert 
systems, is reviewed to examine what capabilities exist and what 
research needs to be conducted to facilitate the integration of 
humans and AI technology in future space systems. 
is defined as a flexible, symbolic reasoning prcgram that uses 
heuristics to manipulate symbolic data in order to generate 
plausible answers to questions. 
expert systems: (1) performance (at a standard caparable to the 
best specialists); (2) reasoning (as apposed to straight I1number 
cru~chi@~) ; (3) understandability (the ability to explain why an 
answer is plausible and how it was generatea) ; and (4) flexibility 
(the ability to deal with novel situations). Methodological 
techniques for achieving these goals are discussed, including 
modularity (keeping domain knwledge separate fram decision rules, 
and- t clusters of damain huwledge separate fram one 
An expert system 
Four goals are identified for 
another) and uniformity of language and constructs (both internally 
between segments of the program, and externally be- the program 
ard the intended users) 0 The problems of collecting, representing, 
storing, maintaining, and manipulating domain knuwledge are 
reviewed. w;lchanan concludes that existirrg expert system technology 
is adequate for same problems but can be impwed to use the very 
large knwledge bases r e q u i r d  by a system as cmplex as the space 
station. 
9 
Language and Displays for M r m a n w -  ccmunum cation 
chanae in Mmran-ccnmxl ter Interfaces on the Smce Station fFhiliD J. 
Hayes) ?he planned longwity of the space station will require 
nroaularity in its design to allow cmpnents to be changed and 
Wted as independently of one another as possible. ' Ihis paper 
explores the issue of moaularity in the design of human-cmpter 
interfaces for the space station. Rre need for modularity centers 
an the rapid rate of expansion in the kinas and ccmbinatians of 
modalities (typing, graphics, point-, speech, etc.) available for 
human- interaction, and on the techniques available to 
effect their implementation ami interaction. 
appmpriateness of current and forthcaning modalities according to 
task, user, and space station envirarmrent 
makes dmqe in human-capter interfaces inevitable for the space 
station is the develapnent of intelligent interfaces. ?he paper 
discusses methods of achieving intelligence in interfaces and in 
what c- it is desizable. 
the ~becessary changes in human- interfaces is considered, 
focusing on methods of obtaining a clean separation between the 
interfaa and the utxkriying space station system application. 
?he paper 2~ssesses the 
Asecomfactorthat 
?he question of how to achieve 
U s e r  
interface managemnt systems and interaction interface developnent 
e n v h m t s  are also addressed. ?he paper concludes with a set of 
research mamendations covering bath research into new interface 
technology and methods for dealing with the consequent need for 
change in interfaces. 
10 
Comitive Factors in the Desim and Develorrmen t of Software in  the 
mace Station Peter G. polsonl The paw describes major problems 
in the design of human-cmputer interfaces for systems on the space 
station and shm how systematic application of enpirim and 
theoretim M t s  ard methodologies fm cognitive psycholagy and 
cognitive science can lead to the developat of interfaces that 
reduce training cost and enhance space station crew productivity. 
?he paper focuses on four issues: (1) transfer of user skills; (2)  
Four solutions to the prablems a m  pmposed: (1) use of information 
processing models of tasks in the design process; (2) alocation of 
adequate resmmes t o  -interfa- developnent; (3) use of user 
interface management systems; and (4) use of existing mise in 
NASA. 
Caputer-Aided Monitoring and Decision 
Fwustness and Tmnmamnw in Intelliaent systems (Randall Davis) 
wlilding and operating a manned space station w i l l  give rise t o  
problems of enonnous ccwrplexity i n  an environment t ha t  is both 
hostile and unfamiliar. The ccmplexity of the station and the 
novelty of the e n v h m t  preclude the cmation of an exhaustive 
list of cantingacy procedures. unforeseen events w i l l  inevitably 
occur, requiring real-time interpretation, diagnosis, and respome. 
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?he paper mi- the failure of a fuel cell during the second 
space shuttle mission in order to give an ample of the kind of 
unanticipated event that can occur and examines the varieties of 
hmledge and ergineering reasoning required to deal w i t h  such an 
event. mvis considers what might be required to have a CCBnputer 
ass i s t  in this task by giving it an understanding of %cw scanething 
works1f. Some m l u t i m s  to the pmblem are discmsd to 
0 demn3tmte why existing technology is insufficient, anl several 
research thpmerr then -lored. Ihe M m  d dlarackr O f  
engineerirrg nrodels are considered and it is sugyested that their 
mation, selection, and shplificatim are key issues in the sort 
of that shcnild be created. Recalling the difficulties 
involved in the capture of Solar Max, the paper argues for the 
necessity of cmplete design capture and speculates about what it 
a d  take to m a t e  a design capture system so effective that it 
a d  be was almost untkinkable to mate or  modify a design without 
it. 
to  create models that are easier to  use ard mre effective; that is, 
hcw t o  design in such a fashion that interpretation, diagnosis, d 
' 
R.le paper also considers what can be done at the design stage 
n%ponse are made less complex processes. 
Decision MakLna --Aided and Una ided  (Baru ch Fischhoff), There are few 
aspects of space station design ard operation that  do not hvolve 
same decision making, whether it be c h o o s i ~ ~ ~  critical pieces of 
equiptent, choosing to trust  autmated systems, choosing where t o  
look f i rs t  for the sauce of an apparent anomaly, or  choosing the 
range of &tiow for pre-mission testing. KhckJing how people 
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intuitively make such decisions provides a basis for determining 
where they need help, in the form of automated decision aids, 
specialized training, or designs that are robust in the face of 
fallible decision mdking. Although it has much in CammDn with 
decision rrrdking in other contexts, space station decision making 
presents scnne special demands. mese include: (1) the need to 
meate a shared model of the space station and its flzpport systems, 
w h i c h  will coordirate the widely distributed decision makers capable 
of affecting its performance; (2) the need to make decisions with 
inperfect systems, whose current status and future behavior are 
incmpletely understood; (3) the need to make novel decisions, 
responding to nonmutine situations. The human factors research 
needs in each of these areas are identified, using as a point of 
departure the literature of behavioral decision theoq. Meeting 
these demands will require the sort of programmatic research effort 
that has distinguished MISA in the past. 
Telepresence and supervisory cclnrtrol 
TelWl3e.El tim. Tele~resence, and Telerobotics (Thomas B. Sheridan) 
The problems of h teg ra t i q  humans and automated or mbatic systems 
in space e n v h m t s  are discussed, keginning with brief 
definitions of key terms like Weoperation, Wepresence, 
Wembotics, and supervisory control. The early development of 
teleoperatom is sunanarized, fmn the crude mecham ' C a l  earth-moving 
@ and construction equi-t available prior to 1945, to the 
industrial robots, equipped with primitive ccnnputer vision, wrist 
force sensing, and %each perdantll control boxes that were in use by 
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the early 1980s. ?he current status of tekoprator demlqment is e 
evahated, and multifingered manipulators, touch sensing, and depth 
perception are cited as areas in which prcnnising research is 
occurring. A need is identified for a formal theory of manipulation 
to guide the develmt of human-machine integrated sensory-motor 
control systems. Research needs are identified in the follcwing 
areas: (1) telesensing (including resolved force, touch, 
kinesthesis, pmprioception, andproxlrm ' 'ty); (2) teleactuating 
(including rrailti-degree-of-freedam end effectors, two-arm 
interaction, and multiperson cooperative contml of teleoprators) ; 
(3) human- interaction in a cumputex--aided ernrirOnment 
(inc1ud.k~ simulation, planning/dedsion-aiding, and 
t x u r m d c a t i ~ ~ l ) .  It is concluded that resear& in a -  
the areas discussed is criticdl for the develqgrmt of 
teleoperator/teleic capabilities, which will permit the best 
relative use of both human and mchh resoulces in future space 
systems. 
Telembotics for the Evolvins 
this paper, telerabatics is used to mean remDte control of rabats by 
a human operator us* supervisory and same direct control. 
robot is mwnt a manipulator/mability device with visual or other 
senses. 
station. DE paper suggests that triplicate or three way planning 
ce Station (Lawrence Stark) In 
By 
lh is  is an important area for the evolving NASA space 
should be enplqed. It is to carry out research to 
acccmplish tasks: (1) with people alone, if possible, such as in @ 
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extra-ahr activities; (2) with autananvnrs mbats (m); and (3) 
w i t h  telenbutics. BY canparing and -ing the reseamh 
to carry cut these three ammches, pmsent pmblems may 
be clarified. 
The paper describes an e t p € r m  telemhtics simulation 
suitable for studying human aperator perfomname. Simple 
maniplator pick-and-place and tracking tasks allowled quantitative 
amparisan of a number of calligraphic display viewing &tiam. 
Ihe Ames-Eerkeley enhanced perspective display was utilized in 
m j e a  with M experhntal halmat display systen. A 
raaaber of contml modes CGild be 
sixulatim, including displacement, rate, and aceeleratory ccmtml 
us- position and foroe juysticks. -cation delay was 
htmducd to study its effect on performance. 
in this telembotics 
Ihe paper suggests that the hptus  and swprt for t s l e i c s  
research -logy shaild mne frern NASA and fraa privab industry 
and that such research cmld also be m, w i t h  SuIJPort frun 
NASA, in university laboratories. 
social mctors in Pmductl 'vity and momname 
social stress. CamXrter-Elsdi ated canratnicatica! svstarrs. andMrman 
ivitY in ti- Qokl -Paperm- 
dhtimt but related foci. F h s t ,  it amsiders the issue of stress 
and revim the social psychological literature relating stress to 
individual and g m u p  functianing. primary attention is focused on 
the link between stress and  roup productivity. Ihe paper 
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identifies praa isw lines of research in the social sciences and 
poses issues that might be of particular interest to NASA for future 
research. Secard, the paper considers a broad class of prablems 
that arise fram the fact that life aloft requims, almost 
exclusively, mediated cammiation systems. 
paper addresses the psychologicdl and social aspects of mediated 
caammrnicatian (primarily, -ted cammicatian systezas) 
and its impact on irdividudl and grup perfonname or proauctivity. 
W ooncludiq section of the paper proposes a criticdl set of 
reseadl meds that NASA might take as recamnendatians for 
progranmratic resear&. lhese CaIpler lmt  research almkntly beilq 
section of the 
sqqorted by NASA's Mrman Factors Division. E q h s i s  is placed an 
what are termed critical social contingencies, namely, those 
psychological and sociological aspects of l i f e  as envisioned on 
space stations that, i f  not mamged w e l l  oqanizationally, cculd 
create major pmblenrs for crew p-ivity and viability in space. 
-1. conflict. and Crisis -cement in the %ace Station's 
Socialsystem f H. mMichener1 Ihe pa- discusses t w o  social 
SyStemS: (1) the Space Statim Social in the year 1993 arrl 
(2) the space station social syste!m as it may have evolved by the 
year 2000. 
they cannot be investigated by empi r i ca l  techniquest thus, the 
discussion in  this paper is necessarily theomticdl and 
Because neither of these social systenrs exists today, 
amjectural. It is pmposed that the year 2000 social system, in 
contra& with the 1993 system, w i l l  be 1- in size and xom 
differentiated in capositim, w i l l  make greater use of m-boaxd 
e 
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cmpterization (artificial intelligence) , and will pursue different 
goals and subgoals. ?hese charrges will, in turn, create a year 2000 
social system that is more cmplex, mom differentiated into 
subgraups, and more m i z e d  with regard to decision making 
than the year 1993 system. It is w e s t e d  that several 
will follaw fran km3ases in mnplexity, 
differentiation, and decatmlization. Specificdlly, it is likely 
that: (1) the supervisory-umtml system on board the space station 
will shift  fropn a hima fom to a heteramhiczd form; (2) the 
potential for, and severity of, interpsrsanal conflict will be 
greater; ax%l (3) the logistics of mspc&hq ’ tocriseswillbe 
different. Each of these points is discussed in detail. The paper 
closes w i t h  mggestims mgamahg resear& that might usefully be 
ardwted tcday in anticipation of these changes. 
The Roles  of I-Rmans and Machjnes in mace David L. Akin1 The 
fundanmtal requirements for any self=cmtained device performing a 
usem function in space are identified as follws: (1) sensation 
(the ability to detect objects) ; (2) canputation (the ability to 
fonnulate a plan of action); (3) manipulation (the ability to 
intaact with, and to alter, the environment ) ;  (4) locumtion (the 
ability to maneuver within the env-); (5) support (w, 
coolhg, etc.) Ihe past and present roles of human and ‘a 
systems in fulfillirrg these functions in space activities are 
reviewed, with el@aSis on the special cmtrihltials of people to 
I. 
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the perfolmance of space systems. Ihe need to take an earthlike 
env- into space in order to accamnodate humans is also 
-, including the constraints of abxphere, cansumables, 
velure, wrk cycles, and gravity. 
continue to be 
machines in space systems for the foreseeable futum. 
needs are identified in the following areas: 
It is concluded that there w i l l  
and sufficient roles for both humans and 
(1) develqpmt of a 
meaningArl data base on human and macfiinB capabilities and 
lMtaticP.ls in spa- envircorments; (2) iderrtificatiar of appxpriate 
roles far humans - nrachines in space systenrs; (3) delelopent of 
-iab metrics of human and InacfiinB performance; and (4) an 
a s s e s s m e r R o f ~ i s m ( t h e t e n d e n c y t o d e s i g n a u t m c m m s  
=chines based on a human model). 
coanitive Tasks 
(william H, Starlxlckl The differences between people and 
 pea^ le and canoxlters in SDaCa 
OcBlpXrters are persistent and profcrind. Although -' 
capabilities have been developing rapidly, cc~lpxter simulation of 
humn thaqht has had little success. m e r ,  the differences 
betwmn people and ounphrs suggest that ccmbinations of the ttJl0 
can achieve results keyord the capabilities of each alone. For that 
reason, NASA shcnilddamte resear& to inproving the interactions 
and m i e s  between people and ccnpluters. 
N e a r l y  all the research on human-canprter interactian has 
focused on people who lacked thorough trainirrg and who had little 
-ience w i t h  canputers. since most of these findings may not 
extrapolate to the well-trained and aqerienced operators of space 
system, there is rn for studies of Guch users. Five 
topics seem especially interest ing and important: (1) fostering 
tmst between people and e systems; (2) creating usem 
mrMOdds; (3) anticipating human errors; (4) developing effective 
interface languages; and (5) using nreaningAil interface mekiphorn. 
Inhenent in these topics is an hplication that NASA should Welap 
a user interface ma~ganent system that will reaqnize the needs of 
differwt users, &law different users to express their pmxral 
P=f-, ard prptect users' individuality. me paper CQnclUdes 
#at to impmve the gudlityof designs and to -users' 
aocWhnc8 of designs, exper~mcad astrmauts and Ccatsollers sharld 
participate in the desi- of interfaces and systems. 
O R A F  
OR QUOTATION 
Welcame to- the Symposium on Mrman Factors in Autamated and Robotic 
Space Systems. I w i l l  s t a r t  by saying a few words about why we're all 
here. A b i t  over a year ago, actually before the Challenger accident, 
Melvin -10, the Manager of the Human Factors Fkseamh Pmgram and 
Co-Mamger of the Autmation and R o b t i c s  Program for the Office of 
AeraMutics Md Space Technalogy in NASA Headquarters, requested the 
Ckanrdttee on Mrman Factors of the National Research Council to consider 
the needs for human factors research in evolutionary manned space 
stations. Mel aslced the camnittee to look a t  future manned space systems 
beycud the Initial operating configuration ( 1 0 ~ ) ;  looking ahead into the 
late 19901s and beyord. (I might mention that Me1 is on sabbatical leave 
and Mike Mreevy is CULTently managing the pmgmms.) 
It was clear to u s  that any new resear& started now cauld not have 
much effect on the design of the I0C, so t ~ l e  h e w -  had to speculate for a 
period beyona this first space station. 
thought about it, that if a sbqle issue cauld be considered to have the 
most effect on human factors h the space program, it wculd be the 
carpxzter. And while much of the public, evm the congress, and even sarme 
in NASA mamgernmt, have mne to  think in terms of the astroslaut versus 
the ccII[pxzter and autaaaation and mbotics, I believe the science and 
It was also clear to us, as we 
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technology camrmnity and many i n  NASA )awkJ better. It's really the 
astmnaut, or human beings, workinq toa ether w i t h  the cmputer and 
aukanation and mbotics i n  close cooperation, that w i l l  result in the 
greatxst mission success. 
happen, are, of course, not the same. We have a long way to go to piece 
it all together. 
But sinply to say that and to have it r e a ~ y  
So we were asked to think about this major issue and to organize a 
symposium, CQnpOsBd of experts who, in uur jwement, rep- the most 
critical areas of human-machine interaction, even thwgh we a d  not 
mer all of the major aspects of human factors. ?he ccmittee decided 
that it muld be most effective i f  it concentmted on human factors issues 
in relation t o  mgmters, autamation, robatics, and the roles of people in 
the space stations of the fu-. A reason for select- the symposium 
format w a s  the cp~~r tun i ty  hat it wmld afford an exchange w i t h  ather 
people in the scientific wnununiw (includiq NASA) and ather 
organizations who might make cogent contributions to the aiscourse. 
. 
Let me identify the people who wrked hard w i t h  the symposium S t e e r i n g  
Gruup t o  
FactorS: 
Kruser, a consultant to the cananittee, who is largely respansible for 
hav- all of the symposium papers ready on t i m e ;  Elizabeth Neilsen, the 
this synposium together, the staff of the CQmnittee on Human 
Dr. Stanley Deutsch, the Slxdy Director for the cananittee; Dana 
cxmnittee's staff assistant, whose wxt on the logistics 
invaluable; and Beverly Hwy, also a consultant, who helped 
schedule in myriad ways. ?hey w i l l  all be available during 
ycxl have any needs. e 
was 
u s t o m e e t o u r  
the meet- i f  
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we ask you to listen to our thoughts, and possibly some irreverent 
camments about the space program and the mseaxrh that's been done or 
should be do--, and to participate in the discussion. 
P- ' are available cut at this time is so that we can capture your 
One reason that the 
ideas and include them in the pmcee&qs * of the meeting. 
I thank you for participatiq and 1 hope we can make this an 
interactive meeting. 
Nuw, Iwanttointroduce Dr. Raymona S. Colladay, the Associate NASA 
Administrator for the O f f i c e  of AeraMutics and Space Technr>logy, to say a 
fewwoxds about the NASA organization. I will then ask Dr. David A. 
Goslin, the Executive D i r e c t o r  of the coamrusS ' ion on Behavioral and Social 
Sciences and Elucatian (CBASSE) , to say a few wxds about the National 
Academy of Sciences and the National F&semh Council. 
HuMn Factors is located organizationzdly within CBASsE. 
. a 
The Camnit tee on 
so, first,  Ray calladay. 
3 
OR UUOTATlON 
I ' m  delighted to see that in spite of the ST#IW hem in w-, 
- 
there is such a good turnart. I was talking to S t a n  Deutsch before the 
meting and he told me that attendance had to be restricted so that the 
grcorp would be small and intimate to encourage good intemhange and 
didlog. 
that is extreTnely important to NASA. And I ' m  further pleased by the fact 
that Mrman Factors is be- considered at this symposium in the context of 
AutcaMted and Fbbotic systems, because that's precisely that way we s h a d  
look at  that subject. This reflects what NASA is trying to do to b r i q  
those disciplines together. 
I ' m  plesed w i t h  that because it provides a focus on a subject 
I think that when you look into the subjects which you are addressing 
0 
in this symposium, you're going t o  see a discrepancy between our goals and 
our CUzTent c a w i i l i t y ,  specifically in the NASA program. Your feedback 
in the discussions ard in the p- ' of this meet- w i l l  be very 
important to us in planning the program and in trying to get our 
capability on track w i t h  aur expectations and aur vision. we have great 
plans for extmduq ' hman presence in space. The space station is only 
the first step in that vision, whi& is taking shape right nm as we 
contenplate lunar bases, expeditions to Mars, and other missions beyorxi 
the space station. 
It is my pleasure to welcame you to this symposium on numan Factors in 
AutcsMted and Robatic Space systems, and I'd like to thank the National 
Resear& council's coamnittee on Human Facrtors for their efforts in 
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conduct- this symposium, and for their vdluable ccmtrihtions over the 
years to NASA's Aeronautics and Space Human Factors research programs. 
The copmnittes has helpedus to foxmulate and develop the kinds of programs 
we need in this area. 
Ihe subject of this symposium is timely indeed. Yesterday was the 
f i rs t  anniversary of the Qldllenger accident, a day of rededication to 
excellence in m r y  of the Mission 51-L Challenger astronauts. 
day when, as a nation, we rededicated ourselves to the excellence that 
characterizes Jmrica. For our part, &e a t  NASA are develop- a clear 
vision of the future in space and are currently ref- our research and 
It was a 
techI2ology developrent plans to ensure the health, safety, and 
productivity of humans in space thmt@mut the ccuning decades. Although 
it was only formalized as a research discipline abaut five years ago, our 
Space €iinmn Factors Program is built upon a 1- history of aeronautical 
human factors research, and extensive agency experience in l i f e  sciences 
research and manned space flight. 
. 
Smethiq else is h a w  in the NASA programwfiidl pleases me, and 
that is the start of a new building for human performance research for the 
space progrma a t  our Ames Research center in California. I intend this 
building to be the first  leg of a major facility that mines human 
performance and autanation -. W e  are, i n  fact, ptt- a building 
i n  place to reflect exactly the kind of q e r  of those disciplines that 
this symposium is addmss-. we'll call it the performance and 
Autamation Laboratory. W will pull those disciplines tcgether in a 
e 5 
very realistic way, and will get researrhers working in the laboratory in 
cmputer science, artificial intelligence, autamation, and human factors. 
I look forward to the res~lts of this symposium. I think it will be 
e x b r e r d y  helpful to us. we welcame this opportunity to interact with 
yau ard I wish yau luck in the pmeeduqs ' and the discussions that 
follaw. ?hank yau very ltulch. 
. 
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D R A F T  
sVmposia are held for many reasons. This one is to do a task. I hope 
you are intellectually stimulated by what yau hear and w i l l  take away sane 
new knuwledge that you do not already possess. I also hope the symposiats 
have enhanced their own howledge by their studies and are gratified by 
the chance to advance their views fram this earth-baurd, but atherwise 
splendid, platform. But neither of these has much to do w i t h  the actual 
reasan for this symposium. we are here to help shape the resear& that 
NASA w i l l  perform on huw humans interact w i t h  the technology of the space 
station. 
. 
In  a nutshell, and to state what I hope is already shared knuwledge 
It is a hostile, amng us, operating in space poses extreme challenges. 
aversive, constraining and unfoqiving envimnment. our intent as a 
species to make such aperations successful and to continuously extend 
their scape i n  mrplexity, duration, and usefulness is epitcpnized in NASA, 
and other space agencies arrxnd the world. It takes its concrete form by 
the posirq of specific projects, each more daunting than the last, but 
(skillfully we hope) set just within the bounds of the reachable. 
today that project is the space station, a project w i t h  an initial 
d e v e l w  phase prior to launch of a decade and a total lifetime of 
* 
For us 
several mom decades. such projects force us to not only use the best 
available technology and science, but to extend them substantially. For 
us  today, the question is what is most needed that could have a 18 
important payoff for the space station. 
encmpss in a s-le effort all the technologies and sciences that 
It is not possible, of wurse, to 
support the spa& station. 
can cooperate to carry aut the aperations of the space station. 
Thus, we focus on huw humans and technology 
- 
We will speak today almost entirely of the space station. %t is 
pruper, because we need projects to give as much form as possible to a 
future which is dlnrost agmizably upen. wrt, such far-future projects are 
emblematic of errtire technological putures. Thus, behind the space 
station is to be seen an entire spectrum of future space system, replete 
with aukmated and mbotic devices, while also being a habitat for 
humans. 
system, h t  a projected series that stretches out in tim and wolves in 
significant ways. only occasionally will we have need to distinguish even 
between such relatively concrete visions as the IoC and s=. The 
msearch talked about here in the context of the space station is what we 
see as mcessaq to this entire technological euture. 
Indeed, the space station is itself not a single envisioned 
. 
T h i s  is Ulr task. Its 6ucces6 can be measured by the influence of 
this symposium on huw humans and technology actually work together. 
the that run the space station, bath on the ground ard in space, 
have an easier, safer, mre productive time than U d  atherwise have 
h a m ?  We are only one player in the hundreds of individuals, group 
and organizations that affect wfiat goes into the space station, ard a 
highly transient one at that. o ~ r  only leverage is the cogency of the 
ideas we put forth. Still, we fail if nothing down stream is different 
because of what we say here today. It is not enough to have an effect, it 
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Do 
mst be the right kind of effect a t  the right place aril time. 
-re, the effect depends not only on NASA decisions about its 
research program,' but also on the quality of the research that is thereby 
enabled, and &ether its results transfer into the operati& space 
station - a notoriausiy tenuous conjunctive chain. S t i l l ,  though we talk 
' 0  
here today of possible research, we hope for aperational results. 
Mytask, rightnuw, i s t o g e t u s l a u n c h e d - t o t o t h e ~ e a n d  
pmvide the context for the papers you w i l l  hear over the next twu days. 
I w i l l  only take a few minutes to do this. But sane overview w i l l  help u s  
to keep on track throughcut the meeting. 
THE SPACE STATION 
- 
Let's start w i t h  the space station itself - although I am M y  the 
one to do so, w i t h  an audience that contains many w i t h  active 
responsibilities for it. still, even I h o w  enmgh to start w i t h  the 
obligatozy picture (Figure 1). This is of cuurse a fantasy, CcmpOsBd frum 
the minds of many persons and living a y  there and dmrivatively in the 
minds of receptive audiences. In accordance w i t h  its fantasy character, 
it chaqes continually - i f  not daily, a t  least manthly. planners 
harden the fantasy w i t h  physical mocl;ups that can be walked in and gawked 
at. 
order of half-decades. 
?hat helps, lxlt the time constants t o  realization are still of the 
?his way of talking abaut the space station may inauce a sense of 
fragility. That could be a good thing, if  it brings w i t h  it an increased 
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sense of camitnmt to making it happen. w e r ,  my a- objective is 
to induce a smse that rnuch can change in the space station before it 
takes its place in the sky and, irdeed, after it does. 
consider laurdng resear& in 1987 and expect it to have aperational 
inpact, then the thm scale of that operational world must be sufficiently 
lang and its character sufficiently malleable. 
If we are to 
Planning - even research planning - must have so~ne grip on reality. 
Thus, we need to focus on the hard constraints on the space station - the 
ones that appear to hold no matter what, and on which we can build 
securely. Table 1 presents three handfuls - already more than can be 
assimilated in  an introauct ion. 'Ihese constraints are what strike a 
technically absewant human-factors specialist M a t e l y  upan hearing a 
brief- on the station. ?hey are the constraints that shape the roles 
that humans must play and the tasks they must perfonn to make the space 
station function. what makes them unyielding is the limited state of our 
space technology, the primary goals set for the station, and the necessity 
of acquirirg certain experiences as steppiq stones to future 
technological fmntiers. No matter how technology charx~es we must pass 
this way to m e  forwarct - not, of course, with the exact particularities 
of the space station we will build, but thruugh sumthing with the general 
characteristics listed in Table 1. 
. 
Many familiar things follow fram this: the general of the 
weightless world and its frustrations; the isolation of the station group, 
coupled with the lack of privacy and the extent to d c h  members are 
locked in; the public work-oriented, regimented world; the complete 
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on the efforts of athers; the stress of &-ly living 
close to fatal errors. 
these conditions.. Still, humans in space rrmst spend their psychic 
rescrurces to cope with these conditions, rather than spend it in other 
By and laqe, humans respond adaptively to all 
- 
more productive ways- 
one striking thirrg is hav saturated with technology the life of the 
station will be. 'Ibis is ampletely true of those stationed aboard, but 
is almost as true of those agmund for their workaday world, although they 
get to go hcane to the grass each evening. 
Another s t r i k i q  thirrg is that the residence time-scale is long enough 
so that many functions have to be accammodated that can be avoided in 
shorter flights. ?he station appears to be a microcosm of life - so many 
activities must occur that one can find any prablem or task one looks for, 
or at least a close analog. Now, in fact, this is not quite so. 
functions, such as raisirrg a family, bemning educated, rmving to a new 
hame, and planning retizemnt , do not show up at time scales even as long 
. a 
asnKxlths. A n d t o t h o s e c a n c e n a e d w i ~ t h e l n a n ~ ~ ~ i n t h e  
rtlodem fighter plane, where the focus is on actions in the subsecond 
range, the station will appear downright leisurely. ?hat the space 
station occupies a middle range in the to ta l  timescale of human action is 
a significant simplification - as we will discover when we have to plan 
permanent space or 1- stations. Wlt even so, froan the perspective of a 
human factors analyst, the space station has moved a 1- ways toward 
tatal living and not just  temporarily occupied workspace. A l q  with that 
has cam an almast un-emmrable collection of tasks that hmms must 
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perfom, and the need for designing the artificial envhnment in which to 
perform the!m. 
still the-tasks nust be enumerated. one of the great liabilities of 
technological environments is that they don't take care of thanselves -- 
not yet and for sane time to came. ?l.le tasks to be performed in the 
station and between grcxlnd and station nust be enumerated and explicitly 
planned for. 
above. lhere will always be true stories about the novd activities of 
intelligent astroMuts, solving life-critical problems or havirq fun in 
ways we could not predict. B l e s s  them for that. But let no one argue 
back from that blessed fact to the need for less preparation. And 
preparation implies explicit task description and enumeration. NASA, of 
wurse, has gone to great lengths to do this. 
remhdem of what those enumerations cuver. 
what we fail to enumerate here below is in parlous state up 
Table 2 pruvides saw . 
The left hand column simply lists the various subsystems irnrolved, so 
one gets sane notion of diversity. With respect to each of these there 
are many actual tasks to be performed. To enumerate is to descerd 
into the technological gritty of rach type of system. Eut various types 
of activities that go into these tasks can be identified, which is what 
the right hand column shows. 'Ihese generic activities came in indefinite 
variety as well, in terms of what nust actually be accmplished, with what 
initial knowledge, ard against what constraints. Fhally, I have put 
across the bottaan what is perhaps the most important factor, namely, that 
the t i m e  scale mer which these tasks endure stretches f m  less than a 
second to about four months - seven powers of ten. Each task in its 0 23 
indiviauality f i t s  into this t- tcha tsmepoin t .  
dumtion contains tasks of every type. 
Butevery 
F i r s t ,  I wuld inpress upan you that there are an almost unimaginable 
variety of tasks, which contain dlm>st any canbination of task 
cares to catexplate. m, the vast majority of these tasks are to be 
accanplished by sam combination of humans and technology. To be sure, a t  
the tap ultimately there is a pure human, i f  only a congressman: ard a t  
thebottomthereisapremamachine, ifonlyapsh.buttonmakingan 
electria contact. 
selection of all the pmblems. We w i l l  of course seek for resemh tha t  
is generic in  its character ard that w i l l  impact large classes of these 
tasks. But nu& that is important w i l l  not even be mentioned. 
one 
It follows that we can consider tcday only a 
- 
The classical situation of human factors has been that an h i u s t r i a l  
or military organization develaps sane machine to do sam task. ?he 
human-operator aspects of controlling this machine and of be- trained t o  
d o s o a r e d e d l t w i t h i n c t u e c u u r s e .  Inthebestofcases ,  thisoccurs 
early enough to permit modest alteration of the engineering of the 
interface. 
ard fixed. 
But in the main, the technology of the machine is autonamus 
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With the advames in artificial intelligence and canpter science in 
general, and in cxxputer interfaces in particular, the situation is 
changing - and & n g h ~  h ways shiltaneously. F h ~ k ,  the 
- 
machines are beaming mre -lex, yet capable of mre autonay and 
intelligence at the same time. secoxl, the interfaces themselves are 
b e a d q  mre intelligent so that they can aid the user and operate 
cooperatively with him. 'Mrd, all interfaces are beccaning alike in their 
utilization of a conmn hamhare and software technology. 
of a differerrt order entirely - the technology on which all this is based 
in itself Unaergoing rapid mlution, so that all the features just 
mentioned are not new fixities that can be depen%d upon, but are 
-ves on the m e .  All of these current truths have double force for 
Finally - and 
the space station, which is located a long ways in the future. 
focus on each of them in turn. 
Liet us 
. 
Machines are amtmllable arrangements of matter and enezgy that do 
things to the physical mrld. 
be ccoltrolled is of their essence, for it is what changes them, as micro 
parts of the world, fmm a thing that can be taken advantage of (as to 
drink fran a brooklet h a m  upon) to a thing that can be used at will 
(as to turn on a faucet whenever ulirsty). 
the problem of the humanlMchine interface, and necessarily those 
interfaces are dynamic and continue throughout the duration of use. 
(Thus, tools are =chines.) The ability to 
So machines bring with them 
AS machines bemne mre capable, through the rational foresight of 
their designers and the skill of their builders, the tasks that machines 
can do without hLrman intervention inmeare. Althcnagh the mal measure is 
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in the b t a l  range of useful tasks they CM acccDnplish with acceptable 
reliability, an appropriate inaicator is the length of time machines can 
go without interdction with humans. With this increased scope- 
inevitably the- problem of who shculd do a task, the human or the machine. 
Formally, this is exactly the same as the problem of whether this human or 
that shauld do a task, or whether this machine or that. H m e r ,  becam 
of the category difference, the human-machine question is taken to have a 
mre prof- character and it becaanes the focus of scientific attention. 
It is a surrogate, of caurse, for our need to UndRlfStand the advancing 
capabilities of machines. 
m t  question is finally a b u t  to change its form radically. ?he 
attvances in ccanlx\ters and camgutation have now been driving exponentially 
for forty years. All parts of that advance are significant for us tcday, 
in part because they a l l  intermlate. 'Lhe driver of it all, we always 
say, is the cost/performance of the ccanplting devices and the level of 
their integration. Wlt by this time that itself &pen% on software 
design systems with quality graphics. So it is all one ball of wax. 
Nevertheless, the parts- the adlvances touchus themethere today is 
in rabotics, artificial intelligence and the technology of the 
h m -  interface. Thmucjh these, the amount of intelligence tha t  
can be incorporated into mchines is now reaching the place where the 
problem of assigmmt of functions to nm or to machines no longer holds 
. e 
~ q u e S t i ~ r m S t b e p h r a s e d - ~ ~ a ~ h h c r m a n ~ a n d  
technologies cooperate to attain a set of system-level goals. 
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?he situation at the interface between the human and SCKE machines 
prcnrides a good example of the hcrease in the capabilities that are a 
available, with a concanitant increase in the cmplexity for those of us 
who design ani understard these systems. AS machines increase in 
capability, interfaciq to them k c c m ~ ~  a complex task in its own right 
and mquires substarrtial knmledge about what is 
knowledge back and forth - languages, protocols, cammication over 
intennedl 'ate links, the status and location of the canmrmnicants, and on 
into the night. ?he solution is to have special agents that have this 
to ammumiate 
howledge or how how to acquire it, in short, intelligent interface 
agents. But such agents inply that Immledge about how thirrgs work w i l l  
be distributed - of wfiat good are su& agents unless they relieve other 
parts of the system of the responsibility for havhj certain knowledge and 
skills? But this reinforces the point made earlier that it no loqer  
makes any sense to cast the pmblem of how hmms work with technology in 
exclusive tenus of who controls whcrm. Rather, it must be in how agents 
embodying distributed scllvces of 3merwledge cooperate. 
., 
One more point abaut the technology and I am done with it. If NASA 
had to settle for the level of intelligence in current rabatic and expert 
systems, this spposium wmld have a very different character. We have, 
of cuurse, care a 1ox-q way in cmputer science in the last forty years and 
this is plainly evident in exist- mbatic and intelligent systems. &t 
t h e m a m p -  ' very rapidly and substantially more 
capabilities can be expcted to be available in another five years or in 
five years more again. This introduces uncertainty into our p-, 
for we must not only talk of what new research might bring, but must place 
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t h i s  against a backgrad that will increase in possibilities no matter 
w h a t  does. Wlt this same mtion also adds to the sense of excitenmt 
of the new puwexi that are possible in the space station. 
station, by being a project meafllred in terms of decades, both suffers and 
benefits in the extreme fmm this motion of technology. 
?he space 
- 
Given the picture just sketched of tasks and technology, the question 
of the day is what research should be done. The substantive answers to 
that question are the responsibility of the speakers of this synpx>sim. 
would only ask yau to keep three general considerations in mind. 
I 
F i r s t ,  the topics raised here range widely - froan artificial . 
intelligence, to the human-* interface, to telerabatics, to issues 
of social oqanization. These are not just a congeries, brought together 
to obtain caverage. ?hey are all facets of haw humans are to interact 
with the primary technology of the space station, and what technologies 
are involved in that interaction. A research program needs to address all 
these aspects in SOBne coherent way, and not treat them as separate 
questicms. 
Secand, we have had to sample - to focus on same issues and to neglect 
But the reseamh program needs to consider the full range of others. 
phenamMa. 
them, that one errgages in the e s i v e  attempts to taxoncnnize the 
It is in research plans, and the study efforts that support 
- 
damins and worry seriously about coverage and missing elements. A 
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symposium is to make clear the fruitfulness of research areas and to shm 
that there are excithq research questions. Attempts at ccarpleteness and 
w- wchld only dull the senses. 
- 
M, with more glibness than honesty, I have j u s t  shifted an immense 
burden fran the symposium speakers to the symposium participants - or at 
least sane of them. 
that caverage is a &~~EEI . lhat is especially true if one thinks of 
researrh as dwoted to getting answers to specific questions abmt a 
specifically configured space station. 
that is what engineering requFres. And in the present context it is human 
engineering and even oxyanizational engineering. A research program that 
is in effect a systemtic and planned program of human and onjanizational 
For, of course, the damin of research is so broad 
such answers nust be obtained - 
engimxing, w i t h  the resaurces to do scnne backgmm3 studies, cannot . 
possibly pmide the caverage that is necessary. Thus, the research 
program m t  be aimed at discovering conceptual, theoretical and technical 
tools that will permit the human and organizational engineering of the 
space station to pmceed with greater efficiency and accuracy. only if a 
e 
resear& program admme!3 the theoretical state of the art, includiIy 
therein systematic organizations of data that permit answering a multitude 
of questions, will it serve NASA in.the decades it takes to achiwe the 
space statim. 
Thus far, like a good cobbler, I have stuck to my last, discussing the 
substantive issues. wrt it is important to say scnnething about the 
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institutional context in d c h  the symposium occurs. 
not take my point of departure fram the current SpaSn 
critique and mm& that has been the fallout of the 
- 
Blessedly, I& 
of reflection, 
challenger disaster. 
For cur timescal e is too lang for that to count as more than a transient. 
At least that is true if =can continue in its planful ways, d c h  it 
sham eimy sign of doing. Thus, in setting aut the institutional context 
I will not talk about the mi- of canrmand and timing that will, 
in fact, have the lion's share of responsibility for mther any trace of 
this symposium's efforts wives these two days. 
to larger entities. 
Instead, I will point 
Let us start w i t h  NASA. It is, of course, the primary player. 
its spce station, after all. Its primary view of human factors 
It is 
cansideratians has got  to be simply as an m e n t  to make the space . 
station better - as a factor of prodtuction, in the ecormist's sense. 
?hat view leads inevitably to working ba- fram specific questions 
about the space station to specific studies to answer them. After all, in 
the lqic of planful organizations: To get X, setup a plan for getting 
X. -re, the cogency of a plan can only be apparent if it 
explicitly and recognizably pts down each step, fmn what is available 
initially to the abtainhg of X. ' Ihis leads to a thorcnaghly applied 
effort axxl me characterized by short-mxp goals w i t h  tight loaps of 
justification. such a logic is certainly apprapriate in part - after 
all, if NASA doesn't do the studies to deliver the answers it needs on the 
nittyvitty of the space station, who else will? wtt the timescal e of 
the space station is long enolrgh so that other attitudes are appropriate 
as well. NASA can change the available sei- enough to make a 
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difference to the space station itself. And to do that the research nust 
be launched on a broader and freer path, lettins it pick its way amxx~ the 
interesting questions of today to the different questions of tcanorrcrw. 
?he issue for NASA then is whether it will rise above the m a t e  
- 
applied questions of human factors - to which the safety and proauctivity 
of the astronauts will force attendance in any event - to the faith that 
major gains for the space station can be attained frm supporting basic 
lang-tECm research. 
Each of us has CRV own stories of wf.lere such lang range researchby an 
institutian has made inrmenSe differences to the downstream operation of 
that hstitution. 
come frran NASA. 
a whole book full of such stories. A f t e r  all, space science is an ahxt 
new science, even though, as always with science, it has a Wle  tangle of 
historical rwts in early rocketry, astmmny, and more. And space 
science is practically a m t u r e  of NASA, so NASA mblst )mrw all abaut the 
gains frcm bringing a new science alang. 
Not being a NASA insider, my Stories of that ilk do not 
But even to an outsider it is apparent that there must be 
m 
Nevertheless, it may be worth recaunting briefly one of my own 
stories. 'Ibis is DRFA's creation of the field of artificial intelligence 
and expert-  technology. IX@A did not start artificial 
intelligence, that occurred in the mid 1950s. 
aftenmds, in the early 1960s, DARPA began its open support of that part 
of ccmpter science. 
But only a few years 
It did so in M essentially free spirit and mixed 
with the marry other things it was also supporting, such as time sharing, 
graphics, multiprocessors (Illiac Iv) and networking. 'Ihe suplport was 
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substantial, but was far franbeing the dcsniMting item in the mix of 
DFLRPA pmgram. Ihe important aspect, fran the present point of view, is 
that -A stzA& its support in 1962. By 1972, a mere decade later, the 
first expert systems had begun to emerge - Dendral and win. By 1982, - 
only one more decade, the cramnercialization of expert systems had begun. 
Today, five years later, though still a green and nascent technology, it 
has becarme the property of us all. It has becoplls integral to rrmch of 
KID'S own future and is now integral to our discussions here. But for 
dlmost all the fixst twenty years, DAReA was essentially the only support 
for artificial intelligence'. Thus, we see that an agency can bring 
intoexistence wholly new techniques and ideas for its own use 
dawnstream. It cannot usually be done in less than a decade. But in 
tirrrescal es that are CoBrrmMSurate with the space station, such things are 
possible. Arvl their payoff is incalculable. a . 
Ihe secoxxl major player is the collection of scientists and errgineers 
w h o w i l l ~ t h e r e s e a m h .  misnotahamgaousgrcrup. ~ 0 &  
irmnediately, the scientific cadres within NASA cmscerned with human 
factors and artificial intelligence are to be dist- fran the 
scientists in the universities and research organizations across the 
country. Each clearly plays a different role, although, in the style of 
the t k ,  stmng attenpts t d s t  to weld these into a more continuous 
cmnunity, with the establishment of places such as the 
Institute at stanford vniversity. 
Research 
The more important hhamgeneity is among the social institutions we 
call professians and disciplines. Focus narrowly on the human-science 
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issuesconcemq ' the space station, and ignore tatally the half-hundred 
natural-science and engineering disciplines cmcemed with the physical 
structures in the space effort. 
still gathereti ammd this seemingly narrcx~ focus. =-tically, they 
are: 
However, a gaggle of disciplines are 
artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, ccmputer science, 
humanfactors, industr ial qineerbq, organization theory, robotics, 
social psychology, sociology. 
these, at least, are represented among the speakers of this symposium. 
The inhmqeneity here arises froan two sources. F i r s t ,  the issues of the 
space station involve multiple technologies, and the relevant human 
phenamena are so diverse that they necessarily make contact with different 
human sciences. 
the same phemnem, but do so froan different perspectives. 
the emergence of the ccnpxzter as a mass phenameM has raised the problem 
of hunan- interaction to prcaninenCe. At least faur disciplines - 
artificial intelligence, wgnitive psychology, ccnnpvter science (mostly 
graphics and interface pmgmmirg) and human factors - are currently 
engaged in forming an interdiscipline called human- interaction 
(Ha) 
with the computer via a system of interaction mecham 'sms (displays, 
-, pointers, etc.). It is aclaxrwledging, though only gradually, 
social and cmnumiative dimensions. The conceptual and disciplinary 
turhilence involved in all this is both part of the hhcmcgeneity of the 
current scene and revelatory of it. 
human-related issue of the space station, though a significant one. 
I have no doubt overlooked same, but all 
But secoxl, multiple human-science disciplines focus on 
In particular, 
. 
The effort is currently focused on the individual in interaction 
HCI is only one part of the 
\ 
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The NASA situation that vm discuss at this symposium prwides an 
apportunity for these disciplines. ?hey can, of caurse, treat the NRSA 
problems as i f  they rn just another collection of intemsting situations 
in which to ply their investigatory trade. 
again - is extraordinarily pluralistic. 
and graryts can be taken as providing additional micro-msearch 
- 
O u r  nation - blessedly, once 
Thus, NASA research contracts 
opportunities in a larger mix. ?his is one view and an important one. 
wzt the NASA situation provides a laqer  opportunity, or at least it 
does i f  NASA chooses to make that apportunity available. 
station provides a unique focus for the devebpment of the science of how 
humans interact in a technology-saturated mvhrnnent.  By so far 
ahead of the degree of saturation in the rest of current society, it 
offers a chance to study a world well ahead of its time. 
op~~rtunity in this historical manerrt, although it will bectane less so as 
the saturation of the rest of the world proceeds. 
RLe space 
It is a unique . 
It is inportant to realize that in applied sciences technological foci 
have an irrrmense influence on the character of the science. One has only 
to think of the infl- on human factors of its being mrtured by the 
aircraft industry, -e being relatively ignored by other industr ies. 
Thus, NASAhas a fleet- opportunity to bend the twig of HCI to a 
loq-term amcatration on aspects especially relevant to NASA's 
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Ihe ingmdierits of the symposium has nm been assembled before your 
very eyes - &e space station; the tasks of human-technology interaction; 
the technologies that are both the object of that interaction ard the 
mans to make it work; the orientation towards the reseamh that needs to 
be done; and the institutional SettM w i t h i n  wh ich  this symposium must 
make its contribution. U t  us nm m e  to the substantive papers. 
. 
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1. friends f+ ONR and fm  supported AIM (AI in medicine) may be 
a lime annoyed at so sweeping a claim; yet it -ins close to true. 
- 
. 
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““7 FOR . i d  
AllR- W 1 ?he Hard constraints that Apply to the space station 
- 
1. Long lifetime of the station (decades). 
2. Medium term crew residence on boarcl (months). 
3.  small gruup of residents aloft (less than ten, to begin with). 
4. Large g r o q  of operators (non-residents) agrcrund (hundreas). 
5. Very mall amounts of resmmes available per resident. 
6. Very mall amcxzntS of space available per resident. 
7. Inf~physicalcoamrrrrm ‘cation (months). 
8. Conthms, but limited=midth cmnnmication. 
9. Time delay of station catmnuu ‘cation of .5 to 2 secs. 
10. Modest time cmstanb of action (minutes to hours). 
11. weightlessness. 
12. contirruaus, high task load. 
13. Continuous high threat-level of many potential errors. 
14. Continuous public exposme. 
15. Capletely artificial envimnment. 
. 
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TAELa 2 Types of on-statim Tasks for the spaae statim 
&dance & navigation 
caamrmnication & tracking 
Data m i n g  
prapllsion 
EnvFrarrmental control and 
life support 
mennal 
Faderhandling 
Qleckaut 
Medmnical actuation 
Data hanluing and cannumication 
Monitorhq/cmtml 
ocnrputation, decision and planning 
Fault diagnc6is and hanluing 
-ins 
.- 
I I - - - - - - - -  I - - - - - - - -  . I  sec  1 sec IO sec  100 sec  i o 3  sec  10' sec  1 0 5  sec  106 sec 10' se e 1 sec 1 min 1 hour 1 day 1 month 
I - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -  I - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - -  I - - - - - - - -  I - - - - - - - - 
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m m  1 A r t i s t ' s  construction of an evolutionary space s ta t ion .  
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NOT FOR DBRIflK.. 
AllRlrnoll 
08 WQTA?M 
What is p m i v i t y ?  How do we measure it, predict it and control it 
on earth? TO what extent can that knowledge be extrapolated to a space 
context? What do we 
found aut - and is wrth finding aut -through research? H a w m i g h t  the 
expechd f m  be applied to space? Haw should the research be 
directea to ensure its applicability to space? k-e there important 
questions a b u t  prodtuctivity in space that earth-- research is not 
know about productivity on earth that might be 
likely to help answer? 
I w i s h  I a d  p d s e  to answer these questions here. Unhappily, I 
cannot. These are the kinds of questions that I have had in mird, 
however, in prepariq this paper. 
the notion of productivity and on haw it has been measured and manipulated 
inearthenvirammts , and then turn to the question of productivity in  
space, or more specifically, the space Station. ?he paper ends with a set 
of recoamrrerdations for research. 
In  what follcrws I w i l l  focus f i r s t  on 
* 
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DRAFT 
productivity-is an elusive concept. It seems straightforward enough 
when one beg& to consider it. 
proauctivity of chickens or dairy cclws in terms of eggs laid or milk 
pmduced per unit time; here we are dealing with wtpt in a very literal 
sense. And it does not tax one's imagination to think about cmparhg the 
mtptoftheoneproducerwiththatoftheother. Todothisweneeda 
way to describe eggs and milk quantitatively in the same terins, which is 
not difficult. 
describe them bath with'respect to their nutritional ingredients. 
quantify- productivity only in terins of output is not very useful fmn 
an ecmmnic point of view, and as it relates to chickens and CCIWS as 
producers it wmld be grossly unfair to the chickens; we must also take 
into accQLllyt hcwmuch chickens and cows consume in order to pmduce a 
given arnount of nutritive capital by means of eggs and milk respectively. 
And to mud cut the picture we must factor into the equation not only 
It is easy to think about the 
Since eggs and milk are v a l u  as foodstuffs, we could 
But 
. a 
what the prottucers eat, but other - upon which their continuing 
plzduction depends. To do all this we may fird it CQnVenient, since nut 
all the factors that mst be considered are nutritional, to quantify 
in nmetary tenns. wzt this gives us no seriaus pmblem. The 
situatim is still fairly simple m l y :  chickens and caws pmduce 
foodstuffs that can be given a mQnetary value, and to do so they consume 
resaurces that have a mnetary cost; prodtuctivity can be thought of in 
terins of the value of what is produced and the cost of proaUcing it. This 
al l  makes intuitive sense. 
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When one tries to apply the same type of ulinking to human 
productivity, one has no trouble as 1- as the human activity involved is 
andlogous to lay- eggs and giving milk, in the sense of pmduciq 
tangible goods that can be used to satisfy basic human needs, and 
ccMsl]min9  resource^ in the process of doing so. w picture gets less 
clear quickly, however, when what is pzrduced is not so tangible - 
perhaps nut wen readily identifiable - and nut easily quantified in 
nWmetary tenns. Haw does one meamre the productivity, for -le, of 
the teacher, the scientist, the poet, the philosopher, the sal-, 
the physician, the corporate executive, the athlete, the entertainer - or 
the astronaut? 
Lack of definitional precisian has seldm been a great deterrent to 
It the use  of won%, ard sspmductivityas i no exception in this regard. 
is a papular wozd in ecmomics, and like ~~truth~s and %ea~ty,~l connates 
SQnething much to be desired, whatwer it means. within the literature 
perbuwg to space e>q?loration, one finds references to increases in the 
P- 'vity of spacecraft crews result- fram mes in displays, 
-1 or other variables, but seldaan is it clear ewctly what 
this mans. Ihe word is also seen thxqhmt the human factors literature 
mre generally; althuqh 
mamtdnd way in which it is used here makes its mBMing difficult to 
discexn in this  context. In practice, productivity is often used mre or 
less as a synanrym for perfomance; if perfomance improves, by nearly any 
criterion, productivity is Said to go up; if performance deqdes, 
pmductivity is said to go dawn. 
. 
e .  
(1982) has CQBlPaented that the 
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sanetimes the word is given a precise quantitative meaning by virtue 
of the variables that are involved in its meammnmt. 
productivity are kypi-ly e x p m  as a ratio where the rnmrerator is 
somemeafllreofuuQut (whatisproducedorthevalueofsame), andthe 
dencsninatorissomemeasureofinput (whatisusedupintheproduction 
process or the cost of same). what canstitUtes input and output, and hcw 
they are quantified, differs considerably fmn case to case, however; and 
chaqes i n  productivity Mces over time can sanetimes be difficult to 
h t e q r e t  ( m y ,  1986) M o m ,  often the woM is used as though it 
w i n t e n d e d  to connote a quantitative entity, but 
what the input and outplt variables are or haw they could be measured. 
Indices of 
- 
is no clue as t o  
ltJl0 cmcepts that are closely related to productivity are those of 
prcduction and efficiency. Fmiiuctivity inplies proctuction, or more 
specifically, product and producer. proauctivity is an attribute of a 
producer; and a prpducer, by definition, is one e p- some-. 
What is prodtuced may be taqible (paper clips, a hausehold appliance, an 
airplane) or intangible (an educational Service, entertainrent). A 
p e  may be a person, a person-mahine system, a team, a factory, an 
industryran- 'c sector (agriculture), a nation, the world. 
* e 
mt although productivity and production are closely related concepts 
theyarenot thesame.  Aswehavenated,pmduch 'vity is usually 
expressed as a ratio of same measure of output or product value to some - of input or production wst, and the goal, i n  most cases, is to 
make this ratio as high as possible. proauction usually refers only to 
output quantity. Given these connatations, it is easy to imagine 
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I 
I proztuctivity. If, for example, a manufacturer proctuced io percent more 
items in a given year than in the p w  year, but doing so required a 
15 percent 
production increases while the productivity of the employees declined. 
- 
in the number of employees, we might say that 
Ihe concept of efficiency, like that of p-ivity, relates autpt 
to the resaurces comumed in &taw it. 
getting the most cut of given resource8; the challerrge is to organize a 
Efficiency has to do with 
production process so as to m,hhnize wasted effort. A process is said to 
be made more efficient when the unit costs of output are decreased or men 
the cmsumption of a fixed amount of resources yields a greater output 
than before. 
* 
Techniques for measuring the efficiency of assenbly line workers were 
amorrg the earliest rxwltri3xltions of engineering psychology to the 
manufacturhq process and have been used extensively in the work place. 
'Il.lese have typically involved analyzing prottuction tasks into okenmble 
capne&s. The darelapaent of taslc-analysis techniques has received 
considerable attention fmn human factors engineers (Van Qtt and m i d ,  
1972; Wcadson, 1981) Such techniques have been mre readily applied t o  
n r  tasks than to tasks that are primarily cognitive in nature or 
even those that hwe major cognitive Ccpnpanents. Attention has been 
focused incE?asingly, hcklwer, on the prablem of analyzing 
cognitively4emm3uq ' tasks, as an increasing percentage of the tasks 
performed by people in the work force are defined more by cognitive than 
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We cannot hop  to settle terrmno ' logical issues here. Mmewer, 
definitions are of limited utility when dealing with term that are widely 
used, with a variety of CONlotations, within a field. 
purposes, pmductivity will be taken to be very close, but not quite 
identical, in meanirrg to efficiency. 
For present 
An entity (m, group, system) 
will be considered highly productive when it uses its - to maxirmrm 
advantage in acccprrplisking its goals. one can be efficient in the sense 
of nut wasting resources sinlply by using those resources very sparingly, 
but that type of efficiency cmld be countexproductive if msoumes are 
husbarded to the point of p r e c l w  getting the task done. 
pmductive one has to use one's res~urces and use them well. 
To be 
As a mrkiq definition of productivity 1 will use: effective and 
efficient use of - in accmplishing a goal. 
both effectiveness and efficiency. 
the in- job'done and does so with a mininarm of wasted effort and 
Ihe enphasis is on . 
A productive system is one that gets 
resaurce~. 
between efficiency and pro2tuctivity; if one's idea of efficiency 
incorporates effectiveness, thm I see no abjection to 
efficiency and productivity as more or less syncnryrmus. Effort and 
resources can be wasted as a amsqwne of many factom, such as poor 
tra-, lack of mtivation, mismanage, faulty organization, 
m i m i n g ,  and a host of others. 
increase when either mre is accmplished with no hcrease in consumed 
I do nut mean to split hairs here in making a distinction 
of 
proauctivity will be said to 
resaurce~ or the same &jectives are attained with a smaller expxtiture 
of resources. 
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These are still scanewfiat imprecise nations, but nut so imprecise as to 
be useless. 
nrodificatians in -design or operating prooedures have big effects on 
productivity, -&e p m l y  w i l l  be no difficulty in getting a commsus 
that productivity has really been impravea. whm tasks are performed more 
easily, more reliably, and w i t h  fewer costly errors, mDst interes ted 
III the space Station context, as elsaJhere, when 
abservers w i l l  pmbably be willing to describe what has happened as an 
increase in productivity, and even i f  not, they are likely to agree that 
champs for the be- have occurred. It seems to be g m l y  w, 
i f  only tacitly, that a n y t h h ~  that inpmves hman performance (inmxw~ 
speed, accuracy, reliability) pmbably haeases human productivity. ' Ihis 
appears to me to be a reawnable assuption, and a very useful one. 
Frequerrtlyin-Paper,the- ion focuses on variables that 
influence perfonnance, the justification being the assunption that what 
affects perfonnance for better or worse w i l l  affect productivity in a 
capamble way. 
. 
It is helpful in the present caltact to disthJui.sh belmeen the 
pmblem of de temMq what the level of productivity is a t  any given t i m e  
whether pmductivity is changing, or has changed. andtha tofde temmq 
one might assume that the seccad pmblem is mre difficult than the first,  
inasmuch as a measure of change, or diffenmce, is derived fmn the mre 
a .  
Audamental measure of absolute value: to detemhe whether 
is more or less this week than it was last, one sinply takes 
difference between this -1s measure and last week's. wrt 
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proauctivity 
the 
this is so 
only i f  ane wishes to know the magnitude of the diff-. If one is 
content to knaw only the direction of the difference, it may not be 
necessary to lamcj the individual magnitudes, a t  least i f  the magnitude of 
the difference is relatively laqe.  one does not have to b o w  the precise 
weight of each of two objects to know which one weighs mre, especially i f  
the difference is sizeable. 
- 
Pmductivity as a percentage of capacity 
proauctivity is sanetimes quantified in terms of performance relative 
toamaxinarm. whenth is i s~ ,maxinarmoutp torper foxlMnceisusedas  
the standard against which to evaluate the actual output or performance, 
whether the performer is an individual, a system (say a factory), or an 
econany. Thus one might encounter the claim that the productivity of a 
given industry in a particular region is currently a t  about 70 percent, 
which wmld mean that that industry is operating a t  70 percent of what, 
. 
under certain assumptions, is the maxirmLrm possible. Econaru 'sts often 
refer to how close to capacity factories and other mamfacturing 
facilities are opera-. Ihe ability tb specify how close to capacity 
sane entity is opera- p w  a metric in terms of wh ich  to 
quantify the operatian. 
can samtir&es be a caplicated and contmversial process. Further, 
maxinarmmustbeunderstoodasnraxirmrmwithinaparticularcantext. T!E 
I1121xippIII1 autplt of a given factory, for -le, could man maxiTmrm 
obtainable with the present tooling, layout, manpmer and stock; 
alternatively it could refer t o  &t wmld be obtamab ' le i f  one or more of 
Determining what constitutes maximum capacity 
theseconstraurts ' on output w e m  relieved. 
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As applied to individual human beings, capacity cannotes the best 
(Ma often, but not always, equates to most) one can do i n  a given 
situation, the l i m i t  of human perfonnance - or, mre accurately, the limit 
of the indiviaudL perfonner. (mcqtul ly ,  there are two ways to 
determine capacity in any given instame : one is to derive it fmn 
theoretical considerations; the other is to measure performance under 
ideal conditions. N e i t h e r  works very w e l l .  While information theory once 
provided a basis for the hope of defining capacity theoretically, it 
pmed to be a false hqp, and psycholcgists have not yet fmx3 or 
developed an alternative that can do the job. 
performing a given task - which a d  have t o  include an optimally 
Idd. a t i o n s  for 
nvstivated perfonner - have pmed also to be easy to co;tlceptualize but 
difficult i f  not impossible t o  actualize. 
D i f f e r e n t i a l  Proauctivity 
Differential prrductivity in  a business context is sometimes measured 
in terms of changes in the rnmber of employees or amount of enplayee t i m e  
required t o  get a fixed SuIyXvt of work done, or canversely by changes in 
the amount of work accatlplished by a fixed staff. Thus a retail cc~npany 
is Said to have doubled the pmcktlivity of its b i l l  collection 
deparhnents when it managed, by -terizing its operation, to place the 
same number of calls w i t h  a 50% reduction in staff. And the pmductivity 
of an insurance ocmpany is described as increasing fivefold when the 
number of policies issued per emplayee per year increases by a factor of 
five (Emen, 1986). 
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Studies of individual human pruductivity in specific job situations 
have often focused on the performance of individuals relative to the 
performance of o h r  individuals on the sam task. 
that A is more productive than B without say- anythhg very precise 
It is possible to say 
- 
about how pruductive either individual is relative to a larger frame of 
reference. Measures of white-collar productivity typically do not yield 
absolute quantities, but do permit ccanparisons amang similar organizations 
(Drucker, 1986).. 
In the Space Station program, attention will pmbably be focused 
primarily on differential pruductivity (the cost of attaining s c m ~  
'on objective in space relative to that of ob tauxq  I ,  it on earth; P- 
or the cost at ane t h  relative to that at another). While it would be 
interesting to be able to relate productivity to some theoretical maxirmrm 
in this cuntext (e.g. by relating production to sane measure of capacity), 
it is not clear hud to do that. Fortunately, it is not necessary to be 
able to quantify maximum proauctivity in order to determine whether one is 
ILylvirrg taward or away from it. 
- 
lhat is nut to west that assess- differential productivity is 
likely to be an easy task. sev& investigatom have coamnented on the 
variability of m e s u m a b  of productivity, especially those that relate 
to individual human productivity, and on the result- need to make many 
aver a considerable period of time if reliable lMnbers are to 
be abtahed (Muckier, 1982) 
proauctivity in intellectual tasks, inasmuch as methods for assessing 
mgdtive performance are not well developed. When a person is staring 
It is especially difficult to measure 
I) 
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aut of his office w-, it may be impossible to tell whether he is idly 
daydremng ' or is engrossed i n  llpmductivell thought. And even i f  he were 
laxrwntobeda- ' , it wmld not follow necessarily that that thm 
was lost fm a prcductivity p i n t  of view. 
problem-solving distinguishes an llincubationll period in the 
problem-solving process during wfiich progress is made on a pmblem i n  
spite of - perhaps because of - the fact that the inaiviawl is not 
consciausly focusing on the pmblem to be solved - and there are rnrmerous 
examples of scientists and uther thinkers reprting insights that have 
occurred when they were not actively engaged i n  working on the problem. 
- 
One widely held view of 
whatever methods are developed for measuring pmductivity must take 
quality - as w e l l  as quantity - of autput or work into account in sorme 
way. 
productivity to the degree that items that fa i l  to meet a preset standard 
became rejects. ?he mrtance of quality control in this sense is 
obvious and the difficulties that sane inaustries (e.g. the manufacturing 
of mrputer microchips) have had are w e l l  lawrwn. This type of linkage 
kebeen quality and quantity is a fairly gross one howwer. D i f f e r e n c e s  
in quality tend to be ignored so 1- as the quality is not sufficiently 
low to necessitate rejection. 
relationship quality and quantity is even more tenuous, in spite 
of the fact that hem one might expect qualitative differences in output 
to be bath large and inportant. 
In manufacturing operations, product quality affects meaflves of 
0 
In lzQTIIMnufacturing activities the 
w i t y  w i l l  certainly be an important 
consideration in the space 
expa3mmts that are done, 
station context. ?he quality of the 
for ample, w i l l  be a t  least as *&ant as 
the number. 
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I O  Workload and Its Assessnent 
III a -lex -kystem the operation of which de- on functions 
- 
performed by both -le and machines and, especially, by people and 
machines in interaction, high productivity will require that workloads be 
at or near optimal level. Significant overload will reduce prottuctivity 
thraqh in the frequmcy of hman enmrt significant underload 
will mean wasted resmmes at best and possibly U negative inpact on 
P- 'vity resulting froen boredraa, inattentiveness or other difficulties 
arising fran feel- of being uxkrutilized or unhportant to the 
operation. Workhad and its assesgnent will be important oonsideratians, 
therefore, in efforts to mdembn3, measure, or control productivity in 
space- 
0 
AS in the case of efficiency, the workload carried by an individual is 
much easier to measure when the task is primarily physical than when it 
has major cognitive cqments. As Wierwille et al. (1985) point out, a 
major 
shift  in the role of the hurnan -tor away frcmmanual amtml and 
taward mnit0ri.x~ and perfonname emluation, and this has caqlicated 
miderably the prcblmn of quantifying the aperator's mrkload. Haw can 
we hope to detenaine how hard - how close to capacity - an individual is 
working when most of wfiat he is doing is mental activity that is not 
directly absenrable? 
of the increasing autcrpMtion of modern systems is a 
?he 
factors 
of m m t a l  workload has been recognized by hman 
as a major challenge to the field and this recognition 
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has stmated considerable activity (Chiles and Allhi, 1979; 
Egg-ier, 1980; Kalsbeek, 1968; mray, 1979: parks, 1979; sheridan and 
Simpx#l, 1979; S i i q l e t m  et al. , 1971; Williges and Wierwille, 1979). 
Work in the area is still in the aploratory and formative stages, 
hmever, and there has not yet v e d  a theory or even a widely agreed 
upon set of ccacepts and 
a sense of stability and caherence. 
- 
procedures that a m  needed to prwide 
~n indication of the magnitude of the problem and of the current 
status of work on it is pmvided in the proceedings of a NATO Conference 
on Mental Workload pblished in 1979. Jahannsen (1979:3) apened the 
confemme with the observation that "there exist too many conflicting 
ideas about the definition and measuremMt of workload11, and exp=sed the 
hope that the conference wuld produce a consensus amng participants on a 
definition and on a procedure for workload assesstlent. 
thecanfrencepceedhq , Moray (1979:VIII), the oqanizer, acknowledged 
that these hopes m not realized, but noted that participants f m  
various disciplines did caarre to Wery similar canclusions abcut the 
validity, usefulness, and pmnise (or lack of each) for a wide variety of 
methods for ap~maching the assessment of workload in the human 
OperatoF. It is unfortunate that the does not contain a 
surrrmary of these dusions. It does -in, hcrwwer, a report f m n  
each of five participant grouprs, classified as experimental psychology, 
conrtrol enginedq, mathematicdl ~ l ~ ,  physiological psychology and 
applications. 
. 
In his preface to 
' 
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Ihe experimmta~. psychologists summarized their ccmchsians this way: 
I1?he concept [merrtal workload] reflects a genuine zllmension or dimensions 
of human exprieIice in daily work.. .it is a concept absolutely 
for the adequi-ie analy~is and description of such tasks [tasks that are 
not necessarily mysically ' butthatareexperiencedas 
exhaust- and stressful nonetheless] and for predict-, a t  the design 
stage, the future perfonname of such [autcmatic and d - a u t m a t i c  
~nan-machhe] systems... On the other haxl the concept is a t  present very 
illdefined w i t h  several probably distinct meanings.. 0 ?here is IIO 
satisfactory theory of I m e t a l  workload111 (Johannsen et al., 1979:lOl) 
Jahannsen et al stress the rmiltidimensional ~ t U r e  of workload, and deny 
the apprapriateness of try- to quantify it as a scalar variable. lhey 
specifically rule out the possibility of meaningAil ly  ccllllparing different 
tasks w i t h  respect to workload, except when the tasks are very similar in 
S-. 
. 
Ihe amclusions drawn by the experimental psychologists in the NATO 
workhop clearly caution against any expectation that the pmblem of 
workload nreasurement w i l l  be resolved 8oan. lhey are equally clear, 
however, in  Supportirq the view that workload is an essential cmcept i f  
we are to mkmtard the role of htmun beimp in modern systems and design 
tasks that h p s e  masonable demands on their capabilities. 
prove t o  be an especially kprtant  concept i n  the context of the Space 
station because of the unusual cognitive tiemat& that that environment 
w i l l  represent. A detailed understarding of those demmls - insofar as 
possible in  anticipation of the deployment of the station - m y  must 
be a primary objective of the human factors effort in this program. 
It cauld 
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One of the approaches that has been used to identify performance 
measures that 
candidate measures in situations in which workload is intentionally varied 
ard see which of them vary with workload manipulation ( M i  and 
sensitive to workload has been to take a variety of 
- 
Wierwille, 1983; Hicks and Wiexwille, 1979; Wierwille and Connor, 1983; 
Wierwille et al., 1985) . Much of this work has been done in flight 
sinrulatom. 
scales 
physiological measures (heart rate, respiration rate, pupil diameter, 
eye-blink freqmxy, eyefixation fraction), measures of prfomance on 
secondary tasks (time estimation, tapping regularity), and measures of 
performme on the primary task. A limitation of this appmach is that 
viable measures, a t  best, reflect differences in workload; they do not 
provide an indication of how hard or how close to capacity one is working 
in any particular case. 
candidate measures that have been studied include opinion 
(subjects' ratings of the task in terms of specified descriptors), 
. 
Many of the studies of pilot workload have made use of post flight 
questionnahs. muse this appmach is heavily aepenaerrt on memory, 
Rehmann et al. (1983) explored the possibility of having subjects report 
how hard they are wor- periodically a l e  perfonniq a task. Workload 
judgements did change in this case with contmlled changes in task 
difficulty, h t  this 
m i l d  interfere w i t h  the perfo- of the primary task, especially when 
the latter is very demadng. 
technique has the d h d n n t a  ge that it 
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Rre intrusiveness of the -t process has been a major drawback 
of marry approaches to workload asses-, and especially those that m a k  
use of a e c m d a r y  task (Rolfe, 1971; for a sumnrary of nearly 150 studies 
using secondary tasks see Ogden et al., 1979). 
of an intrusive task and also depenaence on the subject's memry is to 
&tor physiological indicants of workhad that can be obtained 
automatically. 
physiological measures that have been tried - galvanic skin response, 
heart rate variability, and pupil diameter - reflect changes in autodc 
nervous system activity and so are sensitive to changes in enmtiord state 
ind-y of their origin. AS a physiological measure that is mre 
likely to be indicative unambiguausly of changes in the cognitive demards 
of a task, they prupose the event-related brain potential and, in 
particular, its late positive or p300 capnent. Wickens (1979) also has 
argued for the use of evoked potentials. 
data fm one experhint supporting the idea that this - does vary 
with task demands and that obtaining it need not interfere with the 
primary task. 
that electrp-physiologicd1 &toring of workload will be effective in 
0 
One way to avoid the use 
Isreal et al. (1980) have aqued that same of the 
. 
Isreal et al. (1980) present 
a 
While it wuuld be imprudent to conclude fram these data 
the space station, the possibility desewes fu&.her exploration. 
Varying  workload for experimental purposes is prabably not feasible 
within the space station cmrtext, or at least the amrunt of this type of 
experhintation that can be done will prabably be very limited. It will 
be essential to attempt to have workloads be as close to ideal as they can 
be made fm the very beginning. Of course when widence indicates that 
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an initially established workload is not ideal, the workload should be 
changed in  the Wcated dizection, and keeping track of such changes can 
p w i d e  sane of ih data that would have bem mined fram contmlled 
aprinmtation. 
huwever, which requFres being able to predict the effects of different 
workloads from data obtained in earth envimment~. 
- 
'Ihe goal must be to minimize the need for such chayes, 
?here seems to be a cmsensw amng investigators that productivity is 
a function of many variables, and that attenpts to affect it that fozus on 
me or a small subset of thoee variables and igmm the others run the 
risk of doing mom ham than good m e r ,  1982; sutenneister, 1976). 
-the- of productivity that wmld have to be included in  
any extensive list are the following. 
. 
Iiuman Capabilities and Limitations 
A great deal of infonnation has been canpiled abart human capabilities 
and limitatims and is available in various engineering psychology 
handboaks. 
be- in generdl can be expecbd to do in specific task situations. 
Individual differences are also germane to the question of hman 
productivity. 
mental capabilities, and the pmductivity of individuals is bolnd to vary 
What is kmwn in this regard clearly sets bmnds on a t  human 
People differ w iwy  w i t h  respect to both physical and 
w i t h  the degree t o  which their individual capabilities match the demands 
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Evidence -rts the intuitively appeal- idea that people work best 
when the demands upon them are neither too great nor too small. 
one form of the llinverted-U recpdmg ' the relationship between 
workload and performance, which holds that performance of a given task is 
optimal for a workload level that is interme& 'ate between one that is 
excessively high and one that is so low as to prnaote boredan ( ~ ~ ~ r a t h ,  
1965; Welford, 1973, 1974) The detr- effects of overloading are 
t3mEwhat better documented than are those of underloading (Weher, 1975; 
W e h e r  et al. 1984). 
performance negatively takes on special s i g n i f i m ,  hcwwer, in the 
con- of systems in &ch humans function primarily as supervisors of 
autmated processes. 
This is 
The possibility that underloadirrg can affect . 
Motivation 
One can hardly doubt that motivation affects performance. It is clear 
i n  particular that performance suffers when mativation is very law. what 
is less clear is haw perfonnance is affected wf.len motivation becames 
exkemely high. i n  motivation that is relatively low a t  
the artset will dlmost certainly lead to i.mp,rwed performance, but what 
happens when motivation that is already very high is increased S t i l l  
further? Istheresuchathingastryingtoohard? Wantingtoobadlyto 
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succeed? Sane investigators believe there is, and that when motivation is 
extmnely high it has a debilitating effect. ' Ihis is another fom of the 
herted-u hypothesis mentioned above; except that in this case the 
performance  of interest is motivation rather than task - 
dermands. It may be that the detrimental effects associated w i t h  
mativation beccming too high are better attrihted to d e t y  mer the 
possibility of failing; fear, especially when it becoanes panic, 
undcozbtedy can cause perfonreme to deteriorate. According to this view, 
i f  mativation becames arbitrarily high but is not acccarpanied by such 
fear, we would not necessarily expect performance to fa l l  off. Ihe 
distinction be- very high mtivation and fear of failure may be an 
hprtant me in the Space Station context; it U d  be helpful to have a 
better ' ts of 
' of the mles of these variables as 
productivity and performance. . 
Physiological State 
Fatigue has lang been recognized as a factor reducing productivity 
Indeed it has been defined in many settiqs (SinuaLscol and Wiser, 1976) 
aperationally as a decrease i n  performance as a 
activity (Kalsbeek, 1971). Much of the reseamh on this topic has focused 
on the problem of schedulhq rest breaks in such a way as to minimize 
fatigue (Eechtold et al., 1984; Ganaro and -told, 1985) . The tasks 
involved in these studies have often been physically strenuous and the 
results are of limited applicability t o  tasks that are primarily cognitive 
in  nature. Exceptions include studies of the performance of aizmews over 
of pmlanged 
- 
0 extended periods (Cammn, 1971, 1973) A major question of relevance t o  
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productivity in the Space Station is hcw productivity might be affected by 
the various physiolcgical effects that can be expectd fm prolonged 
living in the Space station mimnment. Little is yet huwn about the 
physiological cansequences of living in such awimnments for longer than 
- 
a few weeks at a t h .  
Training 
Mormance, especially of conplex tasks, abviously impraves with 
txaining and practice. ATI aspect of the relatianship between t ra in. iq and 
performance that is especially inportant relative to the space Station 
context has to do with the obscuring of differences by ceiling effects. 
?he fact that one has, thrcugh practice, gotten to the point of being able 
to perform a task w i t h m t  error is not ccanpelling evidence that one has 
really mastered the task. ?he true test may canre l&en that task must be 
perfommd under stress or in concert with canpeting deman% on ones 
resaurces. To make the point another way, the fact that two people 
perform a given task equally well under accmmdatiq corditions is not 
good evidence that they will perfom it equally well W stress. 
. 
capabilities and Limitations of r&&hes 
Just as the capabilities and limitations of the humans in a ccanplex 
system help &tennine the prodxkivity of the system as a whole, so do the 
capabilities and limitations of the machines involved. unlike the 
capabilities of hman beings, those of the machines that a m  available for 
use in the space station can be e to evolve even mer the next few 
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decades. 
fact into acccNnt. 
explicitly note the unlikelihood that this technology will be used 
extensively for aperational lxlrposes ming the initial years of the 
Initial plans for the use of technology in the Station take this 
plans to use artificial inmligence, for -le, ~e 
program. w e r ,  pravision is being made for its incorporation as the 
technology matures to the point of being reliably applicable. We would 
expct that as machine capabilities are extended and improves, a major 
consequence would be increased pruductivity of the space station as a 
whole. 
tobeseen. 
whether this prares to be the case and, if so, exactly how remain 
PersOn-Machine Function Allocation 
AII important deteminant of system productivity, as distinct fram both . 
human productivity and machine produdivity, must be the way in which 
system functions are assigned to people and to machines. several methods 
for function allocation have been developed (for a review, see Price et 
al., 1982); but nore of them is widely used by system designers 
(-10 and Cmn, 1982; Rice, 1985). 
it is not realistic to expect it to be feasible to allocate function by 
formula anytime soon, if ever, because the prablem is too ccnnplex and 
situation-dependent (Price and Pulliam, 1983) Allocations typically are 
made in an ad-hoc fashion on the basis of human judgmnt, aided perhaps by 
efforts of engheerirq psychologists, beginning with Fit- (1951), to 
distinguish between generic functions that machines do better than people 
and those that people do better than machines. While the llumber of 
functions that people can perfom and machines cannot is likely to graw 
Investigators have argued that 
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ever smaller w i t h  continuing athmnces in machine intelligence, it is 
likely to be - time before machines can match people in their ability ~e 
to integrate infdrmation in so many fonns frcDn so many sources; to respond 
as effectively and adaptively to such a w i d e  range of unanticipated 
situations; to make juagments of relevance, reliability and iqortance; to 
draw upon a larye store of camm sense, as w e l l  as technical, knowledge; 
and to follcrw imprecise instruct ions and work towa?fi high-level goals. 
And i f  ma- acquire such capabilities in tinre it does not follow that 
they M d  assume these functions in all cases. The question of what 
functions can be aukmated and that of what functions sha ld  be aukmated 
may have different answers. 
deserves. There may be reasons not t o  aukmate functions that are 
autmatable fm a technologicdl point of view. W inchde reasolls of 
cost effectiveness, human preference, and the need to maintain human 
skills a t  a high level in case they are needed in the event of system 
failure. 
inaefinitdy is that of high-lewel goal-settirg. Value judgmnts, 
including judgmnts of what g a s  are mrth worm tcrward, w i l l  hopefully 
-in the puview of hutnan be-, no matter how clever the machines 
became. 
retammg the role of deciding to what extent the behavior of the clever 
lhis fact has not received the attention it 
0 
One function that we can presumably assum w i l l  be a human one 
This pmbably means also, a t  least for the foreseeable future, 
I .  
machines is c!on!sistent w i t h  those top level goals. 
Design of %rson+fachine Interfaces 
In very caplex systems like the space station, many functions are 
0 neither by people nor by machines independently, but by people 66 
and machines interactively. be- so, the adequacy of the designs of 
- 
the interfaces thmugh w h i c h  information passes between the ma* and 
their users will be a major determinant of productivity of the people, the 
machines, and the space Station as a whole. ?he design challenge for the 
- 
space Station is cmplicated by the fact that the intent is to acccamnodate 
a large fraction of the anthrapoanetric spectnrm. 
design of interfaces, that human factors researchers and engineers are 
likely to have the greatest inpact on productivity. A great deal has been 
learned about interface design as a of human factors resear& 
in other antexts (Nickerson, 1986). A significant general conclusion to 
be drawn freaa this reseaz& is that designers' intuitions uninfomed by 
human factors research are often wmq. A sewn2 similarly general 
conclusion is that small differences in interface design can often have 
very large effects. ?his area deserves a great deal of emphasis in the 
It is here, in the 
. 
space station program. 
Ozyanizatianal Factors 
Gunn (1982:115) has claimed that, in the case of manufacturiq, the 
major -rtuniw for imprwed productivity is not to be realized by 
mechanizing the work of making or assembling pmducts, h t  rather "in 
orsaniziq,  scheduling, and managiq the tatal mnufacturiq enterprise. 
The mDst important contribution to the productivity of the factory offered 
by new data processing technology is its capability to link design, 
managenrent, and manufacturiq into a ne-rk of ccmmnly available 
information". -Is emphasis on the importance of a single integrated 
information system, serviq variolls needs of a manufacturing aperation, 0 
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-lies with as much, if nut greater, force to the space Station context. 
Infomation will be the life blood of the Station. 
that mrpports th& varims functions will be organized and accessed will be 
a critical aspect of the Station's design. 
access, Upaatbq, protection, and =presentation M. 
prcblems are addressed is certain to have inplications for pmductivity, 
which is not to suggest that those iqlications will be easy to make 
-licit. 
Kaw the information 
- 
prablems of organization, 
Haw these 
Scheduling Factors 
scheduling is a particularly important problem for any operation that 
involves rnrmerous in-t processes that proceed partly in series 
and partly conaurently. The pmblem is exacezbated by the fact that an 
unanticipated delay in the onset or ampletion of any given process may 
have inplicatims for the timirg of other processes. 
can ripple and g r a ~  into major problenrs pmducing inefficiencies at best 
and sanetinres e i o u s  difficulties. 
. e 
small perturbtiom 
DyMmic -ing of multi-process 
aanputer involvenmt. operations of any mnplexity usually requmes ' 
&educing the scheduling algoritkmrs, hcwever, is still a human activity 
andonethat- ' a great deal of ingenuity, if major inefficiencies 
are to be avoided. 
W linkage socidl or factors and productivity 
may be indirect ,buttherecanbenodoubtofitsimportance. 
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Interpersanal difficulties anmg people who nust work coaperatively as a 
g m u p  can seriuusly impair the smooth functioning of the graup; 
conversely, when'the mmbers of the workirq graup genuinely like each 
other 
positive influe-ices. 
and sudden changes in them, can also have prpfaurd effects. A new 
emtianal relationship, illness or death of a loved one, an unresolved 
dispute w i t h  a friend or acquaintance are obvious cases in point. Such 
factors can affect performance not only thmugh changes i n  morale or 
motivation, but also by a i v e r t h ~  attention froan the demands of one's job. 
enj& worm wether, there can be q u a ~ y  substantive 
Interrelationship outside the workirq situation, 
Theabavelistofdeterminants of performance d d  easily be 
extended, but it is rep-tive of factors that have been studied. MU& 
is labawn about how these factors relate to  perfonname and thus to 
pmductivity in  earth envimmmts . ~ r e m a i n s t o b e l e a n a e d t o o ,  * 
however, and while the thems may seem familiar, the new context of space 
gives the problems new -ions. while all of these factors are likely 
t o  prove to be impartant in space, none represents a greater apportunity 
and need for mearch than those that involve the way people w i l l  relate 
to and interface w i t h  ma-, especially in  view of the rapidity w i t h  
which the capabilities of the latter are changing. 
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THFl SPACE m m  D R A F T  I. 
Anticipated Functions and U s e s  
- 
?he space station is eqected to serve a variety of functions. ?hese 
include serving as a laboratory for scientific experimentation and data 
gathering, manufacturing and processing of materials (e.g., crystals and 
pkLarmaceuticals) , servicing of satellite and other space vehicles, 
pruvidiq a staging platform for other space missions, and serving as a 
base for canstructing large structures for use in space. ?he station is 
viewed as being important not only to scientific and canmemidl 
errterprises but to the further devdogmmt of space tedmology. 
Eventually the station is expcted to serve as an extratermstrial control 
and sewice center for nummus unnamed satellites orbiting in a variety 
of inclinations and altitudes. sew- as a contml and mairkemme 
center wmld incli& deploying, retrieving, repairing, and reanfiguring 
ather satellites or spaceaaft (JSC,1979, NASA-ASEE, 1985). considerable 
interest has also focused on the role the Space Station could play as a 
developmt and evaluation platform for autoanation, rabotics, 
knowledge-based systems and other emeqing technologies that make 
intensive use of mqxter-based res~urces. 
. 
m i m i n a r y  Design and Operation considerations 
?he station is expcted to evolve in at least two ways. As a physical 
plant it will increase in size and became more ccmplex as mdules are 
added and desirable nrodifications are identified. Operating procedures 
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it and of technologi& dmdopnents. 
evohtion of t h e ’ p h y ~ i ~ a l  plant as new desiderata are identified, design 
plans call for mdularity and expar&bility. 
III the interest of facilitating the 
- 
Ihe living-workirq modules are an in- set of 4 pressurized 
C y l h k h ~ ,  each of which 35-40 feet in length and 15 feet in 
diameter. % s izes  of the mDdules are constrained by the requirement 
that a t  least the initial ones be prefabricated to f i t  in the caryo bay of 
the space shuttle. Two of these mDdules are to be living quarters and two 
are to be laboratories. Ea& living module w i l l  accoamuodate 6-8 people. 
A fif th mOdLile similar in design is called a logistics mDdule and w i l l  be 
used for transporting equipent and supplies between earth and the 
station. Each of the modtules is equipped w i t h  detachable units t o  
facilitate reconfiguratian, sewicing and replacement. 
. 
Safety is, of course, a major concern. And this problem has the added 
dimension that mishaps that wald have relatively minor 
earthcmldbedhstrmsinspace. Ihepossibilityof f i r e i n t h e  
spacecraft is a major wrxy for obvious reasons. This concern dictates 
many aspects of spacecraft design. Amarrg the safety pravisions that have 
been specified i n  preliminary design documents are: safe exit fram any of 
the pressurized mdules; isolatability of ea& module fram the others; 
sufficient food, waste manag-, control and amiumications, and l i f e  
suplport facilities in any three-module cluster to sustain crew and make 
an 
rescue possible. Cancem 
training regimen focus on 
for safety also dictates that mch of the 
possible malfunctions. 
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e In addition to the issue of safety, that of habitability is receiving 
considerable attention (Clearwater, 1985; Clearwater and Kasper, 1986). 
TWS issue becames mch more inprtant for missions of exterded periods 
than for those of a few days' duration ( W i s e  1985, 1986). 
huw to use color, texture, lighting, spatial arraqements, windaw 
placements, and other design features, within the canstraints of other 
The question is 
-, to make the various space Station modules, and especially 
the living modules, p l m  places in which to spend long pericds of 
tirne. 
It is intendsd that the space station be as self-contained as 
possible. -y, nu& attention is being given to recycling of 
supplies, such as water, and to on-orbit rnaintmance and repair. muse 
the kind of constarrt and extensive ground control mnitoriq that has 
characterized short duration missions is not feasible for a pemanent 
station, lIlllch attention is also being given to the objective of giving the 
stationcrewahighdegreeofautmmyand- in its day-to-day 
operation. Ard because the intent is to make the station athactive to 
the prim- sector and useful for mmnemial ventures, the operating 
policies will have t o  take account of the desires of the station's 
clientele. There is a s t m q  interest in assuriq human productivity in 
the space station exwimment , which stems in part frrm the anticipated 
high cost of manned flight. 
. 
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I .  uniqueness of the space Station 
Newell, in the preceding paper, has highlighted thirteen 'win3 
- 
constraints" that may be aqected to hold inaependentl y of the specifics 
of the station's design. ?he list makes clear the enonnous challenge the 
Space station program represents. It also points up the fact that the 
uniqueness of the space station envimnmnt stems not so much froan any 
given wnstraint or small subset of them, but froan the set as a whole. 
For any given cmstmmt ' , one can point to one or =re other envhnnmts 
or situations w i t h  a& we have sane v i e n c e  that shares it (e.g. 
nuclear suhnarims, suhezsible laboratories, off-shore o i l  platforms, 
polar exrwrsians, scuba and deepsea diving, hmzerat ion - prisoners of 
war - and time spent a t  sea by shipwreck survivors). ~ a m e  of these 
environments or situations share several of the wnstrahts in Newell's 
list, but none of them shares the entire set. M s  is an important 
point. suggestive evidence rqarduq ' the expe&ed effects of same 
specific canstrayrts ' in the space Station may be fcRlnd in the M t s  of 
studies of other elwimments that  share those constraints; and situations 
that have been studied h l u d e  extended suhnarhe patmls (Weybm, 1961; 
1963) and whtering-over parties in the Arctic ard Antarctic (-,
1963, 1974; Gundersan and Nelson, 1963). But extrapolathq what is known 
about the effects of any given constraint or even small subsets of them 
. 
may uverloak important effects of interactions. 
assume, in the absence of supportive evidmce, that the effects w i l l  
It is not prudent t o  
simply add. It is easy to imagine caditions under Wfiich constraints that 
M v i W l y  W d  have minor effects would, i n  canbination, produce major 
ones. 
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Many of the constraints in Newell's list have bplications for 
I .  
prcductivity, e i k  ciirec~ Y or - Ythrcplgfi, say, mrale. - 
Multi-mnth crew residtmces and infrequent physical cunmnication outside 
the station, for example, could result in feelings of isolation, 
deprivation or boredoan, or irrterpersanal tensions amng the personnel. 
Limited resaurces and space could becgne uncmfortably restrictive in 
time. Weightlessness can produce nausea, heidache, stuffiness and ather 
physical discanforts, as well as spatial disorientation. 
If challerrged to extend Newell's list of CanStraints to incorporate 
other characteristics of the space station ernrirwrmerrt that are likely to 
be especially important fram the point of view of productivity, my 
-dates for consideration wmld include the follawing: . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
High degree of interactivity, and especially cognitive coupling, 
between crew and equiFanent. 
C a q u t e r  mediation of control actions and displays. 
Criticality of information systems. 
Need for aiding or augmenting of hunran thinking for traubleshooting 
and decision making. 
Inportance of hunran-machine interface designs. 
Need for cmthua l  concern for safety. 
Need for ability to deal w i t h  unanticipated contingencies. 
shared msponsibility of flight-control decisions between ground 
and flight crews. 
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o Need for sme operating procedures and principles to be negotiated 
with custcaners; in sicme cases, perhap, while in orbit. 
o Heterugdity of space Station inhabitants (different languages, 
different cultures, different professions, different amounts of 
technical t ra in i rq and flight experience). 
o mrtance of satisfying ways for inhabitants to spend free time. 
0 stress. 
Each of these characteristics desenres attention as a variable that 
could have significant iqlications for productivity. 
example, the SeCMd one. In the space Station most of the control actions 
that are iderrtified by humans w i l l  actually be effected by CcBnpUters and 
most of the information provided to the human aperatom will be provided 
via -enerated displays. Focusing only on displays, for the 
nment, it is easy to see how the ubiquitous ccqmter mediation represents 
an inportant deparhm frmm mre conventional displays. A major concern 
i n  the aperation of any high performance vehicle is that of keeping the 
operator(s) a m  of those aspects of the system's state that are critid 
to its operation. 
state (altitude, haring, airspeed, fuel resewe, etc.) are indicated by 
fixed displays each of which is dedicated to a particular indicant; when 
the pilot wants to check the plane's altitude, he looks a t  the altimeter, 
M c h  is always in  the same spot and displays always and only altitude: 
little area of the cockpit is tatally dedicated to the objective of 
keeping the pilot amre of haw far off the grcRlnd he is. 
station, mst of the information that crew menbrs receive w i l l  be 
wivereti on caqxter driven displays that are 
Consider, for 
. 
III amenti- aircraft most indications of system 
a 
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purpose. 
now be inplemnted in software, and the type of information that is 
available in a sljecific spat on a -1 console will vary frow time to 
time, dependirrs on what piece of software is contro1li.n~ the display 
device at the IMment. 'Ibis sh i f t  frow hardwam to software implementation 
of display functions has sane inplications for the problem of keeping crw 
nmbens aware of system state. 
Display functions that were once inplenmted in hardwam will 
- 
proauctivity in the space Station 
Pmductivify can have several cunnotations relative to the space 
station. 
whole on the GNP or GWP. 
h3ustry in production and manufacturing. 
of individual humans or person-machine amplexes. A l s o ,  there may be a 
diversity of goals relating to the measummt and control of productivity 
in the space Station. 
pmductivity of an individual, a persm-machine system, a team, or an 
entire station over sane specified period of time. one goal might be to 
achieve sam targeted productivity on average over exterded durations. 
Another might involve be* able to.achieve peak productivity for short 
periods when needed. 
It can refer to the inpact of the space Station program as a 
It can refer to the use of the space Station by 
It can refer to the performance 
* 0 
It may be desirable, for example, to measure the 
Impact on National or Worldwide Proauctivity 
considerable engphasis is being put on the potential camemidl uses of 
the space station 2ud the assumption that it will have beneficial 
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lang-raqe effects on the ecomny of the participating nations. The 1986 
report of the National Ccmmbs 'I ion on awce, Pioneerim the mce -tier, 
praposes that th6 space program have three fiattually-supportive thrusts: 
- 
0 A l t v a n c i n g a u r ~  ' of ax planet, ax solar system, and 
the universe; 
o Exploring, prospecting, and settling the solar system; 
o stimulating space enterprises for the direct benefit of the people 
on E2lrth (p. 5 ) .  
?he third of thesa thrusts is directly relevant to the idea that the space 
prugram d d  have iqlications for national and interns ti& 
proauctivity. 
. 
whether productivity gains will be realized will w, of course, on 
whether the savings due to better quality cxntlml more than offset the 
cost of gettw materials to and frcan space and any other increases 
result- fmn Cclnauctw the operations in a space environment. To have 
a significant inpact on natid or international productivity will 
?he Wct on aperation of considerable size. e .  requires- 
vldtustries a u l d  be significant relatively quickly, however, if 
the cost effectivenew of space-based manufacturing is conclusively 
demmtrated. 
?he space program d d  also affect produdivity on earth in a variety 
of ways. Exploration of the earth's atmsphem and surface with 
phatosraphy (e.g. m) and other sensors can pmduce information that 
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r. 
can affect prolhzctivity by pmducing a better UTderStandllsg ' ofbieather 
patterns, eneqysaurces, climatic trends, andsoon. 
- 
Industrial Productivity in space 
 he combination of z e m - ~  and vacuum in space is expcted to 
facilitate production processes for which it is critically iq0-t to 
ccmtmn for convection forces or airborne inpurities Anmg the materials 
andpmducts that are of interest in this context are "shaped crystals, 
Semi-an3u&ors, pharmacwticals, biologicals, strategic materials, 
plastics, films, oils, allays and mixtures , ultra pure metals, ccanposites, 
glasses, membmles, mem foam, fibers, nlicmSFhms, ceramic/metal, and 
matrhc materials1@ (NRSA-ASE, 1985:9) A major h3ustr ial interest in 
space is the prpspect of graJing supeqgm crystdls (e.g. g a l l i u m  
arsenide) for seniwnductors in an mhnment free of convective 
turbulences. Interest in concb=ting such operations in space stem fram 
the asamption that the quality of the pmducb will be much easier to 
cmtrol (chaudhari, 1986) It is expected to be possible to graw much 
larger crystdls, for -le, and to have a mLlch snaller reject rate. 
.) 
Individual 'vity in space 
Individual productivity - the effectiveness and efficiency with wfiich 
the individual participants in the space station program carry art their 
assignments - is of special in- to the human factors aoammmity, 
inasrmch as the other types of prottuctivity are contingent to no ~rall 
degree on huw well indivittuals function in their various roles. AU of 
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the determhnts of prottuctivity mentioned earlier in this chapter 
represent hportant cansiderations for the space Station, as they do for 
any cmplex m. 
issues relati& to indivim productivity that are very lilcely to arise 
following are also amng the more significant 
in this context. 
o Redmhmy  and backup: Many of the functions perfomed by the 
 pace station c r a ~  will be sufficiently important that provision 
will have to be made for backup in case an individual becames 
incapacitated. The necessity to rely on backup capabilities could 
have iqlications for productivity, depedmg ' ontheadequacyof 
the backup procedures and the extent to wfiich reliance on them has 
a ripple effect to other functions. 
.) 
o use of aids, intelligent and otherwise: There will be a need in 
the Space Station to augment human Cognitive abilities in various 
ways. 
will be needed in various contexts. 
Decision-makiq aids, truubleshoating aids, memry aids, 
o Errpr recovery: It lllllst be assumed that in a manned space Station 
human exmm will occur. ?he standard appmach to minimize 
d i s a s k m  
to h i l d  in fail-safe pmcedmes so as to make it difficult to 
amunit the errors in the first place and (2) to buffer aperator 
actions - their effects - so that when an m r  is
made, there is an opportunity to correct it. lhere is an abvious 
tradeoff here between safety and short-tam productivity. 
arisirq froan such errors is (1) to atten@ 
' 
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Fail-safe procectures and provisions for failure recovery are likely 
to slw operations down. In the long xun, d e r ,  their costs may 
be more than offset by at they save if  they prevent mrs w i t h  
sericus cansequences. 
- 
o Information accessibility: ?he operation of the space station is 
e x p e c k i  to be highly procedurized. 
assumed to have had extensive training in how to deal w i t h  various 
contingencies that may arise, it is not safe to assume that a l l  the 
information they w i l l  ever need is stored in their heads. 
Availability of precisely the right information at  specific maments 
a d  pmve critical not only to productivity, h t  in scane 
hsbmes t o  safety or eva survival. 
sponsored workshop identifies a system that explains or assists in 
the use of other tools as perhaps the single most important tool 
fm the sbxlpoint of autonomy and mxmmm% the developnent 
of a real-time mainteMnce information retrieval system that could 
While crew nmkexs may be 
A recent report fram a NASA 
. 
pmvide astraMuts information on demand r e l a t i q  t o  ENA tasks as 
they are be- p e r f o m  (NASA-ASEZ, 1985) 
0 Life-support sYsf==: Although very great progress has been made in 
imprwins the design of space suits over the years of the space 
program, the suits currently in use for extra-vehicular activity 
still greatly restrict the weamr in various ways. 
o M M e :  -ing ceanplications arising fm motion sichess, 
morale has not been a major problem affecting performance of crews 
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in flight in the space program thus far. Wlt the publicity 
mmmmliq the flights and the relative brevity of the& durations 
have pmbably sufficed to keep the mrale generally high. When 
-le-are i n  space for mnths a t  a t i m e  and the work becanes less 
of an adventure and =re of a job, it w i l l  not be surprising i f  
mrale becaanes an issue, and one that mild  affect productivity, 
froan time to t h .  
In address* these and related issues, it is useful to bear in mird 
that while the space station will differ fxwn other ernrirarrments in 
nunemus ways, many of the issues that relate to productivity in this 
env- are of more general interest because of their rele!vance to 
earth envirwrments as w e l l .  'Ihe question of hcrw various types of 
information are best represented on ccarpxrter-driven displays is a very 
general one, for example. And it takes on considerable practical 
significance in view of the fact that 40 to 50 percent of dl1 American 
workers are expeckd t o  be us* electmnic terrmnal ' equ ipmtonada i ly  
basis by 1990 (Giuliano, 1982). Unquestionably designers of space Station 
displays ShaiLd benefit frun the many 0qoh-q efforts to package 
information more effectively for use in office, indust;r ia l ,  andother 
earWxmd c.oatextst we expect also, however, that efforts to get the 
space statim displays j u s t  right -.because being ahmst right may not be 
good enough in this a m t e x t  - w i l l  yield knowledge about display design 
that will'- the state of the art in a g m  way. 
. 
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- D R A F T  
-has been and continues to be a debate abaut the advantages ard 
- 
-ges of a space program that includes manned spacecraft as 
opposed to one that does not. That debate w i l l  not be rehearsed hem, 
beyand not- that opponents of a manned pmgzam have argued that hav- 
humans in space is unnecessary for many aspects of space exploration and 
prcnridirrg for their safety delays the program and increases its costs 
(e.g. Van Allen, 1986a, b) whereas pmpnents of a manned program have 
pmsented a variety of arguments i n  favor of it, amonsg them our inability 
to pruvide machines with s ~ n e  human abilities that are seen as critical, 
especially i n  t o  unanticipated events. Of particular relevance ' 
in the present aultext is the argument that has beenmade that the 
presence of humans in space w i l l  contribute pcrsitivdy to the proztuctivity 
of the program as a whole. In this paper a manned program is taken as 
given. Ihe problem then b e c m ~ ~  that of designing a space station 
envirmrment ard aperathq procedtures that w i l l  insure both the safety of 
thecrewandthesuccessof itsmissions. 
. 
Ihe human's role in space has and diversified over the life 
In the earliest flights the of the space program (I;oftus et al., 1982). 
role was primarily that of passenger in a h i m y  autcaMted or 
m-contmlled vehicle. AS experience was gained and the flights 
became more ambitious the crews took on mre of the responsibility of 
piloting the spacecraft. still later, the crew's role was enlarged to 
include functions unrelated to piloting, .such as perfonniq scientific 
exper- and repairing maleunctioning equipment. 
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Specific tasks that have been performed by crew mnbers include 
monitoring of th& various spacecraft mkyshns (guidance and control, 
pmsion, env- control, and life flzpport); guidance and control 
during rendezvous and docking; landing and --off of hmar 
- 
(about 10,000 key strakes are required to annplete all elements of a lunar 
landing mission, according to uftus et al., 1982) ; assembly, maintenance 
and repair (especially of scientific instnrmen ts) ; aiming of scientific 
instnnnents and canaucting of a p e r h t s ;  monitoring of data quality; and 
hauselceeping. 
Ihe ability of the crew to perform mainteMnce and repair aperations 
and to handle m e x p z t d  d q s t e m  failures of various types has been 
demxlstrated in several missions, includiq Gemini, -110 13, Skylab, and 
Spacelab (Garriott, 1974; Garriott et al., 1984) 
skylab and !@acelab prograras crewmen an mmrous occasions w e r e  able to 
repair malAznctianirrg equipnent that was essential to the planned 
experhmts. As GarriOtt et al. (1984) have suggested, the hprtance of 
the function shculd be reflected in the traMng of the crew designed to 
familiarize them with the equipmt and hcw to xqair  it. 
. 
Especially in the 
?he ways in Wfiich the crews participated in the research activities of 
the Skylab and Spaoelab prograras have also been reviewed by Garriott 
(1974) and Garriatt et al. (1984). An important idea enezybq frrmn these 
reviews is the following me. To the extent that crew nmbers are to act 
in behalf of scientific investigators lccated on the ground, this function 
may go mre satisfactorily if there has been mre apportunity for the crew 
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nmbers to work with the scientists prior to the space mission. ' 0  
As the human's role has expanded and diversified, the need for 
specialized capabilities and talents on space cmws has increases r a n d  
-y the crew mlnbers are less and less i n t e d m g  eable. In the 
Shuttle program, specialization is recognized explicitly in the 
terminology, Mch disthquishes be- mission specialists and payload 
specialists. In prolonged flights, like those anticipated for the Space 
station, there will be an evm greater need for certain specialized skills 
than has been the case heretofore. 
-, to have specialists 
crew nmbers autside their area of specialty. 
It may be necessary, for practical 
are also able to function effectively as 
An important pmblem inplannirrg the crew for the space . 
Station will be that of assuring that collectively the crew has a l l  the 
hawledge ard skills that success and safety will require. what is 
difficult about this task is specifying the knowledge and ingenuity that 
will be required to deal with whatever mexpcbd contingencies arise. 
While it is not possible, of axuse,  to anticipate everything that could 
happen, one step that can be taken in this direction is to atten# to 
identify the major tmes of problems that could arise (e.g. problems in 
the station's electrid system, medical pmbl- among the crew, etc.) 
and to make sure that there is expertise within the crew to deal with 
pmblenrs in those areas. 
~aane of the activities the space Station's crew will perfom will take 
0 place autsi& the spacecraft. extravehicular activities (-1 may 
a4 
include the changing of focdl planes and other servicing of the -le 
Space Telescape (HST) f the Gamma Ray Obsewatory (m) f the Advanced x-Ray 
Astmnony F a c i l i ~  (AXAF) , an3 the Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility 
(SIRTIF). 
spaceflights throgh the Skylab 111, see Loftus et al. , 1982.) 
CQnpOnent of the cost of EVA activity stems fram the large amout of time 
required to make the transitian froan the mimnment inside a pressurized 
space capsule to that autside it (Howard et al., 1982). 
the Space Statim is 14.7 psi; that in the pressurized Suit is 4.3 psi 
(King ard Rmen, 1982) Because of the magnitude of this difference it is 
necessary for astmnauts, in order to  avoid the bends, t o  clear out the 
nitrogen in their body tissues by breathing pre oxygm for 3 or 4 hours 
- 
(For a tabular summary of extravehicular activity on 
A major 
Pressure inside 
before exiting the spacecraft. 
pressure maintained by the suit were above approximately half that 
This pmce&re CCplld be eliminated if the 
. 
maintained inside the cabin; thus immediate exit upon donning a space suit 
wmld be possible 'if either suits were designed t o  maintain 8 psi and 
cabins were kept at  14.7 psi as they currently are or cabin pressure was 
maintained a t  about 8 psi and suits a t  4.3 psi, as they now are 
(N?SA-ASEE, 1985). 
Extravehicuhr activity represents a special challenge w i t h  respect to 
pmductivity for a variety of reasons, including the follcwiq: 
o S e v m  wnstraints on mability and dexterity inpsed by the 
pressurized space suit. 
o Limited visibility due in part to restrictions on head nwements 
from the helmt and space suit. 
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o Greatly tactile feedback to the hands because of 
pressurized glares. 
o ~ r e e  floating or tethemd (and easily tangled) tools. 
o Limited voice cannumication w i t h  in-station crew. 
o Problems associated with persanal hygiene and cumfort; most serious 
perhaps are the prablems of defecation for males and defecation and 
u r h t i o n  for females, but the general problem surfaces in ~nrmerous 
other, perhaps less serious, guises as wlell: it is very difficult 
to scratch one's nose or any other itch in an EVA suit. 
- 
0 Problems of Bating and drinking. 
To the degree that the Space Station is an autcanated system that is 
monitored by human be- and -t on manudl menride in  case of 
subsystem malfunctions, it w i l l  pose the sam kinds of challenge as other 
system of this type. one such challenge is that of assuringthat the 
human monitors are adequate to the task. The monitoring and controlling 
of ayMmic systems are quite different tasks, and there is scnne evidence 
that  pecple who have not had exprience as manual controllers are less 
. a 
effective at detechq ' smdll changes in system dynamics than are those who 
have ( K e s s e l  and W i c k e n s ,  1983; W i c ) c e n s  and KeSsel, 1979, 1980; young, 
1969) Anather challervge relates to the depmkma on human d t o r s  for 
back up in case of system failure, and that is the prablem of maintaining 
the human skills meded to perform clcnp3lex functions that are very seldam 
performed under normal. operating Corditions. Haw does one kf2ep crew 
mmkers highly skilled a t  mnplex tasks that they seldan, i f  ever, have t o  
perform? Accordirrg to Jones et al., (1972), the most inportant functions 
aboard present spacecraft involve diagnosis and decision making, and 
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retention of diagnogtic and decision making skills represents cur greatest 
gap in hadledge abaut task retention a t  the present time. 
A major cbal1-e for space missions, especially those 
involving long periods of time simply getting to a destination (e.g. 
irrterplanetary travel) w i l l  be to keep a crew and other inhabitants of the 
space vehicle occupied in meanincJeul ways when there is little essential 
work relating to piloting or ma- of the vehicle to be done. Work 
that is h a t e d  just for the sake of killing time is unlikely to be very 
satisfying. It will be important for individuals to perceive their tasks 
as servirrg sane useful pupase. scpne time will  have to be spent in doing 
-ing &ores and saae w i l l  be viewed as leisure, but it w i l l  
m y  pmve to be necessary to have significant fractions of 11106t 
days occupied w i t h  activities that are perceived as important to the 
mission or to other valued goals. Scientific experhintation and zeseamh 
ccpzld occupy nu& of this t i m e ,  a t  least for those individuals who are 
scientists by pmfession or who a d  derive satisfaction fmn 
participating in scientific work. 
. 
?he problem of leisure time is considerably more ccnnplicated for 
exterded missions than for those of short duration. III the former case, 
one must be cmcemed not only with pmvision of short periods of free 
t h  a t  frequent intend s (e.g. daily) but also w i t h  the need for 
sanething analogous to holidays or WeebfiS and vacations on earth, and 
w i t h  the question of how to ensure that individuals fhki it possible to 
spend that t h  t o  good advantage both fram their point of view and that 
of the mission. 
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Ihe close coupling of Mmrans and Ccsnputers 
III 1983, the space systems Division of the NASA Office of AeraMutics 
and spaceTechnology cmvened a summerworm (co-spansoredbythe 
American Society for ~ i n e e r i r q  Education) at stanford university to 
study the role of autoncpny in space. The workshop report was issued in 
1985, and has been referenced hem as NASA-SEE, 1985. Participants in 
the worksh4p included professors froan universities a m  the country. 
"The workshop sought to generate mcomenhtions on autmanous systems and 
human functions as well as on a space technology prugram directd tcxJard 
symbiotic use of machines and humansll. .Il'Ihe principle objectives of the 
1983 summer study were to examine hkractions of humans and highly 
autoaMted systems in the context of specific tasks envisioned for the 
space station, to seamh for OptimUm cesnbinations of humans and machines, 
and to denrelop nrethodologies for selecting human-machine systemstl 
(NASA-WEE, 1985:2). 
* e 
participants in the workshop -1- fran their study !#that machines 
will not replace humans in space ard that artificial intelligmce (AI) 
systems will nut have major impact an initial station design." TO be 
sure, Sam aspects of the aperation of the space station - mainteMnce of 
orientation, control of in-station envimnmnt , pointing of antemas and 
solar panels - will be dane mqle te ly  aukmatically, at least under 
llormal c- . mover, the role of autaMtion and artificial 
intelligence will increase as these technologies mature. wrt for the 
foreseeable future, ard perhaps indefinitely, a great marry aspects of the a 88 
operation of the station and of the performance of various missions w i l l  
the interaction of people with mchines. 
- 
An increasirrgly c~rmyrm ode of interaction w i l l  involve supervisory 
-1, which is viewed by sane as 'ate ketween the use of 
teleaperators on the ane hand, and robots on the other (Thiel and 
IQrtman, 1983). 
hands-on relationship but a t  a distance, as it were. 
mbots, the relationship is of a qualitatively different type and may be 
remote both w i t h  respect to distance and time. - mbot is given a 
capability by its designer to function relatively autcawrnwusly, albeit in 
accordance w i t h  principles incorporated in its design. 
supervisory cmrtrol, the human is linked to the machine i n  real-time, but 
controls its operation only a t  a relatively high level. 
pmvides generic CcBlPRands, which the system then translates into 
lower-level amnards to the effectors that w i l l ,  if a l l  goes w e l l ,  get the 
jab done. How generic the camamls are that the human operator pruvides 
In the case of teleoperato~, the W has a W&mlll 
In the case of 
In the - of 
The human . 
dependsonthesystem. mehigherthelevel, t h e C l O s e r o n e ~ t o  
disappears. 
rabotics, and a t  sane point the distinction between the two modes 
The fact that so many of the functions in the space station w i l l  be 
performed by people ard machines in interaction means that the design of 
the varicus mrkstations and person-machine interfaces w i l l  be of centrdl 
iqortatxe. ?here exists a substantial literature, much of it i n  
design-guide form, that is highly relevant to  this problem and that should 
be a major resoume for designers of space station mrkstations 
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displays. But because the space station will be the frontiers 
of technology in sevexal ways, designers will also have to consider 
questions for which a~lswers have not yet found their way into design 
guides, and in sane cases may not have yet been asked. Moreover, as 
Loftus et al. (1982) point aut, the ultimate design objective of any 
manned spaceflight program is newer that of o p t i m i z h ~  the 
cm~b-spacecraft interface, but rather that of achieving overall program 
effectiveness; and given the numerous constraints within Mch such 
programs must function, this may mean that cmprmises will be necessary 
in various interface designs. Decisions about such CxanpKaniSes, and 
selections amng varims possible tradeoffs, s h a d  be made with the best 
' 
- 
possible of their iqlications. 
Am>ng the issues relating to wormtion and interface design that 
will be of special cc~lcern in the space station context are the follawing: 
. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Haw to design multifunction irgut-cutprt devices so as to preclude 
confusion among functions. 
Haw to lay Cut the various display and input &ices so as to 
ensure ease of location, interpretation ard  use. 
HckJ to design the control and feedback interfaces for teleqerator 
systems. 
HckJ to design the various inpt-output pmcedums (Ccmnmana and 
query l-ges, nmus, abbreviations, -1s) so as to maximize 
their usefulness and minimize human error. 
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Many of the human factors issues relating to the design of 
workstations and interfaces w i l l  center on the question of haw t o  get 
information - precisely the right information in a -le format and a t  
the appmpriate time - fmu a person to a machine or fraw a machine to a - 
person. So in addition to the important questions of the physicdl designs 
of displays and inpt devices, there w i l l  be many issues relating to the 
design of methods and pmcedums for interacting w i t h  information per se. 
whm w i l l  it make sense to use query languages as apposed to merrus for 
searching a data base? Query languages put a greater learning kmden on 
the user than do menus, but pmbably are faster for experienced users, 
because menus typically force one to go a l l  the way dawn a tree step by 
step even when one ~ICJWB prec ise lymt  one wants to ask a t  the beginning. 
Whenmnus are used, hclw shcruld they be structured? 'Ibis guestion 
0 
subsumes a host of others, and although the 1-lwd questions 
-times seem to have intuitively obvious answers, research often meals 
them to be more cclmplicated than they appear. consider the apparently 
simple matter of deciding haw marry items to ShCkJ on a single n d e  of a 
renu hierarchy. 
there is a tradeoff between the number of options one sees a t  a given node 
i n  the hierarchy and the number of nodes required to get fmu the start to 
the finish. 'his breadthuersus-depth tradeoff has been the focus of same 
resear& (Dray et al., 1981; Miller, 1981; Seppala and S a l v e ,  1985) 
While the results have not led to an unequivocal conclusion, there seems 
to be sam 
less than four) ten3 gaerally to be inefficient (Lee and MaGzqor, 1985; 
S m a  and S a l v e ,  1985) Ihe situation is ccmplicated, howwer, by 
0 
For a system w i t h  a given number of possible end points, 
that mmus that havevery few i t e m s  per lwel (say 
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the fact that hcrw mLzch breadth one can handle effectively will pmbably 
&pen2 on how mu& experience one has had with the system. lhis may be an 
argument in favor of permitting a nmm structure to modify itself to match 
the experience level of its user. 
- 
Much effort is currently being devoted to the developnent of 
natural-laxpage front ends for information systems. 
natural language systems with limited but useful capability will be 
available by the time the station is operatianal. 'Ibis is not to suggest 
that the reality of natural language capability will make other mDdes of 
interaction obsolete. The asamption that natural language wuuld be the 
preferred mode of interaction with a data base in all cases is not beyoxl 
guestion; there is sane evidence that more sbmtumd and canstrained 
query languages may give superior performance in certain instances 
and Weldon, 1983; for a review of human factom considerations that 
pertain to the design of query languages, see Ehrenreich, 1981). 
It seems likely that 
. 
speech is also kecadxq increasingly feasible as a mode of 
cammication bebeen people and machines and could fird at least limited 
use in the space Station. Ihe technology for synthesizing speech is 
imprwins steadily and although the best synthetic speech is still 
noticeably different from human speech and typically sanewhat less 
intelligible, peuple g e t  quite good at understanding it with only mDdest 
amounts (a few hcrurs) of listening (Schwab et al., 1985). 
-by CCBnputer is not so far along, but progress there is also 
b e i q  made. ?he technology for isolated word recognition pmbably is 
sufficiently mature to be used in a space Station contat, and more 
Speech 
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ambit ious uses of speech understanding technology may be feasible by the 
t h  the station becoaaes operatianal. 
- 
stress and perfornrance In space 
Efforts to anticipate huw humans w i l l  perform on extended space 
missions have focused on certain ways in a c h  the space envimment 
differs fraw mre familiar envhxmmb on earth and on various types of 
stressors that CCRzld have either acute or W a t i v e  long-term effects. 
of the characteristics of the space station environment may 
thexmelves be stressors, i f  nut contimcusly, a t  least under certain 
canditians. 
a brief discussion of stress in general tenns and then to consider 
specific em- characteristics or stressors that might be expcted 
to affect performance and hence productivity significantly. 
It w i l l  be coanrenient, therefore, to begin this section w i t h  
. 
Effects of Stress on Ferfomance 
Stress is likely to be a factor i n  the space station and to affect 
productivity h several ways. 
Station and its pemamel are always a t  risk. While we wmld not expect 
individuals to spend every waking mcanent w q i q  abaut safety, it wmld 
be surpr is iq  indeed i f  there were not a constant underlyiq sensitivity 
to the 
chrcmic stress. second, froan time to t ime,  individudls or the entire 
caupamy of the Station may be stressed acutely as a mseqmce of an 
unanticipated event or s i tuatid m e .  W, stress may also be 
First, under the best of ciKxrmstances the 
of the situation; this might be considered a type of 
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caused by factors that are relatively lmg lived, but nut necessarily 
chrclnic. ? h e s e i n c l u d e c o n f ~  and social isolation, sensory-mtor 
xestrictian, in- frictions, dissatisfactions with certain 
aspects of one's duties or the Stationls operat- pmcedum~, and 
- 
anxieties abcut events or situations on earth. list of possibilities 
is easily extended. 
Acc~rdiq  to Sharit and S a l v e  (1982) mDst of the definitions of 
stress that one firds in the literature reflect biases related to the 
scientific orientatian of the writers and fail to apture the many-faceted 
mture of the phenamer#m. Fidell (1977) has noted that some authors W 
have written abcut stress have avoided defining the tenn (e.g. &c&bent, 
1971; Welford, 1974) presumably on the assamption that the word is 
intuitively meaningAil: most of LIS know what it means to be stressed fzum 
persanal tacperience. 
. 
In his review of effects of stress on perfomname, Fidell (1977) 
classified stressors as physical, physiological, psychological, and 
social. marus and m m t  (1977) used the last of these categories 
but nut the first.) In the f b t  category Fidel1 included thermal (ht, 
cold, Wdity) mchanical (vibration, acceleration, fluid pressure) and 
sensory (noise, glam, odor, deprivation) and ingdzed or Mnaled 
substances (drugs, noxious fumes, insufficient oxygen). AS physiological 
stressom he listed musculoskeletdl fatigue, sleep deprivation, age, 
disease, and illness. AS psychological stressors he distinguished between 
cognitive (information or perceptual Under/arerioad) and emuti& orpes 
(fear, d e t y ,  insecurity, frustration). ?he social stressors in his 
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list were Occlrpatim factors (e.g. career pressures) organizational 
structures, major life events, amklhq, arrd solitude. Fidel1 also 
a 
pointed out that stress is sametimes thought of as an effect and sametimes 
as a cause. 
- 
It is dssumed to be an effect, for -le, of a perceived 
threat to one's safety or the imposition of a task that exceeds one's 
ability to perfom. 
cause of poor performance or of otherwise inexplicable behavior. It is 
also sametimes viewed as the cause of certain types of medical problems 
such as ulcers, colitis, and cardiac arrhythmias. 
on the ather hand, it is scanetimes identified as the 
Effects of stress on performance are not easy to summarize. Mild to 
mderate stress for short durations CM have a beneficial effect in many 
situations, possibly as a cawqmxe of hcmased alertness and the 
enexqy spurt that cums with the greater-than-no& pmduction of 
adrenaline and other hon~~nes .  Excessive stress can produce deterioration 
of performance. Fkequent v i e m e  of stressful events tends to be 
acccmpnied by atypically high incidence of illness of varims sorts 
(Norman et al. , 1985). A relatively unexplored aspect of effects of 
stress on perfomance relates to how perfo- changes after a teqorary 
stressor has been reanwed. 
. 
!the study of effects of stress is further cmplicated by the fact that 
people adapt or acwmdab to stressors, especially if they are only 
moderate in degree and relatively invariant over the. Noise, for 
-le, can be a stressor, but people who work in a contirnwusly noisy 
envirorrment seem to adapt to it so that its effects as a stressor diminish 
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greatly or disa~pear. 
characteristics of the noise, hcrwwer, may have disruptive effects. 
substantive change in the lwel or 0 
- 
Lwenthal and Lindsley (1972) distirrgUish between danger control and 
fear control as t w o  types of concern that one may have in a threatening 
situation. concern for danger control is focused on the threa- 
situation and on haw to rectify it. concern for fear control is focused 
on the fear reqxmse and on haw to keep it in &e&. Bath are legitimate 
cancerns and trainhq in preparatian for extmied space missions should 
take both into account. 
stress is likely to be an important factor i n  the space Station and 
its effects on productivity cculd be substantial. Momer several 
stressors may be aperat- simultaneously, pruduciq ccmplex interactive 
effects, and the stressors w i l l  be interactiq also w i t h  other variables 
in  ways that cannut be foreseen. In the remainder of this section, 
several of the stressors that cauld be especially inportant in the Space 
station envimrrment a m  briefly noted. Exactly haw these factors, 
. 0 
especially in mubinaticn, w i l l  affect perfonImnce and pJmductivity is not 
kmn; that their effects w i l l  be substantive, howwex, seems highly 
likely. 
weightlessness 
weightlessness has been enphasized as a major feature of a spa-ft 
envimment that CaLtld give rise to physiological prcrblems such as altered 
fluid and electrolyte balances, and deconch 'tioning of specific systems 
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such as the cardicrvascular, musculoskeletal, metabolic, and 
- 
systems (Lindsley and Jones, 1972). Problems of these 
types have not y& been shown to be sufficiently severe to preclude 
prolonged space missions; on the other hand, how they w i l l  manifest 
themselves i n  long duration missions remains to be seen. 
- 
In retmqe& marry, mps nost,  of the observed short-term effects 
of weightlessness on human functioning pmbably were predictable, but many 
of them were not predicted. 
weightless ernrirwrment , onemay find it easy to imagine being able to 
float M y  in space and fa i l  to m i z e  that it w i l l  also be difficult 
to stand an the floor, sit i n  a chair, or maintan ' any fixed position 
withalt restrairrts Who a d  have thmght to ask whether it would be 
possible to  burp? Or whether it would be difficult to berti down to t ie  
one's shoes? 
In  thinking about what it would be like in a 
. a 
Unfamiliar Mation 
Closely related to weightlessness are the various types of motion that 
Even astmmuts kho have had can pmduce &an sic)aess (Kennedy, 1972) 
training 
experienced such sichess dur- space flight, d l y  during the f i rs t  
few days of a mission, althaqh  MUS^^ has typically not pmcluded crew 
members fm carzying aZt essential activities (Gamiott, 1974) There is 
same indicatial that dizziness is more likely to be induces in situations 
that permit individuals to m e  around in large spaces than in those in 
to reduce the prabability of motion sickness have 
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Mch they are more confined (Berry, 1969, 1970). When severe, motion 
sickness can be debilitating. 
On the m i t e  erd of the spectrum frum the cacern for unfamiliar 
motion is that for motion restriction. A variety of restrictive 
coniitians on earth have been studied with a view to 9 .  their 
physiological and psychological effects. lhese include immobilization 
frum a plaster cast, bed rest, ani prolanged confinement in sulmarines, 
space cabin shulators or other chambers (Fraser et dl. , 1972) 
most apparent Fhysiological effects of long-term restriction of activity 
Amoq the 
to be cardiovascular and musculoskeletal dean& ’ ti-, including 
some bone decalcification. ckher possible effects include electrolyte 
imbalances and hemolytic anemia. 
. 
As that can be taken to prwent or m t e r  the dean& ’ tianing 
effects of mution restriction, ~raser et dl. (1972) list the foiiming: 
adequate free livhq space (200-250 cubic feet per person at a ndnhun, up 
to 600-700 cubic feet per person as the %ptimal, maximizh~ habitability 
in the light of other re&menwf)’, adequate exercise, applied pressure 
(to ccortrol for fluid volume loss and orthostatic intolerance of 
-ti-), artificm gravity (seen as expensive and w o r e  less 
practical than uther agpmachs) , and honmnes ani drugs (primarily to 
control fluid loss). 
what is )aaJn abaut the effects of senwry and perceptud~ deprivation 
or restriction on human p e r f o m  has been summarized by Schultz (1965) 
and Zubek (1973) Eason and Harter (1972) have also reviewed the 
litera- on this tupic thruugh 1972 and attempbd to extract fmn it 
information that wmld be relevant to the prediction of human performance 
in prolcolged space flight. 
an absence or marked attenuation of sensory irqxrt to one or more 
modalities; 
patterned stimulation.) 
for their review did not include any in which the period of confinem& 
isolation exlceedsd a few weeks. Russian investigators 
have done studies an effects of confhmnt in which subjects spent as 
long as one year in relatively isolated ernrironaents but details have not 
been available. 
- 
(Sensory deprivation or restriction CoMoteS 
deprivation or restriction suggests reduction in 
Easan and Harter noted that the studies available 
or 
. 
The data f m  these studies are fragnmtary at best and do not 
CanstitUte a caherent set of findings. Results of individual studies are 
often nartually amtradl 'cl.tory, - show- negative and s c m  positive 
effects of deprivation an subsequent m i o n  or perfo-. As they 
relate to lang duation space n'tissions, Eason and Harter (1972:lOl) see 
the finairrJs as "rather hearbmq ' , for they suggest that the effects of 
severe sensory or perr=eptual restriction, isolation, and confinement are 
so minor, accept in a few instances , that they a m  difficult to 
demnstrate with any degree of consistency not only f m  one laboratory to 
anuther but often w i t h i n  the same laboratoryl~. 
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Eason and IIarter caution against makirrg predictions about an 
astronaut's Sensory, perceptual and mtor functions during long-range 
missions on the basis of experimnts involving relatively short-term 
isolation. The results of such studies do provide a basis for raisiq 
questions and suggestiq directions for research that can be relevant in 
the space flight wntext, and had they yielded solid evidence of larye 
effects of isolation on seflsory or motor functions, they wmld have raised 
so~ne cmcerns abaut potential effects in the space Station program. 
it turns out, the results of studies summarized in this paper suggest that 
and relatively insignificant changes in sensory and motor only - 
function are likely to occur during long-duration missionsff (Eason and 
Harter:103) Eason d Harter point out that in extended space flight, 
boredm froan repetition of sthilation may turn aut to be a more important 
de- of perfonnance than sensory deprivation as such. 'Ihey note, 
hcrwwer, that p t  studies have been too limited in various respects to 
provide a basis for confident predictions about possible effects of 
confinement and isolation in space flight and urye further study of these 
variables under conditions that will assure the applicability of the 
results. 
"As 
* ,  
. 
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Sleep lhterference 
Sleep - and irregularities take many fonns. Ihe most 
drvirxls departure fraa a typical sleep-~ake cycle is tatal sleep 
deprivation - going for exterded periods of time w i t h o u t  any sleep. 
other types of irregularity include unusual cycles (e.g. 4 hours of sleep, 
4 hours of work) , m e  in phase in the no& sleepwake pattern (e.g. 
shifting frcaa a work-in--y-sleep-at-night pattern to a 
sleep-in-the-day-work-at-night pattern) , disruption of the quality of 
sleep (fitful or shalluw sleep; demease in stage-3 ard stage4 sleep) 
resulting fm alvhmnmtal disturbances , psyrhological stress or other 
unusual factors. studies of shift workers have shown that changing fropn 
day to night shift typically results in a reduction (1 to 2 hcnus) i n  the 
duration of the main sleep period, an increase i n  average tatal amount of 
sleep per 24 hour period - due t o  naps taken autside the main sleep 
period and extra sleep on rest days - and a change in the 'quality of 
sleep (Akerstedt and G i l l b e q ,  1981; Tilley et al. , 1981; Tilley et al., 
1982) Indicants of quality include time to sleep onset, number of 
awakenings , numberofbodymvemnts, aninumberofchaqesinsleepstage 
(Jahnsan et al., 1972). 
. 
. 
How sleep disturbances affect performance is not Mderstood w e l l .  
Data sugyest that sleep loss is likely to have deleteriaus effects on 
tasks for which sensory stirmilation tends to be law and the rate of data 
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M i r g  is not under the individual's control (e.g. &tor- or 
vigilance tasks) and to have less effect on the performance of caplac 
intellectual tasks h l v h x j  problem solvhq and logical analysis (Jahnson 
et al., 1972). Scumhat independent of the question of the effects of 
sleep on perfonuance is that of their effect on moods and 
attitudes. Inscmtlla ' is often linked to  depression, tension, and 
irritability. whether there is a cause-effect relationship and, i f  so, 
which way it goes, are not known for certain. 
- 
Determination of optimal work-& cycles will involve cansideration 
of a variety of factors, technological, psydmlogical and social. How 
often and how 1- people will need (or want) to sleep will depend i n  part 
onthedeman3softheirjobs,andinpartonthecxnxUtion~ofthe 
Sleepingernrirarrment. 
person to person. 
that crews prefer to  be on the same work-rest cycle insofar as possible, 
and wrk and get al- better when this is the case. 
for sleep are likely to differ froan . 
With respect to social factors, there is scme evidence 
e 
Ihehportanceofrestperbdsinterspersedammrgworktcxlrshasbeen 
known a t  least since Taylor's (1947) early studies. mactly how rest 
breaks should be scheduled, hawwer,. or how this should depena on the 
nature of the wrk be- done, has not k e n  established very precisely. 
It is not even clear that it is always optimal for work breaks t o  occur on 
a fixed periodic schedule. 
Any attempt to understand the relatianship of sleep dis- and 
@ stress will illustrate the pmlem of d i s t i m g u i u  cause fram effect. 
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Sleep - , such as those ca& by unusual work-rest cycles or 
the need for prolclnged wakefulness to deal w i t h  an emergency situation are 
seen as sources of both physiological and psychological stress. 
other hami, & origimtirg fran other sources CM be the cause of 
insaarolia or ather sleep-mated difficulties. 
0 
On the 
Boredam and other Motivational Problems 
It is scpaewhat paradoorical that one of the major cmcerns akmt such a 
risky venture as exbnded space flight should be a concern about boredan. 
m e r ,  boredcan and various attendant ccmplicatians cculd be a m q  the 
most serious pmblenrs that have to be faced. Althmgh surprisingly little 
empirical work has been done on boredan (Smith, 1981) , it has been 
identified as a significant problem for people living in restrictive 
errvirwrments w i t h  momtomu schedules for weeks or mths at a tinre. It 
is believed to have detrimntal effects on motivation and mrale and to 
leadtoincreased fmquency of amplaints of headache and other mysical 
pmblezas. Ihe tendency for nrotivation to decrease over a period of 
extmded cmfinenmt is a c c p m ~ ~ l  report from studies of small grarps in 
. 
isolated envimmnenb (Wth, 1969). 
1 .  Behavioral evidences of a loss in motivation include dnunut ion 
of one's ability or willingness to engage in sustained plrposeful 
activity. lhere is sane evidence that dec1M.x~ motiMtion has a 
physiological correlate in a decreasing frequency of al- rhyuna in the 
EM; wave (Zubek et al. , 1969) ?his is an inkrest ing findirrg because it 
suggests the possibility of using alpha rhythm as a means of dtoritq 
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individualst 
+&y are likely to be in specific work situations. 
cognitive state and of pmdictirq haw productive 
- 
bhny studies have failed to find a decrement in ability to perfom 
scune types of ccgnitive tasks - and in stme cases have even f& an 
impravement in that ability - as a comqwme of spending fllbstantial 
amounts of the in confined ernrironmentS. However, Johnson et al. (1972) 
note the possibility that studies that measure perfomaxe under the 
C- in which mativation might be e x p c t e d  to be law often risk 
artifactual results by virtue of the possibility that the exper- 
task itself, if unusual within the ccmtext, may be sufficiently arrrusby 
andrewamng ' to imprenre teqorarfiy the subjects' motivational state. 
After revieWing the pertinent literature, Johnson, Williams and Stern 
concluded that very little is known a b u t  haw to reduce and 
bo- during long periods of g m u p  confinement. 
. 
Social Isolation 
Isolation can mean a variety of things. Rrcmfield (1965) identifies 
four: spatialcunfinemmt ; separation f m  persons, places, or things 
that one values highly; reauction or restriction of sensory stimulation; 
ard reduction in the variability and structure of stimulation. 
third ard farth of these connotations have already been mentioned. 
Unfortunately, effects of isolation often cannot be distFnguished fmm 
those of confinement , motion restriction and social QaJding, because 
The first, 
these &ti- typically occuz: together; mertheless, it is believed 
that social isolation cauld prove to be armq the lllost hprtant stressorS 
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in the context of prolonged space missions. Sane concern has been 
expmssed that it, ccpnbined with sauz of the other characteristics of the 
space emirarmrent . !3uch as Weightlesmess, errp7ty time, and distortian of 
the usual balances azlyMlsJ sensory inputs, may lead to an - 
flqllenq of daydzwnuq ' and fantasizing and a progressively more 
subjective orientation (Leventhal and Lindsley, 1972). Studies of grcplps 
that have spent extended periods (mths) in relative isolation have shown 
that individtudls tend ova time to withdraw and beccane more 
psycholcgically remte f m  other m&em of the g ~ x r p  (Haythorn et al., 
1972) Accordirrg to Sells and Gundersan (1972:204), extended isolation 
andcalf- of srnall grarps on earth (e.g. at scientific stations in 
AntaxdAca) can increase the prabability of Ilirritability and depression, 
sleep disturbances, boredoan, social withdrawal, dissatisfaction, and 
deterioration in g m u p  organization and cohesionlf. 
envizammlt can caunteract this tem%ncy to scane degree, but the stimuli 
mi- the stinazlus . 
mustbemEdngfm and of iryterest to the people involved. There is SCXM 
evidence that part of the withdrawal q l e x  is a decreased tendency to 
avail oneself of -mer oppartunities for stimulation the envimment 
provides. 
Special prablem may arise when an individual especially close to a 
person on an extended mission beccsnes seriuusly ill (e.g. a child, spouse, 
or parat) and it is inpossible for the person to return to earth, or if 
unanticipated events of major significance occur on earth during a 
prolonged mission. Ihe effects of such h a m  on attitudes and morale 
cauld be substantive. It is easy to imagine other exanples of events on 
earth that &d prove to be stressors to people in space. Inasmuch as 
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cammication between earth and the station w i l l  probably be primarily 
thmugh grcrund -1 stations, a t  least for - th,  hfonuation that 
a d  have a Wimenta l  effect on the morale of lllembers of the Space 
station crew CCIuld be withheld fmn them. Consideration of such a policy 
raises a seriuus ethical issue, however, and &d pmbably not be 
tolerated in any case. lhere are many reasons for maintaining frequent, 
i f  nut ccastant, ccmunication w i t h  ewth. ~ o t  least among these is the 
need for inhabitants of the station to caamrrmnicate frequently w i t h  people 
otherthanthemselves. 
- 
Excessive workload 
Excessivetaskdanan%canbeasaurceofstressandcanleadto 
serious performance decrements. when even moderate task demands are . 
coupled w i t h  the cmstant possibility of catastmph ' c m r s ,  longterm 
symptas. oneinherma ystressful j o b t h a t h a S b e e n t h e f ~ O f  
exposum to the situation can produce a variety of stress-related 
considerable attention by researchers, and the general public as well, is 
air traffic cosltrol ( C o b  and Roee, 1973; Grump, 1979; FinkelIllan 
Khcbner, 1981; Hailey, 1968) The stress in this case pmbably stems in 
large part fran the facts that -IS in perfonnance can result  in human 
fatalities and that most aircSaft accidents are due to hman error 
(DaMher, 1980). 
and 
Task demands in the space station are unlikely to be excessive for 
sustained perids of time, although they cauld be high a t  critical mission 
junctures and cmld beccane excessive during enmryencies. perfiaps mom 
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important is the ev-preswt possibility of human error haviq a 
ca- 'c resu l t .  Every at- w i l l  be made, of wurse, to ensme 
that the aperating pmcedwes are fail-safe and that any errors that can 
be anticipaw are recoverable, but sane degree of uncertainty i n  this 
- 
regard bumd to remain, and w i t h  it sowe level of task-- stress. 
Acute Medical prable!ms 
W i t h  respect to the control of nredical problems w i t h i n  a spacecraft, 
the emphasis has to be f i r s t  on pmention (Fraser et al., 1972). Having 
taken a l l  masonable p- 've meaflves, howwe, the chance that medical 
pmblms w i l l  arise on any lang-duration mission is high. W i t h i n  the 
space station there w i l l  be the possibility of many of the same types of 
physical injuries arising fmm accidents w i t h  equipent that might occur 
on earth. In addition them are certain types of mishaps that are 
relatively unique to  the space enviranmentt these incluae the aspiration 
of particles that float in the weightless envimnuent of the station, 
effects of prolonged exposue to atypical mixes of atmaspheric gases or 
. 
pressures, eqosure to high-z particles - hi* mlezyy particles of high 
atcmic number - or other fornrs of radiation, and heat disorders result- 
from IIyalfumtiming of a pmssure s u i t  during EVA. Fraser et al mte also 
the possibility that sane nsdical pmblms that a d  be very easy to 
treat on earth OCIuld becane significant in space, either because of 
inadequate treatmmt facilities (e.g. acute appendicitis) or because the 
nredical problem has been ccsrp?licated by virtue of various ways in wh ich  
the body has adapted physiologically to the weightless envircarment (e.g. 
reduction in  blood volume due to weightlessness). 
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Other features of space fl ight that could also be problematic include 
the absence of normal terrestrial t i m e  references, and possibly altered 
magnetic fields (Fraser et al. , 1972). changes in l h  of authority that 
could prwe necessary froln time to time could pase challenges for social 
stability of the spacecraft wnnnunity. The need for privacy could be an 
especially important one i n  extended space flight; the ability to have 
same t i m e  and place wholly to oneself on a fairly regular basis may prwe 
especially important in this envimnmmt. sharing of sleeping guarters 
and Other persandL space Uver l o g  periods of thre can ixzwlse the 
frequerq and serimsness of in- frictions. Habitability of the 
spacecraft w i l l  irmease in iuportance w i t h  
space missions. 
w i l l  also increase w i t h  mission duration. 
in the durations of . 
'Ihe difficulty of maintaining a habitable environment 
0 
It w i l l  be particularly important that inhabitants of the space 
Station be able to resolve, quickly and expeditiously, any intezprsonal 
conflicts that arise. Premnably selection pmcedwes w i l l  disqualify 
fnan participation in  space missions individuals for w h m  the prabability 
of in- or frictions is deternuned ' to be high. It w i l l  
available reqcduq ' hckJ to avoid varims types of irrterpersonal disputes, 
be important for those who do qudlify to receive such training as is 
and haw to resolve them avoidance proves to be impossible. 
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Inaividuals react differently to the same stmssors, d e p e x h g  ' o n  
motivation, familiarity w i t h  the situation, apprapriateness of tram, 
degree of confidence in c k ~ n  ability to cape, degree of confidence i n  
sqqorting &leagues and accessible resaurces, and ather factors. a here 
is  son^ evidence that the magnitude of physiological reaction (e.g. 
ixmased pulse rate) to psychologicdl. stress is likely to be less for 
individuals who are aerobically f i t  than for those who are not (HO- and 
Roth, 1985). 
w i l l  ma& to  the types of stressons they are likely to encaurrter in the 
Space Station envhwment wmld be useful both for prrposes of selection 
and for idatifyixq specific training needs. Developrent and validation 
of such tests are mrthwhile goals. similarly, developnent of mom 
effective methods of tolerances to specific stressors and of 
imprwins the ability of individuals to function effectively in spite of 
objectives. themshculdbemntmuuq 
Tests that provide a reliable indication of how individudLs 
- 
I .  
I;oftus et al. (1982:II-34) note that stress does nut seem to have led 
to performance degradatim so far  in the spaceflight progrma. 
attribute failure to abserve Guch degradation "to substantidl overtraining 
?hey 
of flight crews for the tasks they nust perform, diverse and hterest ins 
stirrmli present in the real ernriranment cxmtrasted w i t h  mininarm 
stimulation mironment in simulations, and stmnger mtivation in flight 
urns ccarp#red w i t h  test subjects". It would be unwise to extrapolate the 
relative uniqmrtmce of stress as a determinant of performanoe in the 
the missians and the inclusion of participants who are not professianal 
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' 0  are tw major differences that ccozld make stress of variaus 
W space station progrmn is an ambitiaus undertalung ' Establishinga 
permanently manned facility in space will be expensive and risky, lnrt the 
long-range benefits for human)und ' that could result fmn success in this 
endeavor are surely very great. Keep- the program w i n g  forwarri 
without unpleasant surprises and major setbacks will require intensive 
planning, continual evdluation of plans, replanning based on the results 
of evaluations, and ccarplulsive attention to details of COLpltless types. 
I n t h e  mmahder of this paper, 1 shall identify what appear to me to . 
be scane of the major needs, especially research needs, relating to 
pmductivity in .i.he Space Station. At the beginning of this paper, it was 
nuted that the tennp-w is used in a variety of ways and often 
withmt a very precise connotation, and that except in certain 
highly- situations, haw to quantify productivity unambiguously 
is not clear. 
space program, sane consideration must be given to how it is to be 
measured or othernise asessed in this CQnteXt. 
desirable at various levels - that of the uverall space Station program, 
that of specific missions, that of specific crews during designated 
periods of time, and that of individuals performing specific tasks. 
If high productivity is to be an explicit objective of the 
Assessnent will be 
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Forpresentplrposes, itisasmmmdthat---h 
the efficiency, accuracy, reliability - of the perfonnance of humans or 
hunran-machine s y h m s  are very likely to hpme productivity by nearly 
any masonable definition and -t technique. ?l.le -ti- 
- 
that folluw are predicated on that assunption. Research that is alluded 
toinsaaeoftheserecatrmendatiansisdlreadyunderway, in- 
laboratories and elsewhere. I am a m  of scxw of these efforts, but 
there UndQUbtedly are many of which 1 am not. Inclusion in this list 
signifies only my opinion that the topic deserves attention; i f  it is 
gett- it already, so rrmch the better. while dl of these 
recarmrendatians are cansidered important to the space station program, 
they are not all uniquely amlicable to it. sam of them are similar to 
-ti- that a d  apply to the design and develapnent of any 
mnplex systen that w i l l  have people interact- w i t h  ccanpzter-based tools 
in nan-trividl ways ( N i c k e r s a n  et al., 1984) . * 
o There is a need to organize the information that has been obtained 
fran research on earth or fm data gathered in  previms space 
flights that is relevant to human performance in space. T h i s  
information shculd be organized and irdexed so as to make it highly 
accessible to scientists and qineers in the space program. 
o It wmld be useful also to Carrmission the ccapilation of an 
encyclopedia of ignorance abaxt productivity, and performance more 
generally, i n  space. The primary objective should be to identify 
as many as possible of the inportant UnaTlSwered questions about 
performance in space. Questions should be prioritized w i t h  respect 
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to qency, and classified in terms of the k h d  of research 
that could lead to answers. 
e ?his Station tema at specific times needs to be determined 
what information shcruld be presented . a  i n c l u a e s ~  
m l y ,  and in .such a way as to capture the intmded 
receiver's attention, what information shauld be available 
explicitly on sane display all (or most) of the t i m e ,  and what 
information shcruld be available but presented only on request. 
o Possible ard most-likely patterns of cammiation or information 
fluw buth w i t h i n  the space Station and between the station and 
earth - to be understoodbetter. . 
o More effective means of providing EVA access to data-- 
information pertinent to EVA tasks are needed. 
0 Animento r y  of tasks that people w i l l  be expcted t o  perfonu in 
the Space Station shcruld be ccanpiled. 
o Pmcedum descriptions shcruld be d u a t e d  for accuracy and 
clarity. 
o critesianeedtobeestablishedregard.mg ' w h a t ~ o f t h e s p a c e  
Station's operation M d  be autamated. The rule that anything 
that can be autoaMted (effectively, safely) s h a d  be automted is 
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not necessarily a good rule. There may be - functions 
that can be done acceptably by either people or machines 
thdt shcruld be done by people. Issues of mrale, perception 
- 
of cantrol, and skill mainteMnce must be considered as well 
as that of technical feasibility. 
o More xeseamh is needed on the question of haw nu& ttintelligencett 
0 
0 
0 
0 
to k d l d  into Meoperator or telembut systems, H how- to 
rely on remate control by humans. 
?he design of -based aids for trouble shoot-, pmblem 
solving and decision making, and of the pratocols for interactitq 
w i t h  them deserves considerable attention. 
. 
Efforts to advance the state-of-the-art of aiding human operators 
th.rmqh the use of ttintelligentit, or ttexpxt-systemti software 
&mild be supported: 
progrmn include fault detection, identification, and repair; 
potential applications in the Space Station 
planning and plan wising; and crisis luamgelnent. 
?zle knowledge of astrrmauts and space professionals must be 
codified to prwide the basis for the Welopent  of 
an3 knmledge-based aids. 
systems 
Ihe phasing of expert system technology into operationdl situations 
as its wolution warrants will represent an ongoing challenge into 
the indefinite future. 
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o Possible pmblems involved in hav* crew members share 
responsibility of high-level ccqnitive tasks with 
or expert systems need to be identified; policies shrxtld be 
established for decidingwhen to trust a system and when to 
software 
- 
m i d e  it. 
o Design of the various interfaces thmtqh which space station 
on board is among the most critical pmblems to be solved, frun a 
human factors point of view. There is a body of literature 
relatins to the design of mrkstations and displays that shauld be 
mpmsent and present information in various space station 
cmtexts. ?his topic deserves a amtinuirrg effort of research 
. 
focused on the identification of display formats, information 
codirrg dimensions, and input techniques that a m  especially well 
suited to the space Station envimnment and the demarxb of specific 
tasks that are to be perfonned. 
o Pmposed or planned displays .aril work stations should be evaluated 
in terms of conventional human factors criteria: 
lighting, glare, flicker, contrast, character,/syrnbol 
legibility/hterpmWility, functional-positional relationships, 
clutter, and so on. 
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o Display configurations and symbology must be designed and 
evaluated: this includes detennlna ' tion of content and format of 
specific-E.iurpose displays. 
sel&soastominiru 'ze canfusion arisirrg fram multiple 
functions of a given display space. 
Display coding dinmsions nust be 
o A b e t t e r u n 3 e r s ~ i s n e e d e d o f w h e n t o u s e m e n u s a n d w h e n t o  
use OCBmMnd languages as illput methods. The menus and languags to 
be used must be designed, evaluated and refined. 
o There is a need to identify situations in which voice could be used 
to advantage as an input or uutput medim, given the p*le 
state-of-the-art of voice reclognition and production technology 
wer the next decade or so. . 
o Further work is needd on the design of crmtrol ard feedback 
interfaces for remate xnaniplators, tel-tors, and 
d-autaMnnous systems. The problem is ccpnplicated when the 
dishme be?xeen the devices and their operators is great enough to 
cause significant caplumvll 'cation delays. 
o ?he need for high resolution, stereo visual feedback fram 
teleoperator system6 ahuuld be studied and the feasibility of its 
use q?lored. 
o More effective helmet-nwrunted displays for use in EVA should be a 
continuing mseazch objective. 
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?he technology for tracking eye fixation and nwrvement, and harti and 
finger pdtion and mcNement could have applications in the Space 
- 
station, but need to be meloped further. 
?he technology needed to make a virtual-interface approach to 
teleoperator control a practical reality requhes further 
qloration. 
Acquisition of anthrapcanetric, range of motion, strength, and force 
and torque application dab, with and without pressurized suits, 
shculd be continued. 
?he ability to measure and monitor mtal workload could be useful, 
especially for the establiskrment of crew responsibilities in the 
stationls day-to=day operation and in high-activity situations. 
But techniques that a m  to be used in operational antexts must be 
unintmsive, and this nil- cut the amlicability of many of those 
that have been used to study mental workload in the laboratory. 
. 
A catalog of possible human ermrs (of both mumission and 
dssion) that oould have non-trivial 
Station shaild be developed; potential errom shculd be rated as to 
sericrusness and pmbability of oocurrence, arrd the results used to 
develcp safegumis arxl error detection and recavery procedures. 
in the Space 
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A detailed study of human m m  that are actually made in the 
station envirmrment w i l l  be very useful, as it has been in 
MethodsofassuringthemainteMnce of critical skills that are 
typically used anly in the event of a system malfunction or failure 
mstbedevelaped. 
E f f e c t s  of prolanged living in restricted envhmmmts on work 
performance, social behavior and mental state deserve further 
stucty. More specifically, attenpb shauld be made to identify 
aspects of such enviranments that are the major determFMnts of 
behavioral, cognitive or emti& effects. 
. 
Special a t t a t ion  should be given to the Qpes of 
tensions and conflicts that are likely to arise i n  the space 
Station envimment and the developnent of effective techniques for 
relieving or resolving thean. 
o The question of h m  to occupy larrg periods of t ime  duriq which the 
deserva operatianal demands of the spacecsaft are rrrrmmal 6 .  
and social stability during extended stretches of being, in 
cmsiderable attention. ?he mainteMnce of motivation, alertness 
essence, passengers on an autcmtically piloted craft represents a 
significant challenge. 
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0 -lY, P a  'vity in  space can be enhamed by factors that 
CmtribUtetothemainteMnoe of high levels of ale&lf3Ss, 
mutivatiai and general physical and -tal well being. We need to 
understard better how these variables aepena on such factors as 
amrupriate diet; regular physical exercise; the apportunity to 
errgagein- ing and valued activities in free time; frequent 
caanmunication w i t h  earth, not only reganhg ' missionmatters, but 
mqxdng those of persc#ldL interest; adequate variety in job 
responsibilities; adequate rest; and extensive use of error 
detection and failsafe procedures (especially those that can be 
automatea). 
o We need also to learn mre about the relationships anmg certain 
performance or psychologicdl variables (attention, vigilance, . 
P==Ptim, -ry, I*, thinking, and j*-) 
i n d i m  of Fhysiological state (EM;, evoked potential, COntiIKplt 
negative variation, heart rate, blood pressure, respiration, skin 
tempera-, galvanic skin msponse). To the extent that variables 
in the la t ter  category can be shcrwn to be reliable indicants of the 
quality of specific types of human performance, consideration 
M d  be given to the devel-t of Unintrus ive ways of 
&tor* them, a t  least a t  critical times, and using the results 
of the &tor* to enhance perfonaance in various ways (Johnson 
et al., 1972) Although techniques exist  for doing such 
mnitoring, they tend to be sufficiently intrusive to interfere 
w i t h  the d to red  individuals' performance of their primary tasks 
and to be less reliable than is desired. A continuing goal of 
118 
reseuxk shcruld be the develapnent of less intrusive and mre 
reliable techniques for mrmitoring cognitive state. 
- 
o % ability to mnitor - and in particular to detect significant 
changes in - physiological and psychological states could prwe to 
be especially inportant in 1ong-te.m space missions. state changes 
that could be inportant to detect include both teqorary 
fluctuations in alertness and long-range changes in general 
physical condition, motivation and e. 
o Biofeedback technology is still in its infancy, however the 
evidence is clear that people can learn, within l i m i t s ,  to control 
certain physiological functions that had been thought to be 
cmpletely autanatic. Further study of biofeedback techniques is 
warranted with a view to their possible application in the space 
station for lxuposes of controlling tension, facilitating good 
. 
quality sleep, and atherwise tuning physiological states to enhance 
either p e r f o m  or rest. 
o studies of the nrental mcdels that crew members or perspective crew 
members develop of the space station and its harclware and software 
ccsnpauhentsddhelp- ' what kinds of IllDdels are acceptable 
for canveyance to future participants in space station missions. 
o There is a need for better rapid prototyping capabilities 
especially for prototyping candidate interface designs. 
119 
o procedures and policies must be established for acquirhq data in 
space that can be used to relate prcductivity and perfomance to 
the rnrmercxzs variables that are believed to affect them in 
significant ways. 
- 
o It is not likely that predictions abaut performance of humans in 
space can be very accurate very far into the future. A reasonable 
goal is the develqmnt of a predictive mDdel, based on what is 
curmntly lmmn fraa data collected on earth and froan studies of 
performance in space to date, with the intent of mcdifyirq that 
Imdel continually as further relevant data are abtavled ' , especially 
froan F i e m e  in space. conditions in space exploration will 
change and the durations of stays in space will increase, so the 
model will have to evolve to acccBrrmodate thcee changes. On the 
assumption that the changes that OCCUT will be evolutionary and 
M a t i m y  continucrus, one can hope for a Imdel that is himy 
predicrtive of the situation that is current at any given time and 
-1y predictive of the situation as it is anticipated to be 
inthenear-texmArture. 
. 
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Nickerson's paper pruvides an excellent review of human factors 
attempt to anplify same of his points, I will restrict my comments to the 
ramifications of pmductivity as espaused in -trial 
engineering. As a point of departure, I will use the recent text by Sink 
(1985) on productivity management to discuss tapics related to defining, 
measuring, and impmving proauctivity. 
~n the mst general fom, proauctivity in industrial engineering is - 
defiraed as a simple ratio of scme quantity of output divided by same 
quantity of irrput; Fratn a systems point-of-view, input quantities (e.g., 
labor, capital, eneryy, materials, etc.) go 
(e.g., manufacturing, information processing, etc.) to yield an output 
(e.g., goods, Servioes, waste, etc.) as shcrwn in Figum 1. 
the output quantity to the input quantity, one can assess system 
Productivity as a simple ratio. 
sane transformation 
By ccanparw 
inplications are reddily a m  fran this operatianal definition 
of productivity. First, productivity is a metric that represents mre 
than just cutput performance. It is a measure of output perfonmnce 
relative to inpt resources. v y ,  productivity is but one 
CCBnponent of p e r f o m  and should not be equated with overall 
142 
performance. 
efficiency, effectiveness, inncvation, quality, profitability, etc. Fmxn 
a human factors pbint of view, productivity has the potential to serve as 
one metric for evaluating humans as CcBnpOnents in conplex space systems. 
other related system perfonuance cmponents might include 
- 
A seccd hplication of the aperational definition of productivity is 
that the ratio metric is based on saane defined unit of analysis. Just as 
the m u  of Labor statistics meafllre of overdl national proauctivity 
(i.e., Gross N a t i o n a l  product, GNP, divided by labor input) is of limited 
value, an overall measure of space station productivity is limited. care 
mustbetakentochaseameaningffrl level of analysis in assessing 
pmductivity in space systems. 
it may be difficult to dhtingUish productivity fran human perfonname in 
cognitive tasks until  better measures of inpt resources, cognitive 
processes, and urtput measures are available. 
From a human pmductivity poht-of-view, 
. 
hroauctivity does, hrrwwer, seem t o  be a viable metric to evaluate 
larger units of analysis of spacerelated missions in a& the astmnaut 
is cansidered ane canpanent of the unit of analysis. These larger units 
of analysis should be cansidered in terms of the human/machine interface 
level and above. For example, the human CCBnponent wuld be cansidered in 
- i n g a p -  'vity of a space station or in assessing productivity 
of working envimnnmts such as intravehic~ar activities (IVA) a t  
mrkstations, extravehicular activities (EVA) cutside the space station, 
and d i n e d  IV2l  and EVA operations 
et al., 1986) 
as telerabatic activities ( G i l l a n  
In each case, the ratio metric of productivity includes 
- 
human cxqamts along w i t h  haxdwam and software -, and these 
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productivity assessnents can be used to evaluate the relative 
contributions of various CcanpCDaents. 
Traditionally, both the time dclmain and the TMnber of mnponent 
factors measured are cansidered in calculatiq the productivity ratio. 
the time dcnnain, both static and dynamic measures of productivity are 
used. 
In 
static med6ure6 are used to calculate the productivity ratio for a 
particular point i n  time; whereas, dynamic measures are used to evaluate 
appear to be useful i n  evaluating the plmductivity of the human cxanponent 
champs in Productivity across a designated time uni t .  Bath med6ure6 
in space. Static ratios can be used to assess the relative effect of the 
astronaut in tenus of training investment and performme on a particular 
space mission. DyMmic productivity indices can be used to evaluate 
changes i n  team size, allocation of tasks/functions, and return on 
irnrestments i n  autaaatian for space missions. 
0 
Bath static and dynamic - of prottuctivity can vary in  their 
level. of cmplexity dependirrs upan the number of CQnPanents measured. 
Sink (1985) , for -le, suggests three levels of cmplexity detemined 
by the number of factors used to cQs1Gtruct the productivity ratio. He 
mfers to partial-factor, multifactor, and total-factor measures. Partial 
factor measures include only one mnponent class (e.g., rnission 
specialist); multifactor measures include several capnent classes (e.g., 
mission specialist and carqprter interface) ; and total-factor measures 
include all CcpnpQnent classes (e.g., mission specialist, 
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CQnlJUter-interface, test equipnent, doarmentations, etc.) included in any 
particular productivity un i t  of andysis .  Qbviously, the simplo 
proauctivity ratio quickly eqlodes into a wnplex, multivariate 
measmmmt prablem once the unit  of analysis and number of factors of 
- 
productivity 
productivity in space missions. 
systems for assessing human ccgnponents of 
In that productivity is a ratio metric, hcmased pruductivity must be 
considered in  terans of bath i n p t  and cutput quantities and not merely in 
t m n s  of improving adqut. c o m q m t l y ,  pmductivity impmvement can be 
achieved in five ways, as shown in Table 1, depenling upm the 
relationship of the in@ and outpt conditions. Although these 
cmiitions are samewhat restricted when amsideriq the human ccanpanent, 
a l l  appear to be possible i f  the unit of productivity analysis includes 
human, ~~I&EUS, and software ccPnpcnentS related to space missions. 
Meetly, one considers human pmductivity hpruvenmt in terms of human 
performance as N i c k e n s o a  suggests in his paper. But the 
implicatim of the d t i o n s  listed in Table 1 suggests that these 
. e 
potential htmun perfoxmance imp-- (in output) must be evaluat.d 
relative to the inptt chatx~es (e.g., hcmased training, cost of 
autanation, etc.) i n  order to ewduate the & impact on Productivity. 
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proauctivity ‘froan an industr ial qineerirq point-of-view prwides an 
important m e t i &  for assess% human perf~rmar#=e as a systems ccmpment in 
space missions. Mrman productivity per se needs to be cansidered in a 
systems context, and any evaluation of proauctivity must assess both input 
and output quantities in order to establish a ratio metric. 
areas of pmductivity resBarch i n  space-Mated missions appear to  warrant 
incx=sd attentian. 
wo general 
Measuring Pmductivity 
several measurement issues must be addressed before human praductivity 
assessnents of spa- missions can be made. ’Ihe appropriate units of 
analysis for productivity measurement must be specified. 
partial-factor, multifactor, and --factor measves need to be 
established ard  verified. Autamated human performame asssment schemas 
(Williges, 1977) need to be canstructed which CQUld then be used for 
. 
criteria for 
-, evolutionary aperaticol, empir ia  
mdeling, multivariate criteria, and realistic data bases frrm which 
theomtical extrapolations cmld &.made to the design of a variety of 
future space-Hated tasks. Improves pmductivity lllodels w i t h  
sophisticated h;uman productivity parameters n e d  to be develaped and 
validated. Manyofthesemxmmmntissuescanbeaddressedbycurrent 
multivariate measurenrent pmcedums, but ach of them w i l l  require 
validation during a- space missions. 
14 6 
Most of the issues presented in the Nickerson paper dealing 
can relate to improving human productivity 
- 
with performance 
if the antecedent input quantities are evaluated in order to establish 
appropriate productivity indices. The unit of analysis at the 
human-machine interface level or above seems to pruvide the best 
alJportunities for impravea productivity given the characteristics of the 
proauctivity metric. 
workstation design, human input modes, decision aids, and automation are 
particularly relevant. 
aiscusSea during this symposium are candidate issues that could be 
evaluated in terms of productivity impmemnt metrics. 
Reseaz& issues raised by Nickerson deal- with 
In fact, many of the remainirrg topics to be 
. 
F'mductivity is an often used and abused term. By accepting the 
rather straightforward operational definition of productivity as a ratio 
of output quantity divided by input quantity, I believe productivity holds 
p d s e  as an important CQnPanent metric of space station prformance 
which include human, hambare, and software parameters. Before such a 
metric is useful, several productivity F t  and productivity 
erhmmmtmselmhissues-be-. 
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T?BIE 1 ocoditions for Improvirrs hroauctivity (after Sink, 1985) 
1. output increases; inputdecreases 
-- 
4. OutFut constant; input decreases 
. 
5 .  -; irqXrt at a mre rapid rate 
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I I I 
I .-.--- I Productivity (PI = I 
Figure 1.  Basic configuration of the productivity metric. 
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SYmm mmcTIvIlY: mPLE & MAcxrNEs 
SyNoPsIS OF GENENU AUDIENCE DISCUSSION 
Areas of cancern 
?tJo aspects of the space station pmide different concams for 
evaluating human productivity. Housekeeping activities may pmve to be an 
important candidate for productivity inpmvement in tenns of m i n g  the 
amouryt of tim required to parform these functions. 
ccmpment of the space station is the conduct of scientific activities. 
Inrprwins productivity related to space reseaz& activities a- to be 
more difficult to measure. 
cmcerns, the integration of gmund-contmi and on-board activities is a 
zmothex major 
In addition to Ion orbit' space station 
prime candidate for productivity impravement studis .  
Severa l  of the amponents related to human productivity in space will 
be difficult to quantify. 
these measuzes may be samewhat questionable at certain units of analysis. 
'Ibis underscores the amropriate -ice of the unit of analysis. 
addition, qualitative measures may need to be substituted for quantitative 
measures incertainhstmces. 
consequently, the accuracy and viability of 
In 
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Analysis of &her isolated, long duration missions such as early 
warning s y s G  sea lab may be useful in making assuqtions and 
generat- initial models of key parameters related to productivity for 
space-related &ions. For example, isolations may be a catalyst to 
trigger stress factors affect- proauctivity. Caution, needs to be 
exercised in extrapolatins f m  these analogs, because clear differences 
exist. Nonetheless, evaluation of these related systems may be useful in 
isolatw a camon thread of critical variables affect- human 
productivity. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
Amoq the technologies that w i l l  help shape life in the space station, 
- 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) seems cartam ' to play a major role. !the 
str ik ing ccuplexity of the station, its life slplport systems, and the 
manufacturing and scientific apparatus that it w i l l  hause require that a 
good share of its supenrision, maintenance, and control be done by 
cmpter. 
shared responsibility between such c m p t e r  programs and space station 
residents poses a serious challenge to present interfaces between man and 
machine. Hence, the potential and need for contrihxtions froan AI to the 
space station effort is great. 
A t  the same t h ,  the need for intelligent conmudcation and 
Ihe pzpose of this paper is to suggest areas in Wch support for new . 
AI research might be apected to produce a significant iqact on future 
space station technology. Given the breadth of this task, the approach 
here w i l l  be to -le a few such areas and to rely on the other symposium 
participants and other sources (e.g., Technical Report NASA-ASEE, 1983; 
Technical Report NASA , 1985) to fill in the picture. More specifically, 
m will address here (1) the use of hcwledge-based systems for monitoring 
and caatrolling the space station, and (2) issues related to sharing and 
transferring respansibility bebeen ccupkem and space station residents. 
0 
Before f0a;lssirq on the specifics of these pmblem areas, it is 
useful to understand their significance to the development of the space 
station (and to other advanced projects such as developmnt of a lunar 
base and intexplanehry probes). 
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In his keynote address to this symposium, Allen Newel1 prcnrides an 
analysis of the general characteristics and canstrauyts ' that define the 
space station effort. ?hose of particular relevance to this paper include 
the following: 
o The station is an extraordinarily camplex system w i t h  an exkemely 
high premium to be placed on reliability, redwhnq, and failsafe 
operation. 
training has gone into acquiring the howledge needed to supervise, 
-1, and troubleshout various spacecraft subsystems. Ihe 
increased mplexity of the space statim argues for CQlpxlterCbased 
assistance in  the supervision of many station subq&ms, and it is 
no surprise that the history of the space program is a history of 
increasitq autamatim and amputer supervision. Furthennore, the 
high premium on failsafe aperation places strrmg demuxb on the 
flexibility and adaphbility of such -based supervisors. 
%& systems mst be flexible enough to recognize and adapt to 
unanticipated events, and to ccmmnmicate such UMnticipated wents 
In past space efforts, a large share of astronaut 
. 
clearly to  the )nmuns who help ChCQse the response t o  these 
me flexibility deIEded here goes w e l l  beyond that events. 
associated w i t h  present-day cclrrpxrter based supervisory systems. 
o The space station is inten%d to be a highly evolutionary system, 
which will be continually reconfigured and upgraded aver the course 
of its lifetime in space. ?I.re highly evolutionary mtum of the 
station w i l l  make the task of crew training even more difficult 
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than i f  the station were a static system. Ihe prcblem of updating 
operating and truubleshoating procedures w i l l  be greatly 
exacerbated. 
maintaihing and updating the external documentation of the space 
station subsystems, and on pxmpt, thoruugh updating of pmcedwes 
for dtoring, controlling, and truubleshcuting the evolving space 
station. 
procedures, given updates to the description of the space station, 
wmld greatly enhance the ability t o  manage the evolving station. 
In general, there w i l l  be greater demands on 
-based methcds for autaMtically updating such 
0 me arew of the space station w i l l  possess differing levels of 
' d i f f h  space station m b p t e m s ,  and will 
live in the station lang enough that their expertise w i l l  m e  
over the course of their stay aboard the station. lhese 
cliff- in  level of sophistication armq various arew nmbers 
(and bebeen the same crew menber a t  differing t i m e s )  pose 
significant prablems and -rtunities for the CQnlXrter systems 
with which they w i l l  interact. For mive users, ccprpxrter systems 
that remmerd given actions w i l l  have to provide a fairly detailed 
explanation of the mascmhg behind the recclamnendation. For more 
expert  users, less explanation may be needed. For achnced users, 
there w i l l  be an wrtunity for the CCBnputer system to acquire new 
pmblem-solving tactics fm the users. 
particular user becanes familiar w i t h  the omptence and 
limitations of a particular -based supervisor, his 
willingness to dllw the system to make varicus decisions w i t h c u t  
. 
Furthernrore, as a 
am- may w e l l  change. 'Ihe ability to interface 
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effectively w i t h  a range of users, acting as a kind of tutor for 
same and acquirirq new exprhse ' fram others, wuuld allow the 
cmpter act as the % o ~ z a t e  mem>ry'v for the particular aspect 
of the -space station that is its -in and for ~ c h  it w i l l  hau~e 
a continudly evolving set of expertise. 
Given the above dm.mcteristics of the space station effort, it is 
clear that the use of -based assistants for supenrising varims 
space station subsystePrs a u l d  have a major impact an the averall 
reliability and cost of space station aperations. 
such canputerc.basBd supervisors, basic research is needed in  a rnnnber of 
areas such as -ing and 
In order to develop 
about -lex designed artifacts, 
inferring the behavior of such systems fm schematics showing their 0 
structure, and autanatic refinenmt of supervisory procedures based on 
empirical absenmtion as well as the known systern schematics. 
Sinoe the space station w i l l  itself be a large, ~l-documented 
artifact, it is masonable to expect a significant number of apprtunities 
for applyirrg CQmPtters to the task of supervising, controlling and 
aiagnoshg the space station. For -le, one might w e l l  expect that a 
conpker a u l d  monitor varims space station subqshm such as the parts 
of the navigation system, to detect behavior cutside their 
operating ranges, take renedial actions to contain 
m r s ,  diagnose the likely causes of the obsexved 
the effects of ohserved 
sYwf==, 
CcRVse, limited 
applications of ccanplters to this kind of prablem are fairly ccgm(y1n in 
curmrt-day space systems. But present nrethods for aukmated m#litoring, 
diagnosis and amtml are f a r  fmn the levels of generality, mhstness, 
maintainability, and campetence that one wculd desire. AI: offers a new 
approach to the prablem of autamated supervision. W i t h  apprapriate 
reseaxh support, NMA might a p c t  to significantly accelerate the 
developmt of AI lnethods for deal- with this class of prablens, and 
thereby provide important new technology to support the space station. 
A number of recent AI systems have pmblems of nmitoriq, 
diagnosing, or controllhg designed artifacts such as c a p r b r  systarrs 
( E n d s  et al. , 1986) , el-cal systems (Pazzani, 1986), chemical 
processes (scar1 et al., 1985), and digital circuits (mvis, 1984; 
Genesereth, 1981). Fran this mrk, an initial set of techniques has 
m e d  for W d i n g  -progranrs that a b d y  a lIlodel (often in 
qualitative -) of the behavior of the system under study, ard whiclh 
use this lIlodel t o  reason about the diagnosis, control, or reconfiguration 
of the system. while much mins to be understood, the i n i t i a l  
approaches have shuwn clearly the potential for supervisory canpter 
systems that cconbine judgemental heuristics with masonuq ' 
. 
fmnaconcrete 
lIlodel of the systems under study. 
As an -le of an AI system that deals with manitoring and 
troubleshootiq a designed artifact, consider Davis' circuit 
bmubleshoothg system (Davis, 1984). This system traubleshoots digital 
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circuits, given a schematic of the misbehaving circuit together w i t h  
detected discrqancies between predicted and observed signal values. Its 
organization is typicdl of several truubleshoutiq systems that have been 
developed for-dectmnic, mecham 'cal, and other types of !system. 
The basic idea behind this trovbleshoatiq system is that it uses the 
schematic of the system, kgether w i t h  its lamW1-e of the expcted 
behaviors of system CcBnpOnents, in order to reason baclutmd fm observed 
incorrect akpt signals to those upstmam circuit CcBnpOnents that could 
have produced the observed error. 
Figure 1, t a k n  frCm Davis (1984). 
This process is illustrated in 
I n t h i s f i g u r e , i f t h e c i r c u i t ~ a r e g i v e n a s s h a w n , t h e s y s t e m  
w i l l  infer the expe&ed outputs as shckln in muniparentheses, based on 
its knowledge of the behaviors of mltipliers and adders. If the two 
&aerved- are as shuwn i n  squareparentheses, thenadiscrepancy is 
f a d  between the expcted and cbsemedvalues for signal F. ?he system 
w i l l  then enumerate &date 'fault hypoUleses by considering that the 
error may be due to a failure in Add-1, or to incorrect values for one of 
its inputs (either X or Y). Ea& of these last two hypoUleses might be 
explained further in  terms of possible failures of the ccarponents or 
signals on W& it, in turn, depenas. Bus, &date fault h- 
. 
are ernrmerated by examining the structure of the circuit as w e l l  as the 
]axlwn behaviors of its mqments. 
In addition to  enumerating fault hypaureseS in  this fashion, the 
other anticipated system can also prune these hypaureseS by determmng I .  
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- of F===d faults. 
error in  signal F is c a m  by an error in signal Y, carries w i t h  it 
certain inplicatians about the value of signal G. % value of 10 for 
signal F can be explahed by a value of 4 for signal Y, but this rJlxrld h 
turn lead t o  an apectedvalue of 10 for signal G (which is observed to 
hold the value 12). Kence, this hyputhesh may be pruned, as long as ane 
assumes that the circuit contains only a single fault. 
For example, the hypothesis that the 
The above -le illustrates h m  a canpzter systan can reasan about 
possible causes of w e d  faults, by u s i q  -ledge of the schematic of 
the faulty system as w e l l  as a library describing the expecbd behaviors 
of its ccp?panents. ?here are xnany subtleties that have been glossed mer 
inthisexanple,suchas- ' about the possibility of multiple 
system faults, interactions ketwem faults, i n t e m u  ' ttent en=ors, utilizing 
statistical knuwledge of likely faults and the resulting faulty behavior, 
. 
scaling this EqJpmach to mre mnplex systems, and the like. Basic 
research is still needed to develop mre realistic diagnoetic systems of 
thissort, andmanyof these issuesareWstudyat th is t ime.  In 
addition, a g o o d d e a l o f m h a s M e t o d e v e l o p i n g s i m i l a r  
tmubleshoatirrg systems for artifacts other than digital circuits (e.g. ,  
mechanical ele&mmcmu 'cdl, and chemical processes). Ihe tapic of 
reascnirvJ abart the eqec ted  behavior of designed artifacts of many types 
is an active resear& area w i t h i n  AI (see, for -le, the recent special 
volume of Artificial Intelligence on qualitative masodng about physical 
(NOrth-Holland, 1984) b )  
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'Ihe above -le is meant to suggest how a program can u t i l i ze  an 
internal model of the system it is monitoring in 0- to loca l ize  the 
cam of ancanalous behavior. Since the space station w i l l  be heavily 
instnnnented w i t h  smsom and w i t h  - ~ e d  effectors, the & 
qportunity here lies in developing a technology for '*-on" AI 
fllpervisory systems: systems that have themeans todirectlyabsewe and 
-1 the behavior of systems that they monitor, and that possess an 
explicit model of the system under slrpervision to guide their 
about monitoring, contmlling, and tmubleshooting this system. Figure 2 
illustrates thegeneral 
system. 
orkeibstant iation of 
organization of such a hands-on supervisory 
. 
the scenario characterized in  the figum a u l d  be 
an electmnically self-sensing, self-monitoring space station. Here the 
system under supervision is the space station, 
-tures, -, and electrical behavior of various s u b y s b m  of 
the space station, and effectors may 
may absewe the 
to electrically ccartrolled 
devices such as signal germatom, heaters, ccanpreSSOrS, and alarm 
systems. The goal of such an intelligent, self-+toring space station 
a d  be to abexve its behavior thraqh its sensors, canparing these 
ob6emati- to the behavior anticipated by its intennl model, and 
u t i l i z ing  its effectors to maintdin stable operation, m i g u m  
-, and Control the trajectory of stabs of the system. A Tnrmber 
of abservatians are alJparent about such a system: To a limited degree it 
is alrwidy possible to M l d  such partially self-dtorw systems. The 
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theoretical possibilities for 
systems far exceed the capabilities of our present techniques. W 
effectiveness of -such a system w i l l  depeml on cant- fundamental 
resear~h i n  AI, especially in areas such as N i t a t i v e  masoniq, 
diagnosis, control, ard learning. TO allow for such a future, the initial 
monitoring and control in such 
design of the space station nust allow for flexible introltuct ion of new 
sensors and effectors in a l l  d x y s t m ~  of the space station, and over the 
entire life of the station. 
A very different instant iation of the scenario of Figure 2 is abtained 
by introaucirrg mabUity in the sensors and effectors of the ampter 
&tor. 
of mabile plafforms 
senso=, and oscilloscape probes, and whose effectors include wfieels, 
rocket engines, maniplators, signal generators, and arc welders. 
system might be 
station, checking for war, and repairing the station as necessary, both 
interior and exterior. sev& &senrations follow fm considering this 
scenario: 
is laxye - especially in situations such as tmubleshooting where the 
system I?=@= in  question might nat be directl y absenmble or 
cmtmllable by statically positioned sensors and effectors. A rnrmber of 
In this case, the supervisor cmld take the form of a collection 
sensors include cameras, range finders, tmch 
.) 
SU& a 
to monitor the @ysical plant of the space 
W leverage gaimd by addbq mobility to  senson and effectors 
difficult issues arise  i n  representing and masonhg abaut three 
dimensional space, navigation, and the mecham 'cs of physical systems. 
Given previcus experiace w i t h  robutics, it is clear that the difficulty 
of the technical problems can be considerably eased by designing a 
work envhnma-xt (e.9.t by including easy 
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grasp- points on &jects that are to be maniplated) in the space 
station. 
- 
In  fact, w e  would like our supervisor to possess a ccanbination of 
mbile and stationary sensors and effectors, i n c l w  the union of those 
in the above scenarios. Thus, these two scenarios illustrate different 
aspects of the class of hands-on supervisor problems sumarized in 
Figure 2. The two Scenarios suggest a rnrmber of cx~rmyln technical 
pmblems, including pmbletns of integrating human judgment w i t h  OCBnputer 
j-, p1anni.q a squence of -1 operations based on only an 
inccqlete fllodel of the system lMder supervision, and u t i l i z ing  sensory 
i r p t  to r e f h  the model. of the system under supervision. A t  the same 
time, each scenario carries its c k ~ n  Meal prablems Wch overlay those 
generic issues. 
repair- the exterior surface of the space station must face issues such 
For -le, a mabile supervisor for mnitorhq and - 
as and r=sonhg abult three dimensional space and 
navigation, irhrpreting a rich set of perceptual data taken fmm a 
dmging (and inccpIp3letely laulwn) vantage point, and using tools to 
reseamh on the generic prablems of hands- supervhry systems, as well 
&mate the spoe station. awS, NRSA shsruld consider mhq 
as resear& on selected instanceS of the pmblemwhich it expects would 
yield significant practical gains. 
A furdamental defining characteristic of the system supervisor problem 
is uncerhn ' ty in the supenrisorls lawwledge of the system under study. A 
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supemisor can almost never have cmplete and certdlll ' knowledge of the 
exact state of the system, of the rules that determine how one system 
state will give rise to the next, or of the exac.t effects of its control 
actions on the system. lhis characteristic alters dramatically the nature 
of diagnostic and -1 tasks. For -le, given a perfect lMdel of 
the system under study, a program might derive an open-loop -1 
sequmce to place the system in scane desired state. W e r ,  in the 
absence of a perfect model, contmllhq the system requkes interleaving 
effector actions with sensory observations to detect features of the 
system state. 
- 
Ihe types and degrees of uncertainties faced in supervision 
prablems vary, of -, with the specific task. For instame ,the- 
of mnitorhq a digital circuit might correspond to an extmne point in 
the spechum of possibilities, since circuits schematics do, in fact, 
pmide a very d&btiled model of the system, and since crbsewing digital 
signal values is (by design) a relatively unambiguous task. 
probably no accident that several of the earliest at- to construct AI 
-1- ' aids m in the damin of digital circuitry. 
However, that work shamti that even in this dcanain it was very difficult 
to trpubleshoot circuits based cmly an the knowledge available froan the 
cirwit schematic (Davis, 1984). Ihe pmblem is that circuit behavior can 
deperd on thexmal effects, physical pmximity of -ts, and other 
factors wh ich  are not typically reflected in a circuit schematic. 
Fkthemore, it is precisely in troubleshooting situations that such 
effects became significant to debmining the system's behavior. The 
. 
It is 
prablem of inccanplete knuwledge in modeling behaviors is even 
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mm difficult when me considers systems w i t h  ccanbinatians of electrical, 
mechanical, chemical, and biolcgical subsystenrs. 
- 
In addition to uncertainty in nraaelhJ the expectd behavior of the 
srstan - study, the difficulty of interpreting sensory input adds 
another kLnd of uncertainty in many daaMins. 
vmrld, it is fairly straightforward to abserve the value of a des- 
signal, though it is rare that circuits are - so that every 
signal is bxuught autside the ciKnrit for truubleshooting pqoses. 
the system under study is a chemical process rather than electrical, 
detecting relative coacesrtrations of chemicals can o m  be a mm -lex 
task. 
generally out of the question. If the system is the exterior of the space 
station and the sensors are video caneras, then the difficulty of sensing 
the exact locaticm and physical &tion of each can itself 
becaae such an w m h d m h q  task that the absewations themselves must be 
treated as umertah. 
In the digital circuit 
If 
Inmechanl 'Cal systems, detectixq exact locations and forces is 
. 
Yet anuther dimcmnion of uncertainty arises fm the effectom that 
~ U t i l i Z e d b y ~ s u p e w i s o r t o a l t e r t h e ~ u n d e r s t u c t y .  Again, in 
the circuit dcmin effectors such as signal generatom are relatively 
reliable. wtt in the mbatics damin, in which the system being 
supexvised is the physical vmrld, effectors such as artificial limbs may 
be fairly unreliable in executhJ actions such as grasping. 
cases, the pmblem of planning a seqwnce of actions to bring the system 
to a desired state Illll6t take into account 
In such 
in the effect of . .  
actions it performs. 
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In a sense, the abili ty to absenro ard affect the system wler study 
and the ability to predict its behavior provide redundant suxces of 
howledge so Gat ane can be USBd to make up for uncertainty in the 
other. For htance, feedback omtml methods utilize sensory information 
to make up for an incarplete model of the next-state function. @I the 
other hand, a m  can make due w i t h  abserving only a small pmportian of the 
signal values i n  a cirzuit and use the model of subccanpanent behaviors t o  
infer additional signal values upstream arrl dawnstream of abserved 
signals. 
Given the various maskahties that must  be faced by a supervisory 
system, it is unlikely that m y  algorithmic methods can be mapped aut 
for dealing w i t h  all eventudlities (althou#~ the vast 
manualsindicatethedegreetowhichthis~~tbepossible). A
supervisory system w i l l  do best if it possesses to make up for 
the- ' es that it must face: redm&wy i n  the sensors that give 
it information abart the world, in the effectors w i t h  which it -1s 
the world, and in the behavioral models that it uses for reasmiq abart 
thesystemunderstudy. Whilesuchredundancycanhelpreduce 
tmubleshoating . 
uncertairrty, it w i l l  nut be eliminated, and the supewisor must therefore 
emplay -1- solvirrg methods designed to operate under inamplete 
infonnatim. 
heuristic methods w i t h  deductive methods for reascaing abcut the system 
under study. Finally, these same pmblem characteristics that suggest the 
uti l i ty  of enplayins Af: methods (the need for flexibility i n  solving 
pdlems despite uncertainty) also suggest the importance of including 
A l l  of these needs suggest the inportance of canbining 
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humans in the prcblem-solving process. 
seems unlikely that AI systems will be able to capletely replace hman 
judgement in supervisory tasks, thcnagh they may well a-t it in 
many tasks. mus, in many cases we envision cooperative problem solving 
involving axpter systems and humans. Section %haring and Transferring 
Expertise in Man-Machine Problem solvingtt discusses issues related to 
man-machine cooperation in this regard. 
Even by cptimiic estimates, it 
- 
What research should be supported by NASA in order to maximize the 
future availability of hamis- supervisory systems of the kind described 
above? 
though the list is certainly not intemld to be cmplete.2 
section lists same areas that seem especially important, 
0 
o Model- behavior at mltiple levels of abstraction. At the 
heart of the ability to supervise a systera lies the ability to 
nrodel its behavior. 
quantitative) techniques for describhq aril reaso&g about 
systems. AI has developed more symbolic methods for describing and 
about systems, given a description of their parts 
theory prwides one body of (primarily 
s-. A goad deal of is needed to further develop 
amqriate behavior representations for a variety of systems at a 
variety of levels of abstraction, and for inferring behavioral 
descriptions froaa structural descriptions. 
needed on autaMtically selecting f m  am~ng a set of alternative 
mdels the one mst apprapriate for the task at hand. 
In addition, work is 
For example, 
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one useful task might be to develop a program 
w h i c h  can he given a detailed schematic of a large system 
(eig., a ccanputer) as well as a particular diagnostic 
prablem (e.g., the printer is p r o l t u c ~  no output) , and 
which returns an abstract description of the system which is 
- 
appropriate for t roubleshcut~  this problem (e.g., an 
abstracted black diagram of the cmputer focussins on 
details relevant to this diagnostic task). 
o ~lanninrg w i t h  inamplete knmledge. The planning problem is the 
pmblem of d e . b d m q  ' a sequence of effector actions which w i l l  
take the external system to a desired state. ' Ihis problem has been 
studied intensely within AI, especially as it relates to planning 
mbat actions in the physical world. However, current plan nix^ 
methods make unrealistic assmptions abart the capleteness of the 
mbat's knowledge of its world, and of its hmledge of the effects 
* 
of its own actions. New research is needed to develap planning 
methods that are mbust with respect to mcerbmt ' ies of the kinds 
discussedabuve. OneusefUlresearchtaskherewouldbetodevelop 
methods that produce plans which include sensor operations to 
reduce anticipated uncertainties in the results of effector 
actions, and that include conditional branches in the plan to allcw 
for ~lnm-tixe'@ decisions based on sensory actions, 
0 Integratilq methods from cxntrol theory with symbolic contml 
methods. l%oblenrs of system control, diagnosis (identification) , 
and monitoring have been studied for sane time in fields such as 
system control theory. Such studies typically assume a 
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quantitative, mathematical nrodel of the system under supervision, 
AI methods model the system i n  a symbolic, logical 
formalism; System theory has developed various methcds for using 
sasoG feedback to up for ' inthenrodelof the 
under supervision, but these methods are difficult to apply 
to -lex planning pmblems such as determining a sequence of 
mbot aperations to repair a failed door latch. still, both fields 
are addmssing the same abstract pmblems. Very little attention 
has been paid to integrathj these lxo bodies of work, and research 
on both vertical and horizontal integration of these techniques 
shculd be supported. 
o Autanatically refining the mrpewisorls theory of system behavior 
thKxlrjh experi-. 
major limitation an the effectiveness of a supervisor lies in its 
discussed in the pxwious subsection, a . 
uncertain knuwledge of the system under supervision. Themfore, 
methods for autamatically ref- the supervisorls -ledge of 
thesystemwuuldbeextmdyusef'ul. In=, researchonmachine 
1- and automated theory formation should be SulJPorted as it 
applies to this pmblem. The integration of this work w i t h  work in 
systems theory on model identification should also be explored. 
-ible reseamh tasks in this area include developing mbot 
r a n d  systems that lxlild up map of their rcjlysical envhmmt 
systems that begin w i t h  a general cmpteme in sane area (e.g., 
general-pxpose methods for grasping tools) and which acquire w i t h  
experitmce mm special pupose conptence w i t h  experience (e.g., 
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special methods for most effectively manipllat- individual 
tools). 
- 
0- 'on from multiple sensors. One method for reauCing 
uncertainty in the supervisor's howledge of the system's state is 
to allow it to use multiple, mhndant sensors. 
might use several video cameras w i t h  OverlarJP- fields of view, 
placed at  differeJlt vantage poirrts, together w i t h  tauch sensors, 
range finders, infrared sensors, etc. 
msnitorixj a power supply system might utilize a set of Overlapphq 
voltage and current sensors together w i t h  chemical sensors, heat 
T!IUS, a mbat 
Or a mtpervisor for 
sensors, etc. T h e  benefits of us- multiple sensors is clear - 
they provide more information. m e r ,  in order to make use of 
the inmeising amQunts of data available froan multiple sensors, 
mseamh is needed to develop wre effective sensory 
- 
interpretatim/perception methods for individual sensors, and for 
f u s h q  data fm several sensors. An -le reseamh task here 
might be to develop a system that employs a n m b r  of video 
cmneras, and d c h  detemines the c o w  between image 
fea- of the various images. A mre ambit ious project might try 
to predict image features likely to be found by one camera, based 
on information froan other tmch, video, and heat sensors. 
0 Represent- and reasoning about 3D gecanetric pmperties. For 
supervisors that possess mabile sensors or effectors, a variety of 
prablems exist in reasoning abuut navigating thraugh space, and in 
~ a b O u t 3 D m e ~ h a m  'cal linlcages such as those that couple a 
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r c h t  arm to a screw via a screw driver. is needed on 
represent- 3D objects (including empty space) in ways that allaw 
for efficient ccanputation of relations am- objects, such as 
hbrsections (collisions), unions, possible packixp, etc. 
FWthermR, s h  mniplatiIq the world involves 0anStn;lcthg 
- 
-w==Y- 'tal linkages among objects (e.g., amng a mbot 
arm, scmw driver, saw, and wall) , researrh is needed on 
efficiently represent- ard 
effector mnmands can be planned that will achieve desired 
effects. while special-purpose robots operating in Special-IxupOse 
envilmmmts can SOonetimeS avoid using general methods for 
about such linkages so that 
==niw-3Dgeoanetry,g-Lxlrpasesystenrs-to 
solve unanticipated pmblems will require this capability. 
. 
o Designing systems to minimize difficulty in abserving and 
contmllhq them. 
taskthatamintroduced by uncertainty, one dnriuus reaction is to 
try to design the space station to reduce the uncertainties that 
autumated supemisom will face. In short, the station should be 
designed to maximize the absewability and cantrollability of those 
features whi& the supervisor will need to sense and effect. III 
the mse of a supervisor with humbile senson and effecton, such 
Given the great difficulties in the supervisory 
as a System to d t o r  the power supply, this requkes that a broad 
and redundant set of sensors and control points be built into the 
power sqp ly  at design time. In the case of mobile supervisors, 
the absenmbility of the station can be engineered I for exanp?le, by 
paint- idmtifyiq marks on objects which will ease problems of 
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object identification and of registering images obtained f m  
multiple viewpoints. Similarly, the controllability of the * 
physical sipace station can be enhancd, for example, by designing 
d l  its parts to present the same simple grasping point. While a 
good deal of experience has been obhned ' ondesigning 
rabat workstations to maximize their controllability and 
observability, little exists in the way of a science for designjng 
such easily-suprvised systems. Research in this m, if 
successful, could significantly reduce the rnrmber of technical 
pmblems that autooMted supervisors in the space station will face. 
o Feasibility of replac- hardware subsystenrs by software 
emulations. 
as pwer supplies, navigation systems, etc., one intriguing 
possibility is that they might be able to substitute additional 
captation in place of failed hardwam. 
shystem, S, with a failed thermostat, T1. 
w i s e d  by a CCBnpzter system with a good model of the 
-ofS, thenthissupervisormightbeab1etokeepS 
working acceptably by Substituting its own simulated output of T1 
for the a of the failed thenuostat. 
is possible will depend, of course, on (1) the veracity of the 
supervisor's lllodel of S, (2) the access the supervisor has to other 
sensors in s (the mom redundant, the better), and (3) the ability 
For irmnabile supervhrs which mnitor mbqskms such 
. 
For example, consider a 
If S is being 
Rre degree to which this 
of the supervisor to control the point in S co- ' t o t h e  
output of T1. While a software s k l a t i o n  might be slower and less 
accurate than a mrkirg thermostat, the advantage of substituting 
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software for failed hardwam is clear. perhaps a small number of 
high-speed pnxessors (such as pardllel processors that have been 
developed-for circuit sinrulations) ccluld be included in the space 
-ti& precisely for praviding high-speed b w  for a w i d e  range 
of possible hardware failures. While the feasibility of adding 
rdxlstness to the space station by adding such carpxrtational pcmr 
is unproven, the putential inpact warrants reearxh in this 
dimction. 
As noted i n  the previous section, the same prablem characteristics 
that argue for flexibility and adaptability in  ccapxrter supervisory 
system also argue for allawirrg humans to participate in p-lem s o l v m  
and decision makirrg processes. As the c a r r p l d t y  of cqmter wrt for 
the space station g r o t ~ s ,  the need for ccnmrmnication and shared 
responsibility between the ccarpxrter and space station residents w i l l  grow 
as w e l l .  
space station, we are likely to f i r s t  spend a significant period of time 
in w h i c h  CQnPzter assistants w i l l  provide certain fully-autmated sewices 
(e.g., sinply monitoring station mkysbms t o  watch for m e x p c t d  
behavior), hut will require interaction w i t h  their human counterparb in 
0 
If ever f ~ l e  reach the stage of a fully autcanated, self-supporting 
to many novel events. Effective methods for such man-machine 
interaction w i l l  encarrage the introduction of ccrmputer assistants for 
many more tasks than possible i f  totally autmated operation were 
denmded. 'Ibis section considers scm of the resear& issues related to 
developirrg effective ccamm;mication between AI systms and their users. 
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since 
man-chine cxarmml 'cation in  general, 1 w i l l  try to focus this section on 
issues specific to sharing pmbla solving responsibilities and to 
transferring &perthe fmn humans to their ccmpter assistants. 
other synp3osium participants w i l l  address the issue of 
shared responsibility is a desirable characteristic whenever one is 
faced w i t h  a nnrltifaceted task for which humans are best suited to sane 
facets and machines to others. 
wrenches) and cqmtational tools (e.g., pocket calculators) for exactly 
such rwscms. 
Mrmans use mcham 'cal tools (e.g., 
In the space station, we may find it desirable to share 
responsibility in  motor tasks, as in a human contmllhq the mchan 'cal 
mbatanainthespaceshuttle, incognitivetasks, asinahunranand 
ampker  system working jointly to trcrubleshoot a failed power supply, or 
inperceptualtasks, inwhichahurnanmayassistthe-infinding 
CO- points in a t i p l e  canmzt images so that the cap& can 
then apply image analysis and enhancement proceltures to the images. ~n 
each case, shared responsibility makes sense because the machine has 
certain advantages for sane aspects of the task (e.g., physical strength 
andtheabilitytoa(perateinadversem-) whilethehuman 
possesses advantages for other aspects (e.g., motor skills and flexibility 
in wing w i t h  the unanticipated) 0 
Sharing in the prpcess of pmblem solving also raises the prospects 
for transfer of 
acting as an apprentice to help a more advaned expert solve pmblems. AS 
the medical intern assists in varicus hospital procedures, he a a p k s  the 
expertise that eventually allows him to solve the s a n ~  pmblems as the 
' . In  many fields, humans learn a great deal by 
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doctor to whcm he has apprerrticed. One recent dwelapnent in AI is a 
g=* - in amstmcting interactive p m b l a  solving systems that 
assist i n  solving problems, and that attenpt to acquire new expertise by 
observing andanalyzing the steps COntriJxlta by their users. This 
section argues that research toward such learning apprentice systems is an 
inportant area for NASA support. 
An Exanple 
I n O r d e r t o ~ t h e d i s c u s s  ion of shared responsibility and 
learning apprentices, we briefly summarize a particular -ledge-based 
mmultant system designed to interact w i t h  its users to solve problems i n  
the design of digital circuits. This system, called LEAP (Mitchell et 
al., 1985), is a protcrtyPe system which illustrates a number of 
difficulties and apportunities associated w i t h  shared responsibility for 
problem solving. 
0 a 
a helps to design digital circuits. Users begin a session by 
enter- the definitim of scam i.qxt/akpt function that they umld like 
a circuit to perfom (e.g., a t i p l y  two numbers) LEAP pmvides 
assistanca in  aeSignbg the desired circuit, by ut i l iz ing  a set of if-then 
rules which relate desired M i a n a l  characteristics to classes of 
circuit implementations. For instance, one rule in this set dictates that 
W? the desired M i o n  requims converting an inprt serial signal t o  an 
equivalent parallel signal, THEN one may use a shift r e g i s t e r . I l  
u t i l i z e s  these rules3 to suggest plausible refinmmts t0theabStrac.t 
circuit modules that characterize the partial design a t  any given stage. 
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Figure 3 depicts the interface to LE?@ as seenby the user. The large 
window on the riat contains a circuit abstraction which is presentll,l 
be* desi- by the user/system. AS &om in the figure, the circuit 
consists a t  I3Ss point of hro abstract circuit modules. 
circuit modules, LEAe possesses a description of the function to  be 
hQlemented. 
uniqlemnted circuit mDdules to be cansidered, and LFAP examines its rule 
set to &termme ' whether any rules apply t o  this module (i.e., rules whose 
P- 'tians match to the specifications of the circuit module). If LEAP 
detezmmes ' that - of its rules apply to this situation, it presents the 
reccwnendations associated w i t h  these rules to the user. 
then examine these cptians, select one i f  he wishes, ard IEAp w i l l  refine 
the design accom3ingly. Figure 4 depicts the result of such an 
hQlementation step. shauld the user decide that he does not want to 
follow the system's &ice, but ins- w i s h e s  to design this porilon of 
the circuit manually, he can undo the rule-generated refinement anduse 
For each of these 
A t  any point clurirq the design, the user selects one of the 
?he user can 
a 
LEAP as a sixple, gra~cs-oriented, cinuit editor. 
IEAe pruvides a simple ewnrple of shared pmblem solving between man 
and machine. Ihe user directs the focus of attention by selecting which 
circuit module to refine next. LEAP suggests passible implementations of 
this module, and the user either appmves the reccamnendatians or replaces 
them w i t h  his own. LEAP thus acts as an apprentice for design. For 
design problems t o  Wch its rule base is well-suited, it provides useful 
advice. For circuits anpletely Cutside the scope of its howledge it 
reduces to a stzdard c k a i t  editing padcage, leaving the lxrlk of the 
mrk to the human user. As the lawwledge base of IEW grows over time, 
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one wuuld expect it to gradually take on an increaSing share of the 
responsibility for solving design p w l m s .  
= also -illustrates haw such howledge-based apprentices might leam 
froan their users (Mitchell et al., 1985). 
primitive capability to infer new rules of design by m i n g  and 
generalizing on the design steps contributed by its users. 
where the user rejects the system's advice and designs the circuit 
submdule himself, I%Ap collects a tra- ample of scpne new rule. 
'Ihat is, IEAp records the circuit function that was desired, along with 
the user-supplied circuit for inplementing that function. 
analyze this circuit, verify that it corny inplenmts the desired 
function, ard formulate a generalized rule that will allow it to recammend 
In particular, has a 
In those cases 
can then 
this circuit in similar subsequent situations. Ihe key to =Is ability 
to learn g m  rules a specific -1es lies in its starting m 
howledge of circuit operation. Althmgh it may not initially have the 
expertise to generate a particular inpl.mentatian of the desired function, 
it does have the ability to recognize, or verify, the cormchess of many 
of its users' solutions. 
than to generate one. But once a solution can be recognized and 
In generdl, it is easier to recoglll 'ze a solution 
explained, then IEAp can generdlize on it by aist- that certain 
features of the -le are critical (those mentioned in the 
verificatim), whereas athers are not (those not mentioned in the 
verification). 
LEAP is still a research pratotype system, a has not yet been 
subjected to test- on a large user cammunity. While there are no daubt 
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many technical issues still to be solved, it serves as a suggestive 
example of haw a )nmWl&ge-hsed consultant might be useful as an 
apprentice even before its -ledge base has been e ~ l l y  developed. It 
also suggests how its interaction w i t h  the user might lead it to extend 
- 
its howledge base autoanatically. The methods for collecting trainhq 
examples and for fonrmlatiq general rules appear generic encugh that 
similar learnirrg apprentice systems might be developed for many 
supervisory tasks of the kind discussed in  the previous section. other 
amen t  research is exploring the feasibility of such learning apprentices 
in task dunah such as signal interpmtation (Smi th et al. 1985), p r u v h ~  
mathematical theorears (O'Rorke, 1984), and p1amh-q simple mbot assembly 
s-F= (segre and D - W ,  1985). 
Nature of the prablem 
* 
'IlheLEAesystansuggestsanekindof sharedlrespansibilitybetween 
CQIQxtter Md human, as W l  as a mechanh for the gradual accretion of 
-ledge by the system so that over time it can take on a progressively 
grea- share of -ibility for pmblem solving. 'Ihe ability t o  
acquire new rules by generalizing fm the users's actions follows fm 
LEAP'S s t a r t h j  IULerwledge of haw circuits work. ?hat is, it begins w i t h  
enough lcnowledge of how cirwits operate, that it is able to -lain, or 
verify, the qpxqxiateness of the users' actions once it abserves them. 
once it has verified that the user's circuit cxxmctly implemenb the 
desired function, then it can generalize on this action by retaining only 
those features of the specific situation that are mentioned in  this 
explanation. similarly, i f  me tried to construct filch a learnirrg 
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a w c e  for  troubleshoot^ power supply faults, one wculd want to 
include sufficient initial howledge abcut the pwer supply (i.e. , its 
schematic) that the system could verify (and thus genemlize on) users's 
hypoVleses abcut the causes of specific power sqqly malfunctions. 
a'lus, in order for a system to learn from absenring its users, it must 
begin w i t h  sufficient hwledge that it can just i fy  what it observes the 
user do. 
the prinrary -1 =wJ=d to s u ~ h  etplanatians is a 
description of the structure and opesation of the systeaa under 
supervision. 
~ l d g e ,  supenrisory tasks seem like good targets for further ressar~h 
on learning a m i - .  
It seems that for supervisory tasks of the kina discussed above, 
Since AI has &elaped methods for represent- such 
. 
Ifi addition to cognitive tasks such as mnitoriq, designiq, and 
dehgg-, one might consider learnirrg a p p e c e s  for robotics tasks such 
as us- tools (see Segre and W-, 1985 for one example) 
t oo l fo r thembot touse ,  onewaytotrainitmightbetousea 
telecp-itor to &de the mbat =mal uses of the tool. For 
-le, given a new type of fastener, a user might guide the robat to 
grasp ths fastener anduse it to fasten two objects together. If the 
Given a new 
system could start  w i t h  erlaqh lawrwled!p to explain which features of its 
trajectory ani other mtions were relevant to acuxplishing the given 
task, then it might be able to  generalize accr>rdingly. Research on su& 
mbotic 1- apprentices seems worthwhile and h i m y  relevant to the 
goals of the space station program. 
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a To the issues involved in sharing information and . respansibility be- hunran ard machine, it is instruCtive to  consider 
the issues involved in sharing reqons ibility strictly amrq humans. In 
bcrth cases there are certain subprablelns that are best dealt with by 
individual agents, and others where shared responsibility makes best 
sense. -ful interaction requires arriving a t  an agmement on which 
agent w i l l  perform which task. In LEAP, the user makes all such choices. 
But i n  more CQIlPlex scenario6 the user may nut want to spend the time to 
ways to agree upon a policy to detenum ' which decisions are mrth having 
-rove every suggestion of the appmtice. IXI such cases, there n u t  be 
the €nnnan -e. Of cuurse there are many other issues that follow fm 
this analogy as -1: the Coaperat- agents eventua1.1~ need accurate 
models of their relative CQnpeteClce a t  various subtasks. 
be questions of social and 1- respansibilities for actions taken. 
Ard there will 
. 
Here we have tried to suggest that one class of a n p u t e r  assistants on 
the space station be viewed as ayMmic system that interact w i t h  their 
users and mrk taward extending their knowledge and aqetence a t  the task 
they perform. 
w o m e  reseamh task. Rre nature of the space station suggests that 
Preliminary results fmn AI suggest that this is a 
such self-refining SYStms are exactly what w i l l  be needed. Ihe 
cmtirrually changing OCBlfiguratiqn of the station itself, the cmtirnrally 
changing crews and types of operations that will be andwted gboard the 
space station, the evolving technology that w i l l  be pzesent, all dictate 
that the ccanprter assistants aboard must be able t o  adjust to new 
prablem~, new procedures and new problem solving strategies over the l i f e  
of the space station. 
D R A F T  
Research Recaamnenaatians 
towaxd attvanced interfaces for interaction between humans and intelligent 
Consultant systems. 
0 Arrhiteclhrres t ha t  support graceful transfer of aprtise and 
responsibility. Resear& toward developirg learning appentice 
systems for space station applications is warranted based on recent 
AI d t s  and on the imporbnce of such systems to the space 
statim program. A prudent msearch strategy a t  this point would 
be to support M a p a e r r t  of a variety of learning apprmtices i n  
varicus task areas (e.g., for tmubleshootirg space station 
mbqshns, for mnitorirg and contmlling subsystenrs, for m g i n g  
rabat maniplation of its envimnment ). sucharesearrhstrategy 
. 
wmld lead to aperinmtirg w i t h  alternative software architectums 
for leamirrg apprentices, as w e l l  as an increased undesstandirrg of 
the feasibility of oonstrwtix~ leamirrg apprmtices for specific 
space station task areas. 
o Evolutian of grainsize and initiative of interaction. AS the 
of the apprentice grows, and as the human becanes more 
familiar w i t h  the amptam3 ard caammrnication capabilities of the 
ccpnprter, one expects that the optimal style of CcmmDmication 
shculd shift. changes may occur, for example, in who takes the 
initiative in cmtmlling the direction of prcblem solving, and in 
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the grainsize of the tasks (e.g., initially &l SuMaSks will be 
d i s a ~ ~ & ,  but later it may be sufficient to focus only on larger 
Qrah - ). ~ o n i n t e r f a c e s t h a t s u p p o r t ~ k i n d s  
of changes aver time in the mture of the -=tion, ~d which 
supPo* explicit CoPlpIDgll 'cation abaut such issues, should be 
enctruraged. Such flexible interfaces are important whether the 
apprentice learns or not, since the user will certainly go thrcplgh 
a learning period during which his understandll.lg of the system's 
wqetence and foibles, and his willingness to trust in the system 
w i l l  change. 
o Task-oriented studies of ooaperative pmblem solving. In order to 
the kinds of knowledge that nust be ccmmuru 'caw cturing 
shamd pmblem solving, it may be m m e  to cor&& pratacol 
studies h which a novice human apprentices with an expert to 
assist h h  ~IXI to acquire his  expertise (e.g., at a task such as 
troubleshooting a piece of equipnent). mb collected fram such 
e>o?eriments shauld pmide a mre precise understarding of the 
. 
types of lmawledge camrnrnl 'cated during shared prcblem solving, and 
of the lmawledge acquisition pmcess that the apprerrtice goes 
- 0  
o Transferrhj lmrwledge fmrn machine to man. Given the plans for a 
f-Uy ming crew, together with the likely task 
specializatian of -ter consultants, it is reaSOnable to assume 
that in sane cdses the CCBlpIuter cxnsultant w i l l  po=ess mre 
howledge about a particular pmblem class than the human that it 
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serves. InsLachcases,wewmldlikethesystemto~mteits 
understandingofthepmblelntotheinterested rn mice user. 
Certain work in  AI has focused on using large knawledge bases as a 
bash for team expertise t o  humans (e.g., Clancey and 
Utsmer, 1984) Reseamh advances on this and uther methods for 
CoamTlUnicatiq machine lawwledge t o  humans wmld place NASA in a 
better position for crew training and for jntegratiq intelligent 
machines into the human space station envimment. 
T h i s p a p e r p m s e n t s a s a n p i i q o f ~ r e s e a m h d i r e c t i o n s  
w h i c h  NASA may w i s h  to q r t  in order to accelerate the developent of 
AI technology of particular relevance to the space station. 
recent AI research indicates the potential for a broad raqe of 
amlimtions of AI to space station pmblems. 
to bemne reality, significant support for basic AI msearch is needed. 
We feel that . 
In order for this potmtial 
taward aevelopirrs a wide mtqe of l%ands-onw supervisory 
system for monitor*, oontmlling, truubleshooting and maintaining space 
statim mbystem is stmngly mcamkkd. such reseamh is important 
bath because of its FxYmhal ' inpact on reliability and safety of the 
space statim and because the technical developaent of the field of AI is 
at  a point a ~I&I in this area may yield significant technicdl 
advances. such hands-on supervisory systems CQUld includa both rnysically 
stationary supervisory systms that d t o r  electronic -, power 
0 sugplies, navigation and the like, as a 1  as Mysically mobile 
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supervisors that mitor and repair the exterior and interior mi& 
plant of the space statim. WMt technicdl challenges -in b be 
addressedinbothareas. 
- 
In support of aeveloping and deploying such howledge-based 
supervisors, i t i s m a m e n d & t h a t ~ b e c o n & c t & l e a d i n g M  
interactive, self- knowledge-based systems. 
initially serve as useful  apprentices in monitoring and pmblem solving, 
but ahcruld hwe a capability to acqUire additiondl knowledge thm~#~ 
experience. % evolutionary nature of the space station together w i t h  
the turnover of cmw assure that a continually changing set of problems 
SU& systems may 
w i l l  amfront onboard ccrrpxlter sm=lls. This feature of the space 
station, bgetherwiththeneedto conthally extend the knowledge of 
interactive, self-extending knowledge based systems. 
m l e m  solvem onbxud, argue for the importance of mseax!h taward . 
There are certainly additional amas of AI resBarch which wxld also 
benefit the space station program. Ihe godl of th i s  paw is to point aut 
a few such amas, in the hope of stirmilating -t about these and other 
possible uses of AI in the space station. 
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D R A F T  
a 
1. In fact, initial AI systems for trcrubleshootiq ard control have 
generally been restricted to ~ i q  with typed-in observation inputs 
and to typiq out their recammendations rather than exertingdirect 
control mer the system. However, there are exceptions to this, such 
as the !lES/MVS system (Ends et al., 1986) whi& directl y mnitom and 
corrtrols uperations of a large CcBlpXzter system. 
2. me research -tiam listed here mpmsent solely the apinion 
of the author, and shmld not mcessarily be interpreted as 
reccatnrendations f m  the synpsium as a -le. 
3. LEAP also utilizes -ledge abu t  behaviors of Fndividual circuit 
capnmts,  plus knowledge of hcrw to symbolically simulate digital 
Circuits. 
* 
4. other relevent hcwledge includes the guals of the user (e.g., a 
decision must be made to act w i t h i n  15 -), and enpirid data on 
the frequmcies of various types of faults. 
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Artificial iritelligence is one of the most important trends in 
w i m g  because making 
important as manipulating data efficiently. 
intelligent progranrs in NASA space station environments are rnnr*-raus and 
&viaus. But many of those opportunities require substantial research in 
artificial intelligence before they can be realized. This paper looks at 
the technology of artificial intelligence, especially expert systems, to 
define llfrm the hide &I1 what capabilities exist that are relevant for 
applications ard envimnments in the space station, and what research 
needs to be prranated in order to achieve systems better able to interact 
symbiotically with a variety of persans for long times in space. 
w e  intelligently is at least as 
opportunities for using 
. 
and chambers (1985) mention a mnber of CharacteriStiCs of 
Systans in a human-centered space station. RLese include: 
o symbiosis w i t h  humans: human and ma- capabilities may 
CQdpllement ane another 
operation for a period up to 20 years, ocontunung 
o operat- in an infoxmation-rich envimrmnt, 
o 
o maturation of system implies flexibility to accmmdate operational 
I .  
of interaCtions with humans nat entirely pwdictable, 
grawthandm.inorum=-, 
o evolution of system implies flexibility to acwmmdate new ard 
enhamed functionality, 
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o humans may have to learn new skills to interact pruductively with 
ccanprters; 
o ccmpt&s may learn f m  humans, 
o autcawnraus agents may serve a variety of roles with varying degrees 
of decision making power and authority. 
'Ihese are same of the relevant cansiderations in a tap-aawn design of 
systems for the space statim. 
and darelopent prpgram of sane intensity. 
view of the same considerations - Le., starts with *t exists today and 
askshowwecanachievethesedesigngoals. Bydoingso, I h o p e t o  
htmduce sane relevant details into the design of systems and the 
plaxmixq of mseamh. 
Each of these points inplies a  res^^& 
paper takes a bottm-up 
. 
q&ems are xxw be- used in many decision-making situations 
of direct relevance to NASA's mission, spanning manufacturing, 
engineer-, d c h ,  and science. At present, they are used more as 
"intelligerrt assistants than as replacements for technicians or experts. 
That is, they help people think thrclagh difficult prablems and may prwide 
-&ions about what to do, without takirrg over every aspect of the 
task. 
that is catered araud people. ?hey are extensions of present technology 
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along several dimP_nsians ' 
principles of wign as w z i g e n t  assistant program. 
here, that involve a l l  of the same 
one primai$ cansideration is &y intelligent systems are necessary in 
space. Alt.hmghtherearemanymasonstobuildanexpertsystem,they 
are all based on the premise: %xpertise is a scarce  resource.'^ Rre 
corollary (by w y ' s  Law) is: "Even 
is never close enough to those 
true - almost by definition of the term 'mise' - constructirg 
expert  systems that xwison a t  the lev& of NASA's, or their contractors', 
specialists may have several benefits. 
them is enuugh expertise, it 
need it i n  a hurry." Because this is 
are surmaarized in Table 1. 
. 
?he general nature of expert systems is familiar to everyone within 
NASA. A reimtion of the fwr major characteristics is prwided beluw 
to help define the most important dimP_nsiom for research and dwelopmt 
efforts. 
solvirrg abilities, which also f i t s  scmre other criteria: it is a symbolic 
mascmhg pa?ogram that uses heuristics, its msoning and knowledge base 
are undsrstandable, and - mst importantly - it is flexible. 'Ihese 
characteristics are discussed beluw. All m important for awlications 
in the space statim, and all define wits that w i l l  enhance 
current capabilities. 
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one well-)amc;m expert system that has becaane a classic, al- not 
- 
actively used, is MYm. It was Weloped at Stanford  by E. H. Shortliffe 
and others in the 1nid-1970~~. Its task is -fold: (a) diagnose the 
cause(s) of infection in a patient and (b) recaarrmend appropriate drug 
therapy. ~ r c m  a m e d i a  pespective, MYCIN'S howledge base is now dated; 
fran the perspective of expert systems it represents lIDlch of the kird of 
masonbq that is captured in today's systems. MYcI"s conclusions were 
demmshated to be equal in quality to thcse of infectious disease 
specialists at stanford Msdical center. 
typescript Shawn in Apperdh A illustrates MYcI"s 
request- information abaut a mse and reasoning to conclusions about the 
best treatment. 
. 
Naturally te want CQLPxtter pmgrams to solve pmblems without error. 
But that is not always possible - in fact, cutside of mathematics and 
logic we drm't have flawless methods we can put into progranrs. 
specialists in engineering, science, education, the military - and every 
area cutside of plre logic - lllllst solve prabl- w i t h  less than perfect 
methods. How do they do it? Mostly by hildirq up specialized knowledge 
w i t h  that knowledge 
are not infallible, 
of trainirq and experience and by carefully 
in situations they have learned to recognize. ?hey 
though. specialists1 decisions a m  challenged 
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frequently - mst noticeably in the caurts. SO it is also unreaSOnable 
to expect cranputerp- to reason infallibly in all of these areas. 
Occasionally new-methcds are discovered that provide much better results 
than the established methcds of the old practitioners. 
iq?mw can then be put into programs, thus raising the overall 
standard of perfonname while still heping the same relative stardard of 
caparison with the best specialists. 
But these 
when w say that €=pert systems are l=sonhg - and not just 
calculating with numbers - we are saying that they belog to a class of 
progranrs using the methods of artificial intelligence (hereafter AI). III 
the 19401s, cmpte.m were used almost exclusively for large mathematical 
pmblenrs. At Los Alanros, for instame, scientists had to solve complex 
=thematicdl equations in order to cdlculate demnts in the design of the 
atmic bcanb. ?hese applications are uswdly ref- to as 1q-e 
scientific aqmtation, or 19nn&er cnmchmg * for short. In the 19501s, 
Xm and ather aw?uter~acturem, realized the enormjus value in 
. 
helping business solve prablems of record keeping, payroll and the like. 
These a~licatims exbnded the concept of ccarpxrtercas-cdlculator to 
captems-data--ger. 
Inbath 
errol?free. 
CQurse that 
eguation is 
of these classes of applications, the method of -tation is 
lhere is no question that the result is correct, pmiding of 
the ccmpukc has been programmed comxtly. A mathematical 
solved c o m x t l y ;  an employee roster is sorted correctly - if 
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the methods are followed precisely. And are better able to 
follaw cclmplex i,mtmct ions than people are. 
and mathematics we call these procedures algorithms. 
that can be gczaranteed to provide a Cdrrect answer in a finite t i m e ,  i f  
thereisone, anduthenn 'se w i l l  provide a statement that the problem is 
not sblvable. 
In CCBnputer science, logic 
They are procedures 
Sane algorithms are too expensive to use, however, even in cmptexs. 
A classic exarrqle is finding the shortest mute a travelling salesman can 
take to v is i t  marry cities once and end up a t  hcane. w i t h  mre than a 
handful of cities, algorithmic methods w i l l  xmt finish in time t o  be 
useful. For this reason, alternative methods have been developed. 
Araund the mid 1950's and early 1960's an alternative style of 
cclmputing came to be recognized as inportant. 
algorithms, a c q x t e r  may use heuristics - rules of thmb t ha t  aid in 
finding plausible answers quickly w i t h o u t  guamnbeing the correctness of 
the results. 
n u m e r i a  sirmilations in order to get the s w a t i o n s  to crank aut answers 
mre quickly. 
ones for the same rsasan. ?he assurptions may not all be correct; thus 
the results of the simulation my not be correct. 
Instead of always &ing 
sanetimes these rules of thumb are introdwed into large 
I Or wruximate nrethcds may be substituted for =re precise 
When heuristic (nan-algmithmic) methods are mnbined with symbolic 
(non-numeric) data, we are dea l i q  w i t h  that part of ccqxter science 
laxrwn as artif icial  intelligence. 
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When --truly )mkJs soanething, he or she can !'give an accumtll of 
- 
whathekmm. I n o u r t e n n s , g o o d p e r f o r m a m e i s n o t ~ t o c d l l a  
person (or program) an expert - he/& (it) should also be able to 
-lain why the solution is plausible, what featums of the situation were 
noted to be important, what knowledge and prablem solving methods were 
used. mhennse ' we label a person as %onsistently (but unaccamtably) 
lucky", or mybe t w c l ! .  Each field has its awn standards of what a 
-le explanation is. A surgeon who recamnends arrpxltation of a leg 
geneally talks abart the prpcess of disease or extent of injury and what 
will hagpen if it is not m t e d .  
0018~s stock portfolio may explain the advice with mspct to technicdl 
charts, historical trends, or scm ec0nm.i~ principles that point to a 
stock market collapse. 
broker can usually justiw - in court if necessary - the advice they 
give. And we regard them as exprts partly because they have the 
knerwlpdse that lets them do this. 
A broker who advised liquidation of 
. 
In their own copmmurities, bath the surgeon and the 
Flexibility 
We expect to be flexible in their thinking. Ard we regard 
persons as amateurs, not experts, when we encarnter apini- that are 
rigid, locked-in ways of dealing with prablems, or an inability to deal 
with new situations. 
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~n particzllar, there are tm situations in which we want 
systems to be flexible: 
- 
1. At advicegiving t h  we want the program (or a person) to provide 
good advice about situations that have mer been encountered 
before. Novices with good memories may be able to provide the 
%exbookl' 
shauld, in addition, be able to reasan abaut nuvel. situations. 
for classic situations. Esq3erts howwer, 
2. At the time a program is be- cm&n&ed or modified (or a 
person is learning), w want it to be flexible enmgh to 
assimilate new bodies of information. There ShaiLd be a capacity 
for gruwth of knowledge, not a rigidity that freezes either the 
depth or breadth of the program's lawwledge. . 
Sam of the types of problems for which expert systems have been 
ao?lstructedareshckJninTable2. Manyofthese, suchassllrdll 
tmubleshoatirrg assistance progranrs, a m  relatively straightforward. 
All2lou#l the state of the a r t  is difficult to quantify, the prpgrarns in 
the table represent the kinds of copnanercially ralxlst system that can be 
built for NASA today, prwided adequate resaurces and an appmpriate 
pmbleln. we don't have an adequate taxca#my of prplblean types. Marry of 
these overlap, in being different forms of data interpretation, for 
-le. Even this brief characterization, hmever, provides a reasonably 
good idea of what expert systems can do. 
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Ingeneral, e x p e r t ~ c a n ~ c a s t s o r i n c r e a s e q u a l i t y o f  
goods and services - in a single phrase, they ciin haease productivity 
in an organization. If you believe either that there is not enough 
expertise in &e world, or that it is not w e l l  distributed, then you will 
least expert systems may pruvide a partial -. consider nredim 
diagnosis. specialists at university medical centers w l y  see mom 
of the unusual disorders than a rural practitioner and thus stand a better 
charrce of diagmsin3 then correctly. Putt* S a M  of that wise  more 
d k c t l y  a t  the service of the rural practitioner could allaw mom 
effective treabnent, and save patients the tim and tmuble of travel to 
the medical center. 
. 
Or consider trarbleshooting a -lex piece of e&-. Femoris 
w i t h  the most field experience are often the ones promoted to desk jobs i n  
the central office. When subtle mubinations of causes keep a less 
expademed field Service technician from fixing a mechanical failure, 
S a n e a n e w i t h m o r e ~ i s n e e d e d .  onearth,depexmg ' antravel 
times an3 the criticality of the wrk flaw in the central office, call- 
the experienced specialist out maybe a very expensive repairpmcedum. 
Ihe following situations are al l  cases where it may make good sense to 
h i l d  an expert system: 
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o too few specialists for the rnnnber of pmblems; 
Q specialists not a t  the sites of prablem when they occur; 
o long traixiing t h  for a specialist; 
o 
o 
mnbination of cxanplex equi- and poorly trained technicians; 
oqanization's best (or only) specialist in an area is near- 
-; 
too many factors for a persan to think thrcugh carefully in the 
t i m e  available. 
o 
Ihe faur goals that characterize apert  systems can be achieved w i t h  a 
few key mevloaological ideas. 
htmhced; in  suaxssive sections they will be elahrated on so as to 
explain a little how they work. 
expert sysbzns is to keep specialized knowledge separate fm the lcgical 
and heuristic inferencemethcds that use it. lMs is easy t o  say but 
di f f icu l t  t o  follow, for reasans that will be described later. 
In this section, the key ideas w i l l  be . 
?he main Organizatiandl principle of 
Another key cancept, which is imported f m  principled design of 
software generally, is modularity. (l?he f i r s t  key idea is an instance of 
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this, but that imtance has taken on more importance than all the other 
instances of +a general concept.) 
about the prpbleai m implies conceptual separation of elenmts in the 
knowledge base. 
not totally 
drugs. 
program's knowledge of other dmgs. So, this is to say that the concepts 
used t o  talk about objects in the domain shwldbe chosen so as to allow 
talking separately about an individual object, a s-le property of an 
object, or a s-le relation of one type of object w i t h  another. 
Mcdularity a t  the level of progmmng ' C017StrUCtS implies that the 
program's - represerrtation of knowledge elements (e.g., &jects, 
prpperties, relations) is similarly %lean1@. 
M a r i t y  at the level of knowledge 
- 
For -le, medical knowledge a b u t  penicillin, althcorgh 
, can often be separated frcnn knowledge of other 
It can be rmdified in major ways, or deleted, without altering the 
Keepindependen t pieces of knowledge independent. 
Keep the rest as mly-independen t as possible. 
A third key concept is u n i f o d t y  of mncqtudization and 
-tion of howledge. 
easierforapexxmoraprogramtohild, understand, andmcdifyabody 
of knowledge i f  it doesn't mix and merge a variety of different types of 
things. W is as true a t  the knowledge level as a t  the pmgramdq 
level. For 
is that al l  physical bodies are treated as quantities with mass. He 
underlying intuition is that it is 
, one of the mst carpelling aspects of NaJtOnls Iaws 
didn't need one set of laws for planets and another for apples. So it is 
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desirable to W d  an expert system with a llconq@ally clean1', 
well-organized, simple collection of wncepts. And it is important t o  use 
a simple, w e l l - o m z e d  collection of progranrming cmstmcb as well. 
* 
otherwise there are too many different kFnds of things to keep track of 
and reason w i t h .  
?here is more dispute atmq AI specialists about this principle. 
lhere are good reasons to violate it, as we shall see, in the interest of 
be- able to say more about the objects and relations of hterest than 
can conveniently be said in a siqle lampage. We are frequently told by 
bi-lingual friends, for instame, that there are smm cmcepts that j u s t  
can't be 
cmstmcb, h t  the basic principle for amtructing apert systems is t o  
tryto- uniformity as much as possible. 
fully in Erqlish. Ihe sam is true for pmgmming 
- 
strive for uniformity of language 
andprogranrming- 
A f a r t h  principle h to design the expert system to mirror the ways 
experts thMc abaut prablems in their daMins. ?hat means using the same 
t e n l l S a n d t h e s m a e n i l e s O f ~  ' astheexprtsuse. Onereasonfor 
this is that hila and detqging a bowledge base depends necessarily 
o n t h e w ,  a n d u s i q l e s s f a m i l i a r ~  ' logy or nmthods w i l l  
htmduce crmfusion and ermr before the ]aCrwledge base is ca@eted. 
Also, after it is umpleted it needs to be caqrehensible and UMmbiguous 
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to the practitianers us- the system or else confusion and error will 
result. 
haw to make it underStandable to users. Great care mst be taken 
There are times when this principle will be, or shauld be, violated. 
For example, wfien efficient mnpter dgorithms CM solve part of a 
prablan, it doesn't often make good sense to use arrything else for that 
part, mmn if the don't think about it in that way. 
Asmchaspossible,usethesamevocabularyand 
methodsintheKogramasthee>rpertsand 
practitioners use. 
. 
These k€y ideas help us achieve all of CILV fax goals in the follcrwing 
ways. 
o - in pmblems wfiose solution methods are not a h m d y  
well formalized, which are considerable, mu& of the effort in 
building a huwledge base froan an expert system lies in building 
the mmephal framework. W h i &  pmperties and relations of 
objects to describe is often not well specified at the beginning. 
So the howledge base is hilt inmementally, where v i e n c e  
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with one knowledge base guides future modifications, -ions, 
or refozmlations. 
- 
o - when the solution methods are nut well characterized, 
it is inpo&int to encode heuristics that experb say they use. 
storing these separately and in a simple fonn all- them to be 
changed easily. Since it is nearly impossible for an expert to 
articulate a ample- and consistent set of heuristics at one 
sitting, it nust be easy to add, remve, or mrtlify the heuristics 
that debmule ' thelwsonhg. 
0 - -with modularity, individual ele!ments of the 
kmwledge base can be displayed -ly in isolation. 
Moreover, with the separation of knowledge base and inference 
proceZZures it is possible to peruse the knowledge base in order to 
find just  those elemen- that wereusedto reason abcut a new 
. 
case. Ard with uniformity of data structures, it is possible to 
hild one set of that produce explanatians. 
o -- the elements of the knowledge base are in 
separate data structures, and not ' with code for 
inference procedures, w can add =re knowledge with considerably 
more ease. when the individual items in the knowledge base are 
nearly separate, we have fewer interactions to wony abaut when we 
change an items. Anl when the representation is hcxqeneous, we 
can mre easily write other pmgrams that act as %Uti, 
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assistants" or expla- that help us insure correctness of new 
items an3 help us u x k s b n d  what is in the howledge base. 
systems Oanstitute ane class of caplter progranrs. As such, 
they work the same way as every other program: they process input data to 
produce output data. But the nature of the processing is different fram 
mst cmventional progranrs. Ihe key i c b s  mentioned earlier are the key 
differences in  the design and -1-tation of a p x t  systems. 
In order to design a reasmhg program, we need to pruvide knowledcre 
to reason with and masonuq * methdstouse. --needed. A p m e r f u l  
thinlclernsedssau&lq ' tothinkabout, ardabcdyof f a c t s w i t h a u t  
methods for us- thean is sterile. over the l a s t  few decades, 
AI has elucidated progranrming methods for makirrg inferences and stor- 
laawledge. We briefly characterize these tapics below, although w i t h  sarne 
reservations about aversinpliffring, in order to h imight  reseamh issues 
relevanttoincmasirrgtheperformnceofexgertsystems. ~ n a d d i t i o n t o  
. 
in 
miseamh on inference methods and n?!presenlzltion of kncJwledge, several 
improve the pexfonnance of expert systems. 
other issusS a m  mentioned briefly as needirq more resear& in o n h r  to 
Inference Methods 
Aristatle's theory of the syllogism defined acceptable inference 
methads cutside of mathematics for abaut 2000 years.  is theory 
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e x b n d e d i n t h i s c e n t u r y b y ~ l & w h i t e h e a d , a n d o t h e r s , i n a f o n n a l  
theory that includes methods of masonhq w i t h  several statemmixi and 
several variableS i n  an argument. 
- 
Formal logic defines several inf- rules whi& are guaranteed to 
create true ~ l u s i a n s  i f  the premises of the argument are true. The 
chain rule (Itlottus ponens) is the single Mxst important inference rule in 
expert system. It allows us to chain together a s t r i q  of inferences: 
I f A t h e n B  
I f B t h e n C  
I f C t h e n D  
A 
. 
D 
Many of the infemnces we make in our lives are not guaranteed by the 
rules of lqic, however, nor do we have certain knowledge about the truth 
of aur Fmmises. menever we argue that the Azture will be like the past, 
as in stock market predictions, we have to be prepared for exceptions. 
These inferences, labeled "plausible inferences1t by George mlya, are the 
onesofm>stinterest in AI. 
Onesetofprogranmung ' methods were in AI for making plausible 
inferences is to assert the facts categorically - as i f  they were 
to be true w i t h  certainty - and then reason about exceptions that might 
fome revisions to the cc#lclusion. 
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Another set of methods deals explicitly w i t h  the degrees of 
merbhty  in the facts and in the associations. MYQN (see Appenaix A) 
uses this style of masonhq. usually the degrees of uncertainty inplied 
by Wxds like-"often" and 'cma y " areexpressedasmmrbers. Andoftenthese 
numbers are interpreted as pmbabilities. 
A w, and pakl'erful, set of m m  is to introduce heuristic 
rules, or rules of plausible inference, into the reasmhg. These are 
facts or relationship that are not guaranteed to produce correct 
canclusians, Ixlt will often do so. MonxJver, they often produce answers 
mre quickly than their algorithmic canrterparts. 
salesman pmblem, for -le, the pmblem is to plan a mute for visiting 
each city i n  a set exactly once and errd a t  the hcaue city. 
Npccarp?lete pmblem, that is, the a lgor im for solviq it takes times 
t h a t i s q m n e n t l  'al w i t h  the number of cities. one heuristic we may 
htmduce is to go to the nearest city that has nut yet been visited. 
In the traveling 
is an 
. 
miscertaFnlyspeedsuptheccapxrtatiaDloftheratte,Ixltmay(and 
prcbably will) miss the rarte that is shortest overall. Sam rules of 
plausible inf- used, w i t h  caution, i n  sane expert systems are shown 
belaw: 
o Satisficing: If it w i l l  be expensive to find the very best 
solution to a pmblem, then stap with the f i rs t  solution that 
satisfies easier criteria of being good enmgh. 
o Inheritance: 
all its parts. E.g., An ice cube is cold and harcl. Pieces of an 
(%me specified) praperties of a whole are shared by 
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ice cube are cold and hard. [wzt other pmperties, like %eighttf, 
donobehavethesame.] 
o s-G mut: If a piece of equimt (or any oryanized system) 
is m a l f u n c t i a ,  and one hypothesis eqhins the pmblem, then 
there probably is only a single cause of the pmblem. 
o Ocanpellhq Evidence: I f  you have gathered a lot of evidence in 
favor of hypoulesis Hl, and very little wideme against it, and 
you have gathered little positive evidence for alternative 
hypatheses, then Hl is a plausible hypotheds. 
o Decarrposability: Iftherearemanypartstoapmbiemthatare 
nearly independerrt, assume they can be solved indeperrdently. men 
* 
adjust the CQnpOsed solutian to take amount of known 
interactions. 
o pars- of Design: Designs or plans with fewer elements are 
prefen&i to those w i t h  more. 
In principle, the rules of inferace (both logical and plausible) may 
be applied again and again to a situation description, in any order, and 
the x e s u l t i q  canclusions w i l l  be the same. 'Ibis is not always possible 
in pmctice, however. There may not be enough tire to reason exhaustively 
abaut all possibilities and wntiqencies. For that reason AI 
talk about ccoltrollirrg the inferences as being a more important, and more 
difficult, pmblem than making the infemxes. 
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-11- inferences breaks dam into two subtasks: (a) deciw 
w h i c h  rules t o  apply now, a t  this stage of the prcblem-solving pmcess, 
and (b) deciding-wfiich part of the pmblem to work on IIOW. 
m i e v e  these-- require sane intelligence, all of the principles 
for U d i q  knowledge-based systems also apply a t  this level of 
Since we 
In particular, it is desirable to mah this control knowledge 
-licit and separate fmw the i n f m  mthcds 
Representation of -ledge 
We have said that a key idea in  U d S n g  expert systems is storing 
knowledge separately hKan the inference methods. hother key idea was to 
avoid, as much as possible, repxesmting it in a 1-level c a p t e r  
language. 
expert wants to tell it. 
interpret uMmbigwmly; 
to deal w i t h  efficiently. Clearly we need sane stylized representations 
that are sonmhem i n  between. 
But w have not said hcrw t o  represent for the -ter what an 
-1ish is too difficult for a ccmputer$ 
and BASIC are too lw-level for an expert 
AI mswr&em hwe develaped several different mpmsentation 
methods. lhere ism single one that is best i n  every case-they each 
have StrenCJths and 
thinkirrg abcut the representation of howledge is between simplicity and 
expressive power. We want a simple set of conventions for storing 
knowledge because that makes it easier - for a person or a program - t o  
understard what is in the knmledge base a t  any mcHnent. It is also easier 
to write simple staimmts wi th& error. Aristatelian logic (Wll A's 
one of the f m k m t a l  trade-offs in 
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are B's", etc.) and arithmetic m s-le representatiuns. 
is they lack the expressive pwer to let us say everything w e  think is 
The difficulty 
inportant abcut a problem. A hundred years ago DeMoryan noted the lack of 
expressive p i e r  is Aristatelia logic (mii a in its inference 
methcds): 
prwe that the head of a horse is the head of an animal. ' Ihis sort of 
i f  yau lmrrw that all horses are animals, he said, you cannot 
pmblem led Russell  & whitehead to develop a formalism w i t h  mre 
expressive power. 
There are tm major classes of representation methods, reflecting two 
different ways of v i m  the wrld: action-cekerd or object-centered. 
D i f f e r e n t  problem iveas may focus on one or the uther, or different 
experts in the same pmblem area may. For -le, physicians talk about 
disease and classes of diseases as entities w i t h  apected properties and 
also talk aburt clinically relevant actions that detemine what t o  do - ., a 
e-g., askFru3 questions, measuring things, -at* signs and synpltanrs to 
possible causes, matching likely causes to acceptable therapies. N e i t h e r  
point of view is wmng, but they focus on medical phenmma quite 
differently. And an aprt system wmld similarly have one focus or the 
other. 
Ar=tion-cmtemd -tiom focus on conclusions that can be drawn 
frum facts or, more generally, on relations between situations and 
actions. % fonaalism of mathematid. logic is one popular choice. 
Another popular formalism is rules. 
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Object- representations focus on the organization of objects 
in the world, for instanCe into h i m  es.
to be drawn when'an object is faund to have same pmperties, but those 
inferences 
outside. That means that  objects and their pmperties - and changes to 
?hey still allow conclusions 
triggered frcan Ivithinlf an object rather than fnan 
any of them - drive the inferences. But in an action-catemd model, the 
inference rules drive the creation of new objects and properties. 'Ihe net 
effect may be identical, as we said, but the way one thinks about the 
acnaain of discourse is distinctly different. 
Also, in object-centered rqmsentations there is more machinery for 
saving storage spice by us- hierarchi es. praperties of classes of 
object, for -le, may be implicitly inherited by all of the instances 
w i t h o u t  having to store it w i t h  each imtance . Ihemanager of a graup is . 
themaMgerofeachpersaninthegmup, sotheprogramonlyneedsto 
that, plus the class-instance hierarchy, to fina the name of any 
store (once for each gra;rp) the name of the gmup manager and can use 
individual's manager. 
Them are as many different cornrentions for representing lawwledge as 
there are AI working an this tapic. 'Ibis can be conpuSing 
when reading the literature. wzt they are basically dll variations - 
W l Y  - - of the two different styles just discussed .Thereare 
marry ape& sysbns built  aut of these two sets of ideas, but considerably 
more experience - and analysis - is necessary to un&x&md their 
strengths and limitations. 
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V a l i d a t i o n  and m t n e s s  
It is imnpossible to pmve logically that the contents of an expert 
system's mi- base are correct or cmplete or that the inference 
proceltures w i l l  always provide the best answers. yet persons in a space 
stationwfiose equipnent and lives depenl on the expertise of many systems 
need to knm the scope and limits of each q s t e m .  Or, a l w t i v e l y ,  they 
need tools for the scope and limits of the p?zgrams they use. I .  
These range f m  better explanatim systems t o  tools for checking 
knwledge bases. 
Many -lex pmblems in a space station require autor#laaaus CQnlxzter . 
pmgTams that mplxwnt and reasan abcut -ional objects. 
Simpler qpesenbt ions do not all= pmgrams to solve problems involving 
3-d shapes and positions, such as problems of fitting parts or of 
mhtamuqsameequipnent. . I  wlildirrgexpertsystemsmquiresattentionto 
makirrg the systems' -understandable to persaw onboard tbe space 
station and dmqeable by them. That, i n  turn, a flexible, 
high-level -ipticm language as well as cepuyxttationally efficient 
aperations that implement the larrguage. 
Similarly, about seqmwes of in-pendent actions and 
about situations that may change a t  azbitrary times are important aspects 
of pmblem solving in space. 
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I#T FOR DMlWWlG;., 
ATrmeQnoll Very Larye Knowledge Bases 
TO date expeft systems have used knowledge bases of mdest size. W i t h  
- 
the c c a c r p l d t y  of operatiom in space, wle need to design and maintain 
systems w i t h  very l a q e  knowledge bases. Al- size  is 
difficult to define, most knowledge based -ion only a few thousand 
different facts and relations. prabably the largest today is the 
system in which about 250,000 facts axe encoded (Mil ler  et al., 
1982) Sane of this 1h.k results from our own inability to leep in mind 
the intenelationships amrq more facts as much frcan the technology of 
storm we must imprwe the technology to make it 
easier to lxi ld and maintain knowledge bases of Illllch laxyer scale, which 
will be messary in a system as lanp and -lex as the space station. 
retrievhq them. 
. 
Shared -ledge Bases 
Today's systems use siqle knowledge bases that have been built 
specially for them. AS mre and more systems are canstructed, hoklwer, it 
will be important to use knowledge bases i n  different cmtexts and then 
reuse ane system's knowledge base in another system. It is wasteful - 
and shrnrld not be 
knowledge base in a new application. One shcmld expect,  for -le, 
progranrs in  the space station that reasan about the function of life 
- to duplicate the amtents of an old 
the same @-, both of which must share considerable detail about the 
equipnent itself. 
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Distributed Databases 
rntabases exist nwonmanymachines. Yet it is nearly impossible to 
treat s e v m  of them as i f  they 
program. systems also need this capability. aurerrt resemh w i l l  
alluw’ILlllch broader sharing of dab amng different databases than is 
currently available in m i a l  systems. There w i l l  be many ccarpxrters in 
the space station. 
databases (with apprupriate backup) that can accessed from various 
one l o g i d  unit - froen any 
It is much s0vde.r to think of separate specialized 
P- - to -i- separate copies of every data base on every 
machine. 
0 
ocrnprtersarefast,butneverfastenough. Inadditiontotheirmuense 
speed-ups from imprwemerrts in the hazdwan, there are patentid speed-ups 
from software. When a pmblem can be divided into nearly independent 
subproblenrs, it is m l y  easy to see that multiple cmpters cauld 
be used to solve the subproblems in parallel,  LIS saving wnsiderable 
the. Work in the rssearch laboratories indicates that this is feasible. 
T!IUS it will alrmn+ certahlybecane a coatanercial reality in- near 
future i f  it is cost-effective. 
Building an expert system requires finding cut how an e>n?ert solves a 
pmblem and translating that expertise into a stylized form that CM be 
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read by campxlter. is TY) different in principle f m  building a 
comatiandl program in which programmers f M  aut what equations or 
algorithms expe&s use and then write or CXlBoL prcgrams that 
- 
embody those pmcedums. 
system must incorporate lacrwledge that is much more qualitative and 
?he =in difference in practice is that expert 
judrynental. 
written down and what &/she does is regarded as an art. 
In fact, much of the time the -1s % m w - ~ ~  is not yet 
Because the expert's howledge is often not already codified and 
because writ- symbolic reasconing programs is itself often regarded as an 
art, building an expert system requhs  patience. It generally mrks best 
as a team effort involving one or more mperts and one or more so-called 
howledge errgineers. A howledge engineer is a progrananer of 
knowledge-based systems 
framework and who assists the expert in maw- judpmtal knowledge into 
that -rk. Ime dialogue between expert and laawledge engineer is 
mler&m% the conventions of the computirrg 
* 
often called " ) o I Q w l ~  engineer'@. 
One of the key ideas in knowledge engineer- is to focus on case 
studies. It is nu& easier for any of us to tell sareme how we wwld 
appmach a specific situation than to say in g w  terms how we solve 
problems of a type. Of course, if we have a set method  samet tin^^ called 
a %armed pmce&rP) that we always use, we a n  say that. lrah yes, I 
always use the French variation of the Alekhhe+a wave theory in 
situations like that", you might say. mt then the knowledge engineer 
wants to laxrw what do yau do next and -- more interest ingly - wfien a d  
yau make exceptions to your set policy. ~ n d  the best way for you to 
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think abaut those things is to focus on cases. As long prablm solving 
requhes mre than the application of set procedures, knowledge engineers 
w i l l  need to go thmugh many cases, and variations on them, to help codify 
the expert's jucasanental expertise. 
Steps Involved in -ledge minee.ring 
It may take mnths or years to b d l d  an expert systems, w i t h  the t h e  
depedng largely on the a n p l d t y  of the pmblm and the extent to which 
expertise is already codified. one reason it takes so long is that there 
are many steps involved. And a t  each step, the )nwwledge engineer or the 
expert may decide it is ~.becessary to undo some results of prwious steps. 
Very mughly, the steps are thaqht of as beginnhq, middle and end phases 
inwhich attention is focused ondifferent aspects of the system, ils shown 
belaw: 
. 
0 Beginning - define the prablem precisely; urderstand which 
cancepts are used, what their definitions and inter--ationships 
are 
o Middle - implemerrt a substantid pratatype after choosing a set 
of mpmsenhtion m e n t i o n s  and writing a small but substantive 
lavrwledge base. 
o End - fill a t  the howledge base t o  fix errors and extend the 
scope of the system's pmblem solving abilities, both of which are 
galerally discavered by testing the systelus on many test cases. 
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Tools to Aid i n  the canstruction of Expert Systems 
Just  as carperrters can cmstrwt hcxses faster w i t h  the right tools, 
knowledge -heem can h d l d  expert systems faster w i t h  software tools 
that boost their plxductl ‘vity. ?hese mne in several forms. -main  
idea, hmmver, is to v i d e  progrananers w i t h  mechaTu ‘zed intelligent 
assistants that lawrw aJmut p r q m m i q  Canventims (includhq 
abbmiatioas and shortcuts), that can help locate and fix errors, tha t  
can display the contents and irrterrel ationshim in a program or knowledge 
base, and so forth. n’lese are the kinds of extra capabilities that 
distinguish !q&em-buildiq envimnmtmts fran prograrraning languages. 
sane of themre pakFerAil envirarrments - sametimes called shells - 
are ahckJn below. 
of -tian cennrentians of the sort outlined pmiously. S& 
Table 3.  
one characteristic of a shell is its cmmi tmn t  t o  a set a 
A t  present, expezt systears do not learn from experience. ?his is a 
defect that Inany research Qraups are worlciq to remedy. Early protatypes 
of 1- systems p r m h  sane autmated assistance in maintainirrg and 
extendingaknmledgebasethmughtheexperienceofrautineuse,but 
these are nut yet available. 
It is possible, howwer, t o  learn an initial set of rules frran a case 
library (collected past experience) and use it for classification 
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problems. 
expert system in w h i c h  there is little chdning of the rules and little 
-on pmgrams are be- used to U d  s-le rule sets for 
use of unclertain-inferences. These are laxyely marketed in Great Britain 
where it is biker understood that even s-le pr~blemas may carry great 
ecanaaic leverage. 
pmgrams to more c~lpllex rule sets. 
aurent research is actenhq ' the scape of irkiuctian 
. 
purrhas- the shell and same training in haJ to use it are 
recamnendsd. Iheamollntoftimeneededfromateamofexpertsand 
knowle@e qineers is variable - as are their salaries. Table 4 gives 
sme estimates for a hypouretical small system mmtmcbd within an 
existing shell. 
It is assunred hem that a prablem has been precisely defined before 
beghnhq, that a case library of at least a hdlf dozen typical and hard 
cases has been asenbled, that a -ial shell has been pmhased and 
runs an an available CQlpXzter, and that the senior howledge engineer is 
very familiar with bath the shell and the 
that the team's primary responsibility is 
have the blessing of their management. 
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ccprqxlter. Itisalsoassumed 
this activity, anil that they 
~n this simple model, the senior knwledge q i n e e r  also fills the 
role of project i e ,  w i t h  as much as half */her time filled w i t h  
reports, brief-, meting, and other managerial responsibilities. The 
junior howledge eqineer in this mdel is responsible for software 
- 
engineering - that is, integration of the e>rpert system into the run-time 
mironmnt - as well as for help in h i lq  the howledge base. And 
the expert, here, is (atypicdlly)) also fill- the role of 'hamgement 
champion" w i t h  sane time devoted to securing resaurces to make the project 
happen. 
one of the main factors that determines the 1- of tim a pmject 
will take is, nut surprishqly, the nature of the pmblem. 
both the scape of the problem and the extent to which a cxnmnercially 
available shell is appmpriate for the prablem. Another main factor is the 
definition of the lldeliverablell, that is the ternrs of the antra- 
a- specifyins- the pmduct delivered is a pratatype or is a 
W includes 
. 
SmDOthly polished software package. 
?here are aMe3 gains in building an a p 2 - t  system that offset scme of 
the costs j u s t  laerrti-. Besides the o h i a s  gains shcdng up in work 
performed, them are very noticeable gains i n  the qwdity of information 
available. 
shortening the t ime required to build systems and increasing our 
ability t o  maintain them are thus two of the 
expert systems i n  the space station. 
issues for Wing 
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'Iheenvirdnrments in which apert systems currently operate are closely 
canstrained. While there is wide  variation in the degree of autoncuny 
ai- a m  a~ wrkiq systems, most systems in place are 
interactive, requiring intelligent ingut frcan humans. ?he predminant 
mdel of interaction is a consultation model in which an apert systems 
asks a person for the facts (and interpretations of them) and then 
provides sane advice. A cansultatian w i t h  MYCIN abmt a medical case is 
shcrwninthe-. 
There are several resons  &y the consultation model is appealing, 
each of which constitutes an qzportunity for -. 
place, a program that  ask^ short-amwer questions of a persca can iinesse 
the very large pmblem of understandvlg ' free-form English sabnces ard 
the first 
#mases. 'IheprogramknrxJswhatansmmarereasombleinthecurrerrt 
mtext and can have advance expectations about the ways these answers may 
be 
wh 
framed. 
Second, the consultation mdel provides a strong sense of cantext 
ch not onlyhelps the programunderstand a person's answers, but helps 
thepersonurrderstandthesenseofthequestions. ?hisisimportant 
because misinterpretation of the program's questions can have serious 
consequence. 
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azFrd, in a consultation it is masonable to make stmng assunptions 
~ * t h e u s e r s o f a n e x p & ~ t e m - w h a t t h e y ) n u j w ,  whattheydon't a 
h o w ,  what vocabulary they use, what eTRTironmMt they are working in, and 
so forth. MS ~ p s  minimize pm1e.m in cannuxu 'cation. TI.Lis means also 
that so-called rrcmmn sense" lawwledge may be supplied by users and need 
nut all be supplied by the program. 
Real T h  Monitoring 
As e?qert systems bemne faster, it will be easier to build systems 
that monitor other devices or pmcesses w i t h  rapid changes. 
a difficult problem is mamging time-dependen t relations efficiently, 
w h i c h i s a n e o f t h e n e c e s s a r y m p n m t s o f a & b r i n g w .  ?he 
larye amounts of data received and the speed w i t h  wh ich  they are received 
are also critic& issues. Integrating AI methods of about the 
data w i t h  numerical methods for digitizing and filtering is essential. 
Qnceptually 
., 
No one likes t o  interact w i t h  CclIlpXtters by typing. Considerable work 
But it w i l l  be on interactive gramcs has reduced the need for typing. 
even easier when we can 
and receiving spaken ~ n g l i s h  autplt in return. 
'cab w i t h  programs by giving voice caamnands 
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Models of U s e r s  and Situations 
No single style of interaction is best for all users at all times. 
specialists a0 not need -lanations of the meanings of terns, for 
example, W e  less experienced users used considerable help 
the context of the problem. Also, the criticality of the situation may 
demand taking shortcuts in data acquisition or reamnhg to reduce the 
risk immediately befom taking a more systematic, detailed look at the 
mlem. Expmrt systems must  be sensitive to models of both the user and 
the situation in order to request apprapriate input, reason at an 
amxupriate level of detail, and present canclusions and sugyestions in an 
apprapriate way. 
. 
Expmrt systems already a m  saving organizations millions of dollars 
and perfonaing tasks routinely that ordinarily require human mise. 
The number of applic2ltions of today's technology is nearly baundless - 
statim that m dcm't maday lcnw haw to fix. 
cansider, for -le, the number of pieces of equipmt in a space 
The first cxamnerr=ial 
shells on the market a m  rdxlst enough to be used effectively. 
Integrating intelligent systems w i t h  convtmtianal ccprpxrter progranrs and 
w i t h  pe=ons in the space station irnrolves new research in marry 
dimensions. The single biggest advantage of AI pmgrams, anply 
demmtrated in expert systems, is their flexibility. lhis matches 
precisely the siqle biggest design mquhmnt on softxam in the space 
statim. 
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Nhat we see l~kl is just the beginning oE a wave of intelligent 
software that can have as great an effect as business data processing 
software. It-is impossible in any area of -logy to accurate 
pm3ictions. HcwEwer, them are many parallels between the g m w t h  of 
systems and of ampthq hardware, with about a 25-30 year lag. 
when electmnic caaputers became available ccaraaercially, businessmen began 
to ask about applications that wmld make a diffemnce to them. In 1955, 
several of these ismovatom assembled at Harvard to discuss their 
experiences. scam of the conclusions they drew fraa their early experience 
1. ll?he initial ovemnthusiasn, which inevitably acccBnpanies a 
p r o j e c t 0 f t h i ! 3 s c c p e , c a n a n d d o e s ~ t h e j o b ~ .  Toolr!any 
* 
people had the impmssion that this was the answer to al l  
mlems. perhaps it is, but we haven't been smart enouc$~ to 
dewlap a l l  of them... 
2. "sane of QUT original wnking has been partly crmfirmed in that 
the greatest benefits to be derived fran a CQnPuter w i l l  probably 
consist of informtion impossible to obtain pmviously ... 
3. "our experience has shuwn that the mnputer is more adaptable to 
scone projects than atherr... 
4. ''Pmgrmms shcruld be recruited w i t h i n  yaur m capany.. .It is 
easier to teach men the required ccanprter atd program techniques 
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than to acquaint them properly with the ccqlex procettures ard 
routines of modern-day industry... 
5 .  111 darbt if it is possible to -ize the desirability of 
providing for m d e n t  corrections or deletion of errors in 
data.. . 
e 
6 .  The maximum justifiable amunt of flexibility for ex texhg  ' or 
integratiq applications nust be included in the initial 
P- ... II 
Iheparal le lSwi~expesyStearsamclear:  wehave justbegunto 
explore the first set of applications and have only a limited view of 
possibilities in the future. over the next 5-10 years, haklwer, we do 
lcncrw what extensions in capabilities will be possible because they are the 
- 0 - that are active resear& areas in the preserrt. 
Future developrents will make the technology more broadly applicable 
an3 easier to use. 
mmfacturing - canbins many pmblem solving tasks that are not 
mathematical. ?he develapaent of artificial intelligence nrethods that can 
solve many of these kinds of pmblems will change the mture of 
applications of CcBnpUters in our society as much as the developnent of 
transistom changed the axhitecture and applicability of cmpters 
themSelVeS. 
Every professional activity - from medicine to 
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1. Frcan B. G. WirhaMn and E. H. Shortliffe, eds. Rule-Based Exmrt 
Svstems: TheMYcINnmer hmts of the Stanford Heuristic ProSrarmnins 
project. Addison-weSley, 1984, pp. 706-712. 
. 
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7 Am- *- (W is a typesctript of a MYCIN consultation on an actudl patient 
at stanford, My= was not used to suggest treatment. 
added for readability, and camrents (in italics) have been inserted. 
spaces have been 
oulerwise it is a verbatim transcript. user's responses follcrw double 
asterisks.) 
Patient-53 8- 
1) patient's name: 
**PI'538 (Name, age, sex, and race are always asked because they are 
- 0  1 
2) Age: 
**34 YEARS 
3) sex: 
**MAEL 
+!ALE [ m a  corrects misspellings.] 
4) Race: 
**WHY [?he user asks for an e@anation. III this instance it is 
trivial ] 
[i.e. WHY is it important to deterrmne ' the race of P m 5 3 8 ? ]  
[1.0] ?he race of a patient is one O f  the 5 standard parameters that 
identify a patient. 
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'Ibis may be useful later h the consultation. For -le, it is relevant 
I in- theoqanisms ( o t h e r t h a n t h c s e s e e n o n ~ t u r e s o r ~ )  
which might be cdusing the infection. 
- 
[back to question 4...] 
**CAUCASIAN [This is the ansmr to the question about race.] 
please supply one answer under each heading. If yuur respnse is not 
mhr&mod,youwi l lbeprcpnptedbythe~ques t ion ingmethod .  
(enter 3 for normal pmnpltiq, * for questions that are not applicable) 
Please enter the msults of positive cultures using the follawing table. 
site culture date date/ method/ . 
number collected positive of collectian 
5 )  **m 
(The next questian asks for several items in 
tabular form since they are fmnd together in 
the hospital mrd.) 
Please  enter the results of pending cultures in the following table. 
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site culture date 
number collected 
- 
6) **CSF1234 304~~1-77 YES* 
stain of - [MYCIN follows up on the stain of the smear and the morphology.] 
7) **ImE 
[No infomation about stain or 
mrphology is available. MYm now 
* 
follows up question 6, asking 
about other positive cultures. 3 
site cui# 
8 )  **- 
date all. smear all. method/ 
amined?/ 
[There are no more positive 
cultures.] 
Please enter negative cultures in the follaJing table. 
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site 
9) **DONE 
cul.ture dab/ method of/ 
number collected collection 
[There are no negative cultures.] 
10) Do yau suspect Pt538 may have an infection a t  a site fram wh ich  you 
havenot&Jtalnd ' culturespecimens? 
**No 
Please enter information on current antimicrabials. 
drug route of 
11) **aE" Iv 
started 
2 3 Jan-77 
12) **DONE 
Please enter information on prior antimicrabidls. 
13) **DONE 
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[consider- organisns (other than those isolated froan cultures) which 
Eight be pmsent...] 
**YES 
15)Has -38 recently had objective evidence of abnozmal neurolcgic signs 
(nuchal rigidity, mna, seizures, etc.) documenrted by physician 
obsewation or examiniatia? 
**YES 
. 
The CSF cultures w i l l  be considered t o  be associated w i t h  MENINGITIS. 
16) 
laboratory tests) of the meningitis f i r s t  appeared. 
Please give the date on which cli.n.ical evidence (syrrp3tams, signs, or 
**29Jan-77 22:15 
17) Daes Pt538 have an abnormal &est X-ray? 
18) Does Pt538 have one or mre of the follawhg risk factors or TJ3:a) 
positive in- ‘ate strength PPD,b) history of close contact w i t h  a 
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person with active TB,c) a hausehold mxnbex with a past history of active 
TB,d) a p i d  scarring on chest X-ray, e) history of granulomas on biapsy 
of liver, lym@~ node, or other organs? 
- 
**No 
19) 
examination? 
Does -38 have any cuhneow lesions or rash on physical 
**No 
20) Does Pt538 have evidence of ocular nerve dysfunction? 
**No . 
21) Is Ft538 a ccmpranised host (e.g. alcoholic, sickle-cell-disease, 
--) ? 
**YES 
22) Is Pt538 
therapy, radiationtherapy, leukemia, I-)? 
(e.g. corticosteroid theram, cybtoxic drug 
**No 
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**7.2 KXJF?S [Note that the answer w a s  given in hours. MYCIN 
has to be flexible enough to collvert units.] 
24) For how days has Pt538 had neurologic SynPJtatrs? 
**1 DAYS 
25) Has Pt538 had recent evidence of tender or enlaryed salivary glads? 
**No 
. 
**No 
Please enter CSF fh3hq-s h the folladq table 
CSF percent prate 
**No 
(31) Has Pt538 ever urrdergane any type of sugery? 
**YES 
32) Does Pt538 have a history of 
- 243 
**No 
**No 
34) you suspect mcent alcoholic history in Pt538? 
**No 
35) Is meningitis a hospital-am infection? 
- 
'Ibis is a mre interest- question, requir- presentation of 
the rule that caused question 35 to be ad&. Note that the first 
five clauses of the rule have been investigated ami question 35 
is mtivated by the last clause. m a  first rephrases the 
question to give the user its interpretation of the W.) 
[i.e. 
while the patient was hospitalized?] 
is it important to detennh whether the infection was acquhd 
the organisms (ouler than those seen T h i s  will aid in determvlvlg e .  [2.0] 
on cultures or ~llears) which might be causing the infection. 
has already been established that 
It 
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P.11 the infection which mquins therapy is meningitis, 
and 
0- were not seen on the stain of this pending CSF P.21 - 
culm, and 
the type of the infection is bacterial, and 
neurosurgery is not one of the relevant items frcan the 
history of Pt538, and 
the age of Pt538 is greater than i o  days 
~2 .31  
c2.41 
r2.51 
-fore, if 
[2 61 the infection was acquired while the patient was hospitalized 
then 
themisevidencethattheorganislrs (utherthanthoseseenon 
cultures or snears) which might be causiq the infection is e.coli ( . 75 )  
staphy1owccus-cuag-p ( 3) w - a e m g h x a  
(3) klebsiella-pneumm 'ae (.5) 
- 
Author: W 
[=451 
[back to question 35.. . J 
[ m a  now requests the answer to question 
35 again. Instead of answer-, the use r  
asks how clause 2.3 was confi.nmd.] 
**= 2.3 
[i.e. IgxJ was it established that the type of the infection is bacteridl?] 
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e [Rather than printing the contents of the rules, MYclIN shows the nile numbers and 
the StrenCJth of positive and negative 
evidence fmw each rule.] 
The follawimJ rules concluded about: 
the likelihood that the type of the infectian is bacterial 
Rule Y e s  No 
. 
Thus, it has been established that the type of the infection is bacterial. 
[back to guestian 35...] 
**HcIw 2.5 
[Le.= was it established that the age of pt 538 is greater than 10 
aays?] 
In answer to question 2 you said that the age of pt538 is 34 years 
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Thus, it has been established that the age of pt538 is greater than 10 
says. 
**Y 
36) Is Ft538's clinical history consistent with EPIGIMTITIS? 
**No 
37) IS Pt538ls  clinical history ccolsistent with CTrm?s-MEDIA? 
**m 
38) IE~S Pt538 am undergane spienectany? 
**No 
39) 
*- 
IS -38 a bum patient? 
[Another explanation is 
requested- 1 
[Le. WHY is it important to deternune ' whetherPATIEKll-538hasbeen 
seriously burned?] 
[4.0] This w i l l  aid in 
on cultures or snrears) w h i c h  might be c a u s ~  the infection. 
the oryanislr; (other than those seen 
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It has dlreadty been established that 
r4.11 the infection which requires therapy is meningitis, and 
[4.2] 0- nOt Seen on the S t a h  Of this pending CSF 
culture, and 
[4.3] the Qpe of the infection is bacterial 
therefore, if 
r4.41 pt538 has been seriously burned 
then 
them is suggestive wideme (.5) that w - a e r u g a  
isaneoftheorganislls(atherthanthoseseenon&turesor 
smears) which mightbe causiry the infection 
z 
Author: Yu 
. 
[i.e. 
seen on cultures or smears) d c h  might be c a u s h j  the infection?] 
is it important to determine the organisms (uther than those 
[5.0] in order to detennine the therapeutic regimen of 
patient-538. 
If 
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c5.11 infomatian has been gathered about organisns 
isolated f m  the patient, oqanisms noted on 
anears of the patient, negative cultures of 
patient, suspected infections w i t h o u t  
mianbiological evidence, current drugs of the 
patient and prior drugs of the patient, and 
c5.21 an attempt has been made to deduce the 
- 
oqanisms wh ich  mquire therapy, and 
[5.3] Y o u  have given oonsideration to organisnrS 
(otherthanthoseseen incultures or smears) 
which might be present, and f a  at least one 
organism which mqllhes theqYJ. 
then 
determine the best theraw reccsnmendation fram 
. 
amoq the drugs likely tabe effective against 
the significant organisus 
[back to guesticm 39...] 
**Y 
cmclusians about the likely causes of the 
infection. 1 
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I have 
E. coli 
I have 
found evidence (FUIE545 -57) that treahent should wver for 
causing meningitis. 
fcund &idence (-45 -57) that m t m e n t  should mer for 
Fseudomms-aerugimsa causiq meningitis. 
I have fcund evidence(FiUL~545 T(uLE557) that treatment should mer for 
Klebsiella-pneumniae causing meningitis. 
I have familevidence (RULE507) tha t  trea-t sauldwver for 
Diplococcus-pneumniae causing meningitis. 
[NOW Mym begins to ask questions related 
to appopriate therapy.] . 
40) ~ o e s  pt538 have focal neurological signs? 
**uNK” 
[sane questions are motivated by the 
organism under consideration. Thus 
the follawing lines sanetimes pmide  
useful c m t m d m d  infonnation to a 
-* 1 
which drugs are desirable for use against the E.colli.. .] 0 .  CB- 
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[Determining shich drugs are desirable for use against the 
--aemginsa.. . ] 
- 
[DeteminhJ which drugs are desirable for use against the 
Klebsiella-pneuumhe. . . ] 
[Deteminhq which drugs are desirable for use against the 
Diplococcus-rpleurmniae. . . 3 
M y  therapy recamnendatians will be designed to  treat for organisms 
that either are very likely or, although less likely, &d have a 
significant effect an therapy selection i f  they m present. 
importarrt t o  c~ver for the follcrwing prabable infection(s) and associated 
organisn(s) : 
It is 
. 
41) 
antimicrcbial agent? 
Does Pt538 have a c l h h l l y  significant allergic reaction to any 
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42) Do you have reason to suspect that Pt538 may have inpaired renal 
function? 
** No 
43) Pt538's weight in kil- (or --) : 
**70 
. 
[Finally, MYQN prints the best -py it has found 
to maximize the chances of effective coverage of the 
causes(s) of the infection while minimizing the 
rnnnber of drugs, their taxicity, and side effects.] 
In order to OQVer for items <12 3 4>: 
Give the following c c p n b b t i o n :  
1) A M P I C I r n  
Dose: 3.- (28.0 ml)q4h IV [calculatedan basis of 50 
2 52 
Ww1 
2) GmvlYmCrN 
Dose: 119 nq (3.0 ml, 8Gny/2ml ampule) q8h IV 
[mailah basis of 1.7 mg/)og plus consider givirq 
5 ny q24h Intrathecal 
canments: Mmitorserummmentrati~ 
- 
Since high concentrations of penicillins can inactivate 
amimglycosides, do not mix these two antibiotics in the 
same IV bottle. 
**YES [other therapies can be 
- 0  1 
which, if any, of the abwe drugs do you wish eliminated fmn 
cansideration? 
q 
**AMPI- 
[cansiderhlg GE"rcIN for use against l2.lmmIm-1.. .] 
[miderirq PENICILLJN for use against INFECTI~N-~. 3 
[REC-2] Next best therapy reccaranendation: 
. 
Give: (X"aCIN 
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Doses: 119 ny (3.0 m l ,  8Ony/2ml anple) q8h IV 
[calculated on basis of 1.7ny/kg] plus 
consider giv- 5 ny q24h -thecal 
- 
cammts: Monitorserumconcentratians 
In order to cover for item <4>: 
Give: PENICILLIN 
Dose: 3.5 million Units (7.0 ml) q4h IV [calculated 
on basis of 50000 units/iog] 
-0N-2 is equivalent to -ON-1. 
wauld yau l h  to see details of the ccanpariscm? 
. 
**YES 
li&i.g at the awerage of the most likely items, m see that: 
-m-1 consists of 1 f i r s t  choice drug (AMPICILLIN for 
ITEM-- I") and 1 third choice drug (GEWAMICIN for ITEM-1, 
ITEM-2 and ITEM-3) 
-W-2 consists of 1 f i r s t  choice drug (PENICIXDJ for 
ITEM-4) and 1 third choice drug (GENTAMICIN for ITEM-2, m-1 and 
ITEM-3) 
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ORGAMSIMS -ON-1 R I m m m m m m - 2  
'most likely' Drug-Choice Ranking Drug-Choice Ranking 
ITEM-1 
- 
AMPICILLIN-AND- 
GE"IcIN-1st G E " I c I N - 3 r d  
ITEM-2 G E " I c I N - 2 n d  GEmAMIcIN-2nd 
ITEM-3 
ITEM-4 
GEmAMIcIN-3rd 
PENICILLIN-1st 
(?he desirability of a chug is defined to be its 1- ranking for the 
items it ccrvers.) 
Do yau w i s h  to see the next choice therapy? 
**No 
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* TABLE 1 Sane m i v e d  Benefits of E3rpert Systems: Responses of 86 
users of -ledge Wineering ~001s 
1. Replicate e>cpertise 
2. Presenreexpertise D R A F T  
NOT FOR Dt5nwnM, 
ATlRlwllwwl 
3.  Incmase prodtuctivity and cost savings 
4. Free human experts for more demrdmg ' prablems 
5. provide expezt -tations to inexperience staff QloTAlm 
SOUFtCE: Bauman (1984) 
a . 
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RISKASSESSMEKT . S t .  Paul Insumme Co. - assess risk of insurirg 
- 
large caamuercial clients 
WJIFf4E"T DIAQVOSIS General - detennme ' causes of vibration 
noises and recammd repairs 
D i g i t a l  -pent Corp. - translate custamerS1 
orders for v t e r  systems into shi&x~ orders 
U. S. Army - design loading plan of cargo and 
equiprent into aircraft of different types 
. 
U. S. Air Force - plan an ahuaft's mute fram 
base to target and back to woid detection ard 
threats when possible 
-ON schlrnaberger - interpret down-hole data fraa o i l  
well bore holes to assist i n  prospectiq 
westinghcruse - plan mmufacturirg steps in a plant 
so as t o  avoid battlenecks ard delays 
'MERAPY MANA(;EMEKT Stanford Medical center - assis t  in managing 
mlti=step chemothempy for cancer patients 
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EUIPMEKT m1GN 
TRAINING 
E M  - monitor operations of MVS operating system 
u, s. Envimmmtal Protection Agency - determine 
which requests for information fall under the 
exceptions to the Freedoan of Information Act 
First Financial Planning Systems (Travelers 
Insmame) - analyze an individual's financial 
situation and recoarrmend types of investmenb 
Hewlett Packard - diagnose causes of 
pmblems in rcjlotoliulography steps of wafer 
fabrication 
mamging apple orchards 
Del- - design Special-ExlrpOse, low voltage 
electric motors 
Elf wtaine oil  ccanpany - &TXOXIS*- reasoning 
to find cause of d r i l l  b i t  stim in o i l  well and 
to correct the pmblem 
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SO- shell oil  corporation - advise persons on which 
subroutines in larye ~ R T R A N  library to use for 
their problems and how to use them 
- 
KD=mNT- Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory -- specie 
settbqs to brhq a sensitive instrument 
(triple quadrupole MSS spectrameter) into digment 
"E: 
(1986) . 
Many more exanp?les are listed in Buchanan (1986), and Harmon 
. 
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TABLE 3 Scarre Camnercially Available Shells for wlildirrg Expert systems 
s.i Te)aaawledge 
KEE Intellicorp 
xhawledg-ft Carnegie Group 
- 
ART Inference mrp. 
mFS Xerox 
-consultant Texasmtmments 
M. 1 Te)aaawledge 
Esm IBM 
. 
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expert 75 75 100 75 
sr.KE 100 100 100 100 
jr.m 100 100 100 100 
m: e m x i m a t e  percentage of time required frum an expert, a senior 
bowledge engineer, and a junior bowledge eng- to h i l d  a 
hypouletical small system over four guarters of a year. ?he tw9 main 
variables in deterrmnurg . I  theamxlntoftimerequiredarethenatureofthe 
pmblem and the definition of the deliverable. . 
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. 
Allen Newell 
Department of caapxzter Sei- 
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Pittsburgh, PeMsylvania 
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D R A F T  
- 
Bruce Buchanan gave us a broad view of expert systems and shuwed a 
rather large collection of aspects a- the whole field that need to be 
worried about to make the advances NASA needs. 
want to make, which concerns my uwn concern about whether research is 
really needed on 6cBne parts of 
N s  leads to a point I 
systems. 
A s  preparation, Figure 1 &uws my Current favorite diagram to explain 
AI. You need to understand abuut AI that there are two dimensions in 
terms of which to talk abcrut the perforraance of systems. W first is the 
illlyxznt of imedla ' te knowledge that they have stored up, that they can get 
a- to. 
?he second is the aJllcILnrt of knowledge that they obtain by exploring the 
prablem. ?his can COIlvenierrtly be rmwreii by the number of situations 
T h i s  can convaiently be measured by the of rules. - 
exmined before cclmmritt iq to a respanse. lhus, there are isobars of 
equal perfoznmce, with better perfoxlnmce inmasing up tawards the 
northeast. 
space. Expert systems are well up on the Mate-knowledge scale, 
w i t h u r t  much seamh. ?he Hitech chess program, which has a l i t t l e ,  but 
not very mch knowledge, lies far out on the search dimension. The human 
being is m i a l l y  above the expert systems on the knuwledge 
dimension. Also, most expert systems do less search than humans do. The 
wfiolepointofthisdiagramisthat, inthecurrentera,  expertsystems 
You can zmghly locate different intelligent system in this 
are an attempt to explore what can be achiwed without very much search 
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-- 
and reasoning, h t  w i t h  a lllDdest amount of inmrediately available a howledge. 
If you accept the m c t e r i z a t i o n  of expert system in  the figure, 
then even w i t h o u t  a l l  the research that  -was talking about, there 
existsaninterest iq class of programs, wen though it is very l i m i t e d  in 
capability. 
that alJpears to be very useful i f  you limit the tasks to the right kinds. 
Bruce was helping to characterize that. we actually know a modest amcxlllt 
about this type of task. If you have the right knowledge assembled, then 
you know what to do and haw to do it without very much involved 
-. 
the big need is to do a lot mre research. 
of these systems for lots of these tasks. 
developmnt effort, to fM out which tasks can successfully be done w i t h  
mdest amcxlllts a€ expertise. The need is not to W d  any mre 
expert-- shells, or to build mre tools. The need is to pour all of 
the effort into finding out, in the plethora of s p a m t i o n  tasks, wh ich  
are the ones that the current level of technology really does pruvide 
'Ihe expert systems of today constitute a class of programs 
For such tasks and their expert systems, it is not clear that 
The big issue is to build lots 
what is needed is mre like a . 
interesting and usem solutians. 
Tam Mitchell talked much mre specifically than did Bruce about the 
fact that the space station is a physical system - that if you want to 
use expert  system and AI systems, they had better interact directl y w i t h  
physical devices. 
very 
theory and symbolic reasoning together so we 
1 agree absolutely that this is a major issue and a 
one for NASA t o  reseamh. In  particular, bringing wntml 
those as a single 0 2 66 
field is impOrtarrt. What I wmld like to enqhasize is how l i t t le we knuw 
abaut that. In  sane respectswedo nut wenknow the units  touse to talk 
about it, or how'such symbolic pxugrams mght to interact w i t h  control 
systems. 
- 
To bring this point hanre, let me note that a lo t  of current effort in 
the human raotor s y s t e ~ ~  is directed tcrward exploring a kind 
of systemwhich is nut controlled in detail. A p a r t i c u l a r d y n a m i c  System 
that has the right praperties is canposed, and is sent off to do a motor 
action. A good exanple is Hollerbach's mdel of handwriting, in which the 
whole systera is mnposed of siqly-interacting dynamic mbystem, which 
a m t h m s l y  draw l e t t e ~ l i k e  curves, which are then m a t e d  for 
specific letters. These dynamic systems are not cast in concrete. ?hey 
a r e ~ ~ a n d t o m d c k J n i n s e c o n d s ,  inozdertoccsnposeandreccPrrpose - 
ayMmically acm- to short-term task mquimnmts. The motor units 
that the cognitive system interacts w i t h  are these cmpsed dynamic 
qstems. w e k n o w a l m o s t ~ a b o u t s u c h s y s t e m s .  whenwefinally 
-samethvlg ' about it, I suspect it w i l l  charqe ar notion 
entirely of the interface between the symbolic system and the dynamic 
system. 
clear idea clear about how symbolic systems c q h t  to interact w i t h  
Ihe point is that there is a lot  of research before we even get a 
mechanicdl anddynamic system. 
Taa made a suggestion about emlatins devices. If a device breaks, 
then the d a t i o n  can be plugged in. I think this is an intrim idea 
and there may be a whole world of hteresting researrh in it. You might 
w m t e m q m  that, i f  this is possible, then everythhg might as w e l l  be 
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run inaqu te rmde .  Wztthereisarealreasonnottodothat. 
the enaxlation work may take a lot of ccmpting pawer. A principal reason 
for US- real physical &ices and not s i m l a t i q  everythhg is that your 
system runs faster i f  yau do not sirmilate it. 
that, i f  one device breaks, yau cannot br- to bear an avemhehiq 
that does not imply 
amoulyt of -tianal capacity to try to capensate for it. ?bus, the 
system is prepamd to emulate weq&m.ze, but only has to do it in one or 
two places on any occasion. m a t i o n  pruvides a backp capability. 
fact, i t i sneve r l ike ly tobeasgood ,bu ta t l ea s t i tw i l lbebe t t e r  
than having to shut down the whole system. 
path of research, wh ich  c a l d  be gunsued a lang way. 
I think this is an irrteresting 
In particular, the 
fatme tha t  Tcnamerrtioned abaut thinking of ways to cQnstmd syste!ms so 
that they are -le and emulatable might yield many interest- 
possibilities. . 
Tan also raised the issue of shar- responsibility. m e r ,  he did 
nut in fact tell us lllllch abart how tasks shculd be shared. Rather he 
described a particular aspect of the issue, which mqgests that the 
madline cught to learn from the human, and then, quite properly, that the 
human ought to learn fm the ma-. 
activities, but they beg the thole guestion of sharing. They do nut 
elaboratewa~ofsharing,butbathspendafairamoulytoftheirtinre 
I appruve of both of these 
sinply learning to be like each ather, and confusing who really has the 
knowledge and tho really lawrws how to do what. In fact, i f  one has 
mac3d.m~ w i t h  this kind of capability, the entire question of what it 
means to  share may get transformed. It w i l l  becasne extremely difficult to 
quantify or be precise abaut who lawrws what, who mght to do what, and e 268 
w a ~  who is do* what in the space station. 
carplemntarity, in whi& the mre you spread capabilities arand in the 
system, sothatthereisalotofredhndancy, thelesspossiblewillitbe 
exists a kind of 
to characterize the role of q&em ccanpanents effectively - to say for 
instance what the separate contributions are to  the pmductivity of the 
tatal statim. All I want to observe is that such systems are not clean, 
and learning and perfolxmce get canfused. However, even though they are 
notclean, theymayturnaxttobethekirdofsystemonehastohrildin 
order to get the margins of safety that are needed in qace. 
Fina l ly , Iwant to ta lkabaut the i s sueofra lx l s tness ,d l~ i twas  
not a major focus of either speaker. 
hasbeenessentiallyno~rkonmaMngexpertsystemsrdxtst. Thereis  
much attention, of oaurse, to their giving explanations. wrt 
-1y expert q&em!3 are collections of rules, wfiich are 
It is a fact, I believe, that  there 
. 
ultimately brittle and mfoqivhq. The lack of a t ta t ion  t o  rcbustness 
arises, inpart,becausethereisamarketfor-thatarenotvery 
flexible or very mbust. They CM nwe&heless, be rmcoessful. Rrey w i l l  
be increasingly successful, especially i f  the problem is turned - by 
say* 'I've gut this hammer; bhere are interest ing things to h i t  w i t h  
i t? '  As a result, the 
problem that I thirikNASAhas to get solved, which is that it cannot use 
wprt systems in space unless we understand hckJ to h i l d  mlxlst ape.& 
-. 
Systents field is not focused on solvbx~ the 
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A research program in rcaxlst systems couldbe fielded by NASA, 
a rd Iwuu ldce r t an l  ' y reccnrmend it. 
could explore 
b a ~ ~ a n d r e a s c a i n g m e c b a n i s l a s  . lherearemanyapproachesto 
Given reqUiremen ts on rabustness, one 
rule sets or the pmvision of greater 
- 
mbwbess and reliability that have their analog in expert systems and 
could prwvide guidame. 
Howwer, I think scoaethirrg more basic is a t  stake. what is m l y  
wrong here is the whole notian of laying daJn code - or rules, which play 
the role of code for existing expert systems. mt is, as soon as you lay 
downcode, i t b e a m e s a n e c h o f r o m t h e p a s t , u M d a p t e d t o t h e ~ .  YOU 
have beccnne subject to a mechanisn. Code is blina- 
perhap, but b l M .  Iha thirrg abcut a blina medmrum ' isthat 
it does not -. A b u l l e t  does nut care who it kills. A broken beam 
does not cam on whcm it falls. Ihe horror stories about non-mkwt 
so- almost invariably reflect the fact that code w a s  laid down in the 
. 
past, inafantasylandofwfiatwasgoingtobe, andsanethmg ' different 
happenea at run time, for whi& the code was not adapted. 
pmblem, I believe, is that the unit, the line of code, is wrong. 
A clue for wfiat might be right cawe8 from the database world, w i t h  its 
adoption of transaction processing. It was concluded that the wrong thing 
t o d o w a s t o t a k e a l h o f c o d e t o b e t h e u n i t .  whathadtobedonewas 
t o  paage the specification of behavior in a hardened form &led the 
transaction, for which isam guarantees could be made. 
flavor of h a v h  dmqed the nature of the unit to make real progress. 
has the wmng flavor because the unit is still just a little mechanisn. 
'Ibis has the right 
It 
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SCwehaJ, i n t h e a r e a o f ~ , t h e s m a l l e s t U n i t o f a ~ i o n h a s g a t t o  
be, i f  I can use a mtaphor, a caring piece of action. 
action, wfiich has a big enough context, even in its smallest Unit, to 
It has to  be an 
react i n  
safety and can care a b a k  the consequences of what it is doing. 
we have to find out how t o  create units  that have that praperty. 'Il.le 
of the global goals of the system, so it can care abmt 
S-uw 
Unitscannotberulesorcodeandsoforth,  whichare justmechani sms. I 
think NASA ought to go after that. It wwld be a great 
I t i s m y ~ ~ a n t o t h i s s y m p o s i u m o f a r e a l l y b a s i c r e s e a r c h g o a l  
project. 
tha thasanexlceedi r rg lYsmal l~Ofsucceedi r r j , lx r tan inanensenavoff  
i f  it dces. 
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SYNOPSIS OF GENERAL AUDIENCE  ISC CUSS ION 
- 
Cancerns of several varieties were expressed about the knowledge 
engineer% aspects of expert systems. Members of the audience with 
direct experience with developing expert systems gave these remarks 
special wgency. Ekpert systems seem to work better where good extensive 
fonmlations of the knowledge base already exist. Attempting to develop 
that lamwledge base as part of the ape& system effort often fails. 
damins of expert systems are often excedmg ' ly nalmm, limited even to 
the particularity of the individual case. Given the aepenaenCe of the 
knowledge in m systenrs upon the infomants, there exists a 
danger of p r  systems if the human experb a m  full of ermneou and 
imperfect knowledge. lhere is no easy way to m o t  out such bad knowledge. 
0 
On this last point it was noted that the learning apprentice system 
discussed in Mitchell's paper provide s ~ a e  protection. The human experts 
give advice for the systems to cmstmct explanations of the prior 
experience, and what the systems learn pmamntly is only what these 
explanations support. llms the explanations operate as a filter an 
incorrect or -1- lcnerwledge fmn the human experts. 
was expressed about wfien one could p t  trust in m systems 
and what was requked to validate them. ?his was seen as a major issue, 
especially as the mnmunicatian hroan the system moved tawards a clipped 
"Yes sir, will do". It was pointed aut that the issue has exactly the - 
same ccarp?l&tywith humans and with machines, in terms of the need to 
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atxmulate broad-bard experience w i t h  the 
finally build up a sense of trust. 
or human on which t o  
- 
Trust and validation are related to mbubess in the sense used in 
N e w e l l ' s  discussion. It was pointed cut that one path is to endaw such 
machines w i t h  reasomq ' for validation a t  the manent of decision or 
action, when the con- is available. This a t  least provides the right 
type of guarantee, namely that the system w i l l  consider scane relevant 
issues before it acts. To make such an approach work mqures ' 
additional global cantext to the machines, so the information is available 
an which to make a m r i a t e  checks. 
pmiding 
Finally, them was a discussion to clarify the hmediate-knmledge vs 
search diagram that Newel1 used to describe the nature of eq?ert systems. 
One can m e  alang an isobar, trading off less imediate-kmwledge for 
. 
mre seu& (moving down ami to the right) or, vi-, more 
bmediate-knowie&p for less search (nmring up ami to the left) or one 
) c a n m w a t a w a n l s y s t e m s o f ~ ~ ( m o v i n g u p a m t h e ~  
by pmping in  sufficient additim lmrwledge and/or seazrh in s a e  
ccpnbination. 
the task danain be- covered. ?hey ci~n behave like h-lic 
-, W further tradeoff is always possible a t  the cost of mm 
Ihe actual shape of the w-perfoxmance isabars aepenason 
andmreklYIw1prlmr (say) toreducesearchbylessandless. Buttask 
dcnnains can also be absolutely finite, such that systahs w i t h  zerp search 
are possible, w i t h  all correct msponse simply lmwn. 
mnes a point when all relevant knmledge is available, and no further 
For these, there 
addition of howledge incmses p e r f o m .  
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arxl methods for deal* with the need for change in interfaces that 
will thus be established. 
. 
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. 
?he space s t i t ion  is unique in the history of manned space flight in 
- 
its planned longevity. N e v e r  before have w e  had to deal w i t h  a manned 
space system t h a t  was expeckd to perform for five years or 
longer. T?E implications of this mquhmmt amfar-machhg. m s  
paper attenpts to explore sane of those implications in the area of 
hm-ccmpter  interfaces. 
?he need for hooking (designing software for future extension and 
modification) is alreadty w e l l  established in the space station program 
as a whole. ?he paper explores in sane detail why hookirq is an important 
rquhxmt for human- interfaces on the space station. ?he 
reasons are cmtemd aruml the rapid rate of expansion in the kinds and 
0 
ccanbinations of modalities (typing, gra@ics, pointing, speech, etc.) 
available for hunran-carpxrter interaction and in the interaction and 
implenm&ation M q u e s  available for them. Marry of these modalities 
ard associated interaction techniques am well-dwdoped, others are in 
enbrycdc stages. D i f f e r e n t  mdaliths (or ccmbht ions of modalities) 
a m  appropriate to  different situations. ?he paper therefore also leaks 
a t  the appxpriateness of the modalities according to task, user, and the 
space station envircwaent. An appmpriate ma- of interface 
modalities, task, and user is essential to maximizing the potential of 
o n - M  cmpter systems in their primary goal of sqporthq and 
anplifyhg human abilities. 
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A SeCQnd ratianale for prwidirrg hooking in human-ccqmter interfaces 
is related to the currently developing possibilities for intelligent 
interfaces. So the paper discusses methods of achieving intelligence in 
interfaces, and in what c- it is desirable. 
intelligence is also d a t e d  t o  the distinction between 
Rre issue of 
conve.rsational/agent type systems and machine/tool-like systems. The 
current culture a t  NASA is highly oriented tawards the latter. The paper 
explores the tradeoffs between the two appmaches and discusses the 
cixannstances in w h i c h  a more conversational/agent style system cceild f i t  
space station goals and NASA culture. 
Afterexzrminirrgtheneedforhoakirrginhman-car@erinterfaces, the 
paper turns to the question of how to achieve it. ?he discussion here 
centers arum3 methds of achiev- a clean separation between the 
interface and the underlying application (space station system) it 
interfaces to. 'Ihe key advantage of this kird of separation is that it 
all- the interfaces to be changed independen tly of the applications, so 
that a new interface (possibly emplaying different nroddlities frcna the 
old one) can be rolled in  withmt altering the application in any way. In  
an envimxment such as the space station where the underlying amlications 
may be q l i c a t e d ,  mission critical, and himy integrated w i t h  other 
applications, such separation beccpaes all the mre inportant. 
m 
Ihe feasibility of a q l e t e l y  clean separation between interface and 
amlication is unclear a t  the m t .  
addressed by the major subarea of human- interaction that deals 
guestion is currently being 
with user interface mnagemnt systems ( m s ) .  UnfOrtuMtely, it is 
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infeasible to wait for resear& on this topic to reach f u l l  maturity. 
unless the original applications and interfaces are built with separation 
in mind, retrofitting separation is likely to be impossible. 
paper discus& a t  kind of interface/appiication separation is feasible 
a 
So the 
for the space station initial operating capability (I=) , and looks at haw 
thiSWillCOn&ZUl ' the overall possibilities for human-cxanputer 
interaction. 
separation of interface fram application has two other important 
advantages in addition to hooking. F h t ,  it praanoteS consistency between 
interfaces to different applications. Most of the work on UIMSs 
eqhsizes a caanman set of tools for comtmction of the separated 
interfaces, and this inevitably leads to considerable consistency of (at 
least fine-grainea) interface behavior between interfaces. 
of consistency in interfaces has been ammpriately enphasized by Rlson 
i n t h e p z w a i n g  paper. secondly, the hoaking made possible thmugh 
separation also makes it easier to alter interfaces during their initial 
devel-. 'Ihe only effective way of developing d l e n t  
humn- interfaces is to build interfaces, see how users perform, 
and then repeatedly alter them to deal with pmblenrs. This process is 
much laore effective if the interfaces are easy to moaify. ?he paper 
explores these fxo other aspects of interface/application separation 
further. 
?he importance . 
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The need for change in human- interfa- on the space station 
- 
and the 
that has occurred and cantimes t o  occur in interface modalities (typing, 
g n g h i c s ,  pointing, speech, etc.) and the interaction techniques used w i t h  
them. Wssectimdiszusses what interface modalities (or cambinations 
of modalities) and techniques are appropriate for different kinas of 
interface tasks. 
and user is essential to maximiz- the potential of o n - M  
systems in their primary goal of supporting and mplifying human 
abilities. 
need for hooking arises out of the rapid developrent 
apprapriate m a t c h i q  of interface miti-, task, 
Interface for the Space Station . 
The basic considerations in designing good human-ccrrqxlter interfaces 
for the space station are the same as for any human-- interface on 
Earth. In particular, the interfaces shauld be: 
\ 
-easytolearn 
- e s y t o U s e  
- efficient to use 
Mhch has hem writen, e.g. (m, 1971), abaut this and similar 
lists of attributes. For present lxrrposes, we CM mt as 
self-evident, though of different relative importance in different 
interface situations. ?here am, however, s a m  specid characteristics of 
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the space station envimmmt that require further discuss ion before 
locking a t  the relative u t i l i t y  of the different available interface 
mdalities. ?hese characteristics include: 
- 
o Weightlessness: In addition to being the mst abvicxls special 
characteristic of the space station envimnment, z e n q  causes 
specific problems for human-cqmter interfaces. The problem is 
that m e n m t  by humans in a weightless envimmmt induces other 
me!ment. ' Ihis is particularly true i f  the movement involves 
pressure against anather object, such as i n  typing or pointing on a 
tauch sensitive screen, but it is also true for any kind of 
gesture, such as w i t h  a non-touch light pen. A person enployiq 
such interface moddlities w i l l  terd to d r i f t  away froan or change 
orientation w i t h  respect to the workstation he is us-. The . 
simplest solution to involuntary movement irduced by. hm-* 
interaction is simply to tether the user physically t o  the 
mrkstation. 
inconvenience, especially i f  the interaction session w i l l  not last  
I-. Also, the tethering a d  have to be relatively q l e x  and 
therefore intrusive to solve capletely the problem of changing 
orientation. 
T h i s ,  however, has the obvious disadvantage of 
0 ~cgue/continuous interaction: Many interactions on the space 
station require (or CCIuld benefit fm) CamMld inpt  d c h  can be 
given rapidly and/or i n  an analogue/cmtimous manner. 
exaqles include any kird of docking or remote maniplation 
activity. 
obviaus 
Less obvious ones include manipulation of continuous 
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variables in, for instame , c0ntrolli.n~ the life-support 
ernrirmmrerrt . Analogue/continuaus interactions require different 
kinas of interaction modalities and techniques from those used in 
=re traditional ccaqxlter cammand laquages. 
- 
o Varied g m q s  of users: Although the mxt mission-criticdl 
systems will continue to be operated by highly trained personnel, 
the sheer number of systems likely to be available in the space 
station suggests that this will not be true for all systems. Some 
less mission-criticdl or time-criticdl systems in, for imtance, 
the areas of persanal mnfort, pravisicoling, or in- 
ccarrmunicatim, are likely to have to interact with users of varying 
degmes of sophistication ard V i e n c e  with respect to those 
systems. To avoid negative transfer effects between different 
systems, interfaces need to be as consistent as possible a-s the 
various systenrs. To deal with users who are imperienced (for 
- 
that system) , interfaces also need to be as self-evident, 
self-aplanatory, and selfdocumntbq as possible. Ihe goal 
should be for aprience with same subset of the non-mission 
criticdl systems and appropriate knowledge of the dcnnain the system 
deals with to serve as sufficient experience for the acccmplishnmt 
of straightforward tasks with any of the other non-mission critical 
o Hands-free operation: 'Ihere a m  many situations in the space 
station envirWmrent in which hands-free interaction wmld be 
useful. An obvious example is extra-vehicular activity, but mre 
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frequent examples might arise wfien it was hpr tan t  to avoid the 
*ced motion problems mentioned above (in the weightkssness 
bullet) or when it w a s  useful to have an a d d i t i m  I/O channel in 
the context of a ccap3lex hands-on analogue activity such as remote 
manipulation. The mDst natural --free modality is speech, but 
- 
other possibilities include control thraagh eye-mement, or in 
specialized circumstances use of feet or other body parts. 
Having looked a t  scane of the space factom which might influence 
choice of interface style and moddlity, we now look a t  the apprapriateness 
and range of applicability of the varims modalities. &me of the 
discussion p- certain styles of interface for each type of 
moaality. 
characteristic of the way the mities have typically been used. 
?he prefllppositions are not always Ihecessarily valid, but are 
. 
vast majority of hurnan-cmputer interfaces mmently in use are 
character-oriented. Ihe usem of these interfaces pravide inpt by typiq 
on a keybani ,  and the systems provide ou tp t  through a screen w i t h  a 
fixed number of character positions (typically 24 lines of 80 
c h a r a w ) .  
them for the space station errvirarrment . R!easmsinclude: 
Interfaces of this kind do not have a great deal to cQBm[lMd 
o The physical pushing motion involved of typing leads to the induced 
motion prablem mentioned above. Typing sessions of any length 
require some kind of tethering arrangmt.  
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o ?Lped inpt is unsuitable for analogue/cantirnraus interaction. 
o III ~ckpor ien ted  interaction, the user typically issues 
ca;tmnands thmugh expressions in  a line-oriented artificial cammand 
language). such languages generally significant learning 
effort, making them difficult to use for initial or casual users. 
sapne CCBnmand larquages, such as the one for 
system, have shown that it is possible thmugh uniformity and 
carefully thuqht out help facilities, to reduce the difficulty of 
-by-- users. H o w w e r ,  COBrrmaTd line interaction is 
- 
Taps-20 aperating 
inherently mre limited in its perspicuity than the direct 
mnimation style described in the section titled 
%raphically+riented Interaction11 . 
. 
o Although stme of the learnability and ease of use problems w i t h  
cmunan~-line interaction can be o v e r c a ~ ~  thmugh selection fmm 
menus fmthe kwboaxd, this canbe seen as an at- t o  overcame 
the lhitatians of the modality by use of a interaction technique 
bormmd frcm another modality, i.e. pointiq hpt. 
appmpriate to use the point- modality directl 
It seems more 
Ye 
o Chars-riented interaction is essentially an old, though very 
well worked art (see e.g. Martin, 1973), technology. 
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D R A F T  
A recently &velapea and increasingly m a r  style of interaction is 
- 
based on the use of a high-mlution graphid display and a pointing 
device such as a muse or jaystick. A w e l l  knuwn system exemplifying th is  
scheme is the Macintosh personal ccnpxzter (Williams, 1984) . 
in this style is based on techniques such as menu-selection, icon 
selection and movement, and other kinds of gra@rically-oriented 
operations. ?his style of interaction is also knuwn as direct 
Interaction 
manipulation (mtchns ' et al. , 1986; shneiderman, 1981), Mcating 
ideally that the user should feel that he is directly manipulating the 
objects represented by the ccarpxrter system. An example of this kird of 
direct manipulation analogy is deleting a file by using a mcxzse t o  ttpick 
u p  the icon representing the file and m e  it into an icon depicting a 
wastepaper - 0  
- 
are many interfaces that are graphical in nature, but fa l l  w e l l  
short of the ideal of direct manipulation of pmviding the user w i t h  the 
illusion of aperating directly on the t%orldlt of the underlying 
application. 
support such an illusion. 
direct manipulation i f  the user can perfom an operation by ming an 
icon, for instance , as in the file deletion example above, than by 
selecting the name of the operation froan a list in a menu. 
that they can be maintained, the meta@om implicit i n  direct manipulation 
interfaces make the inbrfaces more easily leamiable, and reduce the need 
for help systems. ?his is important for the varied gmups of users that 
Interfaces that rely on menus, for htance, often do not 
Interaction w i l l  have more of the flavor of 
To the extent 
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w i l l  be using m-mission-critical systems. 
1982) and Macintosh (Williams, 1984) have given same idea of what is 
possible in this'line in the office and penanal caqxting arena. 
reseamh is needed to  prwide mre interaction metaphors on which to  build 
direct manipulation interfaces. The creation of such metaphors w i l l  be 
aided by the existence of new and innoMtive 1/0 devices (see section 
titled IINovel 1/0 Modalities1'). 
?he Xerox Star (smith e t  al., 
mre 
- 
Graphically-oriented or direct manipulation interfaces are in many 
ways superior t o  character-oriented interfaces for the space station 
mjmlment , but there are still sane deficimcies. In particular, same 
of the standard pointing devices used on earth are not well adapted t o  a 
weightless envirrnmrent . This is particularly true of the muse which is 
htended to be used on a f la t  surface under the influence of gravity. me 
lightpen and the tracker ball both require pressure against a surface and 
so have an induced motion pmblem. 'Il.le jaystick may be better adapted 
fmm the point of view of inducedmotion since it requires that the user  
grip it to  & m a t e  it. 
the motion im%ced might be possible thrcpl,gh the user's grip. Huwever, 
there are obvious problems with this approach for fine-grained mcnrements, 
h t  there is a great deal of experimce w i t h  the use of joysticks i n  
weightless ernrimmmt fram such tasks as rernate manipulation. 
. 
This raises the possibility that comection of 
A better approach may be solved by further developnent of innovative 
pointing devices specifically aimed a t  use in a wightless envirwrment. 
One possibility is a freely -le W-held %msemouse" which induces 2-D 
motion on a screen. Of caurse, the full six degrees of freedm of motion 
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with such a device also upen up the possibility of cantrol of 
three-dimensional simulations or real actions. Wices of this kird are 
available and inktigations into their use and refinement should be 
encouraged. 
- 
hother innovative W of point- technology even better adapted for 
space is eye tracking. 
significant induced motion and --free operation. 
disadvantage of intrusive apparatus. 
for activity in a space suit where the eye-tracking apparatus can be 
incorporated into the helmet with no immanent in disccanf art or 
inconvenience. 
forms of eye tracking and on the use of eye tracking control in 
extra-vehicular activity. 
Eye traddng has the dual advantages of no 
It has the 
It may be particularly appropriate 
Further work is needed both to develop less intrusive 
. 
Earth-based direct miniplation interfaces generally operate within 
the context of fixed workstations. While there are many space station 
tasks for a c h  this is perfectly appropriate, there a m  others where a 
more portable arrangement is requFred or preferable. 
ccmmn, but other exanples include inventory, inspection, and 
Ccgmramication tasks. Work on in-helmet displays is needed for EVA to 
caplement the work on eye-tracJcing. Other work on M - h e l d  or otherwise 
portable display a n i  point- devices is needed for the o n - M  tasks 
requiring mobile interactive devices. 
EVA is the most 
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Natural Language Interaction Via &yboard 
natural language input a x l  output is not a modality in its uwn 
right, but a Mlriation on chamcter-ximted interaction. 
sufficiently different frron typical cammand language interaction that it 
is worn considering separatdy. 
HOWW-, it is 
A low-level, but wertheless significant, artifact of the redumhq 
of human language is that natural language will usually reqUire many more 
keystrokes than a CQBmnand language designed for a specific interaction 
task. ?his means that the remarks above about the desirability of the 
significant amounts of typing involved in COBmnand language interaction 
apply with greater stxwqth to typed natural language interaction. Also 
for rapid interaction or interaction with an expert user, the amount of 
typing involved typically makes naturdl language interfaces unacceptably 
. 
slw. 
Natural language interaction, however, has the impOrtant advantage 
over camnard language intenction that it allows the user to q r e s s  
things in a way that is natural for him, rather than hav- to learn an 
artificial (and frequently arcane) cammand language. 
suitable for casual users and could help to met the goal of making a wide 
variety of space station systems accessible to many different users of 
varying skill levels. 
It is thus more 
M s  argument in favor of natural language interaction presupposes 
that the interfaces can handle any fom of expression that a user cares to 
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cc~ae up with and is relevant to the Unaerlying application. At the 
Current state-of-the-art, this is an invalid assumption. In practice, 
natural language'interfaces fall well short of full caverage on syntactic, 
semantic, and pragmatic grcxuds, even for the restricted dcanain of 
- 
discaurse implied by a specific underlying application. 
habitability prablem (Watt, 1968) in which many of the advantages of 
na- and lack of learning disappear because the user has to learn 
what is still essentially a subset of English (or whatever natural 
M s  leads to the 
language is being used) artificially restricted by the limitations of the 
natural language processing system. 'Ibis prablem can sametimes even make 
the language mre difficult to learn than a simple COpmMld language 
because the limitations are less easy for the user to identify and 
renrember. 
appmpriate human qineerhq for interfaces to appropriately limited 
applications. 
time the interface is develaped since it involves detailed abservations of 
many users interact- with the system and repeated extensions of the 
natural language coverage unti l  all the COBrrmonly cccurring syntax, 
semantics, and pragmatics are handled. 
on the other hand, these pzublenls can be minimized by 
., 
However, this is very t- and expnsive at the 
perhaps the most important mason for not us- natural language 
interaction is that m x t  interaction can be handled mre easily by direct 
manipulation or other graphically-oriented means. Mrwver, as the 
section titled %raphically+riented Interaction" points out, graphical 
interaction is likely to be more suitable for the space station 
enviinmmmt than character-oriented interaction in generd. whenever the 
user is try% to select between a limited nunber of alternatives or is 
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try- to manimate objects or access information that can be presented 
to him in an intuitive spatially-aistributea manner, then natural language 
interaction (or &y other form of keybard interaction) is likely to prove 
inferior to Sraphical interaction. There are, hawwer, s ~ n e  circumstanceS 
in w h i c h  mtural language or CoDnmand language interaction is preferable to 
graphicdl interaction, including: 
o When there is a large range of options to choose between, 
especially when the options can be ccarposed in a ccanbimtoridlly 
explosive kina of way; 
0 
0 
0 
- there is no convenient way to distri3xzte the information in a 
twdimmsianal space; 
. 
when a suitable spatial distribution exists, but the resulting 
space of information is so large that only a snail fraction of it 
can be m t e d  to the user at any one time; 
When the user is looMrrg for infomation that is distributed across 
several spatiallyilistinct items, so that retrieval of the 
information by direct manipulation W d  require iterative 
examination of each of the relwant interface CcBnpOnaents. 
These m t i a n s  are not true for most interactive situations, but 
carme up frequently enwgh for natural language to be considered as a 
secondary f[lDde of interaction for many applications to supplement a 
largely direct manipulation interface. TU be effective in this role the 
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natural language interaction has to be suitably integrated with the direct 
manipulation interaction. 
use visual amtekt to help interpret prorwuns and other amphoric and 
Same work has been done in this area on hcrw to 
- 
deictic ref- by the user and also to alluw imtemking of pointing 
and natural language input (Bolt, 1980; Hayes, 1987a). 
hteqmted natural language and graphical interfaces could provide 
significant benefits given an apprapriate research effort. 
However ,  
Interaction 
Although a ccpnbinatian of typed natural language and graphical 
interaction offers sane attractive advantages, natural language 
interaction through speech offers many more. While the habitability 
prablems mentioned in the section titled IINatural Language Interaction Via 
Keyboardv1 remain, spoken input is much more rapid and natural than typing 
the same wm%. Morwv~~, the voice ard ears offer channels of 
=mamication q u i t e  separate fraa the hands and eyes. 
the hands fme ard speech output leaves the eyes free for other tasks 
(either ccpnputer interaction or interaction with the physical wrld) 
* 
speech input leaves 
In tenus of suitability for speech interaction, the space station 
envirwment has one specific advantage and one specific disadvantage. 
advantage is the absence of any need for speaker-independent speech 
recognition. A t  the present state-of-the-art in speech processing, 
considerably better results can be obtained if the speech recognition 
system has been trained in advance on the specific characteristics of a 
speaker's voice (through recordings of the speaker saying a predetermined 
m e  
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set of words several times) Given the relatively small rnrmber of -le 
that will be on-board the space station at any given time, their 
relatively lorrg trainhq period, and their relatively 1- stay, such 
system training is unlikely to be a problem. 
the space station environment is the relatively high level of ambient 
noise that can be e x p e c t d  inside it, at least if the experience of the 
Shuttle is a guide. Ambient noise is problematic for speech recognition. 
a 
- 
'Ihe specific disadvantage of 
At the Current state-of-the-art, resolving this problem m d  probably 
require the use of a close-speaking miQpphone of same kind. 'Ibis itself 
has the disachmntage of being intrusive and inconvenient to take off and 
put back on. 
Ihe current state-of-the-art in speech processing is still fairly 
In addition to the speakerdependent and ambient noise limited. 
limitations mentioned abwe, the better cxmmemidlly available systems 
tend to be able to handle only small vocabularies (less than a 
m& is typical) and pauses be- each word or ~ r a u p  of won% that the 
system recognizes as a lexical units (so-called connected speech 
. 
recognition, as qposed to contirnraus speech recognition in which no 
pauses are needed) 
occurriq and new camnercial develqpmts plus a very active academic 
reseamh prpgram are I?ushing back all of these limitations. III fact, 
speaker-- , large (10,000 word plus) vccabulary, continuous 
speech recognition in noisy ernrironmerrts is likely to be available within 
the lifetime of the space station, and systems in which a subset of these 
restrictions have been relaxed are likely in the early part of the space 
station's lifetime. 
However, this is a field where rapid advances are 
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Given these prospectS for admncmmt ard the inherent actvantages of 
speech interaction, it seems ~turdl for NASA both to plan on a 
significant role.for voice in space station human-ccapxlter interfaces and 
to keep track of or actively support research on speech processing. 
- 
Nwertheless, wen if the underlying speech technology advances as 
projected above, other problems remain that will require solution before 
speech can make its full contribution to human-cqxter interaction on the 
space station. 
First, speech interaction on its c ~ w n  is qui te  unsuitable for same 
kinds of interaction, particularly analogue/continuaus canman% - it 
wuld be very difficult to control a remote manimation device thrcplgh a 
Series of "left a bit", "down a bit" kirds of COBmnands. 
situations 
discrete CCBrrmands in an inventory tracking system, it may not dmys be 
the preferred ndde of interaction. For instance, if the arguments to a 
particular CCHmnand all have relatively ccanplex verbzd descriptions, but 
there are only four of them, it is probably simpler, more mnemonic, and 
more reliable to let the user inprt the argument by pointing at a menu or 
set of icons representing them. 
need for techniques for integrating speech interaction with other 
modalities including pointing ard 3-D manipulation. Speech can then be 
Moreover, wen in 
speech could be used, such as the specification of - 
Bath of these situations indicate the 
seen as a ccpllplemerrtary 
continuaus/analogue maniplatiom a l e  both hands are occupied, such as 
releasing c a w  during a mmte minimation task. 
as a supplemerbry channel for issuing whatever CoBlPnands or portion of 
cclrmmanls are convenient during a discrete ccnmnand interaction, and as a 
for issuing discrete COBmMnds during 
It can also be seen 
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stand-alone interaction medim for discrete COBmnands whenever hards-free 
aperation is necessary or convenient. of the same issues 
arise in integratirq speech with other mcdalities as were described in the 
section titled Watural Language Interaction Via Keyboardv1 for the 
integration of typed natural language and graphical interaction. 
- 
mese 
issues include resolution of deictic phrases (%his met1, l%hattt) and 
ather pronmns, use of the user's visual context in interpret- what  he 
says, and methods of ccmibining input frcw pointing and speech to form a 
single coanmand. 
undertaken in this area (Bolt, 1980; Hayes, 1986), these issues a l l  
Although inhmsting explorations have already been 
requirefurtherresearch. 
In addition to pmblems of integration with &her ingut modalities, 
speech interaction raises sop1y3 interest- problems of its own related to 
m g h g  the dialogue beimeen human and ccanputer. The first problem 
concans when the ccpnlxter should listen, Le. when it shculd try to 
interpret the speech that its users are pmducing. The users will speak 
to other people (or sclmetinres to thmselves) as w e l l  as to the machine and 
attenptsbythemachinetointerpret speechnotdirected at it is only 
likely to cause -le. Techniques that have bem explored here include 
physical switches (typically foot switches on Earth) or mi- based on 
. 
key phmses (such as "listen to me" and '%top listening") that have to be 
utteredtostartandstapthema~tryingtointerpretspeech. These 
devices are clumsy and detract fram the feeling of naturalness that spoken 
interaction shculd pravide, but will p-ly be necessary until speech 
systems becaane sophisticated encnqh to make positive deternuna * tions that 
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spokeninputisnotbeirrgdirected a t  them. 
ability is well bey& the horizon of current research. 
Theprospect of suchan 
- 
Anuther dialogue issue with special implications for speech is that of 
ensuriq reliable cammication. An interactive speech interface Itlllst 
ensure that it understands the user accurately; that the user is confident 
of this; that the user becanes amre when the system has failed to 
undesstand wmectly; and that the user is able to w m  such mrs 
when they arise. Humans have developed saphisticated conventions (Sacks 
et ale , 1974; Schegloff et al. , 1977) for ensurhq that Canrmunication is 
indeed robust in this way. UnfOrtuMtely, many of these canventions rely 
on a level of and intelligence that is unrealistic for 
machines. Huwesmr, to have smooth conversations, ways nust be found to 
perform the above functions that are both suitable for the limited 
intelligence of current machines and fit reasonably well with human 
conventions. A limited amount of work has been done in this area e.g., 
(Hayes ard Reddy, 1983) , but much more is needed. 
' 
* 
Finally, there is the same pmblem of habitability that arises for 
typed natural language interfaces. For speech, however, the pmblem can 
be even worse since the user is less well able to be deliberate and 
precise in h i s  choice of words and phrasings while speakirrg than while 
typirq. Moreuver, when speech is used as a stand-alone human-capter 
interaction modality, there is no possibility of mnindiq theuser 
thmugh a display about the limitations of the -in of discourse or  the 
phrasings that can be used. Work is needed here t o  find better ways of 
Welaping a reasonably mitable subset of a naturdl language for a 
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restricted dcpMin, to develcp ways for the system t o  encuurage the user to 
stay within the b m d s  of the restricted language thrmgh appmpriate 
output of its mi, to devise methods for partial 
strays artsit$ the baunds of the restricted language, 
interaction methods for steer- the user back on track when he does stray 
as he h i t a b l y  will. 
' whenauser 
to develop 
Novel 1/0 Modalities 
?he interaction moddlities aiscussea so f a r  are CQllVentianal in the 
sense that they have almady been widely used (this is least true of 
speech) in earthband interfaces and ather space systems. w e r ,  the 
rmmemms chdllenges posed for human- interaction by the space 
station and the recent emrgence of scane novel and innovative interaction 
mdalities suggest that it is worthwhile also to consider same of these 
less-developed mdalities for use i n  the space station. 
. 
~n iruwrvative input W i t y  of potentidly considerable ut i l i ty  on 
the space statim is the use of gestum. ?he cawentianal use of a mouse 
or other pointirrg device in oonjunction w i t h  a display screen is a limited 
form of gesture, h t  it is possible to sense and interpmt a much broader 
range of huum gesture by machine. Iarge scale gestures involving whole 
limbs are not practical for the space station becam of the constraints 
of a weightless envirrmmerrt , but snallercscdle gestures are quite 
suitable. ?he least problematic form of gesture frcw the point of view of 
the iry.;.tuced motion problem is eye motion. AS already discussed in the 
section titled llGraghically+riented Interac.tion", eye tracking can be 
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used as a substitute for pointing via a mcxlse or other mentianal 
point- device. It is particularly well suited for use w i t h  i n - m  
displays. 
- 
A radicdL f m  conventional technology is the 
interpretation of hand and finger gestures. Technology is V i n g  ) tha t  
w i l l  allow a machine to recognize a full range of small mamal  gestures 
made in restricted spatial context. ?here is a 1-e range of gestures 
that have associated ccrnventianal meanhjs (such as yes, no, get rid of 
it, m c ~ e  it frcrm place to place, etc.) Rris wests that interfaces 
that accepted such gestures as input CQUld be very easy and intuitive to 
learn and natural to use. It might wen be possible to resolve any mution 
prabl- induced by gesturing thmugh the use of balance3 symmetrical 
gesk;lres enplay tm equal ard opposite motions. . 
We have discussea tm ways in a& gesture CM be used in  inncmtive 
ways for CQllPuter input. ?here may well be others. ~n general, them is 
a need for imaginative exploration of the whole m e  of ways in  which 
human menrenrent - a l e  w i t h  a mightless, noisy envirormrent can most 
easily be sensed by machine. 
Another paterrtially pranisim~ area for innovation in interaction 
techniques involves outgut by- other than fixed screens and sinple 
audio feedback. 
direction. Althaqh such displays a m  most mtural in c- in 
whichtheuserhastowearahelmetanyway, s u c h a s ~ ~ ~ , t h e y c a n d l s o  
In-helmet displays hold significant p& in this 
hest igat ims,  includirrJ sane a t  rn-wnes, have shown the uti l i ty  of 
in-helmet displays for present- a -lex 3-0 world view to the user. 
?his work involv& the use of direct-eye projection, rather than an actual 
display screen inside the helmet. It -ides the illusion of a 3-D world 
- 
by sensing the dimctian in which the user's head is pointing an3 
adjusting the projection acco-iy. 'Ibis is a good example of the kind 
of innCnrative work in novel interaction modalities that needs to be 
underblcen to exploit fully the potential for human-amphr interaction 
on the space station. 
Other  kinds of nuvel aQut wYlalities on which further msexch mild 
brhq useful results include f o m  or tactile feedback on jaystick-type 
direct maniplatian or analogue tasks and acceptably unabtrusive speech 
cutput. Fame and tactile feedback has been used m a r l y  in fly- and 
remste maniplatian tasks, h x t  has been little explored for use in 
human-camprter htenictian for more abstract tasks, such as manipulatm a 
set of CCBlpxLter files. 
0 
Force or tactile feedback thmugh a joystick on 
such problems cculd enhance the d h c t m s s  of the "feel" of direct 
maniplatixrn interfaces and also be USeAzl as an indicator of urvency, 
importance, or difficulty. speech aQut has a k a  been used befom, but a 
recurrirq difficulty is getting the speech output to f i t  naturally into 
the flow of an interaction. speech output is by its nature transitory and 
must be given at j u s t  the right point i n  the interaction and be repeatable 
bythsuser i fdesired.  Moreover,thespeechmtgutshauldnotoccurso 
frequmtlythatitbeccmesdistractingtotheuser. Justasinthecase 
w i t h  iqxt modalities, nu& wrk is needed in the form of imaginative 
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exploratians over a laqe  range of untried and speculative o u t p t  
xdalities. 
- 
Finally in this section, we turn to the idea of expert interfaces, 
i.e. interfaces that re@re considerable mise and training to 
aperate, but offer high rates of very efficient interaction in  return. 
?ha high degree of training that w i l l  be undeqone by many space station 
persaml prwides good apportunity for use of innavative aprt 
interfaces, irnrolving coordinated use of mltiple limbs, eyes, etc. in 
mltiple modalities for high efficiency interaction. 
explored example of such an activity, and many of the techniques developed 
Fly- is best 
w i t h  flying have been successfully transferred to dockirrg and uther such 
manewem in space. Another saxce of ideas for exprt  interfaces can 
cane frun musical performance (Buxton, 1986) Players of such imtrummts 
as the organ learn after a long pericd of training to use all four limbs 
in a coordinated fashion to prpduce an enonmslyhigh rate of amnuand 
input to the instnmrent. For interaction tasks that are ir?portant 
to justify the large tra- periods involved and could benefit f m  a
high data transfer rate, interfaces which draw on the aperim of flying 
and msical interfaces are Wl worth investigation. 
. 
Ihe need to plan for change in interfaces mnes not only frun the 
possibility for advances i n  interface modalities and the techniques used 
with them, but also fmn the -ing possibility of the developnent of 
0 intelligent interfaces. Intelligent interfaces are still a area, f 
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rather than a set of proven interface techniques, but the potential 
benefits of truly intelligent interfaces in terms of ease of use make them 
an area mrthy of investigation for future space station M a c e s .  
Intellig-t interfaces also fit very  we^ with the increasiq devdopent 
of intelligent, autanaanous application system for space use. 
application exhibits intelligent task behavior, then it shauld also behave 
intelligently in its interaction with its user. 
If an 
AninitialAudamental- 'on to be made in cansidering the 
potential of intelligent interfaces is the distinction between 
carnrersational or agent-like systems and tool or machine-like systems. 
Alnrost a l l  current interfaces are of the tool/machi.ne-like kind. U s e r s  of 
such systems accatp?lish a task by wntmlling a (hopefully) responsive, 
but- ' ly mhblligent system. D h e &  manipulation interfaces (see 
section titled %raphical.ly+riented Inbxictionll) are the ambtype of 
this kind of interface since they encarage the user to feel that he is 
m y  cmrtrollhq the world that the underly- system deals wi th .  
However, copmnard language interfaces can also be thought of as 
tool/ma&ine-like since they 
aQmMnds. ?he user is left feeling firmly in cantrol. 
0 e 
in predictable ways to a f h d  set of 
Cunversational/agent interfaces, on the ather hand, are interrled to 
give the user  an entirely different feeling. users of 
canversational/agent systems are intended to feel that they are 
negwtiatirg with a subsewient, but inwligent, system. W y  accarp?lish 
their tasks thruugh negotiation with and thruugh the agency of the system, 
rather than t h m q h  direct actions of their own. conversational systems 
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thus have nu& greater poesibilities for intelligent interaction than 
machine-like systexw. conversational systems also do not f i t  w e l l  w i t h  
the direct manipulation or ammd language styles of interface, but f i t  
much better w i t h  natural language or speech interfaces which naturally 
- 
lerd themselves to a dialogue style. Interfaces to intelligent, 
autmmmus application systems can also make good use of a ccnnrersational 
style of interaction. 
Ihe user  of a comasat id  equipnent resewation system might, for 
instance, request (in M ~ U K Z ~  larrguage) the reservation of a certain piece 
of equipent Md then be ezqaged by the system in a dialogue ancemhq 
the period of the reservatian and i f  the equipmt w a s  unavailable the 
possibility of substitute equipnent or substitute times. Ihe user of a 
tml/machhe-like interface to the same Unaerlying functionality m d ,  on 
the uther hand, aqect to be forced to specify the -tion times -- ' ontheinteractionenfomedbytheinterface. If 
&F-nt-- ' a b l e a t t h e d e s i r e d t b ,  h e w w l d a l s o e x p c t t o  
have to initiate a search himself throwjh alternative times and substitute 
&pent* 
. 
It is clear that the culture w i t h i n  NASA is very mch oriented to 
tool/ma&ine-lik~ interfaces and more~ver to interfaces in ~ c h  the 
~ O f o o n t s o l ~ i s e d b y t h e u s e r i s v e r y h i g h .  w a r e  
historical reasam for this related to the importance placed fmm early on 
in the space program (Lo-, 1986) on having as nu& human control as 
possible available so thak there wwld be the maXirmrm chance of fixing any 
prablems that arose. A s  systems incmase in ccanplexity, the 
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tool/machine-like interfaces have tended to reduce the amumt of 
caplexity (and therefore fine crmtrol) available to the user without, 
however, crossing over the line that separates tools frcw agents. At the 
current state of the art, this approach is entirely as it shauld be. 
There are no successful aperational interfaces aqwhere that cwld fairly 
be described as true canversatim/agerrt systeras2 -, the prcanise 
of intelligent ccnversatiomd systems -ins. If this p& is 
successfully realized, then it offers an attractive way of achiming the 
goal of having a large variety of non-mission-criticzd space station 
system easily available to a broad class of users. 
- 
?hs key to the developrent of oanversatiomd/agent interfaces lies in 
t hedeve l~ofde ta i l edmode l so f the t a skand theuse r .  Toprcduce 
intelligent agent behavior, it is necessary to use Artificial Intelligence 
techniques to model what tasks the user can acccanplish thraugh the 
interface, how he can achieve his goals, and what his current goals and 
state of knowledge are. 
(Huff a x l  Lesser, 1982; Mark, 1981; Card et al., 1983). 
. 
Prwicrus work that has tried to do this includes 
'Ibis detailed level of mdellirrg is ~hecessary for intelligent 
agent-like behavior because, w i t h w t  it, the interface can only respond to 
the user's individual actions and the very local context. 
equipnent resenmtion ample, knowledge of what lxlrpase the user might be 
try- to achieve thraugh use of a particular piece of equipnent could 
Using cur 
al law the system to suggest a suitable alternative. without that 
kncrwledqe, the system can only respond on the availability of a particular a piece of equi-. - 
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goal that involves several system actians. An agent system then has to 
detenaine the n a b  of the higher level goal. fran absenmtion of the 
M v i d w d  actians. AYI electmu 'c mail system, for instance , might clbsewe 
that the user is try- towrite amessage aut to a file and then use the 
- 
omtentsofthefileasthebodyofamessagetoanuthersystemuser. If 
it recognized from this that the user was  sinply try- to f o m  the 
message to the other user, it could suggest an abbreviated method of do- 
so. Since individual system actions can often f i t  into many plans aril 
since system users OM interleave plans to achieve severdl goals, the 
detection of such larger scale goals out of lower level actions is a very 
hard task. A system that has such an ability can, hwever, assist  the 
user in a variety of ways including suggest- siqler ways of do- 
things (as in the -le m e ) ,  waning about pitfalls that it can 
foresee could lead to the user's current plan not achievbq his overall 
goal, offer- to take over ard caplete the plan it believes the user t o  
be folludng, or offer- to perfom the next action or actions in  the 
plan whenmer it becarmes clear what they are. 
0 
The kinds of task and user mdellirg abilities mentianed abwe could 
beusedincrmjunctionwithanykindof interface, not justonethatuses  
natural language. However, agent-like interfaces f i t  particularly well 
w i t h  natural 1- for tm reasons. 
natural &m for the kinds of negotiation that arise when a system is 
trying to respa3ld to the goals it believes its user to have rather than 
direct cxmmnds. second, the goal and task mDdels themselves can be very 
F i r s t ,  natural language is a 
useful in natural larrguage and speech uflerstandiq. The biggest single 
3 07 
kinas (syntactic, semantic, referential, etc.) and i f  one version of the 
ambiguity makes siense in the cantext of the other user mDdel ami the other 
does nat, then the a m  that nut f i t  can be eliminated. 
 he &le area of amversati- -ling is still in its infancy. 
Much work mins to be done to produce usable systems. 
in this field is massary for truly intelligent interfaces, whether or 
not they a m  based an natural larrguage. Given the -ial benefits of 
intelligent interfaces to the space station, it is an area of research 
W e r ,  progress 
w e l l  worth -. 
Ihe same kin3 of techniques that go into amversati& systems 
can also be used in conjunction w i t h  more cawerrtianal interaction 
techniques to produce a hybrid kin3 of interface that incorporates both 
axwersatiandl/agent and tool/machine-like CQnpClnents. Ihe basic flavor 
of such an interface is essentially tool/inachine-iike. Ihe conversational 
cmpnent serves as medium -wh ich  the 
. 
and user can exdmnge 
caments abalt what is going on in the central tool/machine=like 
cmpnent. Ihe user  can also use the conversatianal mqmnent to ins t ruc t  
the system indirectly to perfom actions or present information that he 
could perform or request directly (thcugh perhaps more tediausly) thmugh 
the tool/machine-like oampanent. 
Asystemofthiskindhasseveraladvantages. F i r s t , -  
conversational systems are unsuitable for any task that can be performed 
effectively direct -Nation ~ q u e s ,  ami particularly for 
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tasks that involve crmtinwus/analogue interaction. Adding a 
canversatianal/agent CeDTlpanent to a tool/ma&ine-like direct manipulation 
interface for peiforming such tasks allows the basic task to be performed 
in  the most efficient manner, but also al lows  cmpmnts of that task that 
- 
a d  benefit fmn a wnvemational approach to do so. Examples of 
conversational interaction in such a situation inch&: 
requesting information that wmild reqUire multiple actions to  retrieve 
through the direct manipulation interface; the user asking questions about 
how to use the direct manipulation interface mnpormt; the system 
volunteer- information about mre efficient ways to use the direct 
the user 
manipulation cePnpanent; the user requesting the system to achieve a higher 
level goal that wuld require extensive interaction w i t h  the direct 
manipulation cempanent. 
0 
A second altvarrtage of this kirwl of hybrid q s t e m  is that the 
c#nversational- does not have to be used at  a l l  i f  the user does 
notsodesire. lmiskindofarrangementmaybethebestwaytointroduce 
be cautiaus about such syst=lE. ?he unprwen nature of 
memationdl systenrs into a culture like NASA's that has good reasan to 
conversational/agent systems suggests that they be introduced in a way 
that gives their user alternative methods of accclmplishitq all their 
tasks. 
T h i s  kind of hybrid agent/machhe-like interface requves ' thesame 
technological underpinnings as mematiandl systems and hence the 
same resear& program. Huwever, it also requireS additional work on hacr 
0 to the t w o  caponents in a SmDOth way. work ( N e g m n p n t e ,  
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1981; Bolt, 1980; Hayes, 1987b) has already been done in t h i s  m, but 
mudl more is required. 
?he prwious ixo sections have aiscussea sam of the potential 
~ o p n e r r t s  in interface mities and khniques that w i l l  generate the 
need for charrge in human- interfaces d u r i q  the life of the space 
station. 
Chatlge. 
In this section, we turn to the issue of how to deal w i t h  such 
Iha - of #e approach discussed- is based on hookisq, i.e. . 
desi- software for Arture extension and modification. ?he kind of 
hoaking misagd is determFnsd by the -on that it is umec=wy 
and pmbably infeasible to rewrite the underlyw amlication systems 
whenwer interfaces change. W means that the application systems need 
to be hoaked in such a way that new interface can be -aped for 
them w i t h c u t  charges to the applications themselves. W.s i n  turn means 
that applicatim and interfaces mst be written in  as separate a way as 
possible w i t h  ammication between them as narrclw and as t ighay defined 
as possible. 
?here is already a substantial body of work in the hman-capter 
interaction literature on this kind of separation between application a d  
interface, e.g. (Tanner and Buxton, 1983;  ayes and szekely, 1983; myes 
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et al., 1985; FJassenaan and Shewmke, 1984; Jamb, 1984; Yunten and 
Hartson, 1984) ?he systems dwelaped to achieve this Mnd of separation 
are )amwn as W interface management systems (UIMSs). However, work to 
date is far f& achieving a casensw on the best way to a d e v e  the 
desirea separation or inaeea the degree of separation that is desirable, 
appropriate, or possible. lmis is unfortumte frcm the point of view of 
buildiq the software for the space station IW, since to achieve ary 
useful. degree of separation both interface and application mst be built 
using a strict model of the kinds of cammication that can occur between 
applicatim and interface. Decisions made now on this Mnd of 
cummication w i l l  affect the possibilities for interface/application 
separation for the life of the space statim. Since reseaK.h work in this 
area is far  frcm reachirq a conclusion about what is the best mdel of 
cc ‘cation, whatever mdel is adopted now is likely to be considerably 
lessthancptimal. ~ ,adopt ingsanemode lmybebet ter thannane  
. 
a t a l l ,  s o t h e r e m a i n d a r o f t h i s s a c t i o n m i ~ ~ r e s e a m h a n d  
future directions in the area of UIm work. 
Ihe basic model adopted by most work on user interface management 
systems is ShCkJn in Figum 1. Ihe user caammnlicates with t h e U I M S  which 
i n  t u n  CUnnnrrricab w i t h  the application. cummication bebmen the UIMS 
ard the applicatia is achieved through a carefully defined prutoml which 
lwts the klnd of htemction that can occur. A typical repertoh of 
axnnunicatim events might include: 
o request frm the UIMs t o  the amlicatian to perfom a particular 
operatian w i t h  a certain set of parameters 
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o notification by the application of capletion of an operation 
o update application of a variable indicating progress tck~ards - 
capletion of an operation 
o error message from the application 
o reques t f romtheUlMSforacheckonthemicval id i . tyofa  
praposed parameter for an application operation 
o reply from the application to su& a request 
Iheprecisecuntent0fthemessagesthatflawbetweenUIMSand 
application is defined by a declarative data base, the mlication 
specification Data Base of Figure 1, which specifies what actions and 
operaticms the application is capable of. 
. a 
%his mdd is nut the one adopted by the most usual a m c h  to 
interface standardization, that of pmviding a set of standard sub- 
for high-level interface actions, such as getting the user to chose a 
value from a fbced set by presenting himwith a pop-up merru. 
interface sub- for this task might take a set of choices as a 
parameter and reaUn one of the choices. ?he Subrartine W d  take care 
A typical 
of the details of presenting the user with the merru and interpreting his 
muse mmnents in maMng a choice from it. A disciplined use of a 
ccanprehensive package of such subroutines can thus pmvide a significant 
degree of 1-level consistency across applications that use it. However, 
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it cannot provide sane of the other advantages of the kind of separation 
between interface & application described above, as we shall see. 
 he kind of -tion between application interface in 
Figure 1 can allow the interface to change with& any alteration to the 
Mderlying application, whether or not the interface is prwided by a 
UIMS. A UIMS goes fWther by defining the behavior of the interface 
itself thrmgh amther declarative data base (possibly integra- w i t h  the 
application specification data base) 
base guverns the details of the way the user is able to issue COBrrmands to 
' Ihis interface specification data 
the application. It U d  govern, for instanCe ,whet .h€sccxmmds~ 
selected fran m, frcnn an array of icons, thxuugh a commaxd language 
line, etc., or whether a particular parameter to a specific COBmMnd waild 
be selected fran a merru, hran a ruw of "radio hxttons", or types into a 
field on a fom, etc.. Ihe UIMS pmvides a basic set of facilities to 
perfom these variuus kinds of intmaction, and the interface developer 
chooses the desired kind of interaction out of this cookboQk by an 
amriate interface specification. This arrangement has several 
advantages: 
. 
o consistency: s h e  interfaces for different applications use the 
same basic set of UIMS-pmvided facilities, the interfaces will be 
consistent at the level of interaction details (how merrus work, how 
icons are selected, etc.). design of the UIMS interface 
specification formalism can also lead to consistency at a higher 
level. Consistency of this kind is very important in the space 
station, particularly for those less mission-criticdl interfa- 
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wfiere not all users may be fully expert. 'Itre transfer effects made 
possible through cansistent interface behavior will greatly 
facilitab interaction with unfamiliar interfaces. -mer, 
consistency avoids the negative transfer effects that can inpair 
- 
operation of even familiar interfaces. 
o Ease of interface develapnent: speciwirq an interface thmugh 
the interface specification formalism of a UIMS shmld be 
significantly less effort than prograrmning one fram scratch. 
UIMS formalism shauld provide high-level abstractims that allow 
the interface dlevelopr to specify the interface in terns that 
relate to the functionality of the interface as pemeived by the 
user, rather than hav- to program it in a conventional manner at 
?he 
a level of detail 1110118 c l a y  related to the implementation of the 
interface. W r e n ~ i n s  true even if the conventional 
. 
implementation uses a high-lev& subroutine package of interface 
operatians - us- a subroutine package still places the -is 
on implementation, rather than abstract interface aperations. 
o Easier comeryeme on g o d  interfaces: Despite dll the adwnces 
in- interaction that have OccUzTed and amtinue to 
occur, the only )awrwn way to produce an excellent interface that 
fully meets the needs of its users is to build (or &istically 
simulate) the interface, let users interact w i t h  it, and modify it 
to resolve the prcblem that a m  observed. It is generally 
necessary to go arcxud this lwp many times before the interface 
performs satisfactorily, so anything that makes the lwp easier and 
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cheaper to follow is likely to imprcrve the quality of the 
msultw interface by allawing more iterations. The UIbfs mdel 
can speed'up the modification part of the loop since interface 
modifiCation can be dme thraagh moaification of the declarative 
interface specification, rather than rep- in a 
conventionalsense. ' Ihisleadstoaspeedupintheloapasa 
whole. 
o Ease of involvemnt of human factors acperts: 
m d e l d o e s n a t r e q u i m ~  ' to specify interface behavior, 
the interface specification can be done directly by people who are 
specialists in human- interaction, rather than by 
-. azts allows better division of labor ciurhq 
interface/applicatim develapnent. Also, since pmgmmers often 
since the UIMS 
think in terms of implementation ease and efficienq, rather . than 
thinkkq about the interface froaa the user's point of view, better 
initial interfaces a m  likely to result if they are pmduced zL12Linly 
by human factors specialists. 
Of this set of alhrantages, only the first, consistency, and that at a 
relatively low lwel, is shared by the alternative appma& of using a set 
of -zed interface submutines. Ihe other advantages all rely on a 
level of separation between interface and application that the submutine 
appmach does nut pmide. 
Given this significant set of advantages for the UlKS amma&, the 
natural question is *y are all interfaces not produced thmugh UIbfss. 
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?he ansmr is that C u r r e r r t m  systems agpmach the ideal described above 
wily -ectly. lhere a m  several specific prablems. 
- 
 he primary problem is that the amstmints impogea by the need for an 
interface specification make it hard to pmvide ways of specifying 
interfaces that are -ly tailored to the needs of an i n a i v i w  
amlicatian. Solutians to this problem (Szekeley, 1987) have tenibd to 
irrtrpduce a pmc&umd cclllpanent into the interface specification 
formdlism. ?he abi l i ty  to program interaction allow the interface 
builder to tailor interface behavior to individual interface needs. 
problem w i t h  this solution is that it tends to negate the benefits of the 
UIMS a m & ,  such as amsistency and ease of M a c e  modification, 
that depmd on the interface beirq specified declaratively. 
around this difficulty may be to include a procedural cmpomnt in the 
interface specification fonaalism, but organize it a t  as high a level of 
abstraction as possible fmn the interface point of view. 
'Ihe 
Ihe way 
0 
'Ihe procedural 
language ccmpmnt cmld then be seen as a highly specialized pmgrammg ' 
for interface specification. Such a language cmld conceivably maintain 
amsistency by enmuraghq thmugh its available a partiaar 
style of hkzaction. Ease of use for rapid interface d e v e l m  and use 
by d - c m p t e r  interaction specialists fnFerczld be pmwted by the 
high-level of the ab6tractions irnrolved. A great deal more resear& &d 
be needed to brhq this idea to fruition, but the pcrtential payoff ccnild 
be mt. 
A secmd problem with current UIMS work is that the model of 
cammication between amlication and interface is too limited. Many UIMS 
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113odels all- m y  a subset of the list of message types listed above as 
flowirrg over the tms/application link. And even that list is a 
insufficient for-a s izable  portion of applications, especially those 
irnrolvirrg Qraphi~al or ~ o g u e  mmimation, whia need a much closer 
coupling with their interfaces than that list of CQmrmniCation wents 
allcrws. Again, the solutions that have been explored (szekeley, 1987; 
Myers and Wzxtan, 1986) tend to change the mdel in the M i o n  of 
tailorirrg the m/a3=plication link to the needs of particular 
applicatians thmugh use of a specialized progranrmirrg language - a move 
away fm the cleanest fom O f  the UIMS model. A CClIlprrmise here be 
to develap swwd  general m/mlication ammamication protocols for 
larye classes of applications w i t h  similar needs, while still leaving open 
the possibility of specialized caarmarnication pratocols for p a r t i d a r  
applications. . 
A f h a l  pmblem w i t h  current upis wrk concerm the potential 
discussed earlier for interfaces emplaying a t i p l e  -&ion moddlities 
i n  effective coodnatim. ?hs coordination of the different modalities 
immasesthedxtllerrgeforthemmodel, a n d t h e u s e o f a ~ ~ ~ ~ a p p m a c h  
with nailtiple modalities has not been explored. 
Work is needed to ~verrxme all these p m b l a  i f  them approach is 
to be practical for the qace station. UnfOrtuMtely, i f  the UIIB 
appmach is to be used at all, a UIMS/application cummication model nust 
be adapted before the underlyig applications a m  develcped. Since 
meet- the needs of cmplex applications through a UIMS lllDdel is still a 
research pmblem w i t h  no clear solution, the only practical way a m 
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appmach can be adopted for the space station IOC is to choose that 
(probably quite large) subset of sinpler spce station applications that 
can be adequately sewiced by currmtly well-developed u1Ms/application 
- 
capmrmnication pratocols. Research in thel imitsof  
applicability of these protoools cauld nevertheless be usepul for new 
systems develaped after IOC. 
a UIMS approach appar too formidable for IOc, the fall-back position 
a d  be disciplined use of a cqxehmsive package of interface 
subroutines. T h i s  fall-back appmch wwld prwide the major advantage of 
a significant level of consistency across applications. 
If these practical difficulties of adopt- 
Interface Developnent EnvirnnmentS for Rapid Pratotyphg 
A topic highly related to the UIMS approach to interfaces is that of - 
interface developrent envimments. Since the m l y  known way to generate 
excellent interfaces is thrcRagh an iterative process of creation, testing 
with users, and modification, a rapid pratotypirq facility for interfaces 
can materially imprenre the quality of interfaces pruduced by making it 
easier and faster to go this loop. The rapid pratatyping 
facilities most useeul fran this point of view allow interfaces to be seen 
and -cted with as they are developed, rather than foming the 
interface developer to create the interface thmugh working in a 
progranmcing language or uther formalism distinct frran the interface 
itself. Exanples of this appmch include ( W d  and F h e r ,  1984; Myers 
aml Buxton, 1986) ?hey can be thought of as interface editors analogous 
to a what-you-see-isat-you-get (wysiwyg) t a c t  editors. Such interface 
editors are a relatively new arrival on the human-ter interaction 
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scene; theirutilityllleans they deserve a great deal m x e  research 
attention. 
a 
- 
Although rapid prutotyp- facilities can indeperdently of the 
approach to interface design, they fit well with it. The cleanness 
of the based separation be- application and interface in the 
mdel makes an interface developnent environment particularly useful in 
conjunction with a VIMS approach. A VIMS interface can be developed 
before the real application is available (or without incwTing the wpense 
of running the real application) by creatixq a dummy application that 
aperates to the same =/application pratocol as the rwd 
application. Coupled w i t h  a rapid prototyphq facility, this capability 
a l l am rapid dmrelaprrent of interface &-ups to prwide cheap ard fast 
initial #*sanity on interfaces as they are M o p e d .  . 
Another i n t r i g u i q  possibility with wysiwyg interface developtmt 
envirmrments is their use (probably in restricted nrode) by end users to 
reconfigure interfaces to their needs or preferences. ~0 lang as 
the interface rnodifiation facilities are made as easy to aperate as the 
interfaces themselves, an3 so lorrg as they do nut interfere w i t h  the 
normal operation of the interfaces, this kind of facility d d  serve to 
impme significarrtly the level of persanal satisfaction that space 
station usem find w i t h  their interfaces. 
Work in the area of wysiwyg interface dedopmt facilities has been 
almost entirely concentrated on graphical direct manipulation interfaces. 
 his is natural in that it is the v i m  aspect of the interfaces that is 1) 319 
mDst natural to specify in this manner. m e r ,  additional work is 
needed bath to develop techniques for this kind of interface further, arrd 
to extend the naturdL interface specification techniques to multi-mode 
- 
interfaces as tllell. 
ATTRIBUTION 
OR QffOTATlOH 
T h i s  paper has focussed on charrge in space station interfaces - the - that it must be expected aryl ways to plan for it. We have 
identified several tapic areas associated w i t h  these t w o  aspects of m e  
in space station interfaces in wfiich further msearch effort would be 
beneficial. We canclude by listing several broad areas in Mch we 
particularly reoammend the -rt of further work. 
0 
0 
0 
. 
investigation of speech recognition techniques and natural language 
prucessiq techniques for use w i t h  spaken irrput, plus the 
i nkpat ion  of both of these modalities w i t h  direct manipulation 
interfaces; 
qloratim of innovative I/o &ices suitable for the space 
statim envirmnaent; 
work on the user and task moaelling needed to support 
carrversational interfaces and the integration of such interfaces 
w i t h  machine-like direct manipulation interfa-; 
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o conthmd develapaent of the ul~s concept, coupled w i t h  highly 
interactive interface developnent envimnmmt~ for all interface 
. 
- 
1. Rre cmp1emmbx-y cmcept of scarring (designing hardware for future 
extension and modification) is also w e l l  established, but is not 
addressedinthispaper. 
2. Thcmgh see Mark (1981) , Cabanell, et al., (1983) , and Dmglass and 
Hegner (1982) , for exwrples of successful experhmtal agent Systenrs. 
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-evement of the operational and productivity goals for the Space 
station will require extensive use of a wide variety of caputer-based 
systems ranging froaa application programs that run on general prpose work 
stations to specialized embedded wter systems that monitor, operate, 
and trcnrble shoat critid subsystems, e.g., ercvirwrmental and power 
control (Andersan an3 chambers, 1985; Jahnsan et al., 1985). 
H u h w e r ,  bqxuprly designed user interfaces for these systems will 
- 
CCBnpranise these goals. 
?he objectives of this chapter are to characterize major problems 
involved in the design of human-canputer interfaces for systems on the 
Space Station and shcrw how systematic application of empirical and 
theoretical results and meuloaolcgies fm cognitive psycholcgy and 
cognitive science CM lead to the dwelopnent of interfaces that reduce 
training cost an3 enhance space statim crew prpctuctivity. 
focuses on f a r  issues: 
caplex visual displays 3) human- pmblem solving, 4) mamgement 
of the damlopent of usable sy&ems. 
. 
This chapter 
1) transfer of user skills, 2) cxpnprehension of 
Transfer of user Skills 
Inconsistent user interfaces in whia the same basic function is 
performed by se!veral methods in different cantexts reduces transfer and 
interferes with retention (Fobon, 1987; Postman, 1971) The Space 
Station's rnrmerc~us ccqu*based system and applications progranrs will 
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be developed by different organizations over a period of many years. 
Inconsistencywill be the rule rather than the m i o n  unless 
extraordinary me2isures are taken in the design of user-interfaces for 
these systarrs. m a r  and pakllerAil applications programs developed for 
persmal CQIpxZters a u l d  be realistic models for software developed for 
- 
the Space station. 
?he typical poplar applications pmgram for a cmpter  has 
beendevelopedbyanirdependent organization; the program has a great 
deal of functionality a c h  is the reason for its canrmercial success. The 
user interface is unique to the application being embedded in the 
applicationls code. Effective use of the application requues ' specialized 
trainirrg and several weeks of experience. lhere is no consistency a m  
different poplar applications. For example, they can have very different 
methods for editing operations on a text string. lfius, editing an axis 
label on a graph; editing an aperating system caomnand, or mdifL- a line 
of text with an editor all require different sequences of user actions. 
. 
T h e  canprehension of Ccpnplex V i s u a l  Displays 
caplac visual displays using graphics, color, and possibly raotiun 
will be used in the space station to present various kinds of information 
to crew mmber~ carry- out canplex tasks. 
organized, ani difficult to cqxehnd displays will have negative impacts 
m-P- 'vity. such displays increase training costs, difficulty of 
caplex tasks, ani probability of serious operator mrs. 
poorly formatted, poorly 
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There extensive -ledge of the processes involved in  the perception 
of basic visual praperties like color and form (Graham, 1965; Walraven, 
1985), and there .are - guidelines for display l a m  ard use of 
symbols and Oolor (e.g. Smith and Mcser, 1984; Kosslyn, 1985) m e r ,  
there is no systematic knowledge of how people CCBnprehend wnplex displays 
or use the information presented in such displays to perform mplex 
tasks. 
ccarq?lex displays. 
?here are no general principles for the developent of effective 
NASA has extmmely ambitiaus plans for the use of artificial 
intelligeme and rassatics i n  the space station. The proposed application 
areas incl- information managemnt, life support systems aperations a 
d t o r i r q ,  electrical power systenrs aperatims and monitor-, a& 
guidance and Mvigation. Many of these tasks an the space station will be 
perfamed by systems w i t h  significant mbedded intelligence in  order to 
0 
satisfy missian, technologicdl, and econcmic ' and to  achieve 
m V i t y  goals (Anaessan and -, 1985) 
'Ihe us8 of artificial intelligalce techniques can significantly 
incmase the wtplexity of a system fran the point of view of its human 
user. ' IheQtewmember~nowunderstandbuththetaskperfonnedbythe 
system as w e l l  as the characteristics of the ttintelligentll control program 
(Hayes, 1987). Watennan (1986) notes that expert system are %brittle" 
when pshed beyord the very narruw damin of their real expertise can fa i l  
w i t h  little or no warning. uncritical use of the current state-of-the-art a 336 
in 
endanger their safety. Achievement of NASA's plans for the applications 
system's technology cauld decmase productivity of the crew and 
of artificial inhlligence in the space station will require extensive 
.. 
basic research and rapid actvances in the state-of-the-art. 
soluticns z m  praposed for the pmblems artlinsa in the preceding 
sections: 
process, 
develapaerrt, 
e x i s t h g e i n N A s A .  
1) use of infomation pr0ceSsiI-q models of tasks in the design 
2) allocation of adequate - to user-interface 
3) use of user M a c e  management sptems, and 4) use of 
Detailed Infonnation-pmc€ssing Models . 
The first, and most important, solution is that designs for 
applications progranr;l, cmplex visual displays, and CoQPerative 
human=mplter pmblean solving SystenS be based on M e d ,  
infom3tion=prua?sSing models of cqnitive 
perfo33nance of specific tasks. Infomation-pmcessing models describe the 
howledge, cognitive operations, and user actions mquixed to perfom a 
task. These mnr3nls can also be used to generate predictions of usability 
parameters, e.g. txahbq time, productivity, and mental work load, and 
they can be used to isolate design flaws in proposed versions of a 
involved in the 
system. 
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Infonuation-pmcesshq models describe what transfers, the Irmwledge 
neessaq to perfom the taak, and thus they can be used in the design of 
amsistent user interfaces that facilitate transfer of user skills. 
I n f a r m a t i a n - m i n g  models can make inrportant contributions to the 
- 
d e v e l w  of effective -lex visual displays. 'II.le models describe 
bath the knowledge -to successfully ccanplete a task, what is to 
be displayed, ani the processes involved in extracting that knowledge f m  
displays, how it is to be displayed. 
Information-p~ing models are an important cmpnent in the 
successful developuent of effective human-cmpter pmblem solving 
systems. is general agreement that successful human- 
prcblem solving systems will incorporate lmdels of the task and the user 
(Hayes, 1987). Current theoretical meulodolugies h cognitive psychology 
and cognitive science can be used to develcp both kirds of models. 
. 
me of the Design process 
Ihs seccnd solutian irnrolves successful l l l a n a w  of the developlent 
process for cQnptterc.ba6ed systems. Ihs typical developuent prpcess for 
mnplex -based systems in the military, NASA, and the civilian 
sector does nut allocate enough meauxss to usability considerations. 
Ihs pr- focus of the process is oa devdqing a system w i t h  specified 
functionality. 
usability. Usability, training t h  and p a  'vity,is typically 
evaluated late in the design cycle when it is far too late to make changes 
that imprwe usability. 'Ihe design of highly productive capla 
Manality is necessary lxlt not sufficient for 
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cQIpxztercbaSed systems xquires solving sinniltanecrusly trJl0 intenel ated 
sets of design problems involving functionality and usability. 
what is G&osed in this chapter is that usability and functionality 
cansideratians receive equal weight during &l phases of the design 
cycle. The preliminary version of the q&em is evaluated for usability. 
If  the system fa i ls  to meet usability goals, the design is mised. The 
rwised design is then evaluated. 'Ibis iterative pmcess oontinues un t i l  
the design meets both usability and functionality goals (Gala and Lewis, 
1985; Hayes, 1987). 
U s e r  Interface Management SyStQlls 
'Ihe third solution involves the use of appmpriate technologies. 
of the prcbleaus involving transfer of user skills and consistency across 
~ l i c a t i o n s  can be solved using user interface management systems. ?he 
nature of these systems is discussed in Hayes (1987) and Hayes, Szekely, 
Many 
.) 
and (1985). lhay w i l l  not be discussed purther here. 
The fourth solution involves makirg effective use of the expertise 
already within NASA. what is being praposed hem is similar to uther 
mde l iq  efforts cwmrmy underway in NASA dealing with pmbleaus of 
anthrapconetrics and habitability. OPSIM ( G l o b u s  and Jamby, 1986) is a 
caqxter model that simulates actions and interactions CarryiTyj out 
specific tasks wnstraints imposea by different interior 
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ccBlfl91vctions, c r & ~  s i z e  and &ills and other envirarrmental factors. 
W simulated task scenarios are used to rapidly explore a large n m b r  
of variables involving the envimnment and crew ccanposition iteratively 
developirrg a more optimdl design. 
- 
Detailed models of the cognitive 
operations and physical actions mquired to carry aut variuus types of 
tasks involvirrg interaction between man and machine can be used in a 
similar fashion to optimize designs for user interfaces. 
Alternative Solutions 
€bnan factors @del* (Smith and Mosier, 1986) and handbooks 
sumxuarize information raqirq frcpn Wign goals and n&hodology to 
specific data on pemqhal and motor processes. Guidelines a d  handbwks 
contain parametric information about basic pemqtml and nrotor processes 
0 
and infomation on liluitations of classes of in t e radon  techniques. 
Hamver, they are of limited use i n  characterizing h ighe~levd  mpi t ive  
prooesses, e.g. m i o n ,  learning, andpmblemsolving. Guidelines 
propose masonable design goals for cognitive aspects of a system, lxlt 
they contain little or no advice on haw to achieve such goals. Exanples 
of cognitive guidelines include %inimize working menrory l o a d l l  and 
9ninhize the amnrnt of information the user has to mmrizeI1. 
U s a b i l i t y  parameters characterize the use of a system to perform a 
task, e.g. trainirq tirrre, productivity, and user satisfaction.  eloping 
a system that optimizes usability parameters requires UXKWS- of the 
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task a the cognitive processes involved in perfoming the task. Most 
features incorporated into user interfaces are not good or bad per se. 
Usability is determFned by interactions of the specific features of a 
design w i t h  the stmctwe of a task. Guidelines do not contain necessary 
information abcprt task stmcture, the )axlwledge requbed to perfom a 
task, or the dyMmics of the cognitive processing required to perform the 
task. 
information pmcessing models of the mormance of ccap?lex tasks. 
Our lawrwledge of cognitive processes is in the form of detailed 
Many writers (e.g. Gauld ami I s w h ,  1985; Hayes, 1987) aryue that 
successful interface design is an iterative process. 
-1y &anpion& in this chapter. It is not possible to derive an 
opltimal interface frua f i r s t  principles. Accurrailated experience, 
information in guidelines and handbooks, and careful theoretical m y s e s  
can lead to the developmt of a -le initial trial design. 
However, this design has to be evaluated, modified, and evaluated again. 
view is 
. 
Inotherw?xls, guidelines andhandbooks are not e3lough. 
Gauld and Lewis (1985) and Qrroll and Can@ell (in press) seriausly 
question the i b o r e t i d l y  driven design and evaluation processes 
chanpioned in this dmpter. ?hey ~XJW that them are serious limitations 
of current moaelbg techniques, e.g. the limitations on our knowledge of 
mnprehension of curplex visual displays. ?hey champion enpirically-based 
modelling and evaluatiam methodologies. Many successful, ccsnplex 
systems, e.g. today's generation of highly aukmated aircraft , evolved 
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from a ocmbinatim of increasing technical capabilities, e.g. highly 
reliable micmpmcessozs, ard extensive o p e r a t i d  experience (- 
and Nagel, 1985) .' 
- 
Haever, relying on empi r i ca l  methods to muate trial designs has 
seriolls limitations. 'Ihey include difficulties in extrapolating results, 
doing expEriments to evaluate anplex systems, and evaluating transfer of 
training. For exanple, in a very anplicated system, it may not be 
feasible to do empirical studies to evaluate a l aqe  number of tasks or to  
evaluate transfer between many tasks. 
design has unacceptable usability parameters, a designer has the very 
diffiaiLt task of decidirrg what attributes of the current design should be 
changed in order to hpm perfornrance. A theoreticdl model pruvides an 
explicit deccmposition of the -lex Under1yi.q processes. 
additional detail descxibiq the underlying pmcesses can be very valuable 
in making w e l l  mtivated changes 1- t o  the next iteration of the 
design process. 
If the current versim of a trial 
0 
The remainder of this chapter is organized into five sections. 
first pmvides a general characterization of the k.i_lds of theoretical 
xncdels of cognitive prr~cesses that we argue should be the basis for the 
design of highly usable campltirg systems. 'Ihe next section describes a 
'Il.le 
detailed analysis of the process involved in the transfer of user skills 
and presents SullPMTies of empirical results supporting these theoretical 
analyses. 'Ibis section also provides a descriptiun of current theomtical 
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W s  of humn-cunpbr interaction. Transfer is a well understood 
problem. 
of a successful r;olution. The next section describes sane of the 
difficult probi- involved i n  the design of effective c a p l a  visual 
displays. The fax th  section discusses the prablems involved in the 
The objective of this lang section is to provide an illustration 
develapnent of effective cooperative man-machine systems. The final 
section makes reccmmrendatians for further reseamh. 
The infomatian process- framework (Newell and Simon, 1972; Gardner, 
1985) provides the basis for the develaptlent of detailed process models of 
tasks performed on the space station. lhese theoretical analyses can be 
used as the basis for the design of human- interfaces that have 
min imal  tsainirrgcxwts and for the task andusermodels incx>rporated into 
hman-cqxter -lean solv- systems. 
. 
The Infoxmation processir~~ m r k  
An ~ O n l l a t i ~  processing model incorporates mpresmtations of the 
task, t h e ) m k t l e d g e ~ t o p e r f o n n t h e t a s k ,  andthepmcessesthat 
a p r a h  on W I ~  -tion t o  perform the task (Ganlner, 1985). 
models a m  often formalized as mnputer sizmrlation pmgrms. ?he 
frammrk characterizes the general amhitechre of the human information 
Such 
ProceSsinJ systemwhich in turn constrains the nature of the 
representations Md the processes that operate on them, e.g., limited 
iTmnediate memory. Newel1 Md Sbmn (1972) and Anderson (1976, 1983) have a 343 
pmpoeed tha t  the hman information pmcessiq system can be described as 
a pmductica system. ?he followiq section d e s c r h  pmduction system 
models of human-dcorqxlter interaction. 
- 
Models of carputer Interaction 
?he GafS model (card et al., 1983) and Cagdtive C!€xnplexity Theory 
(CCT) (Kieras and Polsan, 1985) bath dmracterize the kncrwledge mcessaq 
to make effective, mutine use of software tools like an cperating system, 
a text editor, or a data-base manam. 'Ihe GWS formalism describes the 
cartent and structum of the knowledge urderlyiq these skills. CCT 
represents this knowledge as pmdwtion rules wh ich  pennits one to 
quantify amunt. OCT incorporates all of the assumptions of the 
model. Ime production rule formalism enables one to derive quantitative . 
predictions of training time, transfer of user skills, and Ferformance. 
T h e  next b o  sections describe ea& framework. 
'Ihe model -resents a user's knowledge of hclw to carry aut 
routine skills i n  ternrs of aoals, 0Der-a tions, methods, and selection 
rules. 
Goals-auser'sintenticmtoperformatask, asubtask, o r a  
siqle cognitive or a mid. operation. 
structures of intendated goals that sequeme cognitive aperations ard 
user actions. 
Goals are organized into 
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cperatians characterize elementary physical actions (e.g.f press- a 
f'unction key or typiq a str- of chara-) 
not analyzed by the theory (e.g., perceptudl operations, retrieving an 
i t e m  fmn memry, or readirrg a m t e r  ard storm it in worm 
and cognitive aperations 
menrorl) 
A user's ]mawledge is organized into methods which a m  submutines. 
generate seqwmes of operatiom that acccanplish specific goals or 
SUbgodLs. Ihe goal structure of a method characterizes its interndL 
oqanizatian and cmtxol stnrcture. 
Selection rules specify the comlitions under w h i c h  it is apprapriate 
to execute a method t o  effectively accaplish a specific goal i n  a given 
function by asserting the goal to execute a given ;laethod in the 
apprapriate oontext. 
Content and Stmctue of a User's Knowledge 
?he mdel assums that exeation of a task involves demnposition 
ofthetaskintoaseriesofsubtasks. A s l d l l e d u s e r h a s e f f e c t i v e  
methods for each type of subtask. Acmnplishirrg a task involves executing 
the series of specialized methods that perform each subtask. W are 
several Mnds of methods. wigh-level methods deaxpse the init ial  task 
intoaseqwnceofsubtasks. 'atelevel methods describe the 
of functions necessary to complete a subtask. Lrrw-level methods 
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generate the actual seqwnce of user actions necessary to perfom a a function. 
A user's L1-e is a mixture of task-specific information, the 
high-level methods, and system-specific howledge, the low-level methods. 
The )mowledge captured in the Gals mpmsentzltion describes m general 
lsncrwledge of how the task is to be deccolpx>sed as W l  as specific 
information m how to execute functions 
given syste!m. 
to cmplete the task on a 
Kieras and Folsoa (1985) propose that the knowleacJe h a 
model be formalized as a pmductian system. Selection of production . 
systems as a vehicle for formalizing this lsncrwldge was theoretically 
motivated. Newell and S A  (1972) argue that the architecture of the 
human information pmcessbq system can be characterized as a production 
system. Since then, production system models have been developed for 
various cognitive pmxsses (pmblem solving: Simon, 1975; Karat, 1983: 
text ccanprehensicm, Kieras, 1982; cognitive skills: merson, 1982). 
An Overvieiw of 'on system Models 
A P- 'on system the knuwledge to perfom a 
task as a collection of rules. A rule is a candition-action pair of the 
form 
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a IF (ccadition) THEN (action) 
where the cmditim and action are both -lex. ’Ihe condition represents 
a pattern of ihformation in w13rkiTyJ mmry that specifies when a physical 
action or cognitive operation represented in the action shcplld be 
executed. 
goals and subgodls, the state of the environment, (e.g., pmmpts and other 
infomation on a CRT display), and other needed information in wrkiq 
-v* 
Ihe ccndition includes a description of an explicit pattern of 
A P- ‘on system mdel is derived by f i r s t  perfoming a GCNS 
analyses and then writing a program inplemnting the methods and control 
structures described in the Gas mdel. Although Gas mDdels are-better 
strucbxal and qualitative description of the howledge necessary to 
perform tasks, expressing the howledge and processes in the pmduction 
system fonnalism pennits the derivation of ml motivated, quantitative 
predictions for training time, transfer, and time for varicxs 
tasks. 
Kieras and BaMh (1986), Fblson and Kieras (1985) and Fblson et al. 
(1986) anrng athers have successfully tested assuptiom underlying these 
predictions. ?hese authors have shown that the amount of time required t o  
learn a task is a linear function of the nutnber of new rules that must be 
acquired in  order t o  successfully execute the task and that execution t i m e  
is the sum of the execution times for the rules t ha t  fire in order to 
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cmplete the task. lhey have shuwn that transfer of training can be 
characterized in the terms of shared rules. 
In a folluwing section, resear& on transfer of user skills in 
human- interaction will be reviewed. 
is possible to give a very precise theomtical characterization to large 
transfer effects, m i a s  in trainirrg time on the order of three or 
f a r  to one. lhese results strcnrgly support the hypaulesis that large 
transfer effects are due to explicit relationship b e h ~ ~ ~  different tasks 
perfonned COI the same m o r  related tasks perfom& on different 
systems. 
skills enable us to provide precise theoretical descriptions of these 
transfer processes. 
consistent user interfaces for a wide rarrge of tasks ard systenrs that will 
This research shaws that it 
E x i s t b q  nmdels of the acquisition ard transfer of cognitive 
These same nrodels can in turn be used to desi';Jn 
prrmrte similar large realctl 'ons in training time and saving in training 
costs. 
A lhsoretical Model of Positive Transfer 
% dani rmt  theoreticzd approach for explaining specific transfer 
effects is due to Wrrdike and woodward (1901) and lhorndike (1914). 
W e  assumed that transfer betwen ttJr, tasks is mediatedby ooamnsn 
elements. 
generalize to a m do not have to be relearned during the acquisition 
of the secad task. If a large number amxlnt of the knowledge requimd to 
e l m  acquired in a first task that successfully 
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successfully perform the aarvnrd task transferred, there can be a dramatic 
reauctim in training time. 
- 
K i m  and BoMir  (1986) and Polson and Kieras (1985) proposed that a 
c~rmy~tl el- theory of transfer cmld account for positive transfer 
effects d u r i q  the acquisition of operating procedures. zhe cxamnon 
elementsmtherules. Taskscansharemethodsardsequencesofuser 
actions and wgnitive operations. shared cqmmnts are repmsented 
by cQEDIy=Q1 rules. It is assu3ned that these shared rules are always 
incorporated into the -tion of a new task at little or no cost in 
trainirrgtime. Thus, furanewtaskinthemiddleofatrainingseqmnce, 
the nunber of new unique rules may be a small fkactian of the total set of 
n l l e s n e c e s s a r y t o ~ t h i s t a s k .  
. 
EsQlnples of Successful Transfer 
T h i s  section briefly describes results frcm the human-cmpter 
interactian litera- demmtratirq the magnitudes of the transfer 
effects and shaving haw CCT (Kieras and ~~lson, 1985) can explain these 
results. 
Wlsan et al. (1986) fand very larye transfer effects, on the order 
of faur to me reauctians in training time, for 1- to perform a 
shple uti l i ty  task an a menu-based, stand-alone, w~rd processor. ?heir 
theoretical analysis showed that a significant portion of the knuwledge, 
when quantified in txms of number of rules, required to perform these 
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tasks were i n  cansistent w i t h  low-level methods for makirrg merru 
tmsitians, entering parameters, and the l h .  @ 
Sirrgley axh Ankrson (1985) faund larye transfer effects between 
different text editom, e.g., transfer fran a line to a screen editor. 
Polsan, B o n k ,  and Kieras (1987) f& effects of similar magniade for 
transfer between t w  different editom. ’Iheir theoretical analysis 
shahd that editors share coBrmy361 top level methods that deccmpose the task 
of edit- a manuscript into a series of subtasks i x n r o l v ~  M v i M  
changes in the manuscript. nJrthmom, even very different editors share 
low-level methods, e.g., QIvxII: positioning. Text edit- is a task where 
transfer is d t e d  by kncwledge of the general structure of the task as 
WellaSsharedmethods. 
w x e r a ~  s l l ~ ~  is a worwt ion  that was explicitly designed tb 
maximize the transfer of methods both w i t h i n  a given application as well 
as across different applications (Smith et al. 1983). A l l  COBmnards have a 
ccmm format. W user first selects an object to be maniplated using 
specialized selection n&hods for different kinds of text or graphic 
objects. ?he aperation is selected by pressiIq one’of faur cQIp112ud keys 
on the keyboard. For -le, hittins the delete key causes the selected 
object to be deleted. 
Ziegler et al. (1986) Carried cut transfer exper- with the STAR 
workstation. lhey studied transfer between text and graphics editors. 
lhey showed that cc~rmy3n methods acquired in one context were successfully 
transferred to the other leading to very laqe transfer effects. Further, 0 350 
they wem able to wide a quantitative andlysis of the magnitude of 
these transfer effects us- a pmdwtion system mdd. like those of 
Polson et al. (1987). 
An Example of the Impact of Low Level Inconsistencies 
Karat et al. (1986) exarmned ' transfer between three highly similar 
word process* systarrs that were intenaed by their designers to 
facilitate the transfer of user skills fmm one system to another. Ihe 
first system was develuped as a merru-based, stand alme word processor. A 
major goal in the design of the foll- systems was to facilitate 
transfer f m  the dedimted, stand-alone, word processor to wrd 
processors hosted on a general ~xupose CQnPuter ani a 
. 
Karat et al. evaluated the ma&- of transfer effects frow the 
dedimtedversion of the system to the other two system envimments. l ke  
transfer effects were disappoirrtingly small. Karat et al. faund users' 
difficulties transferring their sk i l l  wwe due ahmd entirely to subtle 
differences in low levellaethods. For -le, many prcblems were caused 
by the fact that the dedicated version of the system has specialized, 
labeledfunctionkeys. onthegeneralpuposepersanalccnnputerandthe 
departmental CQnFUter ~ v e . r s i o n s ,  the user had to learn and retain 
the locations of the co- functions on an unlabeled, generic 
keyboard. mistenc ies  in key assi-ts for activatirrg known 
functions disrupted performance when users atkmpted to transfer their 
skills fm one version of the system t o  another. 
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D R A F T  
wlications for the Design of systems in the space stati WmuDISTRlfwnl. 
AlTN9UTlocI 
OR NUTAT" 
TIE research reviewed in preceding sections s h c k ~ s  that co~rrmc~l methcds 
are t.1-ansferred across tasks and application leading to large reductions 
in 
al. results show that these transfer effects are fragile and can be 
reduced by minor but arbitrary differences in low-lev& methcds let &one 
mre extensive inconsistencies. For ample, the method for centering 
text is identical on both the dedicated and- ccarqxrterversions of 
the systems exceat that the centering M i o n  is activated on the 
time, on the order of 100% to 300%. However, the Karat et. 
dedicate!d version by c2mtrol-shift c and by contml-shift x on the 
persmal canputer version. 
perfonname of skilled users of the dedicated version forc iq  them to stop 
a n i  refer to documntation to fina the correct M i o n  key. This 
incansistency was caused by the fact that contml-shift c already used by 
many applications pmgmns to abort and return to the top level of 
This small inconsistency disrupted the 
. 0 
operating - 0  
Rre putential for sericus inconsistencies in camon methods across 
different systems and application in the space Station is much greater 
than the eJQnElle of the three word processing system studied by Karat et. 
al. lhey were all developed by a s-le manufactumr with the explicit 
goal of permitting transfer of skills developed on the dedicated version 
of the system. 
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Rapid develcpmts in haxbare and software technology pennit the 
generation and pmsentation of very cclllpllex displays canbinhq text, 
color, mtion, and ccp1p3.lex visual mpresentatians. ?here is limited 
UTderrStanding of how to effectively u t i l i ze  these new capabilities. There 
is extensive knuwledge of the basic visudl processes underlying color and 
fOm -on (Graham, 1965; WdLraven, 1985) Detailed models Of the 
ccmprehensim of -lex visual displays do not exist. lhere is sane 
systematic work on the effective graphical presentation of quantitative 
information (e.g., Kosslyn, 1985; Tufte; 1983) The widely acclaimed book 
- Rre Visual Dimlay gg puarrt itative Information by Tufte is a collection of 
design guidelines. 
entirely on aapiricdlly-based, iterative design methods ( W d  an3 Lewis, 
1985) A good illustration of how effective these methods can be is shown 
in an exper- reparted by Wuns et al. (1986) 
wem ccmxned w i t h  the pmblem of display format optimization. 
designed a set of alternative displays to  be used in orbital maneuvering 
tasks onboami the space Shuttle. Ihs new displays gmuped infoxmation by 
Amction and incltliae mre lmningm abbreviations ard labels. Burns et 
2hese investigators 
‘Ihey 
al. (1986) had buth non- and Space shuttle crew ma&ers retrieve 
specified items of infonuation fmm the c u r r m t ,  aperational displays and 
the mfonnatted experkW displays. 
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Reformatted displays inpmved both speed and acaracy for the 
non-expert subjects. ?he chaqes jm format had no effects on Space 
Shuttle cnm member perfonnance, and the reformatted displays i m p m e d  
their accuracy-. ?he~e results are surprising. w i v e  trainirrg and 
experience shculd hwe enabled the crew members to  develop specialized 
skills to deal with even moptimal displays. Arry d m q e s  in display 
format shculd have disrupted these skills 1- to reductions in 
performance for highly trainsd crew members. one possible conclusion is 
that the current displays are so far f r m  optimal that even brief 
v i -  with the reformatted displays enabled trained crew members to 
perform a t  a level equal to their perfonnance with actual displays. 
The Bums et al. (1986) e x p e r m  shows that application of cur 
current knowledge of visual pemeption and guidelines for formattitq and 
labeling can lead to significant imprwements of performance in an 
empirically-based iterative design process. Iiowver, the situation in the 
Space Station is more -lex. 'Ihe display teclhnolcgy for the systems 
onbard the Space Shuttle used small, alpha-numeric m. Displays 
o n b a d  the space station will make extensive use of graghias and color. 
In other worn, incmase capabilities pmvided by new display technology 
will enable developers to generate truly h a p m h a ~  ible displays. 
. 
-, them m important transfer and cansistency issues. 
coslniw uses of symbols, color and motion cues, ard incansistent 
formats a- applications w i l l  have the same inpact on users as 
incansistent methods for atering text, increased training time and 
displays, cmsistency, and the use of displays as interfaces to systems 
with significant enrbedded intelligence are more ccrmplex design pmblems. 
Ihe design -laus will have to be solved us- the canbination of 
enpiriczdly-based evaluation raethods canbined with detailed models of the 
task and a theory of the ccpnpmion of visual displays. 
consider the design problems involved in developing the displays for 
systems with significant embedded intelligence like the space station's 
eTNir0lnmental controls and pmer systems. Effective displays shcruld be 
basedon 1 ) a n m k s h t h g  ' of the knowledge required to successfully 
perform critical tasks, e.g., -le shoot a malfunction, 
characterization of the cognitive 
necessary infomation fram the display, 
2) a 
involved in extracting the 
3) and a description of haw the 
infomat im is utilized to ccpnplete the task. In Other tJDrds, what is . 
required is a cunplete theory of the cclmprehension of cconplex visual 
displays. 
Ellis and his colleagues (Ellis et al., 1985: Kim, wan et al. , 
1985) have proposed a methodology for the develapnerR of effective 
specialized displays for spatial tasks involving -1 of cbjects in 
three dimensional space with a full six degrees of freedan, e.g. the Jm, 
Telerabat damstrator, asld space Station Proximity Operations Displays. 
Ellis and his colleagues propose a design methodology that creates a very 
tight link between the characteristics of the task, a theoretical 
understanding of the percep.tual pmcesses, and enpirical demomtmti- 
that the displays actually facilitate performance of the task. ?his 
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design strategy can be generalized in all various types of displays atxi 
tasks. 
NRsA has articulated a very arabiticrus design mlosophy for apert 
systems to be used on the Space Station calling for the developnmt of 
cooperative hcrman-ccanpter pmblem solvhj w. Marry issues 
cmcemhj the Wign of such systems can be understood fropn acperience 
with highly aukmated -ial aimraft (chambers and ~agel, 1985), 
a m t i c  test 
systems for nuclear pakller plants. sane of the issues are: 
of the human cperator, 
of aperation, 3) mairrtenarw=e of skills nscessary t o  perfom tasks 
manually, 
(Richardson et. al., 1985), and autcanated -1
1) vigilance 
2) safe transition fm autcxnatic to manudl mdes 
0 
4) successful mqletion of a task after the autaaMtic system 
has failed, 5) allocations of functions between man and machine, 
the develapaetrt of truly symbiotic hurnan-ccap-uter pmblem solving 
systems. Althaqh the basic issue have been identified, there are no w e l l  
6) and 
Wmbd e general solutiom m are there any cpemtional examples of 
symbiotic humn-cmpter pmblem solvirq systemns. 
Hayes (1987) distinguishes betwen carnrersatianal/agent and 
machine/tml-like systems. 
interacts with an intelligent agent to accoqlish a task. 
carry aut -lex EVA tasks under human supemision and systems with 
In a canversational/agent system, the user 
that 
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sqhisticated natural language interfaces are exanples. mchhe/tooi-iike 
systems are directly controlled by their users althw they can be highly 
automated carryiq aut a -le seqwnce of low level steps without direct' 
intervention. -1- include auto-pilots, aukmatic test equiprent 
(ATE) and application pmqams like text editors and spreadsheets. 
- 
There also is a secaxl important dimension, autonay. Sane systems, 
once in i t ia l ized  by their users, carry aut their task cmpletely 
autancanxlsly or only make use of the human user as a law level sensor and 
maniplator. 
systems. Auto-pilots and ATE systems are not normally cansidered 
intelligent. However, they carry aut extremely cmplex tasks 
autancanxlsly. ?hey may not be classified as intelligmt systems in that 
they carry out their tasks us- w e l l  -bod algorithms. 
systems inply the human user as a 1-level sensor and manipulator. 
task is carried cut autananausly. 
the final results or why the s y s t e ~ ~  mqmsted a given piece of data in the 
precess of  caplet^ the task (e.g., Shortcliffe, 1976). 
-1- include auto-pilots, ATE systems, and most expert 
Many expert 
0 
me 
Ihe user  can ask for aplanations of 
Intelligent systems can actually ccmplicate the task of human user, 
e.g., telembats d applications w i t h  natural larrguage interfaces. 
Bejczy (1986) shows that intelligent agents can impose addMandl 
difficulties for users because they have to understard both the corrtrol 
program anl the task. For -le, no natural language interface is 
capable of reqmdug ' correct lytounrestr ictedi .npk.  ~ ~ c h i n t e r f a c e s  
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urderstarzd a limited subset of ~tural larquage ard may have no or limited 
caphili t ies for reasmhq about the task. Thus, even i f  the user's 
request is parsed correctly, resulting CXBmMnds may be an inccnnplete 
and/or incork& sequexe of operations necessary to aaqlete the task. 
' 0  
consider the pmblem of effective hardoff fran autmatic to manual 
operation in a truhleshooting task, e.g., finding a serious fault in the 
~ d i s t r i h l t i o n q T s t e l u .  c u r r e n t e x p e r t ~ d o * m a k e t h e  
tmnsition frcm autaaatic to manual operation gracefully. Watexman (1986) 
chsemes that expert system have n a r ~ ~ ~  daaMins of expertise and they 
have on capability to reason about their limitations. muse they can't 
reasan about their limits, sud~ systems are l i t t l e  use in assisting a 
human pmblem solver once they have failed to find the cause of a serious 
fault. Thus, the system can fa i l  catastmph ' a l l y  leaving its user w i t h  a 
task of manually diagmdq a serious fault. 
. 
Wlildingasystemcapableof- ' about its limits and providing 
the user w i t h  a usem explanations mgardmg ' failureisbeycadthe 
current State-of-the art. Htxwer, it's exactly this kind of capability 
that is required i n  a t r u l y  coaperative system. III swnmary, current 
systears are not cooperative problem solving systems. In the 
prooess of p e r f 0 d . t ~ ~  their task, humans serve in a very low level 
subsemiant role and when systems fail ,  they fa i l  cabstmphically 
pruvidiq their users with little or no infomation for the reasan of the 
failure and no assistance in continued efforts t o  solve the problem. 
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Be- able to reasan about its uwn limitation is difficult because 
cmstmhs enbided in the Audamental properties of current -ledge 
sdremes (Jackson, 1986). The rules in cuxrent expert 
- 
wsf==- ' aomp1exdxtu.m of a m t m l  )acrwledge and danain specific 
and general pmblem solvirq lcmwledge. such systems have no explicit 
model of danain p r h i p l e s  or any specific knowledge of their strategies. 
Exactly this kind of huwledge is rquired to pruduce caherent 
e%planatbns (Clancy, 1983) 'Ibis type of knmledge is also mquired t o  
reasan about limitations. 
NASA's goals are far mre ambitious than the develapnent of autanoarous 
intelligent pmblem solvers w i t h  explanation capabilities. It is 
repeatedly pmpoeed in various NASA drx;uments to develop cooperative or 
symbiotic fwman-ccmlplter problem SOW- (Jd'msan et al. 1985; Anderson 
and Qlmabers, 1985) 
. 
D i s c u s S i a n s  abaut the possibility of aevelopbq such systems have a 
surprishq uniformity. 'Ihe authors cbserve that pmerful pmblem solvers 
can be developed i f  systems exploit the cmplimerrtary stmqths of human 
andmachine permitting one to canpensate for t h e w  of the other. 
'Ihe next issue is function allocation. zhe discussion of function 
allocation begins w i t h  a general assessment of the strencjths and 
of h m  and ccPrpxrters as problem solvers. This assessment is 
i n  the form of a characterizations human and machine CcBnpCnents listing 
0 the stmqths ~d of ea&. mid listings are in Jahn~an et 
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al., 1985, pp. 27-28; et al., 1985, pp. 47-49; and 
e . ,  1985. What b strikhq abcut these 1- U r O h  CanSkbncy. 
The fo1lcd.q b 'tabn frrlaa Ridmrdson et al. 
0 
(1985, pp. 47-49) 
- 
?he of the human amponat of the system are: 
1. Processingof sensorydata. 
2. Patternrecognitian. 
3. Ski l led  Fhysical maniplation limited mi& strencfth. 
4.  Limited metacognitive skills, e.g. ability to reasan abaut limits 
of k n o w l ~  and skill. 
Slm h t  pokllerful general lmmirq mechaniQlLs. 5.  
6. A large, content--e permanerrt mry. . 
1. 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5.  
6. 
Limited workirq memory. 
Limited capacity to integrate a large number of separate facts. 
Tenienq to m t e  on favorite strategies and malAactians; 
set effects and functional fixity. 
Limited induction capabilities. 
Lack of consistency; limitations on the ability to effectively use 
new infomatian. 
Emotional and motivational pmblerns. 
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7. Limitations an the availability of individuals with the necessary 
abilities and skills. 
0 .  Limitea-. 
- 
The currerrt genemtian of apert systems and highly autaManaus 
autaaatic system, e.g. ATE'S make use of human sensory processing, 
pattern-recqnitian, and manipulative Skills. 
and point out that their objective in developing cooperative pmblem 
solving systems is to exploit human's cognitive capabilities as well as 
these 1- level skills. 
authors recognize this 
mtinuing to guate Richardsan,et al., the 
strengthofthecanprterccmpanentofthesystemare: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
The 
Larye processiq capacity. 
Larye worm =ry. . 
capabilities of makirrg consistent mechaTll 'cdl inferencestaking 
into accmnt dl1 relevant facts. 
Pruce~~ing and utilizing larye amounts of actuarial infonnatian. 
capabilities to store and retrieve t r a i n i q  and reference 
material. 
A v a i l a b i l i t y  of system limited only by reliability of basic 
CQIPuter -logy. 
No matiMtional or other related pmblems. 
of the machine CCBnpanent of the system are 
1. No or very limited capacity to adapt to novel situations. 
2 No or very limited learning abilities. 
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3. No or very limited metamgnitive abilities, e.g., mhsbnhq ' of 
am limitatians. 
Very difficult to program particularly the current generation of 4. 
w- Systenrs. 
Exanples of coaperative systems 
The best exanpples of cooperative systems are intelligent training 
systems (ITS) (Sl- and Bruwn, 1983; Polson and Ftktm&m, 1987). 
main-ofanI?Sare: l)theexpertmbduleortaskmodel, 2) 
the student module or user model, and 3) the tutor module or explanation 
sdqstem. A coaperative, intelligent problem solviq aid has to have 
real expertise abak the task, an accurate model of the other intelligent 
agent that it is interacthq w i t h  (the human user), and the capability of 
ccolaucting a i c a t e d  dialogues w i t h  the user. 
(1985) argue that the m a w  mnpnent shcRiLd attempt to CCnnpMsate for 
The 
. 
Richrdson et al. 
a 
lamwn limitations and fail- modes that are characteristics of a l l  fonns 
of human problem solvhq: lhey are tJlorking memory failures, set and 
functiandl fixity, infemme failures, and attenticad limitations. 
One hportant role for a cooperative intelligent system muld be to 
reduce information overload by selectively displayiq information relevant 
to the highest priority chambers and Nagel (1985) 
describe the cockpit of a Boeing 747 w i t h  its sweral hundred instnmmts, 
indicators, and mrning lights as an -le of skilled pilots can 
be simply overwhelmed by the amount of available information. Plans for 
of a task. 
h i m y  autanated aircraft of the 1990's incorporate selective displays on 
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color 
the aircraft that is re!levant to the current task. The ability to display 
relevant information wuiLd prevent information overload and 
a- humankrkiq memory by pmviding an external representation 
of a small subset of the total informaticn abuxt the state of 
relevant information about the system's state. 
other praposals for the role of the aaqmter in a coaperative system 
focus on its Ccmputatimal capabilities. Memry limitations prevent human 
users fmu adequately integrating information about the current state of 
the system and arrhival information 
failures. awS, the machine takes on the role of filter, m r y  aid, and 
infemme wine cupnsatbq for lawrwn general 
likelihooas of component 
in the human 
informatim prpcessing system. 
Possible Semrios - Sericus -lens 
These proposdls are cansistent w i t h  the large body of data abaut the 
strength and - of human diagnostic masonhg and prablem 
solving. However, hup1eamth-g these praposdls into a functioniq systen~ 
can -use mi- difficulties. consider a situation irnrolvirrg the pmer 
distrhxt.im syste!m of the space station khem several interacting 
failures have oocurred. Ihe system makes a series of incorrect inferences 
about the cause of the faults and displays to the human partner 
information irrelevant to successful solution of the prablem. such 
misinformation a u l d  effectively block successful solution by the human 
user. It's essentially a set manipulation. The misinformation wuuld be 
especially damaging if the system wwe normally suocessful. 
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O t h e r  p-1- cculd result if  the systemrnakes inferences 
frwlitslmdelofthehumanuser. ~ t h e s y s t e m h a s ~ l u d e d ,  
correctly, that is is incapable of indepenaentl y diagnosing the faults i n  
the power distribution system. Us- its advancd explanation 
capabilities, it explains to its human partner its 
curknt state of the pmer distribution system and VaricIUs partial results 
obtainedinatteqtmg ' todiagmsefailures. Inthepmcess, System 
' of the 
presents a series of canp?lex displays shcrwirrg the current state of the 
pmer dis t r ibt ian system. Ihe expert human user recognizes a c c ~ l l p l e x  
patternof interrel ated evenb and info- the CQnlXtter of the cam& 
solution to the mlem. Ihe system by atter@.q to m u a t e  
the humn partner's irpt us- information cmtamed ' i n i t suse rmode l .  
information processing System, and the system into-y Cmcludes that 
the 
basis of such  lex irpt ard the solution is rejected. 
lhis model has a very detailed description of the limits of the human 
partner is incapable of m a k ~ r v ~  the aorrect diagnceis ono& 
Many readers may think that the scenario pmented in the preceding 
section is uverdrawn. O f  cmrse, NASA wxld never tolerate the fieldirrg 
of a system that IRIS capable of effectively overruling a space station 
crewnmber. Haklwer,asysteaninWchhumanuserscanoverridethe 
machine 
d - c a p k e r  problem solving systems. 
mem>ry failures, and failures to integrate historicdl data in making 
diagnoses are higbly pmbable failure mdes of human users. Ihe income& 
ccanpmnises the goal of d0velOping truly coo13era tive 
Infonnation overload, mr- 
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inference made by the machine described in 
and wuuld probably be correct 
w i t h  intelligence tutoring systems (Polson 
- 
the preceding scenario is not 
i n m s t s i ~ ~ a n s .  Expdence 
andRicaan%on, inpress) shaws 
that such cwperative systens are excee&q ' ly difficult to amstmct. 
This section contams ' information on recaamnendatians for further 
resear& and Cancludes that the difficulties in  developing truly 
prualctive C x q U t E P M  systems are primrily IIIanagement Prpble!m. 
Information processing M s  
. 
-tion 1. support the developrrent of the so- tools requimd 
to rapidly develop informtion prpcessing models of tasks performed on the 
space station. 
T h i s  chapter has recarrpaerded that infonn2ltion processing models of 
cognitive processes be the basis for the design of applications prqrams, 
ccp~lplex visual displays Md cooperative human- prablem solving 
Systeans. A theoretical technology shmld be -lied on a larye sade to 
solve interface design pmblems on the space station. unfortunately, the 
develqpnent of informtian processing models is currently an art and not a 
rcdxlst design technology. Flrrthenrrore, these 11y3dels can be -y 
cmplex simulating basic psychologicdl process i n  detail (Andersan, 
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~ o p n e r r t  of an effective m i n g  facility is an engineering 
prcblem, abeit a difficult one. 
theoretical state of the art in cognitive psychology. Models of variolls 
cognitive pmcesses have to be integrated into a siqle simulation 
facility, e.g., models of -, cognitive, and mator pmcesses. 
Wigher level larrguages shculd be developed that autanate the generation of 
the simulation code and the detail derivation of models. A simulation 
develqmnt system will be required for designers to rapidly W e l a p  
models of adequate -ision far use in a timely fashion in the design 
P-. 
are no advames required in the 
. 
?he C a p m i o n  of Cmplex Displays 
Reccnanenaatian2. ~anaggressivereseamhprugramontheprocesses 
involved in the canprehension of cmplex, symbolic displays. 
Many tasks on the space station will require that ere# members 
interact w i t h  amplicated displays. mles include dtoring and 
trouble shootiq of canplex -, manimation and presentation of 
scientific data, ard interactins with expert system to carry cut trauble 
ShoOtingandmainteMnce tasks. Rapid advames in CCBnjxtter and display 
technology will enable designers to develop -lex displays making using 
of symbolic, color, and motion cues. Effective displays that facilitate 
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perfomarm on these muplex tasks can have laqe positive effects on crew 
P- ‘vity. The muplexity of the tasks atd the freedan given to  the 
designer by the display technology require that successful designs be 
based on explicit mcdels of how information in such displays is us& to 
perfom these tasks. 
Develapnent of lllodels of the m u p m i o n  of ccanplex displays 
requires important contributions to  cognitive theory. current reseamh i n  
cognition and perception pruvides a solid foundation on Whi& to M l d  
such models. 
displays can be based on the extensive body of theoretical results 
abtained on the processes involved in text cepnprehension (e.g., van D i j k  
ardKintsch , 1983). -lent work on related pmblems is dLready gohq 
onwithinMISAtresearchprogranrsinthisareacouldbemcdeledinthe 
work of Ellis and his colleagues briefly described in a pmcedirq’section. 
It is possible that mcdels of canprehension of -lex 
-tian 3. Design and support an aggressive research program 
1- to the eventual develapnent of woperative, human- problem 
solving qste!ms. 
Although the many analyses dmracterizatirq cooperative hman-ter 
pmblem solving are correct, devehpnent of a useful coaperative system 
requims solutions to unsolved problems in expert system design, 
artificial intelligence, and cognitive science. A well structured 
research prcgram wwld germite many in- ‘ate results, cmponents of a 367 
the evenbud cooperative system, that are useful in themselves on the 
space statim. These Fncluae robust, high perfo?3nmce expert syskms, 
admiwed q lana t i an  mbystms, and various problem solving tools to 
assist the CraJ in  management of the space station systems. 
camider ut i l i t ies  of an inspectab le expert system and of an inference 
m#.netool. Byaninspectab le system, we mean a system that 
di-@aYs - 'ate states of its diagnostic processes during truuble 
shooting. Iheapertsystemstoolpresentstothetraineduser 
intermdl 'ate results of the -le shooting process using of cmplex, 
symbolic displays. praperly designed, su& infonnation gives the hman 
the infomatian necessary t o  c a n f h  a diagnosis or take over 
effectively i f  the exprt system fails. Mbst current aukamtic test 
equipnent sinply reports success or failure, e.g., a red light or a green 
light. An inspectable expert system would be a dramatic impmvemmt over 
diagnostic systems w i t h  such l i m i t e d  feedback. 
. 
Another useful SubSrstQa wmld be a inference -he, a tool that 
canbines infonnatim abmt system state w i t h  actuarial data on the 
likelihoods of different failure mdes. T h i s  system wmld be designed t o  
enable a skilled human user to do a t  i f  calculatians a d  serve as a 
memry aid rmhling the crew member of i n f m t l y  occurring faults that 
are likely to be werloaked. 
Inspectable expert system3 are w i t h i n  the state-of-the-art and wmld 
serve as a very useful test bed for mseamh on mnprehension of cmplex 
symbolic displays and an the design of such displays. interactive 
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inference engine cculd be seen as a primitive protatype of a coaperative 
pr&d.em ,solving system. Both tools can be very use.ful .in an cprat ianal  
envFrmrment andbothareimp*intm&Il 'ate steps in the wentual 
develapaent of high performan~e coaperative systems. 
?here are important - of resear& in cognitive science that w i l l  
have to  be better developed before it w i l l  be possible to  W d  successful 
cooperative hLlman-mquter prablem solving sy&e!ms. 
the processes irnrolved in generathq and ccmprehenzzlng ' 
lhese include I1y3dels 
of human aiagnostic reasaning, cooperative prablem solving, and models of 
useful 
explanations. A oooprative system nust incorporate an extreanely 
scwsticated lmdel of its human partner which in turn requres ' 
UrdenStandFrrg of hcXJ humans carry out the specific task perfoxmed by the 
system as w e l l  as the general characteristics of the human infarmation 
m h  
problem of developing student models i n  intelligent training !q&x!ms. 
Althalgh- is being made in the area of student moaelhq, there is 
a detailed 
and its failure  mode^. user mdels a m  related & the a 
still hprtant UnsolW p-1- (~O~SOII  and Richarsan, 1987). 
In summary, the design and developmt of coaperative, human-cmpter 
prablem solving is the most difficult of the technological goals related 
b cognitive science associated w i t h  the space Station. 
m y  be a d w e d  by a long term, well -ged mseamh program. 
?his goal will 
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GR CUCTATIOW 
It is widelyrecognized that the anbitiaus productivity goals for the 
space Station-can only be achieved w i t h  extensive use of autanated system 
that have effective user interfaces. However, there is a broad gap 
bebeen good intentions and actual develapaent practice. 
recognized today that ccmplex systems developed for civilian, NASA, and 
military use a m  far frcmn the current state-of-the-- in human factors 
presenting serious problems for their users. Often, design errors are so 
abviaus that applications of simple canon sense cauld lead t o  the 
developerit of mze usable interfaces. 
It is widely 
III the final analysis, developnent of usable systems is a management 
prablem. 
factors and -ledge of cognitive prpcesses during a i  
develqmmt process wmld have dramatic and positive effects on the 
pmiiwtivity of the space Station crew. 
wbtent application of the current state-of-the-art in human 
of 
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DESIGNING FOR THE FACE OF THE FUIURT3: 
HAYES AND POLSON PAPERS 
me hardest part of generating a reseamh agenda now for issues in 
h m - c a p t e r  interaction for the Space Station is not in fh i lhg  
important issues and ummwemd questions that are in neeii of care- 
reseamh. It is selectingthose research issues and the ammches to 
them that w i l l  answer the questions we have in the year 2000. 
2000, we will have devices that we can only dream of today; the space 
In the year 
station envirpnment will have a mission, size, and ccmplexity that today 
we can only begin to sketch aut. our job, therefore, is not to - 
a re~earr;h program that w i l l  answer specific questions that we knuw w i l l  
arise in the design of the future space Station. 
. a 
Rather, it is to prepare 
for that future with a research plan that lays the fomdation, a SQUnd 
theomtical base, that will make specific results bath easy to predict and 
sinple to confirm enpiricdlly. A a a i t i m l y ,  the research has to produce 
a devdopnent envimnmmt , a flexible harclware platform and prograrmning 
emimnment , that allows rapid prototyping for eznpi r ica l  test- and easy 
final implenmtation. bases will serve us w e l l  w h a  we have to make 
specific designs for the year 2000. 
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INTERFACES OF 'ME S Y S " S  OF 'ME FVNRE 
It is important to begin by noting those things that are likely to be 
different in fhe space station envirament thantheyareinthe 
envimnments we focus our research on m. ?he mst  dwiaus differences, 
~1 'discus~ea by bath polson and myes, are that the space station 
environnmt is weightless ( w i t h  CMCcBnitant difficulties in forceful 
action and coclrrtenmtion) , perhaps noisy ( w i t h  difficulties for the 
imple!mentatian of speech recognition and sourd proauction), and c c ~ n p l e x  
( w i t h  a small nunber of people do- many, varied tasks w i t h  the help of 
ccanlprters, same of a c h  they w i l l  be expert in, scine of a c h  they w i l l  
not) 
~n addition, the tasks perfonred in the Space Station differ in other, 
more pundamental ways from the tasks m use today in a l&orato+ 
research on h l n n a n ~  interaction. By far the largest amoLlllt of 
current 
tasks: wrdpmcessing, spreadsheet fornailation and analysis, database 
~ i n s u p p o r t o f c a n s t r u c t i n g a r e p o r t .  (xlrcurrentresearchfocuses 
on office tasks. 
focuses on the behavior of people do- operati& 
The Space Statim, in contra&, is likely t o  have very little need for 
operational tasks; standard everyday tasks are more likely to  be 
accmplished by pemom~..  space Station are more likely 
to be hived in: 
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o the monitoring and control of onboard systems (e.g., l i f e  suplprt, 
o the & i a  use of planning and decision systems (e.g., 
for m e d i a  diagnosis or for planning for changes in the 
mission), and 
o Ime nearly canstant use of cammication systems (i.e.,  for both 
mission related infomation and for pwxmal  contact w i t h  f r i d  
and family), for both syndmmw conversation and aqm&mmu 
messages. 
. 
-are ~rhntresearchissuesthat arecamrwrnanmrgthese 
systemrs ard the operational systenrs that we focus on today, but there are 
ather, a d d i t i d  issues that are unique, requiring particular -is. 
BE ommn issues, inportant to all fu ture  human- interaction, 
hl&: 
1. Hartodesignasystemthatiseasytolearnandeasytouse. one 
oore featum of such a system is %om-. 
makes the case for consistency - a detailed argumerrt for the 
mlson's paper 
importance of specifically modeling the user's goals and the 
methods necessary t o  acccaaplish the goals with a particular 
system. !this is a very important research approach that p d s e s  
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to give the right level of answers to questions about consistency 
that will arise in future designs. 
2. A seck& core feature in makirrg a system easy to learn and use 
involves a straightfomard %appirxp between the way the user 
thinks abcut the task objects and actions ard the way the system 
requireS the user to specify them. For -le, the mamhq 
between the objects of wo-ing, SLY& as letters, words, and 
sentex=, comespomlmuchmore closely to the objects in a visual 
editor than they do to the strings and lins objects of a line 
editor. Moran (1983) has made a beghnhq in delineat- this 
type of analysis; more theoretical work and enpirical verification 
~necessary. 
* 
3. HOW to make decisions about what modes of -/output (an3 their 
cclmbinatians) are appropriate for a given envirmrment and task. 
Hayes' Paper - a m m h r  of considerations that nust be 
taken into accumt when deci- among m i s u a l -  
inplt and a modalities, as -1 as the use of appropriate 
canbinatians of these modalities. 
4. What dmncteristics of the human hfonnatim pmcessor are 
Exrinrary -of the range of acceptable interface 
designs. One way of enmluat- a design of an interface is to 
analyze it on the basis of the mjor pr0cessi.n~ that a user 
errgages in in order to - the outplt and generate the next 
w. For ample,  WB can analyze an interface for its 
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pemqhal clarity (e.g. adhemme to Gestalt principles of 
gruping for meaning), its laad on work- m e ~ l ~ y  (e.g., how many 
su&goals or variables must be retained for short periods in order 
for Users to acccmplish their goals), and its 
recall fran loq-tem mmry (e.g. , how many specific rules must 
for 
be learned and how similar they are to ea& other). This 
approach, the ccgnitive scierace of human- interaction, by 
its generality a- all application interfaces, prrmises to 
pmvide a theoreticdl thmad thraagh a rarmber of enpiricdl 
investigations. W i t h  a body of eqirical tests of its 
predictions, this amma& can both pmvide a mbust base for 
futum design situations and qmw in sophistication ard precision 
as a base for m%r&mbq ' ccmpllex cognition, even outside the 
dcmain of hum;m-mqpter interaction. 
m 
prpgress on these topics w i l l  make substantial crmtrikrtions to mr 
understanding of how to design human-carpxlter interfaces for the space 
Station in the year 2000, just  as they w i l l  for those interfaces in 
offices and on the factory floor. 
As discvssed above, haknwer, the systems on the space station aYe less 
likely t o  include Opemtioml systems, like those used in resear& on the 
above %aumnl~ tapics, and ~ 3 r e  likely t o  include planning and decision, 
monitoring and control, ami mmmication system. Additional, inportant 
research issues arise in consider- these lat ter three types of sywtems: 
1. what characteristics of an interface appropriately alert users to 
abnomd. situatians in  systems that m u s t  be monitored. what 
advice, information, or inunediate training can be given users of a 
rimnitor- system that w i l l  guide them to behave in a creative but 
- 
appropriate manner. 
2. How are voice, video, keybomd, pointing devices, etc. to be used 
singly and in ocanbinatian in each of these three types of system? 
certainly voice and video have bgun  to be explored in syndmmw 
cammication systems (e.g., picturephane and slow-scan video 
teleamferenciq). can these modalities be used to best 
advantage to support: the need for I--term contact w i t h  friends 
and family when individuals are separated for a lang time? HOW 
are privacy issues accQIlpllDdated in such systems, bath for personal 
aatmnmication and operatiandl cammicatian? 
. 
3.  I f  m have to CcDlSult an expert system or i f  ~iame intelligence 
is h r p o r a t e d  into a system, haw is information caweyed to the 
userabautwhetherthesystemistobebelieved? sincecurrent 
intelligent systems are llfragile,ll that is, easily put in 
situations for which their advice is not appropriate, we need to 
carnrey to the user information about the system's boundaries of 
capabilities. O r ,  better yet, we need to build intelligent 
facilities that a l l o w  the user to 
)a#rwledge in ways that can make the advice f i t  new situations mre 
or access the stored 
flexibly. 
4. Since the systems that Space Station users must deal with w i l l  be 
varied and the users w i l l  have varying expertise in ei+* the 
task a t  hard or the particular system to be used, it is important 
to have the system prwide requisite contact or t r a in iq .  
Tram need not be a formdl module that one accesses explicitly, 
as software training modules are designed today. 
cculd be initially designed to be transparent (Le, w i t h  objects 
andactiansthatfitthewaytheuserthin)csabartthetask), not 
reqUirirrg trahbq. 
I mean" facility or enhdded llhelpll or %rainingll facilities, 
accessible either when the user requests it or when the systm 
detects that the user is anfused or doing things inefficiently. 
The systents 
O r ,  they cculd be mlt to include a Wo wfiat 
5. b b s t  of the current theoretical bases for the design of 
hsnnan- interfaces consider tasks that are well-known t o  
the user; The GCXS andlysis of Card et al. (1983), for example, 
is for skilled cognition. fieras and RlsonIs (1985) pmibction 
system formalism similarly considers only skilled performance of 
cognitive tasks. HokFwer, i n  the Space station envimnment r -  
w i l l  be doing fewrartine tasks. ' I h e y w i l l  be doing tasks that 
. 
h l v e  novel situations, situations that invoke creative pmblem 
solving, not Wine oqnitive ski l l .  Space station penmml, for 
-le, may try to alter a system that their monitor has shown is 
malfimctioningt they may use the advice of a medical expert system 
to attend to a colleague who has anundiagnosed illness; they may 
useccsmrrrrm 'cation channels to acquire additional apertise fm 
the graurd crews t o  solve onboard problem or plan new missions. 
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In e to understand haw these interfaces shauld be designed, 
mre shrxlld be made in research in the area of human 
pmblem s0lvi.q. Ihe focus shculd be, for -le, on huw to 
build-systems that, m i n i m a l  ly, do nut interfere w i t h  the 
infonuation the person needs to keep track of during ccanplex 
pmblem so1vi.q. Ideally, we want to be able to W d  systems 
that augment a person's abilities to explore & evaluate new 
actions in novel situations. 
6. -, as Hayes' paper points out, rtyxSt of our current 
reseamhmhuman-ax@erinteractionfocusesontheuseofa 
system as a not as an l1agent.It Our ' of 
coaperative human behavior is -fully thin. Theoretical bases 
need t o  be established so that we can build systems that cooperate 
w e l l  with the human pmblem solver, so that systems can a&ment 
the intelligent human to prortuce an even greater level of 
ard action. 
As stated a t  the beginnixq of this discuss ion, the most difficult 
aspectof thetaskof  listirrgreseamhissuesthatthespacestatimof 
year 2000 w i l l  benefit frcm concams pmdictbq the space Station 
envirommnt Md the technology that w i l l  be available a t  the time. We j u s t  
don't )umw what the alternative design elements w i l l  look like. Ihe best 
wecandoat this t ime,  therefore, istoreccamnendamseamhagendawhose 
results prcanise to be useful no matter what the ernrironmerrt and technology 
3aa 
w i l l  be. 
the capabilities of the human information processor, both as an Mvidual 
and in a aqe ra t ive  enVirarmrent. The human w i l l  not have dmnged 
substantidiy-by the year 2000. 
A t  the core of these mcummdatians is resear& that centers on 
CanSequen t lY ,  QUT- ' of human-crmputer interaction w i l l  
benefit fraa research that accmuitates results frcm a rrnmynr theoretical 
core that: 
1. delheaw in detail the functioning of the human infonnation 
processor, with particular -is on the interaction a m q  
uqnitive resumes and those resmmes involved in  attention (for 
monitor- systems), pmblem solvirrg (for expert systms and 
decision support system), and aanrmmication, . 
2. w i t h i n  the danain of expert systems, explores the infonnation a 
user needs and determines how it shrruld be presented so that the 
user can assess the believability of the advice given, and 
3. deterrmnes ' ways t o  help casual users of a variety of systems t o  
use them without a great deal of "start up" effort, either thmqh  
transparent design; effective, easy trainirrg; or e&edded 
intelligent aids. 
A salient aspect of this type of reseamh is that it is based on 
cognitive models, not on design principles. W t i v e  models allow the 
examination of the interaction of features of the task or interface, which 0 389 
principles cannut do. ?hese cognitive models characterize details of a t  
the task requires and details of the human information prw=essor. By 
nmning these &s, the designer or researcher can atennine in detail 
areas of difficulty in the interaction (e.g., where the working memory is 
- 
overloadsd w i t h  subgoals and parameters to be retame3 ' 1. certain ' charrges 
to the interface design c a l d  be tested by ruMing these models w i t h o u t  
having to invest i n  the expense of a full-fledged usability study. ?he 
number of awroachbq issues in human- interaction 
w i t h  cognitive models is currently very small; their n u n h ~ ~  shauld be 
Furthermore, reseamh should have as one of its goals the transfer of 
the knawledge developed in the laboratory to the design and developnent 
process. This calls for develapnent of: . 
1. analytic' tools for assess@ consistency in a particular design. 
2. analytic tools for assessing the a m m t  of effort required in 
mapping the users' natural way of thinkirrg about the task (i.e., 
an object/action larrguage) into that rquired by the system, and 
3. guidelines that w i l l  assist the designer in decisions about which 
modality or ccmbinatians of modalities are apprupriate for a 
particular task and situation. 
And, if systems are to be built for an evolving fiture, they must be 
Software sbauld be designed built w i t h  6cars and hooks, as Hayes notes. 
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so that it has places that will all- easy gxuwth in capabilities or 
in lxr t /W devices. mrthenaore, resear~h is needed to Welap:  
1. a me& and language that allows the system designer to 
incorporate good human factors into the target system (e.g., a 
~%cd.kit" w i t h  CanPQnents that have been designed with 
consideration for reseaz& an their human factors), and 
2. a method that allows system developers to  rapidly inplement t r ia l  
interfaces, sothattheycanbetestedwithrealendtusers, and 
then turned quickly into pmcktian code. 
It is clear fropn the papers in this session that funds devoted d y  to 
sinple enpiria studies of users' behavior with new, increasingly capla 
2000 and beyond. In contra&, msearch that focuses an: 
technology will nut be sufficient for answering the questions of the . year 
1. the abilities of the hman information processor w i t h  om~xmmu 'tant 
wi-, specific, r c h s t  cognitive model-, and 
2. additions to the denrelqamt life cycle to make the production of 
good software rapid 
can produce msear& that can make the human-mpter interfaces an 
the space -tion of the highest possible quality for their time. 
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syNoPsIS OF GENERAL AUDIENCE DISCUSSION 
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IANGUGE AND DISPIAYS FOR HUMAN : CCXGWER 034MUNICATION 
SYNOPSIS OF GE"G AUDIENCE DISCUSSION 
1. When aiscusSing natural language interfaces for hum- 
interaction, one shauld make a clear separation between those 
requirirrg auditory input and those accepting natural language. 
Althaqh these two features are highly correlated, they need not 
be. One wuld consider a speech inpt that wnuld restrict 
language to a subset, such as single word carrmands or even special 
codes. 
entered via keytx>arrl. A l t h a q h  there is an additianal memory load 
imposes on the user i f  speech ingut accepted only a subset of 
natural language, there may be satm applications that a u l d  
effectively use this mode. 
Similarly, there cmld be natural language hpt that was 
. 
2. Allen N e w e l l  wished to eqhasize the imporhnce of having 
specific, detailed cognitive models as the basis for designing 
human-carqxtter interfaces. 'Ihe current researchers who are us- 
this approach is very small, and though grcrwing exponentially, the 
grcrwth rate is very "leisurely.11 Rre appmach has the advantage 
of nut cmly specifying details of the processing mechmsm ' 
details of the task the user is engaged in. Having the details of 
of 
cognition and their interaction, but also of specifyiq the 
the task can prwide benefits beyond redesign of the interface. 
They cmld serve as the basis frcanwhich the task itself wuld be 
394 
redesigned, affording productivity enhancenrents f m  a
straightfomaxd efficiency analysis. N e w e l l  a s t m q  
inCentiv6 be established for t o  c0nduc.t their wrk in 
the contact of anrmlative, model-based theories of cognition, and 
let the design principles fall fram them. 
- 
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~ e h p h q  arid buildix~ a space station will confront problem of 
- 
significant complexity in an extraordinarily demamhq ' enviranment. The 
station's size and ccanplexity will make necessary the extensive use of 
autanation for manitoring and control of critical subqbms ,  such as life 
-e. 'Ihe station cxarp?lexity, alorg with the lxlvelty of space as an 
envhnment, llleans that all contingencies cannot be anticipted. Yet the 
hostility of the enviranment means the cansequences of failure can be 
,substantial. 
In such situations, rdxlstness and transparency becapne essential 
pmperties of the we develop. A System to t h e w  
that it has the ab i l i t y  to deal w i t h  uMnticipat& events. A system is 
transparent to the degxee that its operation can be made ccanprehensible to 
an observe. 
.) a 
' Ihis papex is cancemsd with these two praperties - ralxlstness and 
transparency - fmm a number of perspectives. we claim that they are 
crucial to the space station undertdking (and indeed to any situation with 
similar levels of cmplexity and similar of failure). W e  
argue that they are f u & m m b l  praperties of models and system designs 
basedonthcsemdels. A s a r e s u l t , m h s t m s s a r d ~ c a n n a t  
easily be grafted on aeterwarrlr they must be cansidered at the autset and 
designed in. We explore haw this might happen, Le., huw these t m  
praperties translate into oonstraints on system design and describe a 
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a nulnber of research efforts that may lead to better ‘ of hcrw such design might be acccmplished. 
It is use& at this point to establish sane sinple vocakilary. 
%ystemi8 or “deviceii we ~ B M  the harclware wfiose behavior we w i s h  to 
BY 
understard and control. ?he puwer distribution system, for example, WDUld 
include all the cables, batteries, fuel cells, solar arrays, switches, 
etc., that supply power to the station. 
of that hardware that w i l l  allow us to analyze, interpmt, diagnose,  ani^ 
guide its behavior. 
monitor the 
same job. hhen expmss& explicitly, it is typically written in terms of 
By “nmdelti we mean a description 
’Ihe mDdel may be inplicit in a program designed to 
or it may exist in the mina of the human doing the 
-ti=, performance culves, qineer iny drawings, etc. 
exhtinthemindofthehumandoingthe-jab.  ~ ~ ~ m c a s e i t  . 
The mdel also 
may be *licit in a pmgram designed to monitor the hardware or it my 
pravides the basic frmnekllork used to unkzbnl the device. 
While we speak broadly of SWems andmodels, our amern here is for 
the most part w i t h  of physical devices and the associated 
engin==in3models of them; mu& of what we say is likely to civry uver to 
software as -1. Models of human behavior and social systems are larqely 
-what we attempt to do here. 
VMnticipted Events: Mutivation 
Because of what we discuss is motivated by the difficulties of 
0 ~ i n g  with unanticipated events, it is worth taking a moment to consider 403 
what they are and wfry they are important. By unanticipated e!vents we mean 
any occumme requiring a respnse that has not been previausly planned 
for, andly~ed, d the appmpriate respanse determined. 
- 
one ccanpell- example might occur i f  the life mrt system &tors 
present a collection of readixp that indicate a malfunction h r t  do not 
match arry knam pattern of misbeha vior. Ihe reddings need to be analyzed 
and an apmpriate respanse initiated, yet this cannot be done %y the 
it mqdms that w e  reason -tihat cmld have happened to 
Ihe importanoe of such events arises fm their inwitability, due t o  
both the ccarplexity of the space station and the novelty of the 
envirosmrent . unanticipated events and interactions are a fact of l i f e  for 
anplex, large scale systems because the number of different kinds of 
. 
things that can go WmIq is 80 vast, and m r  ability t o  do exhaustive 
formal analyses of fault ervents has rather modest l i m i t s .  space is a 
sufficiently nuvel ernrircamrent that we have no canprehensive catalog of 
stawhrd fault nmdels that can be chscksd ahead of th .  
unanticipated merits: Exanple 
During SIS-2, the second space shuttle missim, an intemstirq 
seqmce of events lead a t  me point t o  the recognition that a fuel cell 
was failing and later to the realization that in its &graded state it 
cauld conceivably -lode. ‘Ihis sequence of events helps to illustrate 
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bath the inevitability of unanticipated wents and the kinds of huwledge 
and mzxming needed to deal w i t h  +&. 
Soane brief backgzmn3 w i l l  help make the events ccanprehensible. The 
basic function of the 3 fuel cells (Figure 1) is to pmduce electricity by 
ccanbinhq hydrugen and oxygen in  a carefully cmtrolled reaction us* 
potassium hydmxide as a catalyst. Ihe mubustion product is water, 
?mmvedfroonthecellbythewaterremnmlsystem (Fi-2): damp 
hydrugen enters the aosdenser a t  the right, Nled along by the f l aw  
produced by the motor and pnp a t  left. 'Ihe mator is also tu rnbq  a 
separator that plshes mndemed water droplets taward the walls of the 
chamber where they accumulate due to surface tension (recall this is a 
enviromsnt ).  ?henowdrierhydmgenretuMlstothefuelcell,whilethe 
annulus of water ccmt-1~ be- fo& at the separator is picked up 
and guided to the water Storage area. A meter a t  the outlet n m d t o 8  water 
m, clhecking for - ' tion (e.g., potassium hydmxide froon the fuel 
cell), sincethewaterisintended for consuqtion. 
In  very ltluch abbmiated form, the 
* 
of events leading to early 
mission terrmM ' t.h of STS-2 proceeded follckrls (Eichoef-, 1985): 
Pre-bunch: A t  variaus ths  oxygen ard hyclrosen flaw meters read high: 
at one point oxygm f law goes o f f d e .  Interpretation: 
Sensors malfunctioning. 
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more load. 
-In-Wpr&ation: cell may be failing. 
Contmllers consider Ixugirrg FC1. performance 
suggests possible flooding; p~ high also suggests flooding; 
~ i n g  will -e water. ~ h q  F C ~  rejected - p u q d  
IC8 might solidify, blocking w e  line that is cammon to 
all  3 cells. 
+ 3:25 Crew asked to test pH manually. If sensor is correct, 
potable water may be getthq conkmum ' tedbyIC8. 
+ 4:25 Crew too busy with other duties to perform test. 
+' 4:40 
+ 4:51 
+ 5:48 
FCl off loads significantly 
Interpmtation: Clear failure. 
~ c 1  isolated fraa remairrder of electrical system and shut 
dam. 
Mission evaluation man recognizes new failure mde for the 
cell in the current situation. it is shut down 
pressure slowly drops, but can drup at different rates on 
each side. If pressure differential becomes larye enough, 
gas mles f m  one side can crp~is to the other, possibly 
ccanbining aqlosivdy. 
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-t. 7:52 Fc1 restarted w i t h  reactant valva closed; reactants 
post-mission analysis of the fuel cell and water separator revealed that 
the pH meter had been workiq correctly and that a srnaJ.1 particle blocJced 
the nozzle in the water separator of cell 1, preventing water remval to 
the storage area. Ihe water backed up first in the separator and later in 
the cell, flWdhJ the cell (herace the high pH), leading to performance 
degradation, cca7sequent load shedding, and eventual fail-. 
This -le is useful for a number of rasons. It illustrates, . 
f i rs t ,  mhstmss and transparency in the face of unanticipated events. 
T h e  masonhq U mbust in the sense that the blockage had not previously 
been anticipated, yet engineers were able to reason thmugh haw the device 
mrked, and w e r e  able to recognize and predict a navel. sequmce of 
potentially Seriol23 -. Ihe r e a s o r q  ' wastransparentinthe 
sense that the story abwe is ccqrehensible. Even given the very smll 
of informatian in F i m  1 and 2 and the short description W e ,  
the description of the enrents %akes sense." 
Secand, it suggests the difficulty of a prior identification and 
analysis of all failure modes and all the ways those failures may 
'ccanbine. men w i t h  all the careful design, testirq, and previously 
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'~hird, it illustrates the kina of -ledge and reasauq ' thatwas 
to understand, diagnose, and repair the problem. Ihe knuwledge 
involved i n fo rmt im  about structure (inter#mnectim of parts) and 
behavior (the functim of a caponent labeled %mtorll or I V p m p ) ,  -lied 
by the diagram in Figures 1 and 2. -ledge of basic chemistry am3 
physics was also involved, used to understand the behavior potassium 
hydmxide in solution and the notion of surface tension. - relies on causal models, descriptions of devices and procllesses 
that capture ar ordinary notion of what it means for one event to cause 
another (e.g., the motor causes the ~xrmp to turn which causes the hydrogen 
Importantly, the 
a n d w a ~ t o m n r e t h r a u g h t h e ~ ,  etc.). 
0 
Ihe masmhq involved was of several varieties., Ihe fourth event 
above, for instance, illustrates reasanirrg about behavior to predict 
-: if the cell is flooded, patassiumhydrmdde can get in the 
water, meanix~ it can get to the water separator and then into the water 
storage. Another fonn of 
to diagnoses and then to repair actions: If FU is &e&iirg load, it's an 
involved mrkirq from &semed synptms 
indication of degmded performance, which sugge&s flooding. Flooding in 
turn suggests puving as a repair. 
chemistry ruled ak that action 
have blocked the mmmn purge line. 
Sinple kmwledge of cannectivity and 
the event above at + 3:OO: it might 
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Finally, it offers a simple way sulmnarizhq much of what this paper is 
about: while a l 1  of the reascoling abcrve was done by people us- their 
models of the dmiices i n  question, we suggest giving axputem exactly the 
same sort of &ledge and reasCaring abilities. They cculd, as a resu l t ,  
perform as far mre effective assistants. 
a 
We believe this can be done by supplying thexu w i t h  samething like the 
diagrams of Figures 1 and 2, w i t h  la#rwl@e abaut stmctum, behavior, an 
understanding of amity, chemistry, @mi-, el- 'a, amlmre. 
that we use  i n  everyday eI@leering -. 
In 
s h o r t , w e n e e d t o g i v e t h e m t h e s a m e ~  ' of '%ow things work" 
?he aspiration, of caurse, is easy, execution is ccmsiderably =re 
difficult; this is clearly m small undertakirrg. In the reldder of this 
paper, we examine s ~ a e  of the research issues that arise in attenptm to 
make this h a p .  
. 
o Haw can we provide descriptions usable by a machine that are 
equally as rich as those in Figures 1 and 23 consider, for 
-le, how nu& lmrwledge is captured by the simple labels mtor, 
prmp, and-. 
o Haw can we provide the kinas of reasmhq abilities displayed 
abcnre3 
o Hcrw can we pravide the ability to judiciously select the corm& 
model for a given problem? consider how our view shifted f m  
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me gmunded in physics, to one oriented tcrwards chemistry I to- 
granded in electrrmics, as the need m e .  
o HW CM we provide the ability to simplify a catplex model, 
selectiz~ out just the lhkvantll details? Consider what a 
drastic, yet useful, shplification Figures 1 and 2 are of the 
actual devices. (Consider too what a misleading sta- it was, 
above, to say "~fren given the very small amoclllt of information in 
Figums 1 and 2 ..., the description of the events makes sense." 
It makes sense precisely because the right level of detail was 
chosen. How might we get a machine to do that?) 
o Forthatmatter, huwdohumanengineersdoallthesethings? 
Unanticipated Events As A FOCUS 
Unanticipated events like the blockage of the water separator are an 
ammpriate focus for this paper because this synpx>sium aims to identify 
research issues for ftrture attention rather than hmxmntd  imprwenrent 
to current practice. sane useful techniques alrwiy exist for simulation, 
fault insertion, and creation of error recavery procedures for f o m l e  
w e .  Additional work is in progress on tachniques for error midance 
and in aeSignFrrg that are error tolerant. is also a 
well-established agpmach to producing thmugh lMlrmachine 
ccanbinatians: divide the work so that the =re routine tasks fa l l  to the 
ma- and re ly  on the human for resaurceAil- t o  atypical 
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events. All of these are appropriate, important, and will continue to 
contribute to system design. 
- 
But new leseax% issues arise in part by askirrg what rele!vant things 
we don't knuw hclw to do very w e l l ,  or a t  all. Frau that perspective, 
unanticipated events present a set of interest ingal ldimportant 
challenges, p m v i a  an appropriate focus for this paper. 
lheyalsoleadtoincremd concemabout-. other 
r a t i m e s  already exist for transparency, includiq giving users an 
of the system's l3=ming so they know when to rely on the 
conclusions, and the importance of keeping the system accessible to human 
mnprebnsion and possible irrtervention. Dealing w i t h  Unanticipated 
events adds additim motivation, nnst visible i n  the guestion of system 
uvemide: t o  determine whether a system's respanse is based on 
inappxopriate assmptions (e.g., an inappropriate model), we need first  t o  
what those assumptions are. Transparency helps make this possible. 
clear the difficulties involved in robustness, we -lore briefly  sa^! 
m-wlutions to the pmblem. S m ,  we identify lx broad categories of 
attack that are likely to offer 6 c m ~  leverage on the pmblem: aenrelopirrg 
models and masoniq methods powwful emqh to handle mticipated 
events, and developing techniques for coping with situations where only 
0 imperfect models are available. Finally, we describe a rnrmber of specific 411 
Before praposhq a new attack on a problem, it's worth asking whether 
the problem can be tackled with known techniques. We consider three 
plausible apprcaches and explore why each of them fails to pxuvide the 
degree of we believe is necessary. 
One traditional -ma& is the use of man-machine ccanbinations, 
relying on the huIMn to handle m-mutine situations. W is, of 
c~urse, useful and can be quite effective over a range of problems. 
the fuel cell pr&lem of SIs-2, for instance, mine monitoring was 
handled autanatically, -e exceptions were analyzed by hman &. 
In 
It is also clear, m e r ,  that systems currently be- designed and 
used are sufficiently ccpIp?1w that this will no 1- be sufficient, 
unless we can make our autanated assistants e. sanernlclearpwer 
ard chemical processirg plants, for instance , a m  ccaplex eMugh that 
non-ruuthe events lead to massive overload on human information handling 
abilities. So many dlanns were tricjgered during the Dree Mile Island 
accident, for instance, that not only was it effectively impossible to 
interpret them, even detection became problematic as multiple alarms 
masked one another. scanewhat more immediately relevant, durhq  shuttle 
mission SIS-9 an alarm was triggered mre than 250,000 over 3 days, due to 
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an unanticipat& thermdl sensitivity i n  a spacelab remote acquisition 
unit ,  along w i t h  an cnrersight in user software. 
It is likely that similar and perhaps higher levels of canplexity w i l l  
be involved in the space station. As a result, w e  need to do mre than 
relyonthehumanhalfoftheteamtohandleallexceptions. Weneedto 
qgnde the ability of our machines to interpret, diagnose, and ~SPOIXI to 
unanticipated events, -ling man-machine canbinatians to -in 
effective in the face of canplex systems and novd envirarmrents. 
A secrmd r a t e  of attack on the problem might appear to be the 
cmation of more reliable software t?hmlgh imprwea software engineeriq 
program verification, or autaMtic 
these solve a pmblan different kropn the one a t  hand here. W issue is 
illustrated in Figure 3: techniques for production of reliable software 
all assist in  ensuring that a program matches its specifications. 
Vhanticipafxd events, -, w i l l  by definition not show up i n  the 
specificatians. Ihs problem here is not so nu& one of ddxqgig code, it 
is the creation and debuqging of the mdel and specifications. 
' VnfOrtuMtely a l l  of 
* 
Finally, given its wide  ppularity, bie might as& what expert system 
technology2 miat be able to contribute to the difficulties m face. 
Here too the answer is that they have little to offer. 
limitation in  these systems arises fmm the character of the knowledge 
they use. 
empirical associations, if-then rules that capture the inferences human 
?ha AndamentdL 
Traditional expert systems gain their pmer by callecting 
associations to indicate the character of the lrmwledge they mptllm - 
associations, typically between synptcm and 
result of liman &p-ienCe. 
I *-=a 
- 
Importantly, those associations are typically heuristic rather than 
causal: i.e., they capture what experts have abserved to h a p  w i t h u x t  
rrecessarily being able t o  explain why it m d  be so. A medical 
diagnosis system, for -le, might have a rule of the form #la college 
stwbnt amp1ainh-g of fatigue, fwer, ard sore thmat is likely to have 
nmonucleosis.~~ Ihe rule offers useful guidance even i f  the experts cannot 
prwide a detailed causal (i.e., physiologiczd) atplanation for why the 
ccnclusion follaws. Indeed the powr of the techmlcgy mnes in part fm 
the assht2Jnce it provides in  accumulating large rarmbers of fragmentary 
rules of thumb for tasks for which m welldefined causal theory exists. . 
O n e i m p o r t a n t ~ o f t h i s k i n d o f ] a a w h d g e , h m e v e r , i s a  
Mrd of brittleness. current generation sys tms  a m  idi- savant, 
pmvidirq impressive performance on narmwly defined tasks and performing 
w e l l  khen the pmblem is exactly suited to the progrmn's expertise. 
perf- can degrade quite sharply w i t h  even small variations in 
Wlt 
problem character. In generdl the difficulty arises fraa a lack of 
underlying theory: sine the rules indicate ally what ccaclusions follow 
and nut why, the pmgram has no means of dealing w i t h  cases that "almost" 
match the rule, or cases that appear to be '9ninoP exceptions. 
they have no notion of What %lnnstl@ or % , h ~ z ? ~  d d   me^. 
Indeed, 
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what kinds of ideas ivd technologies would help solve the problem. 
?he basic thrust of cur argument is quite sinple. As size and 
canplexity of systems increase, w e  see a decrease in the apportclnity to do 
an exhaustive a priori analysis and pre-specify apprapriate respanses. 
?he space statim will likely be amplex enough to preclude such analysis; 
thenoveltyoftheenvimlment immases the chance of unanticipated 
Challenges. 
To deal w i t h  su& situations we need a new appmach to building - 
intelligent systeme, one based an a sinrple w: when y a ~  can't say in 
athrance wfiat will happen, the ability to "figure out" haw to respond 
becanes mre important. where knowledge-based systems, for instance, 
ltlmu#l what to do because they have been given a large body of 
task-specific heuristics, we require intelligent systems capable of 
figuritq out what to do. 
This ability shrruld play a sqpeing role and is clearly not a 
replacement for existing a~mches. where we can anticipate and analyze 
of came we M d ,  and where we can castmct effective fault tolerant 
S y s t m s w e M d .  Butassystemcanplexitygrac~sandtherarmberivd 
seriollslhess of unanticipated w e  irmreases, we need the flexibility and 
a breadth of rabust problem solving systems to deal with them. 415 
Ihe key question, of course, is how to construct systems w i t h  this 
Property. In-- of this paper we suggest several ways of 
leaking for answers to that question. 
- 
Faced w i t h  an unanticipated event in  a ccprpllex system, a pmerful way 
to figum out what to do is by masoniq f m  an ' of the 
system, a model of %w it works.Il A behavioral model, for instanCe 
be of considerable help in dealing w i t h  complex software like an aperating 
system. 
an3 function (schematics and block diagrams), alang w i t h  an understatding 
In W i n g  w i t h  a complex physical device, a M of structure 
of causality can be essential in * Pinterpretirrs-(==Bing m m v i o r 3 .  . 
How might we proceed, for -le, when faced, with a set of sensor 
readirrgs fl3xn the fuel cells that indicate malfunction but do not match 
any lmawn pattern of misbeha vior? Ihe mDst rdxlst solution appears to be 
grwnded i n  )n#xJing huw it works, i.e., creating and using lIlodels that 
structure, behavior, and causality a t  an appropriate lev& of 
detail. We~toknowwha t theccanpanen tp iecesa re ,howtheyeach  
wrk, how they are V, and so forth. 
We argue that, i n  the mst general terms, the creation, selection, and 
use of apprapriate models is the most powerpul approach to the 
pdlem4. It is in many  way^ the essence of p-lem 
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solving. since, aswediscuss in more detail below, xmdels are 
abstractions, the pmcess of model creation and selection is essentially 
one of decidiq Wch abstraction to amly. Faced w i t h  a cmplex systean 
to be analyze& an q i n e e r  can bring to bear a pmerful collection of 
approximations and abstractions. 
AS a relatively simple ample in electrical engineering, for 
hstance, an engineer may decide to view a circuit as digital or analog, 
linear or non-linear. wzt evm to appmach the problem as one of circuit 
theory means we have made the more basic assumption that we can model the 
circuit as i f  signals prapagated 
elecrodynarm 'c effects. Models and their urderlying abstractions are thus 
ubiquituus in this kird of pmblem solving. 
ly, and hence ignore 
. 
W e  believe that an inportant source of p u e r  in the prablem solving of 
a good errgineer is the ability to create, select, use, and undersfard the 
l i m i t s  of amlicability of such rnodels. -y, we believe that a 
e ammach to building rahust pmblem solving progra~lrs is to 
identify and capture the lmrwledge on wh ich  that modeling ability is 
based. Similarly, a pamrful amma& to Mlding transparent pmblem 
solving problears is to  make that -ledge explicit in our prujrams. one 
general thrust of the resarch we suggest is thus broadly cmcemed w i t h  
a d v a n c i n g a u r ~  ' of lllDdel creation, selection, and use, and 
demmstmting that understandylg ' by creating programs capable of doing 
such things. 
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A seccd general thrust  is made feasible by the fact that the space 
artifact, a device interdd to acmnplish a 
specific plrposewhoee design is under mr amtrol. AS a mt, we can 
also ask, --can we design in 
unanticipated events is easier? lhat is, given the inevitability of 
a fashion that ~ i n g  with 
encaunterirrg such events and the difficulty of masoniq about them in 
cmplen systems, how should we design so that the masoniq and analysis 
task bemnes easier? We m a t e ,  for instance, about what lldesign for 
ccpaprehensibility" m i g h t  mean. 
otherappmacheswediscuss that share the sarme basic mindset include 
undenstandirrg (and hence w i n g  in programs) llcumcn 
masoniq, and exploring the origins of mhst  pmblem solving in people, 
physical 
whose gmceful degradation in perfonaance is so markedly different from . 
the hhavior of autunated systems. 
0 
We mfer to this  set of alJproaches as 'haking the best situation11 
because they have in cynnu7n the assumption that it is in fact possible to 
model the system and approach the pmblem by asking how we can facilitate 
model -tion and use. 
Wlt what abart the alternative? how can we get a t  behavior in 
situations where no effective model yet exists, in situations the 
only available xncdels are inccmp1e-b or insufficiently detailed for the 
taskathand? Wetennthatsetofalternatives'hakingthebestofthe 
situation,11 to suggest that, lacking a model to reason froan, we have to 
fall back on scaue less pwerful methods. In this we speculate very 
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briefly abart research in us* multiple, averlapphq k a t  hcaplete 
a s .  
since much of our aiscussion is focused an - cseating them, 
ushq  them, and determining their limitaticgls - it is worth taking a 
m a m t  to review briefly sme of their fmhmnW. praperties. Since we 
w i l l  for the most part be cancerned w i t h  enbodying those models i n  
CQnlXzter pmgrams, it is similarly worth mi- briefly the relation 
between models and progrrrms, understandirrg the role the CQnPzter plays in 
a l l  this. 
The Role of the ccmpter 
0 
Let's start w i t h  the role of the ocpnptter. G i m  the s ize  ard  
caplexity of the space statim, extensive use w i l l  have t o  be made of 
software to autaanate tasks like nmitorw and -1. ~ r r y  such pmgran 
inevitably embodies a modal of the task a t  hand. men a program as s-le 
as one that xmnitors 002 and displays a warning when the level exceeds a 
threshold has, -licit in it, a nu& s iq l i f ied  mdel of the senshq 
device, the environment (e.g., that a2 is uniformly dbpersd) ,  what 
l&s of o02 - safe, ek. since models and cuquter progranrs are 
often so closely intertwined, it is important to understand what the model 
can c o n t r w  andwhat the canplter c a n w n t r w .  
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?he c c q p b r  brings to the task a llumber of usem properties. 
offers, for ample, a vast increase in information processing pcmr. 
lhispmer, in.trim,mabspossiblethecmstrwtionanduseofmdels 
It 
that are orders of magnitude laxyer than any we could create by hand. 
pwer is useful even with simple IIlodels, where it makes possible 
The 
* .  det3munuq less &vi- consequences, as in cases 
sea3xhinchesscandetemme ' the lq-term of a m e .  
straightfomard 
Ihe OQnlXtter has also facilitated the amstmetian of many different 
kirds of lllDdels, including those that are non-nuneric. AS a result of 
work in c a p t e r  science generally and AI in particular, we nuw rartinely 
h d l d  and m p t e  w i t h  mcdels that are symbolic, qualitative, and 
inamplete. symbolic lllDdels Qnbody m-nuneric inf- (e.g., Itif the 
Current shuttle pilot is Joe, on screen 1 display elapsed the, Haston - 
time, and fue!l levels 11) 0 Qualitative models5 describe and reasool aba;rt 
W i o r  us- the larrjuage of derivatives ccpmnrmly enployed by engineers 
(e.g., Ifif the voltage at node N3 haeases then rate of discharge of 
capacitor C4 will decreadl). B t  current expert systems are basd on 
models that are inawplete, in the sense that they cover a number of 
specific cases (e.g., Ifif valve V3 is apen and the tank tenperature is 
high, then cloee valve W1), but may leave unspecified what action to take 
in other cases (e.g., what to do if ~3 is closed). 
Work in A I  and cognitive science has facilitated understanding and 
C a p t U r i I q  other types of models as well, incl* mental model& the 
vastly simplified, occasionally inaccurate but effective representations 
of xm9musm ' and causality that people use in deal- w i t h  the world. My 
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mentallllodelofhcrwthetelephanesystanmrh, forinstmce, i s q u i t e a  
b i t  different f m  reality, but quite useful. 
The 6 also brings to the table a stmng dqme of %mtal 
hygiene.,# Models -ressed in English and left t o  human interpmtatian 
produce a notoriausly wide variety of conflicting results. 
literal -minded character of ca~te~-based mdels e n f o m  a degme of 
precisian that we might not otherwise achieve in areas outside of those 
han5l.d with formal mathematical analysis. 
?he remarkably 
a mdel in a program also makes it far easier to test it by 
-le, since determvling ' its predictions is a matter of rvnning the 
p r o g r a m r a t h e r t h a n m r k i r q o u t t h e ~ b y h a n d .  m i n t u r n  
facilitates finaing ambiguities, uvmights, and limitations, and thus . 
a i d s i n e x t m i q  ' themodel. 
All of these are useful and inportant pmperties. wzt for cllv 
doesn't bring to the puposes evm mre hpm is what the 
task, what w i n g  the mdel in a progmm does not do. 
itself provide either mbu&mss or transparency. 
It does not by 
Simply pk, m h s t n e ~ s  
and transparemy are prcgerties of Illodels and systears, not prpperties of 
pmgrams that may be munitoring or catmlling those systems. 
developing software. 
-lex system and then maop an ecpa~.ly -lex piece of software that 
It will not do, for instance , to design a h i m y  
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to &tor, interpret, and pexhaps cantrol it. Layers of 
caplexity w i l l  d y  make it more difficult to deal w i t h  novd situations. 
perhaps tlze sinplest demmstmtion of the futi l i ty of this appruaa 
c~nes i n  dealing with events that may be outside the m e  of 
appli-ility of the program.  he more capla the underlying system, the 
more ccnnplex the program needed to interpret it, i.e., the more -lex 
the model of that system needs to be. And the more complex the mDdel is, 
the mre difficult it becaanes to detennine whether it is based on 
assuuptions that do not hold for the current situation, and hence the 
arrent events are outside its range of applicability. 
second, ifmbumessandtransparencyareprPpertiesofmodslsand 
systems, not properties of pmgnms, it follows that they cannut be 
grafted on, they mst be designed in. mt is, we need to u n a e r ~ k  h c l ~  
t o  design in such a fashion that the result- systems have those 
properties, and how t o  create lIlDdels that have those prcrperties. 
the research strategies we suggest in th i s  paper is t o  turn this question 
around, and askhow the desire for systems w i t h  these t w  pmperties can 
be translated into cmstnmb ' on system design. lhat is, is it possible 
to design in  such a way that the r e s u l t i r q  systems are easy to model 
one of 
-Y and transparently. 
We have argued that rcbustness ~IXI are properties of 
systems and lllDdels rather than of programs and that a primary route to 
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resam2eful t3ystms is the creatian of models w i t h  these praperties. 
that isn't easy. To see why not, m ewmine the kinds of thirrgs that 
cammnly get in the way. 
But a 
- 
l l ree  mumon sources of failures of mbustness are inuxpleteness, 
information overload, and incorrect level of detail. M s  may be 
inannplete because information that shauld have been included was  
d t t ed .  A particularly relwant -le arose in the Solar Max repair 
during Mission 41-C. The initial attenpt to attach to the satellite 
failed because additianal, UndOcLnaented hardwam had been addsd to the 
satellite near the atta- point, prwentm~ ' thematingofthe 
satellite and the a t t a m  device. Ihe lessan here is the obvious one: 
you can't reliably figure out what  to do i f  your picture of the device in  
question is inaaqlete. . 
A smme of failure of rpllustness - information overload - 
occurs when infommtion pmcessirq ability available is memhehd by the 
amoctnt of data or the size  of model. Ihe data rate may be so high that it 
cannot be hterpmw fast enough. Ihe model itself may be so 1- that 
it artstripe the pmcessing power available. Ihe issue hem is the same 
for man or ma-: i n  either case the available processing power may be 
insufficient to use themdel. Ihe lessan here is the need to ensure that 
the models we U d  are captable w i t h  the pak~er available. 
Infontlatian overload is f r q m t l y  a result of the third c~mnan soume 
of failure: selecting the wrpng level of detail, in particular choosing 
0 too law a level. A-ing to model the behavior of a aigital circuit 423 
us- quantum mechanics might be an hteresthq challerrge, but wwld 
surely drcxJn in detail. If, on the uther W, too high a level is 
chosen, the nrodel: dts  relevant phenoaneM. For example, same c-t 
designs that &e wzmct  hen viewed a t  the digital level may in fact not 
mrk due to effects that are obvious only when viewed a t  the andlog level. 
All of this leads us to a furrdamental difficulty in designing and 
using mdels. 
lmdel. 
being modeled, so 110 model can ever be entirely mnplete. Nor in fact 
wwld we want it to be. Much of the pcmr of a model arises frpan its 
depen% in laqe nreasure on mnpleteness of the 
Yet all models are amxactions, sinplificatiom of the thing 
assmption that SaIB things are 'Ulinportant details," causing them to be 
d t t ed .  
-and concentrate on others; it is this license to omit soarre 
?here is pa4e.r in this because it allaws us to ignore sc#= 
. 
wlqs that reduces the infomatian processing requimmts of using the 
model to within tolerable levels. 
But there is as a result a tensionbetwem cmpleteness 
If we make no sinplify- (an3 attendant -) and mtplexity. 
assuptiom we drcxJn in detail; yet any simplifying assumption we make may 
turn art to be incorrect, lrendering our model incqlete in saane important 
way. T h i s  in turn raises interesting questions, further explored below, 
inchding how we select an appmpriate model, i.e., an apprcpriate set of 
sixplifying assuptiom, and hodwe might recQver in the event t ha t  we 
select one that is inappropriate. 
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In this section we discuss in broad terms a number of research topics 
rele!vant to & averall goal of building syst3zIns that are both rabust and 
transparent. For the m s t  part, we proceed fmu the asslaption that 
getthj machines to assist in significant ways with reasaning about 
situations like the m-2 euel cell problem w i l l  require that they have 
apprapriatexmdels. We then askhowthosemdels can be m t e d  and 
indeed h m  w can design the device from the outset in such a way that the 
mdel creation process is made s-ler. 
Model Selection and creation 
selectingand creatinqlmdels is perhaps themost Radazaental issue in . 
solving engineering problems and an important determinant of the 
0 
mbwtmss of the solution. 
)awxJn: 
experience. ?he goal hem is to understdnd that skill and experience w e l l  
enough that it can be embcdied in a program, allawing autmated assistance 
in  selecting and creaw appmpriate models. 
It is a s k i l l  that is in  sane wap well 
it's what  good erqineers have learned to do thmugh years of 
In almost any design or analysis problem, the most basic question is 
hcrw to llthMc abcut'l the &ject in question, Le., how to mdel it. Given 
the acknowledgnmt that a l l  models are abstractions, it is f'utile (and as 
we have suggested, inappmpriate) to seek perfect ampleterms ardl 
m?x&mss. aLat in turn mans that the moaeling decision cmcerns h t  
to pay attention to, i.e., what properties of the object are relevant to 0 425 
the task a t  hard and which can safely be ignored. Hence the goal is to 
find a model w i t h  hm pmperties. First it should be cmplete emugh that 
it hardles the Wrtant PherrCpaeM. Second it shcruld be encrugh 
that it is &le and -@le of pr~auc- a description a t  a usem 
level of detail (Le., even i f  it were possible, it wmld be of little use 
to produce a pi-, microvolt-level analysis of a circuit whose 
digital behavior is of interes t). But naming the goal is easy; the 
res ea^& ChdLlenge is in findhq amre precise 
means to %msider the task@! and to detemme ' when a model is %aplete 
of what it 
enaqh", %bstract enough@8, and a t  an appmpriate level of detail. 
One possible ruute t o  mkmta&q ' thenatureandchara~ofmodels 
is to define the kinds of aktractions cxmlmnly used i n  creating them. 
'Ihismightbedonebydeterminirrg what kitds of abstractions are CcQollOnly 
(and often inplicitly) euployed by engineers. what are the rest of the 
tenm like digital, analog, linear, etc.? IS there j u s t  an unstructured 
collection of su& terms or is there, as we wmld guess, sac sort of 
o q a n i z b q  principle that CM be used to establish an ordering on them? 
If so, ~ m i g h t b e a b l e t o s a y n r o r e ~ y w f i a t i t m e a n s t o p ~  
fram a mre abE;tract to  a =IS precise mcdel atxi might be able to develcp 
progranrs capable of such behavior. It is unlikely that thexe is a simple, 
strict h i e  that will &law us to move in a single, UMnrbigwUs 
direction. 
. 
=re likely we w i l l  find a tangled graph of models; part 
of the task is to sort aut the different kir& of -ions likely 
tobeencauntered. 
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A second possible mute to ' the na- of models arises 
frcnn the sixple abservation that mDdels ignore details. perfiaps then 
differerrt kinds Of models can be g m t e d  by selecting different 
canbinations of details to ignore. D.m task here is to characterize 
d i f f m  %indslt of details; the ideal set of them wuild not only 
g-te )ackJn lmdels but might suggest additional models as w e l l .  
By either of these mutes - studying the kinds of abstractions used 
or the kinds of details ignored - we might be able to produce an array of 
different kinds of mcdels. That brings us to the problem of mcdel 
selection, determining wfiich to use in a particular situation. sane 
assistance may be provided by knuwing how the array of models is 
organized, i.e., a t  it .means to be a Wfferent kind of 
WfiattheimpOrtantFhemnemareinthe difficulty arises in cktmmuq 
pmblem at  hand and selecting a variety of mcdel capable of deal- w i t h  
it. How is it that  a human engineer knows w h i c h  apprwrimations a m  
plausible and wfiich are likely to lead to m r ?  
?he 
. I  - 
It is unlikely that we w i l l  ewer be able to guarantee that the 
-ledge used for model selection is flawless or that the mcdels given t o  
the prpgram are flawless. we thus need to confront the pmblem of 
detecting and dealing w i t h  models that are hpprupriately chosen for the 
task a t  hand or that are inmnplete in - relevant detail. Human 
engineers a t  ths make the wroag selection or use a faulty model, yet are 
capable of de- this and deal- w i t h  it. Hcrw might we get machines 
todothesame? 
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Finally, note that progress on model selection will have an important 
inpact on the -t loaded issue of system averride. 
argued, unanticipated events are inevitable, sinply having a detailed 
model is nut &wugh: 
applicability of the Imdel. 'Ihis can be a particularly difficult problem 
I f ,  as we have 
events may occur that are autside the range of 
it concans deciding WJW to think abcplt" the problem. 
We axyue that override is fundamntally a decision that a particular 
model is inamrupriate. consider the exanple of a program dtoring and 
ocmtmllhq life wrt. we might be tenpted to override its decisims 
if they seem sufficiently different frcna our m, but *y should they 
differ?. Ihe most basic answer seerrts to be that the model the program is 
us- to interpret sensor readirrgs is inammpriate, i.e., based on 
assunptians that are not valid i n  the current situation. 
* 
*y that Ihe only objective way to  discaverthis is by . .  
mdel was chosen, what approximations it enkodies, and what the 
limitations are on those appoximatians. Since much of this information 
was u68d to make the Imdel selection to begin w i t h ,  levesage on the 
Qverride prablem can cane frrrm ' model selection and, 
importarrtly, frcm makirrg explicit bath the model itself and the 
-oris mderlybq it. lhis wmld give us  reasmably objective 
graunds for the ovemide decision, since the Imdel and its underlying 
assunptians will be available, and can be exarmned ' andccanparedtothe 
situation. It dlso mminds us how inportant it is that such 
information be made explicit, rather than left implicit in  the prpgram 
code or the mind of the pmgram author. 
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~e have lepeateduy stressed the importance of lll~dels as a basis for 
mbust about mnplex systems. wtt specieying those models is 
not an easy task, for several reasons. At the sinp?lest level the issue is 
volunre: there is an mrstm.ls amxlnt of infoxmation to be captured. 
Exist- design capture systems don't deal mI.1 with the prcrblem because 
they don't make the information collection process easy encnqh, nor do 
they offer sufficient payoff once the information is entered to prwide a 
nutivatian for do- it. lhey are in generdl m~re truuble than they're 
worth. 
For design changes in particular, it is today often easier sinply to 
try out the change and then (maybe) go back and update the specification 
. 
database. In the case of Solar Max, for instaxe tperhapsm-- 
abaut the additional hardwam because it had been added at the last minute 
and m e r  doanaented. The problem of documenting code is similar: it's 
often easier to try it a, ulen f3ocmmt. 
gets dom because it simply isn't viewed as critical to the undertaking. 
often the documentation mer 
?he pmblem is both organizational and technical. organizational 
issues arise because design documerrtation is typically of least us8 to the 
original designer, who is most familiar w i t h  the abject. Them shuild be a 
value struclture within the organization that makes clear the importance of 
sqqlyirg q l e t e  design specifications and en@asizes that, as in Solar 
Max, the of even minor dssions can be serious. 
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wzt isamreradical p i t i o n  on this that is -Y 
worth exploring.. It ought to be impossible to -te or d f y  a design 
without do- it via a design capture system. Art slightly differently, 
there M d b e  a design capture system so useful that no one wmld think 
- 
of P m  ' wi- it. Ihe thaught is utopian but not so far afield as 
it might seen~. Existing VISI design tools, for example, pruvidiq 
sufficiently e functionality that no major design wmld be done 
without them. Even their basic functions - schematic cam and edit, 
design rule checking, sinnrlatian - pmvide sufficient payback to make 
them worth the trzuble.1 
Existing tools also illustrate important limitations: they Eiptlme 
the final result, kt not the rationales, nut the design process. AII 
effective qwtem would be one that was useful fm the earliest "sketch on 
the back an an envelope" stage, and that capturd (and aided) every step 
and decision alang the way. The result  wmld be a mxd that included 
not only the final design, but its intendd functionality, all rationales 
for the design choices, etc. 
. 
?he technical prablems in creating such a system hh& standard 
cmcerns abaxt a good interface, such as ease of use andportabilityr 
p a F  is still hard to beat. But the issues go cansiderably 
that. w- find cammicatian w i t h  each other possible i n  part 
because of a larye shared vocabulary and base of experience. 
Ckammhtion w i t h  a design cam system should be based on similar 
than 
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knowledge; the identificatian and representation of that )rmwledge is a 
sizable reseamh task. 0 
The relev& vocabulary includes CQtlcePts abaut structure (shape, 
connectivity, etc.) and behavior (what the device shculd do). Bath 
present irrteresting challenges. while connectivity is relatively 
straightforward, a capact and appmpriate vocabulary for shape is not 
obviaus. 
segmmts of code, but descriptions in that fonn soon g r a ~  unwieldy and 
opaque. 
w i t h  considexably more cmplex devices. 
Behavior can sanetimes be captured by equations or short 
we need to develop a vocabulary for behavior capable of Wing 
?here is also the pmblem of UllSpQken assmptions. If design capture 
systeprs sinply transcribe what is e x p m  literally, forcing every fact 
to be made -licit, the description task will always be Cnrerwhelming . 
need to understand and accmulate the knowledge and design CQllventiOlls of 
. 
We 
engineers so that the system canmake the relevant inferences abcutwhat 
wasintendsd , even if not cxpmssed. 
Designing for: Testability, Diagnosability, Analyzability, 
ccpnprehensibility, -,. . . 
we have argued that the Wmpldty of the station and the novelty of 
theernriranment preclude an exhaustive a priori analysis of contingencies 
and require instead an ability to figure out what to do in the face of 
unanticipated events. we have suggested that this in turn is best 
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facilitated by "knowhq how things work," Le., havirq a mdel of 
strwtum and behavior. 
- 
The Conplexity of the systems we design clearly has an inpact on both 
how easy it w i l l  be to create such mDdels and haw easy it w i l l  be to 
- w i t h  them once they exist. since we are in fact designing the 
station (rather than t x y i r q  to model a naturally occurring system), it is 
worth asking what can be done a t  the design state to facilitate lnodel 
Q-eation and mDdel use. 
Desiun for Testabilitv Design for testability is one relatively w e l l  known 
amroach in this categoq77. 
devices have t o  be exhaustively tested to verify their correct operation 
before they a m  placed in service and suggests that we design in ways that 
facilitate this task. substantial effort has been devoted to this in 
c-t design, w i t h  sme success. Given the likely need for equipnemt 
lnainteMnce and the difficulty of a house (station?) call by service 
technicians, it will be useful t o  design the station in such a way that 
basic diagnostic tests can easily be run on devices that may be 
malfunctioning. where well knuwn c~lloepts like ensuring that signals are 
akservable and cantrollable are likely to carry over easily, part of the 
reseaxh task here lies in  exkndmg ' techniques developed for simple 
digital circuits to deal w i t h  mu& larger subsystems. 
It a-ledges that newly manufactured 
* 
Wiun for Diasnosab ilitv Designs for diagnosability is a less well 
understood task. where testing involves methoaically t ry i rq  aut al l  of 
the desi- behaviors of the h i c e ,  diagnosis is a process of reasoning 
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fram the cbsemed synptms of malfunction to identify the possibly faulty 
canpanents. 
ability: mom pmerful diagmstic reasodq techniques implicate fewer 
ccpnpanents. But sane prablem are inherently ambiguous - a device may be 
designed in  such a way that the observed q n p t a ~ ~  must correctly inrplicate 
a large rnrmbar of different -. 
involve aeSigning in a way that avoids this situation. put more 
positively, it e d  mean designing in ways that seek t o  minimize the 
rnrmbar of CQnPanents implicated by a malfunction. 
Diagnostic pmer is measwed in part by discsimination 
- 
Design for dhgmsability wmld 
One very sinple &emation alang this line can be made by cansidering 
the tapology of the Wice: the only that can be 
lrespansible for an &served synptcm ame those that are Ikausally 
came&&" to it. In an electmnic circuit, for -le, the mst obvious . 
causal cannsctions are provided by w i r e s .  More generally, there must be 
sane sequnce of Fhysical interactions by which the error pmpagates fmn 
i t s s o u m e t o t h e p o i n t w h e m i t i s ~ .  zhefewersuch 
interactions, the fekller candidate -. simply pt, this aques 
for %parse (moaular) designs," Le., those w i t h  relatively few 
-0nS. 
Designs w i t h  u n i a i r e c t i a  ccanpanents (i.e., those that operate i n  a 
single direction and have distmct ' inputs and o u m ,  like lcgic gaw 
and unlike resistors), also have d l e r  candidate sets. 
lmi-direch 'oml  cuprmfx there is a sixqle dimction of ca&ity, 
givw us a notion of I-1 and ~kbwnstm~~" of the synpstam. only 
caapanents that are upstream can be -ible for the qmptm. 
~n devices w i t h  
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D k q n o 6 i s  also involves probing, Le., taking additional meammmmts 
h i d e  the device, as well as generat% and nmning tests designed to 
disthqdsh a n b q  possible cardidate -. we might also examine 
design styles that facilitate both of these tasks. 
f i  i for rehensibili Given cllv 
em#msis on being able to figure out wfiat t o  do, perhaps the most 
thing to do early on is what might be called design for 
analyzability or ccanprehensibility. If w have to think aburt huw the 
mice works and reasan thmugh the possibly subtle effects of an 
unanticipa- event, then let's a t  least make that easy to do. TMS may 
be little =re than the traditional attmnition to '%mp it simple,'* here 
given the additianal mtivation of on-the=qmt analysis and respanse. 
0 
Simplicity in design will aid in making that easy; it may present 
additional virtues as well. Simplicity often p- transparency, an 
inrportarrt axpomnt in people's willixqness to accept autapaated assistance 
with critical tasks. shplicity will help achieve -1s design goal of 
allaJingcrewstointesvene a t  low levels in any station subqstm. 
Finally, simplicity may also produce rcdxlstness by assisting in 
determiningmamdelisinappmpriate. ~earquedabovethatthe 
override decision is part of the mcdel selection process and d d  be
facilitated by making -licit the sinplifying assmpticms underlying each 
model. W assuptiom might not always be specified ompletely, a t  
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0 
t i m e s  it may be ~.~cessary t o &termme ' whattheyare. T h i s i s l i k e l y t o  
' i f themodel i tselfcanbe be easier to detemme mrn"' a 
m t  systens are brittle in part 
sense knawledge, that large collection of simple facts about the world 
that is shared acmss a culture. A t  the simplest it may include facts 
such as physical objects have mass and take up space, that twro things 
cannot occupy the same space a t  the same time, or that objects that are 
-rted will fall. In the absence of Guch an underpinning of world 
)mrwledge, the system must interpret its rules w i t h  mnplete literal 
mindedness and can do little in situations in a c h  the rules ~ ~ a l m o s t l l  
amlY . 
cansider for exanple a rule in  a medical diagnosis expert systexn 
specifying in part that !Ithe patient is bebeen 17 and 21 years old.@# 
Does the rule apply i f  the patient is 16 years 11 months old? H m  abazt 
16 years 5.9 months? Our c~prmyvl sense knawledge of the world tells us 
that the human body doesn't c h q e  disamtinumsly, so the nile is 
pmbably still relevant. oempare this w i t h  a rule that says "If the 
postmark date is after April 15, then the tax return is 1ate.I' Here we 
h o w ,  again fram co~rrman sense howledge, that there is in fact a 
discantinuity. mch of these chunks of caanman sense is simple muugh and 
easily added to a system; the problem is finding and representing the vast 
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collection of thean mcessaq to support the kind of reascnninj people do 
w i t h  so little effort. 
a 
- 
For engineering pmblem solving of the sort relevant to mr cancerns 
here there is another layer of what we might call q-ing co~mnan sense 
that includes such facts as, l iquids are inccanpressible, dl1 objects are 
affected by gravitational fields, but not a l l  objects are affected by 
electmnagnetic fields, electroanagnetic fields can be shielded, and so 
forth. Engineers also lnmw larye of sinple facts about 
functionality, such as what a valve does, and why a door is like a valve. 
Ihe reseamh task here is the identification, a m a t i o n ,  
organization, and hhmmmct ion of the vast numbers of sinple facts that 
make Up CQBrrman Sense (mt et al., 1986) and q-w coBmnan Sense. 
only w i t h  this body of lnmwledge w i l l  we be able to create system that 
are mom flexible and less literal a. 
0 
what is the salrce of Fhmun -? 
S i m e  rdustness in  problem solving is a cmmn trait of experienced 
erqineerzs, we aqht to take the abviaus step of examinirrg that behavior 
and attapking to urderstand its origins. What is it that human experts 
d o , ~ t i s i t w h a t t h e y l n m w , t h a t a l l a w s t h e m t o r e c o g n i z e a n d d e a l w i t h  
inadequate mdels? Why is it that human behavior seems to  degrade 
gracefully as pmblems becane more difficult, rather than precipitausly, 
as i s thecasewi thmraurentpmgram~? Partoftheanswermaylayin 
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thenuntx , rof~var ie tyofmodels theycanuse ,  alongwiththeirbodyof 
calumn sense knowledge. 
W t i p l e  Models 
?bus far our appmach has focused on creating mbustness by reasmhg 
froan detailed models. 
where no effective 
&d be incaplete information: 
the models we have, selection of an ammpriate one might depend on a fact 
abmt the system or envimnnmt that we sinply don't have yet. 
section, we speculate on one possible approach to such pmblem. 
But how can we get robust behavior in situations 
yet exists? One quite plausible reason for this 
even assming WB know all the l i m i t s  of 
In this 
One ideaexp lo red toSanaedegree in themzmsAY~ (Eman, e ta l . ,  
* 
1980) for speech 
sources, each dealing with a slightly different body of knowledge. Our 
imperfect lawrwledge about the task - interpreting an uttamce as a 
sentence - means that none of the knowledge sowxes can be guaranteed to 
be ooznct. 
acperts, each with a different expertise, i n  the hope that their 
irdivittual- are distinct (and hence w i l l  in sane sense be 
mutually cmpensated) but their strengths w i l l  be mutually reinfozing. 
' involves the use of rmrltiple knowledge 
?he basic insight here is to enploy a gruup of cooperating 
A similar technique might be useful h engineering pmblem solvhg: 
lacking any one model believed to be apprapriate, we might try using a 
collecticm of them that appear to  be plausible and that have somewhat 
0 different conditions of applicability. men given a oollection, of 
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-,-- ' the interesting and difficult pmblem of decidiq 
h o w t o c a a b i n e t h e i r r e s ~ t s w f i e n t h e a u t c g l l e s a r e  (asapcted) not 
identical. - 
We have argued that the cmplexity of the station arrd the novelty of 
spaoe as an envimnllmt makes it impossible to predict and axdyze all 
contiqencies in advance. Ihe hostility of the enviranment IEdns the 
of failm are substantial. In su& situations, rcJxrstsless 
and 
Systems are rdxrst to the extent that they can deal w i t h  events that have 
not been specifically anticipated and analyzed. 
the extent that they canmake their 
abserver. 
becane essential pxperties of the systems developed. 
Rrey are transparent to 
' ccanprehensible to an . 
Given the inevitability of unanticipated events, rcJxrstsless is best 
accaplished by "figurig a r t 1 8  what to do, rather than relying an a list 
of predeterminsd mlqcmes. &t "figuring aut," the sort of analysis and -- ' ydonebyengi.neem,cancmlybe&neifyaul~knaJhow 
it works," i.e., have a mdel of the device. We thus believe that a key - of pcw2r in  engineering reasonirrg is the ~ l l e c t i o n  of mDdels 
engineers use, alq w i t h  the a~roxirnations and abstractions that 
underliethemdels. Onemajorthrustof researchthenshcruldbedirected 
tmara understanding the prPcesses of mdel creation, selection, an3 
sinplif i a t i an .  
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Given the scrim of worm fm inmr@lete information, 
a second major thrust shculd be devoted taward model and design capture. 
Exist- systems .for VLSI design are effective enmgh to make them 
essential toars, and hence effective in sane aspects of design capture. 
we need to provide similar levels of tools for all varieties of design and 
need ko 
result of the design process. 
h c k ~  to cam tiesign ratimes as  ell as the final 
Given the difficulty of the masmirq process even w i t h  amplete 
information, we suggest kuning the question ararnd ard asking what we can 
do at  design time to make the masmirq task easier. we have speculated 
abcut h t  design for testability, diagmsability, and ccpnprehensibility 
might mean, and suggest further explomtion there as well. 
Finally,  it apparx that additional leverage on the pmblem is' 
available fran examinirsg huxaan performance to detemme ' thesourceof 
rdnrstness in our awn prcblem solving behavior, and f rm cclmpiling the 
large body of m u x m  sense lawwledge that seems to be a source of graceful 
7 
degradation i n  human prcblem solving. 
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Figure 1: The fuel cell and water separation system. 
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Figure 2: Details of the water separation unit. 
(Adapted from MITRE Corp. report of 16 July 1985 by Gerald 
Eichhoefer.) 
2 SOME NON-SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM 
model and specifications. 
code spec if i c at i ons 
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software engineering 
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